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PREFACE 
Tbe world is witnessing rapid' changes in the economic sphere. 

A system of planned economy is slowly gaining ground. Huge 
experiments are being made bl modern states to meet passing 
economic emergencies. Such events in one part of the world are 
bound to have their efFects on other parts. A well thought out 
economic policy for this country has not yet been framed. Those 
who have the economic progress of this country at heart must 
thereCore think out a right economic policy tbat will suit our cond~-
tiOD! and circumstances. ~ 

In tbis connection, the question of industrial policy assumes 
grest bnportance. Either for', the solution of the acute poverty 
problem in tbe country or'for bringing about a balanced economic 
organisation, we have to turn t;o industrial progress, as one of the 
princiPal remedies. The prevailing economic depres~ion in tbe 
worMa. well as the state of important industries in the country, 
present problems which require careful c:onfideraij.on. ,The growing; 
com~ition of foreign goods on the one hand, as well.., the impend
ing e»nstitutional changes on the other, are also factors which add 
weight to the desil'ability of stating in clear tt;rms the industrial 
policy that the country should adopt. 

The chief instrument of industrial' policy in modern countdes has 
been customs tarifF. We are not concerned with the ,'lise, of 
the tarifF as an instrument of economic warfare; we are concerned 
with Its use for legitimate industrial purposes, and this has become 
more Important to us in recent years than ever before. Tbe Indian 
Cualo!ns TarifF has grown considerably since the War" chiefly be. 
Quae of financial reasonS. Important changes have also been intro
duced since 19240 for protective, purposes. In more recent times. 
Iliddeu changes have been jn~roduced ,by means ot surcharges for 
revenue purposes, and also to- put the Ottawa Agreement into 
erect. The recent pjscussions with the Japanese and Lancashire 
Delegations are !lIso likely,. to afFect thecUlitoms tarifF. The great 
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changes that have '0 far taken place, have been in a majority 
cases very haphazard in nature and have been introduced' hastil 
except in those few cases where the changes were due. to delailf 
investigations by the TarHr Board. It is obvious therefo;e that 
thorough overhauling of the customs tariff frum all points of vie 
is urgently required. This will incidentally enable the ~uthorl 
ties to revise the techniqlle,-classification and arrangement of til 
tariff schedule, which have also been ignored during the peri~ 
of hasty and sudden changes which hav~ been the rule sincI 
the war. 

The subject of industrial development with reference to l 

large country like ours, in its present economic condition, presenb 
problems which nAy well require several volumes for a systematic 
study. In the fo~er volume in this series entitled 'The Growth 
of Trade and Industry in Modern India', we attempted an intro
ductory survey of facts relating to the prinCipal indastri«:s in 
the country. 1 It was not an et.b,ustive treatment but sufficient 
material was brought together to enable us to think on the related 
problem of industrial poliey. 'l'he present volume deala with indus
trial policy with special reference to the customs tariff. It mast, 
however, be pointed out that a forw.ard industria\ policy will not, 
by itself, be sufficient to develop industries in the country. unless 
problems ,relating .to the organisation and finance of indllstries are 

'. solved in the right spirit. At the same time, the object of an 
industrial policy may be defeated if parallel changes are not 
introduced in other departments of economic life. For example, 
the raHway policy, particularly in .the I. matter of railway rates , 
with reference to trade and industries, should be in a line with 
the industrial policy of the country. Important problems like 
these 'in con~ection with the industrial development of the conntry, 
shoula .therefore be treated in separate volumes. For the present, 

It 
as' pointed out above, we shalLbe content with a discussion ofthe 
industrial policy 1)f ~he country with special reference to the 
customs taritr. 

1 If the'proposal. to have aD industrial census of thecountrJ' materia-
lille, we shall have the necessary exhaustive data iD due Course. . 

• 
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In connection with the main theme of the work, we should 
like to point out that we have not discussed the theory of inter
national trade nor those of free trade and protection. Out of the 
economic chaos in which the world is now involved, the existing 
ideas on these problems are likely to undergo some change. We 
may however assume that with the abandonment of Free Trade by 
Great Britain, the world has become protectionist in practice 
without an exception. The introduction of the policy of discrimi
nating protection in this country since 1924, and the working of 
that policy in actual practice, as well as all attempts towards a 
forward industrial policy \ly means of protection are likely to raise 
problems of economic readjustment within the ,country. Whereas 
a8 we have pointed oat in the text, discrimination is now applied 
at the wrong end or to wrong parties, we shall in future have to 
study how best to safeguard the interests of the consumer in a 
protective system. We have plenty to learn in this case from 
the experience of other coun,t;ries. We must admit that the 
scope of the present volame has not enabled us to go into 
the details of this problem, which has been explained in brief 
under 'the heading' of "Cost and InCidence of Protection" in 

. Chapter nt. Tl;!e nature of the problems ,has been further dis
cussed by Mr. Munshi in Appendix III, and he hopes to study the 
lame in fuller details, with the help of sugg«;stions from those 
interested. 

The exact scope of the work has been, explained in the 'intro
duction. Regarding the authorship.of the volume, it may be 
mentioned that the earlier chapters dealing with the question of 

. ~.. 

indastrial policy, have been written by;me, and that the later 
chapters dealing with castoros tariff have been wrlttep. by 
Mr. Munshi. A clear cut division, however, has not been'ad.opted, 
beeause I have received suggestions from Mr. Munshf 'on the one 
hand, and also because, I was allowed to edit the later ~h,.pters 
before sending them to the press. These have belmbas~d on'a: 
thesis submitted by Mr. Munshi for the M. A. degree of this 
University. I may also add that I have .• fre~11 drawn upon the 
published or unpublished material written by me on the sub-
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jed before this, to which detailed reference h.& not bee] 
.Il'lsde.1 

Mr. MUDShi desires me to sdd thst he is indebted to the Uni 
"eraity of Bombay for a grant towards the cost of publication o. 
hiB work. 

80hoo' 01 Economic.! and 800iol091/, 
UnifJlf'litg of BOf1I~"g, 
16t1l D~II_6'" 1988. 

1 (a)' Our Fiscal Policy. 19W8. second c,dition. 

O. N. Vakil 

(b) Memorandum to the Fedel'lltion of Indian Chambers of Com
melee and 11ldU!\try nn Indian CU!\l(IJDS Tariff. 1998. 

(c) Four public lectures on .. Some aspects of World Comlllercial 
Policy" 1929. (unpublished) 

(d) OUawa Trade,Agreement between India and the United King
dOID, b, C. N. Vakil and M. C. Munshi . 19Si. 
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The goo! of ~ ~ in ~ 0JUDtries 
is maximnm produrtJlX1 .-ith a new to mcre:ase the 

- na:iom1 divideud and to raise the standard of Imng of 
the ~ of the rountry roocemed. Incbl5trial ~ in 
most countries is designed £rom this pOOn of uew_ 
Ouesrioos d prrtertion tQ industries. relief to "the un
~~{)yed1l reciprocal oommen:iaI treaties or CXJIlvpntions 
ben-een certain oountries and the Eke are different aspects 
of this fundarilenbJ aim. 

In I~ the growth of industries is oatnraIly looked 
cpon as a means of relieving the pIt:!&lIe of population 
00 agrirohure. so that there may be a babnced division 
d labour bdwa:n different sedions of the ~ in 
order to expIoit< the resourres of the country for the ulti
mate guod of the people themsdves.. There is no essen
tial difference in this point of view axnpared .-ith that 
in other rountries.. In other words. rna x imllm production 
and a narioo.al oudook are ~ two pillars OIl which the 
indastrial policy cl this oountry must be based, as in other 
countries.. 

Such a policy bas been termed cCEcoocmic Nationa
lism··. In vie. 01 the exbeme forms taken by this policy 
in some Western CUUDtiies. internatiooaI trade bas 
suffered with adverse eHects on most oou:otries. i\s against: 
this. the cry for what may be desaibed as cCEcoocmic 
~ricmar>smn bas ~ popular. It sbou1d be 
pointed out that .-batever the significanre cl this new cry. 
!1 does DOt mean the restoration cl Free Trade. though 
It ~. mean? freer trade axnpared with the present 
res.tJ irtv"Cls We may say that the aim of Ernnomic Int.e£
nationalism is DOt to ,npe out EooOOmic Narionalism 
bulto e!lCtpage a policy by which undesirable 'and 

I 
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extreme forms Qf restrictions Qn international trade may 
be removed. The effort, in other words, is tQ reconcile the 
desire 'for Ci national economic life' in each country with 
the requirements for Cilarger volume Qf international trade 
in which all are interested. It should be pointed out that 
both the evil and th~ remedy refer chiefly to Western 
countries. The PQsition taken as a whole cannot be ap
plied tQ countries industrially backward or to countries 
whose economic independence is neither recognised nor 
felt in the councils of the world. We hear so much of the 
efforts of the League of Nations as expressed m the 
proceedings of the World Economic Conference to re
store freer trade by putting. a stop to excessive restric
tions. So far as India is concerned, our tariff is low 
compared with that Qf most Western countries; our 
requirements fof economic progress are essentially differ
ent due to the large size of the country, and the economic 
stage in which we are. Besides, though India is nominally 
a member of th~ League of' Nations, in practice the 
economic status of India in the world is not equal, and its 
voice in influencing world opinion is not felt. One has 
simply to' watch the proceedings of any important body: 
like the World Economic Conference to verify the truth 
of these remarks. We may admit that this is due to the 
political dependence Qf India, but the fact has tQ be 
recognised and appreciated in applying the so-called world 
opinion to Qur situation. 

In order to work the industrialpplicy defined above" 
namely, maximum production· with a national outlook,
two things will be necessary. In the first place, there 
should be Ci' detailed survey· of the facts relating to the 
condition and possibilities of different industries' or groups 
of industries. At the same time, ,certain general principles 
. shQuld be defined, which would I enable the PQlicy of 
maximum production and a national outlook to be carried 
out with effect. For the succe~~ful pr9~ecution of this 
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policy, a continuous study Qf the details in the light of 
the general principles will be essential. For our purpose, 
we have attempted an introductory survey of the Growth 
of Trade and Industry in Modern India in the preceding 
volume in this series. We shall here consider the general 
principles with reference to the classification of industries 
suggested in that volume. 1 The object of this classifica
tion is to consider the industries from different points of 
view; it is overlapping in some respects, because the 
same industry may have tQ be viewed from more than 
one point of view. The suggested classification is as 
under :-

I. Industries for the home market or for export. 
2. Industries financed by Indian capital or by foreign 

capital. .. 
3. Industries managed by Indians or by foreigners. 
4. Industries owned by the State or by private people. 
s. Industries r~eiving prQtection or Qther form of 

State assistance or unprotected industries. 

J. INDUSTRIES FOR THE HOME MARKET OR FOR 
EXPORTI 

The propaganda in favour of Swadeshi goods means 
the encouragement of local industries by voluntary 
methods of stimulating the demand for indigenous goods 
as against foreign goods, even at a sacrifice. It is certainly 
a desirable method SQ far as it goes, and is bound to be 
a useful complement to any state action fQr industrial 
progress. But it has its limitations from the larger point 
of view, namely, that of maximum production or the full 
exploitation Qf the raw materials and other natural te,. 
sources of the country; because the S~adeshi··prin~iple. 

I d. Growth of Trade and Industry in Modem India p. J6. 
• In discull8ing these general considerations, the ~terial on pp. J6-20. 

of 'Growth of Trade and Industry in Modern India' has been freely used and 
e1ahllrated. 

I'" 
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can only work towards the displacement of foreign im
ported goods by 'locally made goods, and is therefore 
dependent on the home market only. In the case of those 
raw materials which we may have in abundance, but for 
the manufactured products of which, we may not have a, 
sufficiently large home market, 'the Swadeshi principle 
cannot help us, because it cannot create for us a foreign 
market. In other words, the Swadeshi principle helps us 
in our economic progress only to the extent to which it 
can give an impetus to those industries which can com
mand a large home market. 

The policy of Discriminating Protection and the Swa
deshi principle have a common defect. A large home 
market is an essential condition for an industry to receive 
protection from the Government of India under the 
existing policy. In other words, both the policy of the 
state, and the voluntary efforts of the people in the 
direction of Swadeshi, as now understood, are not likely 
to give any encouragement to those industries, which, 
if developed, may have to depend on foreign markets. 

Our backward state is perhaps responsible in engender
ing this limited ideal in our mind, and it is curious to see 
that we are ignoring facts relating to our own country 
while we think on these lines. Two of the most important l 
industries in the country, namely, jute and tea, are pri-J 
marily export industries. In the case of the former we 
have the monopoly of the raw material, in the case of the 
la~er, we have a very strong position. Even in the case 
of an industry like that of cotton, we used to ,export large 
quantities of yarn to China in the earlier years,' and that 
was the source of strength of the Bombay mill industry i 
and' we are aware of the efforts now being made to 
develop the export l;A;ade in Indian cotton piece goods in 
the countries bordenng on the Indian Ocean. Even a 
protected industry like steel, which has come into im
portance in this country; during the last decade, depends 

, I, 
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to a certain extent on export ; large quantities of pig iron 
manufactured at J amshedpur have been taken by Japan; 
the exports of pig !r0~ from India to the U nited K~ad~ 
ha\je led to enquines m the House of Commons. and PIg 
iron bas been given an important position in the Ottawa 
Trade Agreement between India and the United 
Kingdom. 

These illustrations should be sufficient to arrive at the 
conclusion that both the policy of Discriminating Protec
tion and the Swadeshi principle suffer from important 
limitations. This means that though we should certainly 
think of the home market first. we should not therefore 
shut our eyes tQ the possibility of expansion of those in
dustries which we may be in a position to develop. but for 
which we may have tQ depend on outside markets. Given 
an eHective demand in any part of the world. if we are in 
a position to supply the required goods. of good quality 
at a reasonable price. there is no reason why we should 
not manufacture them merely because the home market in 
that commodity is either limited or does not exist. In our 
eHorts to bring about a proper equili"brium in the economic 
organisation of the country. and to work for maximum 
production by means of industrial advancement, this point 
of view should not be ignored either by the public or by 
the state. 

It may be pointed out in this connection that the ideal 
of the development of industries for the home market 
only bas not been practised by most countries. and that 
the richer countries in the world are at present those 
which have developed export industries, for example, 
the United Kingdom, the U. S. A., Japan and so on. 
\Ve may be told that the race for markets by such coun
tries leads to undesirable jealousieS between different 
countries. and sometimes to a disturbance of the peace of 
the world. Besides, there is the tendency for the export
ing country to try to dominate or control the internal 
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affairs of the importing country with a view to retain the 
market. 

In the policy that we have outlined above, we have 
taken care to eliminate these undesirable aspects of the 
industrial policy of other countries. We have emphasised 
th~ fact that we should think of export industries only in 
those cases in which we are in a position to supply the 
required goods, of good quality at a reasonable price. In 
order to remove any ambiguity, we may lay down that 
such industries should be confined only· to those cases 
where nature has favoured us with abundant raw mate
rials. Instead of exporting the raw materials, we should 
try to export the finished product. Most of the undesir
able aspects of modern industrial policy are due to the fact 
that the manufacturing country has to. import the raw 
material, and is dependent on foreign markets for dispos
ing of the goods made from such imported raw material. 
Its economic organisation is thus open to attack from two 
sides, and has to be supported by extra-economic me
thods. A country which commands an abundant supply 
of the raw material of a certain commodity, is naturally 
in a strong position. Other countries requiring the com
modity must either take its raw material or the finished 
product. There will therefore be no cause for the growth 
of jealousies for the control of markets and other undesir
able consequences, which are a feature of the industrial 
greatness of some of the modern countries. 

We need not point out that India is in an eminent posi
tion to set an example in working out such a humane 
industrial policy. In exporting jute goods and tea, w~ 
do not interfere with the natural rights of other COllntries ; 
if we export cotton goods and pig iron, we do so because 
we have plenty of raw material in either case, and because 
the importing countries find it advantageous to import 
th~m. We export large quantities of oil-seeds, . hides and 
skms, lac and manganese and so on. There is no reason 

I i 
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why we should not be able to develop export industries 
in these and other articles, in which we may have obvious 
natural advantages. 

An industrial policy so framed will enable us' to reach 
the goal of maximum production early, without the fear 
of those evils with which the policy of other c~untries is 
surrounded. 

2. INDUSTRIES FINANCED BY INDIAN CAPITAL OR BY 
FOREIGN CAPITAL 

Industries financed by foreign capital do help in in
creasing the production of the country. But if the share 
of the foreign capital in the profits of an, industry is un
duly great, such increased production .will not conduce to 
real national advantage. In view of the desirability of 
having maximum production, foreign capital must be 
welcome to us, in those cases in which Indian capital is 
not available. But there should be sufficient restriction or 
control over the use of such foreign capital to safeguard 
national interests. Most of the difficulties connected with 
the investment of foreign 'capital in our industries are due 
to the fact that the investment has been accompanied by 
foreign control. If foreign capital is borrowed by Indians 
and invested in Indian industries under Indian control, 
it will be possible to have maximum production and a 
national outlook. In view of the fact that the taxpayer is 
made to pay in one form or another for the protection of 
mdustries, and in ,view of the possibility of the extension 
of this policy in the' future, the desirability of having 
suitable control on the investment of foreign capital in 
Indian industries becomes still greater. On the one hand. 
the investment of foreign capital borrowed and controlled 
by Indians should be encouraged; on the other, indus
trial enterprises run by foreigners with· foreign capital 
should be required to conform to certain conditions, which 
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may safeguard national· interests and guarantee a national 
outlook Qn the part of such industries. 

The necessity of introducing such measures is borne 
out by th~ fact that those existing industries which are 
financed by fQreign capital, have remained mote or less 
exclusive, and under foreign control; in spite of the fact 
that they have enjoyed valuable privileges in this country, 
for SQ many years, they have somehow preserved their 
non-Indian character. In consequence, not only have the 
profits in these industries gO.ne to foreigners, but the valu
able experience, knowledge of technique etc. have also 
been lost to us. All this equipment, if available to Indians, 
would have prepared us by: now for easy adjustment to 
new cQnditions, and the kind of industrial development 
that We look forward to, would not have been so 
difficult. 

We hear in these days Qf the extension of technical 
education and the establishment of institutions for tec111l0-
logical research .. Schemes for such purposes are being 
planned and carried out. The Universities in India con
sider it their patriotic duty to institute technological 
faculties and degrees, and if possible, start special depart
ments for th~ same. This movement reflects the intellec- . 
tual counterpart Qf that equipment which ,would enable 
US to organise for maximum production on national lines. 
But it should be pointed Qut that no amount of such 
academic work will be of avail, SQ long as the existing 
industries in .non-Indian hands, do not have a riational 
lOutloQk. The experience and knowledge of technique 
which can b~ acquired only by practical work in respon
sible capacity will be lost to us so long as the foreign 
~wned industries do not identify. themselves with the 
interests Qf the children of the soil. The University equip
ment will be a: good basis to take advantage of facilities 
for higher practical training j but it 'will be a poor substi
tute for such training, and in the absence . of adequate 
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facilities for such training, the Universities 1IIill be merely 
turning out a new class of educated unemployed. 

\Ve come to the conclusion that foreign capital for 
I ndian industries is welcome only under certain condi
tions, which will ensure a national oudook. In any case. 
efforts should be made by the state to see that both the 
existing and new: industries financed by foreign capital 
conform to these conditions. Unless this is done. the 
advantage of -the increased production will be lost to us 
to a great extent; the people of the country will have less 
both in the distribution of profits. and in the acquisition of 
industrial experience and training. 

3. INDUSTRIES MANAGED BY INDIANS OR BY 
FOREIGNERS 

.:Ihis classification is closely connected with the former. 
Industries financed by foreigners are invariably managed 
by foreigners. Besides this. there are a few industries 
which though financed and owned by Indians, are manag
ed to a certain extent by foreigners; for example. the 
~teel industry. Such foreign management refers in most 
cases to the management of the factory. or the employ
ment of foreign experts for certain processes in an indus
trial establishment. For certain kinds of skilled work. 
qualified Indians are not available and hence the appoint
ment of foreigners for such work. This may be justified 
in the case of an industry which makes a beginning and 
is faced with a situation in which it is not able to find 
qualified Indians to take up certain kinds of work. It 
should however. be its duty. and the state should enforce 
this, to see that as early as pos5lole. Indians are trained 
by it for the purpose ; SO that the hanCIicap with which it 
started may Dot be permanent. It is obvious that those 
ind~tries which do not adopt this policy have not got a 
natIonal oudook. and must be taught one as SOO(l as pos-

t 
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sible. In the case of those industries which receive protec
tion this condition can be easily enforced. 

We come to the conclusion that the national outlook 
must suffer by the employment of foreigners in manage
rial and other important positions in Indian industries, 
and that therefore such employment should be reduced 
to, the necessary minimum, and that simultaneous efforts 
should be made to train Indians to replace the foreigners 
in a reasonable period of time. ' 

4· INDUSTRIES OWNED BY THE STATE OR BY PRIVATE 
PEOPLE 

Without entering into a discussion of the problem of 
state ownership of industries, let us consider the position 
as it exists and is likely to be in the immediate future SQ 

far as we can foresee. We may assert that though'the 
state is likely more and more to help industrial progress 
in a variety of ways, so far as industrial enterprise in 
general is concerned, it will be left to private parties. 
While making this assertion, we cannot overlook the fact 
that the biggest single industry in the country, namely, 
the Railways, is state property, and in course of time; 
will be entirely under state management. We have al
ready observed that it is the duty of the state to see that 
the na~onal outlook is preserved by industries in India. 
In the case of Railways, the state is in an eminent posi
tionto set the right example. So far as the Indianisation 
of the Railway service is concerned, the principle has 
been accepted in theory; and though some progress can 
be indicated in practice, much remains to be done. Here 
is a vast field for the acquisition' of experience and train
ing in highly skilled technical and engineering work, 
which would not only employ a large number of Indians, 
but ,would help indirectly for the industrial advance
ment of the country. The same remarks hold true in the 
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case of Irrigation Works which are also state property 
managed by the state. 

This is however not the only way in which the. state 
can help. In view of its ownership and control of railways, 
the state is very favourably situated to help industries in 
the country by a suitable policy of Railway Rates. It i~ 
well known that the Railway Rates policy in this country 
has little or no connection with the problem of industria 
development; that it has had a good deal ofconnectio 
with the encouragement of the export of certain rawf 
materials, and the import of certain manufactured goods; 
and that complaints have been made both to the Tariff 
Board and the Railway Rates Advisory Committee re
garding the treatment received by Indian industries at 
the hands of the Railway authorities. 

No one denies the right of a railway administration to 
so arrange its rates that it may earn a reasonable profit 
in the aggregate. But in the case o.f a. network of Rail
ways spread over such a wide continental area like that of 
our country, it is the obvious duty of the state, which 
owns it and controls it on behalf of the taxpayer, to see 
that the Railway Rates policy is designed in the larger 
interests of the economic progress of the country, without 
detriment to the immediate requirements of Railway 
finance itself. A thorough examination of . the existing 
Railway Rates policy from this point' of view is long over
due, and it is high time that the Indian authorities. utilise 
this important instrument for bringing about that tap~d 
growth of industries in this country which is acknowledg
ed to be necessary to relieve the pressure of population 
on the land. 

s· INDUSTRIES RECEIVING PROTECTION OR OTHER FORM 
OF STATE ASSISTANCE AND UNPROTECTED INDUSTRIES 

. It may be noted that when We talk of protection of 
mdustries, it is usual to think of Customs duties. Though 

!II. 
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Customs duties are the most effective for this purpose, 
and therefore most commonly employed, there are other 
ways Qf giving assistance tQ industries which may be 
briefly nQt~d :- :: 

(a) Restrictions:-The extreme fQrms of protectlve 
policy are export and import prohibitions. 

(b) Indirect Protection :-This is given by means of 
lower freight rates (on railways and shipping) ; we have 
already referred tQ the Railway Rates Policy. Indirect 
protection is also given through administrative procedure 
e. g. marking of foreign goods. 

(c) Direct Financial assistance :-Bounties are the chief 
forms of protectionism next tQ Customs duties-a form in 
many ways superior tQ others, but often nQt practicable. 
Bounties are given on production as well as on exports. 
They have been mQst common in the case of the ship
ping industry. Other measures that can be included under 
this head are preference in public contracts, trade facili
ties, and grants for unemployment. 

(d) Measures affecting Productive factors:-These 
relate tQ legislation encouraging or discouraging the im
port or export of capital, and the emigration or immigra· 
tion qf 1abour. We have already referr'ed to foreign 
capital. So far as labour is concerned we may' say that 
the immigration Qf ordinary labour is not likely_; we have 
to deal with the immigration of skilled labour, which we 
have already discussed. Besides, we have very limited 
scope of emigration for ordinary labour. 

. . W ~ have briefly enumerated these forms of protection, 
because the question Qf prQtection tQ industries in India 
has assumed importance in recent years~ in view of the 
adoption 9f the PQlicy Qf Discriminating PrHtection by the 
Government Qf India. ~mol?g the industries which have 
received some protection may be mentioned steel, paper, 
matches, cQttQn and sugar. If the question of the indus
trial advancement of the country is viewed from the poin~ 
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of view we have emphasised, nam~ly.' maxi~um p'roduc
tion and a national outlook, the eXlstmg poltcy will have 
to be revised in favour of a more aggressive one, which 
may enable us to develop our industries at a much faster 
rate. A closer examination of this policy and suggestions 
for improvement will" be made during the course of this 
volume. We may however anticipate the conclusion in 
brief, that the state should give protection or assistance 
to the industries of the country in a variety of ways, with 
:l view to increase the production of the country as much 
as possible in the interests of the people of the country, 
and that there should be a suitable permanent machinery 
to make a comprehensive and continuous study of all the 
essential facts and tendencies relating to the development 
of the trade and industry of the country. So that prompt 
measures may be taken whenever necessary. 

CONCLUSION 

This brief discussion of the industries of the country, 
fro~ different points o! view shows. that. in .orde.r to 
achieve the goal of maxunwn product1on With a natlOnal 
outlook, the industrial policy of the country should be 
revised to bring about among other things the following 
changes:- , 

(a) A change in the point of view regarding production 
with reference to markets. Production for export should 
be encouraged equally with that for the home market, 
though there may be certain limitations to such 'en
couragement. 

(b) A change in the outlook of foreign capitalists. and 
foreign managers or experts working in Indian indus
tries; or in the alternative their substitution by Indians. 
This should be a necessary counter-part of suitable 
progress in technical and scientific education. 

(c) Increased facilities for' investment in industries of 
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Indian capital. Encouragement of investment of foreign 
capital in Indian industries under Indian control. 

(d) A revision of the Railway Rates Policy with a 
definite aim to encourage the trade and industry of the 
country on national lines. 

(e) Effective protection or assistance to industries in a 
variety of ways, accompanied by suitable machinery for 
a comprehensive and continuous study of the facts of 
trade and industry of the country. 

Maximum production is not possible without encourag
ing export industries. National outlook in industnes is 
not possible without the second and third changes noted 
above. The movement in favour of Swadeshi goods en
(~ourages the second change; if the state and the foreign 
capitalists adopt a national outlook, the desired change 
will be complete. .. 

The problem of industrial finance is highly technical, 
and requires a separate Study. The various Banking 
Committees have discussed this problem, but we have 
to wait for the results. 

The problem of Railway Rates is also highly technical, 
and must be the subject of a separate study. We may only 
note that the railways have a good deal to do in this con
nection before we feel proud of the fact that this. state 
property is alsQ national. 

The question of better arrangements for industrial 
finance as well as of the formation of a suitable Railway 
Rates policy depend tQ a great extent on the impending 
constitutional changes. The constitution of the Reserve 
Bank of India on the one hand, and of the Statutory Rail
way Board OR the other will have important effects on 
these problems. To what extent the furlctions and the 
powers given to these bodies and their personnel are 
consistent with national economic interests is a matter on 
which we cannot pronounce·an opinion till these things are 
decided. We shall only point out here that the above-
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mentioned changes must be considered from the point of 
view of the industrial policy outlined by us. 

\Ve emphasise that the policy of protection should be 
comprehensive. prompt. and effective; we can neither 
think of maximum production nQr Qf a national outlook 
unless the existing policy of Discriminating Protection is 
thoroughly revised. As pointed out above. the most im
portant form of protection is CustQms duties. Customs 
duties have attained such importance in modem times 
that they require a close study by themselves. It is there
fore that the present volume has been mainly devoted to 
a discussion of the Customs Tariff as an instrument of 
Industrial Policy in India. While doing so, we shall refer 
to other forms of protection. whenever necessary. and at 
the same time bear in mind the fact that Customs duties 
ar! an important source Qf revenue to modem Govern
ments. The study of Customs duties however does not 
imply that other: parallel reforms necessary for a balanced 
and progressive economic life in the country are less 
important; some of them in fact require separate and 
detailed studies. 

THE SCOPE OF THE WORK 

\Ve are now in a position to indicate briefly the exact 
scope of the present volume. In the, first place, we have 
taken a rapid review of the recent tendencies in the world 
regarding Industrial Policy. This confirms some of the 
general observations made in this Introduction. and pre
pares the way for a fuller discussion Qf the right, policy 
for India. In order to have a connected idea of the' Indus
trial Policy nQw in ~ogue. with that which preceded it, 
and that which we propose fQr the ~e. we have 
attempted a brief history Qf the Industrial Policy of the 
country in the past. and a critical analysis of the one now 
in operation. This forms the second chapter. The third 
chapter attempts tQ outline an Industrial Policy for the 
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country, and discusses the major issues involved includ~ 
ing the Machinery and Procedure and the Cost or Inci
dence of Protection. 
" In view of the growing importance of Customs Tariff 
as the principal instrument of our Industrial Policy, we 
have attempted a study of the technique of tariffs and 
tariff methods followed in other countries from our point 
.of view. For this purpose, w~ have analysed the Indian 
Tariff Schedule in chapter four, and discussed its classi
fication in chapter five. In do.ing so; we have made use 
of the systems prevalent elsewhere. Some important 
aspects of Tariff methods found in other countries have 
been examined in chapter six. In the last chapter, we 
have attempted a tentative tariff schedule for India, clas
sified and arranged according to our suggestions in the 
preceding chapters. , 

The appendices deal in brief with a few relevant 
problems. 



CHAPTER 1 

SOME WORLD TENDENCIES IN INDUSTRIAL POLICY 

COMMERCIAL BASIS OF MODERN CIVILIZATION 

Modern civilization is dominated by Europe, and it is 
well known that the modern progress of Europe and its 
hold on the other parts of the world were Jacilitated by 
(I) the commercial spirit of some of the European nations, 
(2) by the discovery of Columbus and (3) by the ipdustrial 
revolution, first in England and then in other European. 
countries. The colonial expansion of certain European 
countries in the American continent on the one hand, and 
the work of certain European trading companies in the 
East on the other hand, are important land marks. in the 
spread of modern European civilization. In either case 
there was a commercial basis, and we may therefore say 
that European civilization spread itself with the help of 
commerce. 

But as was natural, this commercial spirit was bound 
to lead to certain conflicts; conflicts between the compet
ing European nations themselves on the one hand, and 
"between anyone of them and the people of those parts 
where that nation tried to establish its sup~emacy and 
power on the other. In consequence we find a long period 
in history, which is dominated by such struggles;· it was 
out of such struggles that some se~t1ement was arrived 
at, and we find the European nations settled down for 
peaceful work, each with vast territories, either colonies 
or dependencies, in different parts of the. globe. But the 
one thing that comes out from the·· relations of the colonis
in~ country with its. colonies and dependencies, is that 
thls power w~s obtamed during the course of trade and 
has been retalned for the purpose of trade.: 

s 
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The nature of control has changed its forms from time 
to time i the commercial exploitation' of the American 
colonies led to open revolt and to the independence of the 
colonies. The subsequent policy with other colonies was 
therefore less inhuman, but nevertheless, it has been 
eminently commercial. The dependent countries were 
easily overpowered by the superior skill and organisation 
of the conquering country, and the kind of revolution 
which the American colonies could think of, was not 
possible for them. This enabled the ruling country to 
carry out its purpose of trade with greater advantage to 
herself in a variety of ways. 

FREE TRADE IN ENGLAND 

. By the middle of the nineteenth century, though things 
seemed to be peaceful on the surface, important ideas 
were developing which were bound to lead to conflict if 
their realisation was opposed by vested interests. It was 
the growing consciousness to preserve the national spirit 

; of each country. Each country desires to be either self-I 
sufficing in the supply of economic wants, or at least to: 
develop her own industries on a national basis, and in: 
order to do this the policy of protection is generally re-.' 
sorted to. The controversy about the suitability of Free 
Trade or Protection seems to be endless i volumes have 
been written upon it and bitter controversies have often 
resulted. The truth seems to be that a policy of free trade 
is best and would be most conducive for world economy, 
provided all the countries join in carrying it out. It is 
therefore an ideal which depends for its practical success 
,on the co-operation of various parties, which it is difficult 
to bring about. So long as this is· not . realised , each 
country thinks, naturally, from her own point of view. 
and adopts Free Trade or Protection as it suits her own 
economic organisation at the moment. If we apply this 
key to the industrial policy of different countries at 
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different times, we shall ~ in a position to appreciate the 
changes made in the same. Without going into details, 
we may say that England gave up her protective policy 
and adopted Free Trade which eminently suited her 
economic condition for many years thereafter. 

PROTECTION·IN OTHER COUNTRIEs 

On the other band the policy of Protection was more 
suitable to other countries. These countries had to face 
the growing power of cheap British goods, and they 
could not have progressed at all except with the help of 
tariff walls. This was true not only of European countries 
like France and Germany, but also of the newly esta
blished countries or colonies, the United States of 
America, Canada, South Africa and Australia, and the 
same policy was successfully adopted by Japan. 

\Vith the gradual development in scientific inventions 
and with improvement in organisation, some of these 
countries supported .by a system of Protection became 
highly industrialised, so much so, that in some cases 
England found herself beaten; and though the system of 
Protection was- adopted in each case for supplying the 
home market to start with, the production in each indus
try soon outgrew the home requirements, and the neces
!>ity for findirig adequate markets was felt by each of such 
countries. The acquisition of foreign markets became 
difficult for those countries which started late, because 
the ~ontrol of large ~eas of the world had already been 
~ed by those which had made an early start. In spite 
of this, the struggle developed and continued, and result .. 
ed sometimes in treaty negotiations, sometimes in the 
formation of international cartels, and sometimes in the 
demarcation of spheres of influence in foreign centres, 
where mo~e parties than one were struggling fQr ~pre
ma~. This search !or. ~kets or th!s very commeicial 
basis of European ovihzatJon was, as It were, to work its 

s-
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ruin, because in spite of such palliatives as mentioned 
above, the conflicting interests of some of these powerful 
European nations were bound to lead to serious trouble. 
The first sig!} of it was to be seen in the Franco-German 
War of 1870, which marked the rise of Germany as a 
united and powerful nation. The onward march of 
Germany thereafter, and the ambition of some of her 
statesmen met with restrictions in the form of vested 
interests of other countries in many parts of the world. 
This commercial rivalry of the European countries must, 
therefore, be considered as one of the deeper causes of 
the world war. And mice again both during and after the 
war, we find that it is the commercial spirit which domi
nates the situation. It was the greater economic resources 
of the allies due to their wider commercial net-work 
that enabled them to stand the strain of the war for a long 
enough period during which Germany and her allies could 
be exhausted and defeated; and it is the possible pre
vention of Germany from rising once again into a com
mercial rival that is at the bottom of the various clauses 
of the Peace treaty to which Germany had to submit. 

POST-WAR EUROPE 

The War was nominally carried on for the rights of 
smaller nations, for example, Belgium, and this idea had 
to be kept up even in peace. In fact it was a convenient 
idea to break up the power of the defeated parties. What 
we now find is that Central Europe has been cut up'into 
small independent nationalities, each, with a separate 
political existence. These newly created small nations 
who thus found themselves independent began to ape 
the methods of the older countries,U1 I(}rder to preserve. 
their independence and to increase their power. And the 
only method they could think of was the adoption of a 
policy of Protection and Tariffs, which have been the 
rule in these countries since the peace. What we find, 
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therefore, at present in Europe is that international com
merce is more restricted than ever. On the one hand, 
many restricti~ns were imposed ~y different countries 
during the penod of the War on Imports and exports, 
and though the necessities of the War hap gone, these 
restrictions persisted for a long time. In fact some .of 
them had to be increased because of the era of depreci
ated currency, which followed immediately after the War,. 
each country trying to protect herself against the goods 
of a country with depreciated currency. In consequence, 
new capital has been invested for the creation of national 
industries in these countries, to replace similar industries 
already in existence in other European countries. We 
have, therefore, over-production in some industries in ;, 
Europe on the one hand, and a set-back to international ~ 
trade on the other, due to high tariff" and frequent'~ 
changes in them. This state of affairs, therefore, makes 
the work of European re-constru~tion very difficult. 

THE ECONOMIC DOMINATION OF AMERICA 

One of the most important consequences of the War 
is the unusual importance which the United States have 
obtained in the economic sphere. The gradual rise of the 
United States was probably bound to come in course 
of time, but it cannot be denied that its sudden emerg:
ence has been greatly accelerated by the events of the 
,War. The 'economic domination of America, meaning 
thereby the United States, is of such dimenSions that 
it is bound to affect the future economic history of the 
'World. 

The United States covers a large area of more than 
3 million square miles, and has a population of 120 mil
lions. It is full of natural resources, which have been 
systematically exploited by the Americans. I t has 
absorbed emigrants from most of the Europeanl races, 
and the mixed population that has thus come into 
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existence has tried to imbibe the best from European 
methods of production and cO!l1merce. In order to carry 
out its economic development, America had raised large 
foreign loans~ and it was not therefore interested in lend
ing abroad in large quantities. It is true, however, that 
some of her industries had greatly developed during the 
period before the War, and some beginnings towards a 
policy of lending abroad had been made, particularly to 
the South American countries. But the necessities of 
the War gave America her opportunity. The . United 
Kingdom and her allies drew considerable sources of 
supply for the War from America, largely on a (,Iedit 
basis. In the first place, the effect of this was that the 
existing American debt to England was liquidated, but 
in course of time the credits grew larger and larger in 
favour of America as against England and her allies. 
In addition to this supply of war materials, the European 
countries took large amounts of loans for financing the 
war in Europe proper. Some of the loans were taken 
directly from America; more often, England took the 
loan and in turn lent to other countries of Europe, chiefly 
her allies. 

This increasing domination of America was felt more 
than ever after the War, when large sums of money. 
were required for the reconstruction of Europe. Huge 
financial schemes were arranged, partly with the assist
ance of the League of Nations, for putting the European 
currencies on a suitable basis, and for relief operations 

. in certain devastated areas. The help to Austria was 
organized on this basis, and the funds came from Ame
rica. Similarly, Germany also received great financial as
sistance from America for the carrying out of the Dawes 
Plan in connection with the Reparations payments. Even 
England had to borrow in order to restore the gold value 
of the paper pound. ' . . . '. 
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THE FUNDING OF EUROPEAN DEBT 

SO far as the War debts of European countries are 
concerned, the· European cQuntries have nQt all been 
willing to make full re-payment Qf what was taken in the 
stress of the war for destructive purposes. The question 
arose whether such loans advanced during a period of 
high crisis for such destructive purPQses should be repaid 
just like any ordinary commercial debt, or whether other 
considerations such as the capacity Qf the. borrower to 
pay, should be taken inltQ aCCQUIlt. Another delicate 
problem is that whereas th~ European countries, and 
particularly the British Government, consider the ques
tion of German reparations and that of American debt 
as interconnected, America does not accept that position, 
and therefore prefers to deal with each debtor country, 
separately irrespective of the reparations. 

In consequence of these divergent ideas, the United 
States made different r;;ettlements with different countries 
On varying terms. Britain in her turn made similar 
arrangements with her debtors, the net result being that 
the burden of the American debt rep'ayment was high 
for Britain. She agreed to pay to the United States a 
sum of about £33,000,000 annually up to 1933, rising 
to nearly £38,000,000 annually thereafter from that year 
until 1984. 

ECONOMIC EFFECTS 

I t is obvious that from the e~onomic point of view, the 
effects of an external debt of this character are the same 
as those of war indemnity. The interest and the capital 
~ve to ~e paid ~rom year to year without. any commer
cial eqwvalent m return, thQugh when the loan .was 
receiv~d it· was spent for destructive purposes. The other 
leatur~ to be. remembered is that as such. foreign pay~ 
ments have ·~o ~e paid either in goods 0(" in gold, and as 
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the acqui~tion of gotJ also means the e:<ro~t of gtlOo,JS 
to some country or other, the whole debt IS m bct patd 
by an ,equivalent amount of exports. - . 

The economic effects of such a great hoM th~lt Ament'a 
thus obtained on European countries were ~~und to be 
large. The internal trade of America, in "lew of her 
continent31 size, h.u been of much greater import.lOce to 
her than her foreign trade. Dut during and after the war, 
her fore.ign trade grew bst both in volume and in import
ance, and at present, her foreign trade is greater th~ 
that of any other nation, exC't"pt Great Dritain. Not only 
has the trade increasN in this m.lJlner, but the"' charnctC'r 
of the trade h.u also changN considernhly. Wht'reas in 
former years, Americm exports were cNell)· fooJ stuffs 
and raw materials, in re«nt years, she is e.xponing more 
of manufactured goods, In other words, American goods 
are now entering the markets of the worlJ in compt'1ition 
,,;th European goods to a ~eater df'gTcc tb.'ln he·fore, 
and th.is competition is bemg incrC'dsingfy fdt in all 
directions. 

The stren2\h of American exports since the \\' ar must 
be attributed to the huge C'J'('(lits ,,·hich Amerimn in
vestors supplied to foreign countries. Forf'ign countrit"S 
chiefly European, had to buy from Ameri("~, llC'(';\u.'C, 
America had practically the monopoly of the C'ft"\Lt 
required by them. In other ,,'ords, her foreign loons were 
made if not "'holl)', at least p.utlv, by me.lns of an 
increased export of her manubcturCd 1,!OOlls. The holJ 
"'hith Britain had for many years lx-Jore the war on 
foreign countries because of her loons, is now going to 
be enjoyed perhaps in a sriU greater <kgrcc, by the 
Americans. In other "'ords, just as British trade follow
ed the pound, Am~rican trade is folto"'ing the dollar. 
The return of principal and interest of those lo-1M spread 
O\'~r many yt'ars, ,,·ill mean a proportiorute increase in 
the imports into America from tl\o$e other countries in 
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future years. But just as in individual relations, the 
creditor is in a. position to dictate his termS to the debtor, 
similarly, the ueditor country has in the present case 
imposed heavy terms on the repayment of these loans. 
I t is obvious that tRese repayments can be made directly 
or indirectly by the export of goods from the European 
countries to America; but America has made the entry . 
of foreign goods into her ports more difficult than ever' 
by her tariff policy. America has been a protectiqnist 
country, and at present we find that she is one of the 
most highly protected countries. It thus happens that the 
increased tariff seriously affects things which Great Bri':' 
tain and her allies are in a position to send to America. 
The situation amounts to this, that the creditor country 
not only demands repayment of her loans, but makes the 
repayment difficult or more costly to the debtor by means 
of such tariffs. 

THE NEW COMMERCIAL POLICY OF AMERICA 

One of the most interesting contrasts in economic
history is thus presented. that when England was in a 
similar position to demand repayment of her foreign 
loans she adopted a policy of free imports, whereas, 
America in the present case, has adopted a policy of 
greater restriction on imports than ever . This difference 
in method is justified by the difference in the economic 
structure of the different countries involved. Whereas in 
the case of· England, the debtor countries were mostly 
backward, and interested in producing raw materials and 
food stuffs, the import of which England desired, as 
cheaply as possible, partly for her own industries, and 
~artly for her increasing population; in the case of Ame~ 
r!ca, the de~tor countries happen _ to be highly industria
hsed countr1es, who will- repay their loans by means of 
!he export of manufactured goods, the free entry of which 
1S naturally feared by :American industrialists.~ In conse~ , 
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quence, we find that the desire for protection in ,Amertca 
against such competition is greater than ever. The 
Americans want protection not because. their industries 
are sq weak, but because their industries are So advanced, 
and have raised their standard of living so high that any 
such competition frpm Europe may tend to lower their 
highly cherished stan.dard: In qther words, this esta
blishes more than ever the point that the adoption of 
Free Trade or Protection is a matter of convenience to 
the particular 'economic conClition in which the country in 
question is. situated. Not only does America desire the 
protection qf her industries in this manner, but she also ; 
desires that her ~ports shall be treated in. other countries 
on a footing of equality with the-rest, and that there shall 
be no discrimination against American goods. In order 
td maintain her importance in international trade, America 
has to secure export markets. Whereas Great Britain 
and other European countries had in the past, and have 
.flOW, their colonies and dependencies in which they have 
been used to secure export markets for their goods, the 
United States are not in a position to count upon such 
possessions with the exception of the Philippines. In the 

.• absence of such political control, America prefer~ to exer
'ci~e her econoD;lic power to secure export markets on the 

. ' .• best possible terms,' by means of a new commercial 
. . policy, by which the American President is given power 

to protect and push forward American trade in the mar
kets of the world by adopting special measures! 

TRADE BARRIERS 

We thus find that the domination of the world by 
Europe is challenged by the U nited ~tates, and is likely 
to meet with obstacles in other parts of the world, because 
of greater economic development in them. In view of this, 

1 This refers to the Flexible Tariff of 1921; this lias been further ~vised 
in recen~ ye~rs. d. A New American Commercial Policy by W. McClure. 
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the necessity of common .aCtion by Europe is obviously 
great!.. if it is going to retain its former position in the 
economy of the world. But any such effort cannot be 
successful, so long as each country in Europe is trying 
to. work on national lines by protecting its industries 
agaipst the manufactured goods of ot~er European coun., 
tries. In other words, Free Trade within Europe has 
been thought desirable, and as a first step in this direction, 
efforts were made for the removal of trade barriers. The 
work of the International Chamber of Commerce, and the 
proceedings of the World Economic Conference of 1927. 
show the keen desire of European Statesmen to bring 
about the policy of freer trade. The trend of opinion in 
this connection is reflected in the resolution of the World 

. Economic Conference of 1927 on-this subject which runs 
as follows ;-

, 'In view of the fact ~hat harmful effects upon produc
tion and trade result from the high and constantly chang
ing tariffs which are applied in many countries ; 

. And since substantial improvement in the economic 
('onditions can be obtained by increased facilities for 
international trade and commerce; 

And in view of the fact that tariffs, though within the 
sovereign jurisdiction of the separate States, are not a 
matter of purely domestic interest. but greatly influeri~e . 
the trade of the world;' . 

And in view of the fact that some· of the causes which 
have resulted in the i~creasing of tariffs and in other trade 
barriers since the war have largely disappeared and others 
are diminishing; . 

The Conference declares that the time has come to put 
an end to the increase in tariffs and to move in the op
posite direction. 

The Conference recommends :-
(I) That nations should take steps forthwith to remove 

or diminish those tariff barriers that gravely hamper . , .. 
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trade, starting with those which have been imposed to 
counteract the effects of disturbances arising out of war. 

Moreover, in order to ensure that this action is conti
nually pursued, the Conference recommends :-

(2) That States should proceed to the conclusion of 
commercial treaties on lines and under conditions calcu
lated to ensure the attainment of the aims mentioned 
herein; . 

(3) That, in future the practice of putting into force, 
in advance of negotiations, excessive duties established 
for the purpose of bargaining, whether by means of tariffs 
de combat or by means of general tariffs, should be 
abandorid. 

(4) That the Council of the League of Nations should 
be requested to instruct its Economic Organisation to 
examine, on the basis of the principles enunciated by the 
present Conference, the possibility of further action by, 
the respective States with a view to promoting the equit
able treatment of commerce by eliminating or reducing 
the obstructions which excessive Customs tariffs offer to 
international trade. 

In this enquiry, the Economic Organisation should 
consult :with representatives o~ the various Governments, 
including non-members of the League, and also so far 
as necessary with the competent bodies representing 
Commerce, Industry, Agriculture and Labour. 

The object of the enquiry should be to encourage the 
extension of international trade on an equitable basis, 
while at the same time paying due regard to the just 
interests of producers and workers in obtaining a fair 
remuneration and of consumers in increasing their pur
chasing power." 

RECENT EVENTS 

For some time after the Coilference, the situation was 
hopeful. But the movement towards lower tariffs was 
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short-lived,· and we find that the tendency to raise tariff 
duties was again marked in 1928. During the year ending 
May 1928, nineteen countries revised their tariffs; out 
of these, ten revisions were definitely upward. During 
1928-29, changes in tariffs were made in twenty-five 
c::ountries, fifteen of which raised the duties. When the 
Tenth Assembly of the League of Nations met in 
September 1929, it was pointed out that the. situation 
was worse than that in 1927. Several methods 1 were sug
gested to solve the problem, e. g. (a) a collective agree
ment between a number of states; (b) declaration of a 
tariff holiday; (c) anda programme of reduction of duties. 
It was expected that the States would agree to fix certain 
maximum tariff levels, which they would not transgress. 
\ A Tariff Truce Conference met in March 1930. BU.t 

by this time, the situation was further complicated by, the 
depression which began with the Wall Street crash, and 
by the discussions on the proposed tariff in the U. S. A. 

I It may be added that out of thirty States invited to this 
i Conference twenty seven were European. The idea of 
a tariff truce had however to be abandoned because of the 
opposition of a number of states including France. Ulti
mately a C6mmercial Convention was signed· ,by which 
the Contracting Parties undertook (a) to prolong till 
1st April 1931 all commercial agreements expiring before 
that date, and (b) to increase existing duties only after 
having followed a given procedure, which meant a notice 
to the other parties. At the same time, a Protocol was 
signed with a view to secure "closer co-operation, the 
improvement of the regime of production and trade, the 
enlargement of markets, and to facilitate the relations of 
European markets between themselves and with over
seas markets, so as to consolidate economic peace be-

1 d. Recommendations of the Economic Committee relating to Commercial 
Policy. . 
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tween the nations". We find in this an echo of the 
proposal of M. Briand for a United States of Europe. 

The force of circumstances was, however, in a different 
direction. Outside Europe, several important countries· 
revised tariffs in the upward direction particularly after 
192 9. Again, by this time the U. S. A. had introduced 
a new feature in their tariff, namely, high protection to 
agriculture. This was soon imitated by some European 
countries .in the hope of combating depression. But the 
depression was growing in intensity , and by the begin
ning of 1931, everybody had realized that the world was 
in an economic chaos, out of which little light could be 
seen. In spite ~f special arrangements, credit began to 
freeze; the failure of the Bank of Austria definitely 
showed which way the world was moving. The Hoover", 
Moratorium failed to give relief to the diseased economic 
system of the world. • 

The· underlying causes of the economic disequilibrium 
into which the world had fallen were at once so deep and 
powerful that they required radical remedies. and the 
sincere co-operation of the leading countries in applying 
the same. This could not however be realised tin a gene
ral state of economic cha~s manifested itself throughout 
the world. The continued fall in the general price level . 
in recent years and the consequent depression in indus~: 
tries, the greater intensity~f the fall in connection with' 
primary products and the consequent suffering to agri
cultural countries, the abandonment of the Gold Standard 
by the United Kingdom and other .countries, and ·the 
consequent instability in international exchanges and 
trade, and the suspension of the Gold Standard by the 
United States in April 1933, are among the chief 
ou~ward signs of the economic chaos referred to above. 
From another point of view. ,the leading countries of the 

• Canada, . Au<;tralia, New Zealand, Turkey, Egypt and India. 
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world have- been waging an economic war, with tariffs 
and depreciation of currency as the chief instruments for 
gaining strategic advantages over one another. The 
abandonment of the Gold Standard by different countries 
beginning with the United Kingdom-in September 1931, 
and ending with the United States in April 1933, can 
be justified in each case by special circumstances, but the 
fact that the step has in each case involved important 
consequences to international trade cannot be denied. 
Similarly the triumph of Protection in the United King
dom and the trade agreements between the countries of 
the Empire may have their own justification, but the 
fact that they do give a special importance to the United 
Kingdom in her economic struggles with the rest of the 
world cannot be denied. The dramatic manner in which 
the United States gave up the Gold Standard, while 
the British Premier was still on his way to see the Ameri
can President to exchange views regarding the forth
coming World Economic Conference, was significant ; 
though the step might have been accelerat~ by local 
conditions, it had no less significance from the world 
point of view. At the same time, the special nature of 
the British tariff which was emphasised by the British 
Government in connection with· the Tariff Truce pending 
the decisions of the World Economic Conference, shows 
the importance of the tariff in economic strategy and 
economic warfare. -

From the point of view of India, the triumph of 
Protection ift the United Kingdom and the change in 
British fiscal policy leading to the Ottawa Agreements 
have a special significance. It is not possible here to 
relate the story of the movement towards. Imperial 
Preference. At the earlier Imperial Conferences, the 
Dominions urged for a system of preferential duties for 
Empire products; some of them adopted it as between 
themselves, but the United Kingdom remained indiffer'" 
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ent. On -the one hand she was too much wedded to Free 
Trade, and on the other most British statesmeB'" could 
'not look into the future as far as did Joseph Chamber
lain. So far as India was concerned, she had to adopt 
the fi~ poli~,,:hich 'was in fa~~:)Ur at \~hitehall, with-

. out reference to\her own condiuons. Thmgs gradually 
took a different turn, and the Conservative party began 
to be converted to Protectionism as well as to Economic 
Imperialism. The \Var gave an opportunity to the Con
servatives, who slowly began to break into the citadel 
of Free Trade. High revenue duties with protective 
effect, and protective duties under the innocent name of I 
safeguarding duties were the rule. The organisation oY 
the Imperial Economic Committee and the Empire 
Marketing Board were other steps towards a complete t 

change in the economic policy of the United Kingdom.1 
Simultaneously with these changes, the Indian demand 
for a protective policy had to be conceded. The nat,ure 
of this policy and the restrictions from which it suffers 
will be discussed in a, later chapter. 

The coming into power of the National Government 
with a large Conservative majority in 1931, made it 
possible for the United Kingdom to effect that radical 
change in her economic policy, which was inevitable 
sooner or later. The policy of protecting British indus
tries was now pushed more vigorously; a general import 
duty became a part of the British tariff. schedule, and, the 
Empire countries were asked to enter into preferential 
tariff agreements. The Ottawa Conference resulted in 
several agreements between the members of the Empire 1 
calculated to give preferential treatment to Empire goods I 
in Empire markets, but the net result was an increase in 1 
tariffs in Empire countries, because in most cases the \ 
preference. was granted by levying higher duties on non
Empire goods. The United 'Kingdom followed up this 
move by trade agreements with several other countries. 
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Weare too near the event tQ be able to ascertain the j' , 
exact results of these agreements. But it. Play be said . 
without contradiction that part Qf the benefit'supposed to 
be derived from them disappeared with the abandonment 
of the Gold Standard by the United St!ites in April 
1933, because American goods became cheaper in world' 
markets thereafter. 

As already pointed out, the economic struggle is at its 
height; the world was anxiQusly looking forward to the 
Economic Conference for the right lead. Unfortunately 
it was the European and American situation that was at 
the back of the mind of the parties that dominated the 
proceedings of the Conference. The leading countries of 
the world are prone to forget that their point of view, 
which may be described as Western, often ignores the 
vital interests and requirements Qf the large populations 
of the East. 

F rom a close study of the recent economic tendencies 
in the world in general and in the United Kingdom in 
particular, of which only a, bare outline is given above, 
we come to the following conclusions :-

(i) That the Western world is involved in an acute 
economic war, with important repercussions Qn the rest 
of the world. • 

(ii) That the United Kingdom has radically changed.
her economic policy by adopting a system of protection·, 
for her industries and by introducing a preferential treat'"; .' 
ment to Empire gQods in her·tariff schedule. 

(iii) That as ~ corollary to the abQve change, the theory 
of industrial co-operation between Empire countries is 
gaining ground. Whereas formerly the~colonies and de- ' 
pendencies were producing chiefly raw materials, and the 
mother country was engaged in manufacture, now the 
former may take to lower stages or forms of manufacture, 
leavi.ng the specialised stages tQ the latter.· Though it is 
pOSSIble tQ point out the a,dvantages of such an arrange-

& 
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ment in· individual cases, the adoption of such co-opera
tion as a general policy must mean that the industrial 
growth of the backward country shall be stunted. 

(iv) In addition to changes in industrial policy, the 
economic struggle has also involved the world in mone
tary chaos. The abandonment of the Gold Standard by 
the U. K. and then by other countries, and more recently 
by the United St~t~s, has resulted in a complete instabi
lity in international economic relations. In this case also, 
though eastern nations are vitally affected, their interests 
play a subordinate part in the shaping of world opinion 
and policies. 

(v) The economically backward countries of the world, 
like India and China, have a good deal to learn from the 
experience of the other countries, which are the chief 
actors in this struggle. But more than anything else, they 
have got to remember that they must try to work out 
their own policy suited to their own circumstances, and 
not be led away by the~ general economic wave floated by 
the Western countries to suit their own ends. 

(vi) Thus for example, the legitimate desire of the 
people of India to advance industrially by a system of 
effective protection will be faced with the general Western 
cry,in favour of a reduction of tariffs, or the Empire cry 
of preference for Empire goods. Suggestion~ to develop 
export 'industries in India will meet either with counter
suggestions fqr industrial' co-operation, or the possibility 
'of ruinous competition in outside markets. The attempt 
to give a national outlook to the economic' policy of the 

• country will be faced with vested interf!sts who are al
ready using political devices to maintain and perpetuate. 
their hold. . 

. '(vii) The struggle for economic advance in the face of 
such odds fqr a country like India is bound to be not only 
severe, but also long-drawn out. But the goal of econo
mic independence is bound to bring forth all those requi-
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site qualities which ultimately lead to success; thus the 
process of reaching the goal will be no less. valuable than 
the goal itself. 



CHAPTER II 

INDUSTRIAL POLICY OF INDIA-PAST AND PRESENT 

I. THE PAST 

The survey of the principal industries in India in the 
preceding volume in this series affords ample illustrations 
for an understanding of the Jndustrial Policy of India, 
past as well as present. We shall not repeat the facts 
already mentioned in that volume, but confine ourselves 
to the discussion of the· general tendency in connection 
with this important problem, on the proper solution of 
which the future of this country depends to a large extent. 

FREE TRADE 

It is well known that the Industrial Policy of India was 
based on the principles of Free Trade till recently, and 
that a departure has been made since 1924 when the 
policy of Discriminating Protection was adopted. In 
order to appreciate fully the limitations of the present 
policy: some idea of the past is essential. Without going 
jlnto elaborate details, we shall, therefore, attempt a 
brief outline of the Industrial Policy of India in the past, 
that is, during the period of settled British Rule up to the 
adoption of the 4Jolicy of Discriminating Protection .. 

The opportunity for shaping an Industrial Policy for 
India for the British authorities arose after the Mutiny, 
froth' which time we have a period of settled British 
administration throughout ·the country. But by this time 
England had adopted Free Trade for herself, and had 
come to be known as the leading industrial country of the' 
world. The prosperity ~f England was identified with 
the phrase Free Trade, so muCh so that many people in 
England sincerely believed in its universal application 
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without reference to the conditions of the cQuntry con
cerned. Interested parties in England found it to their 
advantage tQ encourage this blind faith in Free Trade, 
and were ready. to make use of the same to their own 
advantage. Imbued with these ideas, the British Rulers 
professed that because Free Trade was good for Eng
land, it was gOQd for India. When iIi course of time 
either an individual British officer, or the Government of 
India realised that this attitude was not correct, they 
found it difficult to express their views, and if they made 
bold to dQ SQ, they were immediately silenced bv the 
superior orders Qf the Secretary ot State for India." This 
officer in his turn was kept firm in ~is belief in the efftcacy 
of Free Trade for India by tlie Lancashire Cotton 
Industry. The Cotton Industry was the first large inpus,
try of the modern type which England developed, and 
her industrial leadership owes a good deal to it. This 
industry depended for: its success mainly· on export, and 
it had by now found in India an unlimited market for her 
products. To secure and develop the Indian market for 
Lancashire goods at any cost was the keynote . Qf the 
policy which was advQcated by the representatives of the 
~nglish industry in and out of P"arliament. To help the 
Lancashire industry to do this, or to afford it an indirect 
measure of protection in this way, the British Govern
ment found a convenient handle in the principles of Free 
Trade. Let Indian industries develop if at all, in an" 
atmosphere of free trade and equal competition; let them 
not have any encouragement by state action, because it 
was no business of the state tQ ir!terfere in a sphere which 
was wholly a matter. of private enterprise. Though(le
partures were made from this attitude-of Laissez Faire 
when it suited the· British Authorities, for example, in 
the case of the Tea Industry, the Industrial policy of 
India was mainly determined by these ideas and con-. 
siderations. The truth of these remarks will be fully borne 
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out by a study of the controversies which took place in 
connection with the imposition of even revenue duties on 
cotton goods. 

THE COTTON DUTIES CONTROVERSY 

In 1859, a duty of 20 per cent. was imposed on cotton 
piece goods, which were then included among articleS 
of luxury. A duty of 5 percent. was levied on cotton 
twist and yarn. The object of both these measures was to 
raise more revenue. This created opposition. A memorial 
submitted to the Secretary of· State expressed the hope I 
"that the commercial policy of Her Majesty's Govern:
ment in India will not be inaugurated by a departure from 
those principles of free trade which are now recognised 
in England as the basis of commercial prosperity". The 
duty Qn piece goods was reduced to 10 per cent. and that 
on yarn raised to the same figure by Wilson in 1860. 
In 1861, the duty on yarn was again reduced to 5 per 
cent., and in 1862, the duties on piece goods and yarn 
were restored to their old rates of 5 and 31 per cent. 
respectively. ' ~ ",' 

But even these small revenue duties were obnoxious 
to the Manchester Chamber of Commerce, which body 
addressed a memorial to the Secretary of State in 1874, 
pointing out their p,rotective character and praying for 
their early removal.' This was referred to a Tariff Com
mittee which came to the conclusion that there was no 
competition between Indian and English cotton indus-

"tries; the former produced coarse fabrics, whereas the 
latter produced finer fabrics; and therefore the English 
trade did not suffer.' But Lord Salisbury: the Secretary 
of State, was not convinced. He ordered' the removal 
of these duties. The Government of India protested at 

I Secretary of State's despatch. 23-1857. 
• d. Parliamentary Paper 56 of 1876, p. ,38. 
I '"i4., pp. 48-64. 
'16U1., pp. 3-4 IIIId 69-'1. 
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this intederence, because tliey did not consider such an 
action consistent with the interests of India. l But the 
Secretary of State remained unconvinced. In his despatch 
of 31-5-1876, after discussing the whole subject over 
again, he came to this conclusion ;-"whether then, the 
question be regarded as it affects the consumer, the 
producer, or the revenue, I am of opinion that the inter
ests of India imperatively require the timely removal of 
a tax which is at once wrong in principle, injurious in its 
practical effects, and self-destructive in its operation~J. I 

By now changes had taken place in the personnel of the 
Government of India. Lord Lytton was Viceroy, and 
Sir John Strachey, the Finance Member. The latter was 
more determined' to remove the Cotton duties than those 
who directed the affair from England. Though he could 
not take immediate action because of financial difficulties. 
he definitely sounded the death knell not only .of the 
duties on cotton, but also of import duties in general.· 

Further impetus to this policy was given in July 1877 
when the House of Comnions passed a resolution with
out a division to the folloWing effect :-"That in the 
opinion of this House, the duties now levied upon cotton 
manufactures imported into Iridia, being protective in 
their nature, are contrary to .sound commercial policy; 

I d. P. P. CI515 of 1876. pp. 11-12; despatch. 25-2-(6. d. paras 48. 53 
and $4. 

Illlitl... p. 36. Three members of the India Council voted against thi~ 
clesp:atch. and two recorded minutes of dissent.' • 

• d. "18m not ashamed to say that. while I hope thaf I feel as strongly 
as any man the duties which I owe to India there is no higher duty in my 
estimation than that which I owe to my own country. I believe that our 
c:ountrymen at home have a real and very serious grievance and that it ;.. 
80 imaginary injury against which they complain". Financial Statement by 
Sir John Strachey. 1877. 

• d. "The truth is that cotton goods are the sole article of foreign produc
tion .. :h!ch the people of India largely consume. and there is no possibility 
of denvmg a large Customs revenue from anything else. I do not kno,., ho,., 
long a period may elapst' before such a consummatlOD is reache:l but, whether 
"'! see it or not" the time is DOt hopelessly distant when the ports ()t India 
"',11 be thrown open freel, to the commen:e of the world". F. S. 1877. Sir 
John Strachey. 
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and ought to be repealed without delay, as soon as t~ 
financial condition qf India will permit". I 

In view of this, certain kinds qf coarse goods with 
which Indian manufactures were supposed to compete 
successfully were exempted from duty in 1878. But the 
appetite qf the .Manchester Chamber of Commerce was 
not satisfied. They asked that certain kinds of goods be 
also. exempted from duty.l In accordance with the views 
of a 'committee which considered this question, all cotton 
goods containirig yarn finer than 30S. were exempted 
trom duty in March 1879.' This action was taken jn an 
extraordinary manher. A majority of the members of the 
Viceroy's Council opposed this measure on financial 
grounds. 8 The Viceroy used his discr~tianary power -to 
over-rule the Council. When this _ measure came for 
approval before the India Council, it was equally 
divided;·' the Secretary of State decided in favour of the 
same by his casting vqte. Both the Viceroy and :the 
Secretary qf State, however, had the satisfaction that 
their high-handed actiqn was unanimously approved by. 
the House of Commons which passed another resolution 
in April 1879 to the effect that "the Indiat:t· import duty 
on Cotton goods being unjust alike to the Indian consumer 
and the English producer, ought tq be abolished; and 
this House accepts the recent 'reduction in these duties as 
a step towards their total abolition, to which Her 
Majesty's Government are pledged". _ 

The exemption of certain Classes of goods from duty 
Jed to an increase in the imports of those varieties, and 
a decline in the imports qf dutiable goods. In 1882, the 
Government of India found it convenient 'to put an end 
to such anomalies. There was a surplus, and it was pos-

lcf. P. P. 241 ~f 1879. pp. 14-15. 
'Ibid .• pp. 15-29. " 
8 cf. P. P. 69 of 1879. H. of L. Also F. S. 1880. para 74. and Fawcett 

"Indian Finance," pp. 4. IZ. 75-77. 85 and ,88. • 
• cf. P. P. 392 of 1879. 
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sible to remit taxation. l It was accordingly resolved to 
abolish the Cotton Duties and the General Import Duty. 
The special duties. namely, those on wine, beer, spirits, 
and liquors as also those on arms and ammunition, salt 
and opium remained. 

The triumph of Free Trade principles was never more 
complete. The ports of .agricultural India were thrown 
open to the industries of the world. The competition- of ~ 
manufactured goods had by this time killed the village 
industries of India. The village craftsman was forced to 
become .an agricultural labourer. The few industries 
which were beginning their precarious .life were now 
"free" to compete with the advanced industries of Eng
land or the prot~ted industrie:; of the rest of the world. 

It was not long before the Government of India were 
in financial difficulties. New sources of revenue had to be 
found. The License Tax was turned into an In(,':ome '{ax 
(1886): The Salt duty was raised to Rs. 2-8 per maund 
(1888). A special import duty was levied on petroleum 
(1888). The Famine Grant was now and again suspend
ed. The Provinces were frequently asked to contribute. 
But So long as there was th~ slightest possibility of get-· 
ting money from any othe.r quarter, Import Duties were' . 
to be held back in sacred horror. 

After maintaining the position with admirable tena· 
city I the Government of India were compelled to re- , • 
impose import duties at the rate of 5 per cent. in 1894.' 
Cotton piece goods and yarn were' however excluded: 
from the operation of this duty. 

The Government of India were however faced with 
fresh, difficulties. The instructions of the Secretary of 
State were to the effect that if cotton duties were neces-· 
sary I the Government should devise means by which 
they might be deprived of a protective ,character.' In. 

1 The Salt Duty was at the rate of Rs. 2 per maund. 
I d. P. P. C7602 of 11196. 
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view 'of this, the Finance Member made a detailed 
investigation and recommendedl that import duties be im
posed at the rate of (a) 5 per cent. on all cotton piece 
goods; (b) 3i per cent. on all cotton yarns of counts 
above 24; and (c) that an excise duty of :~i per cent. be 
levied on aIr machine-made cotton yar-ns, produced at 
mills in British India of counts above 24. But the Secre
tary of State doubted whether' a 3i per cent. duty on 
yarns used in Indian fabrics might not to some extent 
protect Indian manufactures against imported goods of 
the same description, paying, a 5 per cent. duty, and 
whether counts above 24 was the right line at which duty 
on yarns should begin. He modified the above proposals 
by raising the duty on yarns from 3i to 5 per cent., and 
by asking that it should begin with counts above 20, 

instead of 24. Legislation to this effect was passed in spite 
of universal, opposition in the country. 

The agitation in England was however carried further. 
'I~ was pointed out that whereas the Indian manufacturer 
paid the duty only on yarn, the English manufacturer 
paid it on the finished goods. Fresh mandates' were 
issued by the Secretary of State, and the Government of 
India had to carry them out.' The duty on cotton PieCe\ 
goods was reduced from 5 to 31 per cent., the counter
vailing excise duty on Indian manufacture became a ' 
direct duty on woven 'goods ; and the discriminating line 
of division at number 20 or any other count was given 
up; Thjs was done in 1896. Cotton twist and yarn of all 
kinds were free from duty. 

WAR TAXATION " 

This position remained unaltered for twenty years. 
The first war taxation was levied in India in 1916. The 

I Ibid., p. 7, Despatch, 7..g..11194. 
t Ibid., p. 14> Despatch, 13-13-1119+ 
8 cf •. P. P. c8078 of '1896, p. 7, Despatch, $-9-11195. 
-Ibid., p. 27. ' ' 
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cotton duties were left untouched, lest the ,ol~ cpntro
versies might be revived.1 In 1917, further taxation 
became necessary I particularly in view: of the special War 
Contribution of £100 million which India was to give 

. to the Imperial Treasury .. Along with other increases in 
taxation, the import duty on Cotton goodS was raised, 
from 3t to 7t per cent. leaving the excise duty un
touched. In this connection, Sir William Meyer, the 
Finance Member said, trTo-day I am able to annoUnce 
that in view of the taxation required to make our . War 
contribution worthy of India and of the place we desir~ 
her to hold in the Empire, His Majesty's Government 
have now given their consent to our raising .the Import 
Duty on Cotton Goods from 3!- per cent. as it now is, 
to 7! per cent., which is our present General Tariff 
Rate" " 

Large additions to taxation were again made in 1921.\ 
Along with the increase in the General Tariff Rate from 
7i to II! per cent., it was decided to increase the duty 
on Cotton goods to the same extent. As in 1917, the 
proposal to increase import duties on cotton goods with
out a corresponding increase in the cotton excise duty i 
was followed by an agitation on the part of interested 
parties in England. Though nothing is laid down in this 
connection in the Act of 19 19, the Joint Select Com" 
mittee which considered the Government of India BiU 
laid down a Convention tc) which we shall refer later. 

J cE. Budget Speech, 1916-17, of Sir William Meyer. 
I TbilJ actlOll was immed,iately followed by a strong agitation in England 

for a corresponding increase in the Excise C'Uty. It was defended on th .. 
ground that the duty 'll'as necessary to enable India to give the war contri. 
bution of £100 million. Commenting on this agitation, the "Times" (London) 
wrote as follows on March 5th, 1917 :-"Tbe Indian cotton excise dUty 
has always been politically. economically, and above all morally indefen
sible. Opposition to it unil!es every class in India, from the official member;; 
of the Government to all grades of the Indian community. It has made a 
grave b,each in the moral basis of the British control of India. It was deeply 
l'eftnted from. the outset, and has remained an open sore. India considers 
tbat tbe ellcise was imposed out of fear of the Lancashire vote, and no (lne 
tan sa, that India is wfong in her belief". 

6* 
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This convention was accepted by the Secretary of State 
on behalf of His Majesty's Government in his despatch 
of 30th June 192 I. I n view of this, the agitation referred 
to above did not succeed, though its effects may be traced 
in the developments that took place in the following year. 

With a view to meet the heavy deficit of 32 crores in 
the budget of 1922-23, an increase in the General Import 
Duty from 1 1 per cent. to 1 5 per cent. was proposed 
along with other measures. This was to apply to cotton 
piece goods also. The Excise duty on cotton goods was 
left at 31 per c~nt. in 1921 ; it was now proposed that a 
corresponding increase should be made in this duty by 
raising it to 7-1 per cent. I t was alleged in the Legislature 
and elsewhe~e that this proposal was due to actual or 
apprehended pressure from Manchester. The Finance 
Member emphatically denied the existence of any such 
pressure, though it is doubtful whether he succeeded in 
convincing the Legislature about it. According to him 
the needs of revenue were the sole justification for the 
proposed increase. 

The proposal to increase the Cotton Excise duty was 
thrown out by the Legislative Assembly. After this an un
expected development took place in that body. A proposal 
was made that the Import duty on Cotton piece goods 
should be left untouched at II per cent., though the 
General Import duty was to be raised to 15 per cent. 
J n spite of the fact that the Government wanted a large 
additional revenue, and their proposals to increase the 
Salt duty and the Cotton Excise duty had been thrown 
out, they accepted. this proposal in favour of a smaller 
duty on Cotton piece goods. . I 

This brings the story of the Cotton Duties up to the 
end of the period of complete laissez faire in India. 
Though the policy of Discriminating Protection is here
after adopted, the question of Cotton Duties has received 
a. separate treatment, which reminds one of past events, 
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which have been briefly described above. The truth of 
the remarks made above regarding the nature of the 
Industrial l>olicy of India is fully borne out by this brief 
account. \Ve shall now see the gradual change towards 
a new policy, and the leading features thereof as in opera
tion at present. 

II. THE PRESENT 
DISCRIMINATING PROTECTION 

We have seen that when most countries of the world A 

were trying to build up their industries by a system of 
protection, India was the only large country which was 
left to work under a policy of laissez faire. During the. 
\Var, when the belligerent countries were busy, there was 
a great field for industrial development and for nursing 
the home industries in a variety of ways. We were, how
ever, so hopelessly unprepared that we could not avail 
ourselves Qf the opportunity. The advantage was taken 
chiefly by Japan and the United States, which succeeded 
in increasing their exports to India to replace the goods 
which we were receiving from England and the rest of 
Europe, and which could not be imported because of 
the War. And though after the War there has been some 
recovery in the European exports tQ India, the hold 
obtained by Japan and the United States in certain 01 

respects haS been very formidable. 
I t was however during the War that the British autho

rities realised that a stronger industrial India would be a 
greater miti!MY asset. It was during the great effortS to 
manufacwre murutions of war in India that the Govern
ment had to survey the industrial field from all its sides, 
and ~:~ tQ con~ider both its deficiencies as well as its 
possibilities; and It was left to the man who controlled 
the Munitions Department to guide the work of an Indus
trial Commission with a view to explore the fields of 
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industrial development in the country. But the work of 
Sir Thomas Holland had only an academic importance; 
definite steps towards a new policy could not be taken 
until the degree qf freedom to be allowed to the Indian 
authorities in the matter qf Indian fiscal policy was deter
mined in conneCtion with the Reforms Act of 19 I 9. 

The Joint Select Committee qf Parliament which con
sidered the Government of India. bill in 19 I 9 laid down 
a convention which marks a departure in the industrial 
policy of this country. The Committee observed "what
ever be the right fiscal policy for India, for the needs of 
her consumers as well as for her manufacturers, it is quite 
clear that she should have the same liberty to consider 
her interests as Great Britain, New Zealand, Canada and 
South Africa. In the opinion of the Committee, there
fore, the Secretary of State should as far as possible 
avoid interference on this subject when the Government 
of India and its Legisla1:l!re are in agreement, and they 
think that this intervention, when it does take place. 
should be limited to safeguarding the international obliga
tions of the EI!lpire or any fiscal arrangements within 
the Empire to which His Majesty's Government" is a 
·party." .-

In course qf time, this h:!d to the appointment of the 
Indian Fiscal Commi!:?sion in 1921 ; the majority report 
of this Commission, which was issued in 1922, recom
mended a policy qf protection with discrimination. T~e 
minority were in favour qf "an unqualified 'pronounce-

. ment that the fiscal policy best suite~ 'tor' India is Protec
tion." In feb11.lary 1923 the principlel of, discriminating 
protection as laid down by the majority was accepted by 
the Legislative Assembly and the Government of India. 
U~der this policy, 'the chief conditions l which an industry 
has to satisfy before it can secure proteCtion are :-
.J '(1) that the industry is one possessing natural ad-

1 Para 97 of report of the Indian Fiscal C~mmission. 
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vantages, such as an abundant supply of raw 
material, cheap power, a sufficient supply of 
labour of a large home market; 

" (2) that the industry is on~ which without the help 
of protection either is not likely to develop at all, 
or is not likely to develop So rapidly as is desir
able in the interests of the. countrv ; 

.j (3) that the industry is one which win eventually be 
able to face wOJ;'ld competition without pro
tection. 

If we consider these conditions in their practical appli
cation we at once see that the policy is not to be applied 
to new industries j and that when applied to old or exist
ing industries it is to be applied only for a given short 
period on condition that it' fulfills the above provisions; 
only those few industries in which a definit~ start has 
been made and which are run on a very large scale with 
several natural advantages may, if they can show that 
they cannot flourish without some assistance, get a quali
fied measure of [rotection from the Government. In 
view of the worl forces in industrial de~elopment atld~'" 
the competition of various countries in ~he Indian market,. 
it will be obvious that' the policy of discriminating protec .. ' 
tion is not likely to bring about that industrial develop:-! 
ment of an all round character which we must work for .. 
if the poverty problem of India is to be solved. . 

The halting nature of the policy will be realised when 
we com fare it on the one hand with the new industrial 
policy a England herself, and the protective policy of the 
U. S. A. on the other. The former is an illustration of 
the only Free Trade country in the world which has now 

p)adopted a thoroughgoing p~licy of protection of her al~: ' , 
ready well established and highly organised industries." 
The latter is an illustration of a country which has ·lived 
~d flourish~ under the most highly developed' protec
tIve system In the world, and which now believes in ~he 
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stiffening of that very system in order to retain her posi
tion as the greatest single economic unit in the world. 
These comparisons will at once suggest that in view of 
our large and complicated problems, in view of our 
continental size, and unlimited natural resources, the 
policy of discriminating protection will tlot guarantee any
thing more than a snail's progress. 

In connection with the Safeguarding of Industries Act 
in the United Kingdom, the main idea was to create more 
employment for the large number of unemployed work
ers. In order to carry out this idea, small industries each 
of them providing employment only for a few hundred 
or a few thousand workers, were propped up by safe
guarding duties. Among the industries which thus got 
assistance were (I) lace and embroidery,_ (2) leather 
gloves and fabric gloves, (3) gas mantles, (4) cutlery, 
(5) packing aftd wrapping paper, (6) table ware, (7) trans
lucent pottery, (8) buttons, and (9) enamelled hollow 
ware. Large industries like the motor car industry have 
been protected even without an. investigation by a Safe
guarding Committee, by the imposition of duties em
bodied in the Finance Act. This policy has been recently 
developed very considerably by the National Govern
ment.,e which has assumed powers to impose _ high 
protective duties on the recommendations of an Advisory 
Committee. 

Very few of the industries which have received Protec
tion in England, would stand the tests applied for 
granting Protection in India. Very few of them seem to 
possess large natural advantages, 'and the problem 
whether they will eventually be able to face world compe
tition without Protection is' not even considered either 
by the Advisory Committee or by the _Parliament., 

From the above brief survey of the English system, 
we find that the protective policy of England is both 
liberal and prompt in application, and not hampered by 
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unnecessary r~strictions'. W. e ~ave. also seen that t~e 
protective pohcy.of Amenca 1S. h1ghly; de~eloped,. 1S 
definite and bold .In theory, thoroughgomg 10 practlcei 
and even aggressi,:,e ~nip.ten~ions if necessary. . . . 

In order to reahse' the weakness of the Ind1an pphcy 
which has been pointed' out above, one has only to c;tudy 
the reports of the' Indian Tariff Board, which has investi:
gated the cases of several industri¢S ref~rred to it, within 
the limits of the conditions of Discriminating rrotection 
referred to above. Some of the principal industries 
investigated by the Tariff Board have been surveyed in 
the preceding volume in this series. We shall therefore, 
briefly refer here to a few important tendencies to show 
the difficulties created by the existing policy. 

DISCRIMINATING PROTECTION IN PRA,CTICE 

In the case of the s~eel,industry, all. the,thr~e condi
tions of discriminating protection were substantially 
'fulfilled. Besides, there was an additionaUactor, namely, 
that this industry was considered a key industry requiring 
protection on non-economic grounds. The same wa;;, 
however, not true in the case of all the allied .and depend
ent industries whose case had to be considered be~ause 
of . the protection granted to steel. F or example, the. 
locomotive industry had a strong claim· to temporary 
assistance because it was likely to give valuable training 
to Indians. On the ground that an adequate home market 
did not exist for. this industry, the Tariff Board did not 
recommend the grant of protection to this. industry. In 
the case of the magnesium chloride industry" though the 
natural advantages were found to be plentiful, it· was 
decided that the development of the industry in India 
was not possible because Germany could send it at a' very 
cheap price; it was possible for her to do so because 
magnesium chloride 'was a' by-product of other industries 
in Germany. It was believed therefore that even if pro-

'I 
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tection were granted, it would not be possible for this 
industry to fulfil the third cQndition, that is to dispense 
with protection eventually. 

In the case Qf the cement industry, the Tariff Board 
found that there were abundant natural advantages, that 
unless temporary assistance was given some of the exist
ing' companies were likely tQ close down, and that there 
was a reasonable assurance that the industry would 
eventually be able tQ meet world competition. In view of 
this, a, combination of specific duties and bounties was 
proposed by the Tariff Board tQ be given on certain 
conditions. It was however, considered unnecessary to 
take such measures because the industry organised itself 
by forming what is known as the Cement Manufacturers' 
AssociatiQn. 

The conditions of discriminating protection had to ~ 
considerably stretched in connection with the paper 
industry. So far as the existing supplies of raw materials 
were concerned, it was found that the sabai grass which 
is used for the purpose was both unsatisfactory and 
limited in supply. Under the circumstances "it was not 
likely that the existing paper mills could' dispense with 
protection in the long run as required by the third condi
tiQn. It was, however, felt that if ~he bamboo pulp 
industry was developed, there was a great future in as 
much as India would then be in a position to supply raw 
material for all her paper mill~ and have a surplus for 
export. With this idea, the development of the bamboo 
pulp industry by suitable measures, including' financial 
assistance by the Government was recommended. 
. In the case of the coal industry, there arose a serious 
difference Qf opinion between the members of the Tariff 
Board. In this case, the industry was producing more 
than the local requirements, and was required to export 
a part of the output. The trouble, however, arose from 
the imports of foreign coal, particularly in Bombay and 
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Karachi. These came chiefly from South Africa and 
amounted to about 21 per cent. of the total consumption. 
The reason why South African coal \vas able to compete 
in the Indian market was the special railway freightsl 
granted by the South African Railways to export coaIJ 
This amounted to a bounty, and the question was whe
ther countervailing duties should be imposed by India 
against such imports. The South African coal was 
responsible not only for the capture of a part of the 
market in Bombay and Karachi, but also for the loss of 
market by India in Ceylon and other islands in the Indian 
Ocean, where Indian coal used to be exported in large 
quantities before the War. Mr. (now Sir Padamji) P. 
Ginwalla was in favour of a countervailing duty of 
Rs. I -8-0 per ton on the import of coal from South 
nfrica; the majority were however agfinst the measure 
on the ground that the consumer should not be burdened 
iIi this way. 

In the case of the gold thread industry, the Tariff 
Board felt that the conditions were different from those 
envisaged by the Fiscal Commission. There was already 
a revenue duty in existence; the question was whether 
if the revenue duty were abolished, the industry would 
be adversely affected. The Tariff Board had no hesitation 
in saying that this would be so, and therefore they recom
mended the retention or rather the conversion of the re
venue duty into a protective one. 

Something similar is true of the match industry, in 
which case also the existing revenue duty was retained, 
hut was tJ].llSferred to the protective category. Regard
ing this industry it was found that India did not h:ive an 
abundant supply of the raw material. The condition Wall 
however waived on the ground that no country in the! 
world was self-supporting in regard to all or most of the 
raw materials of the match industry. ' 

So far as the cotton industry is concerned, the applica
.,-

, , 
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tion' of the policy of discriminating protection raised 
delicate problems. The depression in this industry which 
began after theW ar, gradually became very acute. The\ i 
industry appealed for help to the Government. After ,I 
some agitation, the universally condemned Cotton Excise i, I 

. Duty was suspended in December 1925, and was not i \ 

renewed in the next financial year. The difficulties of 
the industry were' however so great that this relief did 
not prove adequate. The growing Japanese competition!, 
was making serious inroads in the Indian market. Afte&-. 
considerable agitation, th. e Government of India decided i 

to make an enquiry, and a special Tariff Board was ap
pointed for the purpose.' The Board was divided in its . 
recommendations; the majority were in favour of a 4 per 
cent. additional duty on all cotton goods ; the Chairman, 
Sir Frank Noyce recommended a similar duty only on 
certain classes of yarn, which were mostly coming from 
Japan. In view of this, the Government of India were ~' 
first in no mood to take any action. Afterr protracte 
negotiations, however, they imposed a 4 per cent. du 
on certain classes of yarn, which were supposed to com 
pete with the Indian product. This step was taken . 
September 1927; the import d.uties on mill stores an/f 
machinery were removed from I st October, the sam, 
year. . 

These half-hearted measures, .however, were not 
enough to prevent the ruin of the Cotton Industry in . 
Bombay. Conditions became almost critical, and the 
Government of India were at last persuaded to take a 
bolder action. But once again they delayed the matter by 
referring the question whether the additional duty should 
be ad valorem or specific to a special officer, Mr. Hardy. 
~ Qvalorem duties were favoured by the Hardy report. 
. In the Budget of 1930-31, it was proposed that the 
revenue duty on cotton goods should be increased from 
I J to 15 per tent., and that an additional protective duty 
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of 5 per cent. should be imposed on goods of non-British 
origin. This proposal raised delicate constitutional issues •. 
It was ultimately decided to accept the proposal with the 
difference that plain grey goods of British origin which 
!lithout doubt competed with Indian production were to. 
pay the protective duty. 1 

These duties were to b~ in force for three years. Bu~ 
the Government were again faced with heavy deficits·. 
Along with the new taxation imposed in March 1931, 
import duties on all classes of cotton piece goods were 
raised by 5 per cent. Further emergency measures be
came necessary a few months later; the Supplementary 
Budget of September 1931 levied a surcharge of 25 per 
cent. on all import duties. This was applied to cotton 
piece goods also. In consequence of these changes, the 
duties were 25 per cent. on cotton goods of British manu
facture, and 311- per cent. on those of non-British manu
facture; the specific rate on either was as. 41 per lb. 

The question of protection to the Cotton Textile In-\ 
C:lustry was referred to the Tariff Board in A.pril J932. \ 
But the continued ckpreciation of the ~as causing 
great damage to the\.Tndlan mdustry. lhe aid of section 
3(5) of the Indian Tariff Act of 1894 providing for mea
sures against dumping was' invoked. The Tariff Board 
inquired into the matter at the instance of the Govern:.. 
ment, and made an interim report recommending anti
dumping legislation or in the alternative the raising of 

J The duties were as under:
Cotton piec&ogoods:-

(a) plain grey, that is, not bleached or dyed in the piece, if imported 
in pieces containing any length of more than nine yards which is 
not divided by transverse woven . 

(I) of British manufacture-IS per cent. or 3i annas per lb., whichever 
is higher. ' 

(2) not of British manufacture-2o per cent. or 3i annas per lb. whichever 
is higher. . 

(b) Others:-
(I) of British manufacture-IS per ceRt. 
(2) not of Britis)l manufactoJre-2o per cent. 
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the duties on cotton piece goods of non-British manu
facture to 50 per cent. In view: of the Indo-Japanese 
Convention of 1904. the former step was not possible; 
the latter was ho~ever accepted. Accordingly from 
1\ugust 1932. the import duty on plain grey goods of 

( non-British manufacture was raised to 50 per cent. or 
0\ as. 51 per'lb. whichever was higher, and on others to 

\ 50 per cent. 
" . This action however failed to satisfy the demands of 

the industry. and the cry against Japanese dumping con
tinued unabated. The Government was at last forced to 
give the necessary notice of six months for the abroga
tion of the Indo-Japanese Convention in April 1933; in! 
June 1933. the 50 per cent. duty was further raised tq"l 
75 per cent. , 

The halting nature ,of the policy of Discriminating 
Protection will be obvious from the few illustrations of 
its practical operation gi~en above. This was anticipated 
by the Minority of the Fiscal Commission in their Minute 
of Dissent. They were of opinion that the policy of Dis
criminating Protection was hedged in by conditions and 
provisos which were c~lcu1at~d to impair its utility. 

THE PROCEDURE 

Two other points may be emphasised in connection 
with this policy. namely. the procedure. and the develop
ment of the policy of Imperial Preference. So far as the 
procedure is concerned. we may assert that it is very 
dilatory. and not calculated to inspire. confidence in the 
intentions of the Government to, develop the industries 
of the country. An industry which desires to seek pro
tection has to apply to the Government of India in the 
Commerce Department. If a prima facie case is made out 
in the opinion of the Department. the matter will be 
referred to the Tariff Board for enquiry. After a preli
minary consideration the Tariff Board issues a question-
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naire and invites the opinions of those interested in the 
problem. Witnesses are then examined with reference to 
their written statements. The Tariff Board has to confine 
its inquiry and make its recommendations within the 
limits imposed by the policy of Discriminating Protec,. 
tion. The Report of the Tariff Boarc;l mayor may not bev'll 
accepted by the Government of India.. In due course, 
iegislation is proposed according to those recommenda
tions of the Board with which the Government of India 
are in agreement. The Legislature may propose changes, 
which can only be towards a reduction of the proposed 
duty or bounty. As a rule,· these measures are tempo
rary; in most cases they have a definite time-limit after 
which they must come up for reconsideration by the 
Legislature, if on a fresh inquiry by the Tariff Board, 
the continuation of the measures in some form is thought 
necessary. 

The dilatory nature of the procedure was evident in the 
treatment of the Cotton Industrv. It was also evident in 
the case' of the Steel' Industry; which was the first·to 
receive protection. The Steel Protection Act of 1924 f i 
became a dead letter soon after it was passed, because 
of simultaneous changes in the competing countries, 
chiefly due to currency depreciation in Europe. Though 
the Government of India were empowered by the Act of 
1924 to take prompt action in such cases', they referred 
the matter to the Tariff Board, and .then to the Legisla
ture. In contrast with this, the present procedwe in 
England, may be noted. An industry in need of protec
tion is given the same by executive authority; a tempo
rary duty is at once imposed; investigation follows in the 
light of which the temporary duty is put on a permanent 
!ooting, with the necessary changes. The Steel Industry 
In England which is nota new industry as was the case in 
India, has recendy rec~ved protection on these lines. 
The promptness with wlltch' thorough-going. action has 
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been taken to protect several industries in England with
in a few months, is an object lesson for the Indian Autho
rities to follow in place of the slow machinery with which 
they carry out the Policy of Discriminating Protection. 

IMPERIAL PREFERENCE 

When the Statutory Enquiry into the condition of the 
Steel Industry was made in 1927, it was pointed out by 
the Tariff Board that the Indian Steel Industry did not 
manufacture certain classes of goods which were imported 
from the U oited Kingdom. Partly on this ground and 
partly .on the ground that the prices of British Steel goods 
were more steady, certain basic duties were framed with 
reference to British prices. Higher duties were to be 

'levied on steel goods of non-British origin. These re
,-'ommendations were accepted and passed into law. It was 
!;aid that this did not constitute an attempt to introduce 
the system of Imperial Preference in In~a, but that it 
was necessary in the interests of those Indian consumers 
who took British steel goods. The fact however remained 
that there were two rates of duties on steel goods, that 
the one was lower than the other, and that the lower 
rate was applied to goods coming from the U oited King
dom. The argument regarding the interests of the 
consumer was the good old one which was used in the 
laSt century, when even revenue duties on cotton goods 
coming from the United Kingdom were opposed, 

A similar situation arose with reference to the' Cotton 
Duties which came into operation from March I9.~O. In I 
this case also the argument was that British goods did 
not compete with the I ndian industry, and' therefore pro
tective duties on the same were not necessary. The 
position in this connection became more frank, whe'n in 
1932, the Government of India in referring the question 
of the Cotton Industry to the TaIiff Board asked speci
fically whether different and lower' duties may not be 
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levied on goods of Empire origin-as against other goods. 
It may be pointed out that by this tUne a complete change 
had taken place in the tariff policy of the British Govern
ment. Empire goods were exempted from the operation 
of the new British Tariff of 1932 for a certain period, 
within which it was expected that the Governments of the 
Empire would come to terms regarding a system of 
mutual preferences. The reference to the Indian Tariff 
Board regarding Cotton Industry anticipated the decisions 
of the Ottawa Conference. Besides, though the Ottawa 
Trade Agreement between India and Great Britain was 
ratified in great haste, the report of the Tariff Board on ' 
the -Cotton Industry was shelved for a long time. -

Even before the Ottawa Conference met, the policy 
of Discriminating Protection ~ In~ thus involved dis.,. 
crimination in favour of British goods, and it was felt that 
in the case of the development of those industries in 
India, which would compete with British products, efforts 
were likely to be made to secure the Indian market for 
the British industry. 

The Ottawa Agreement confirmed these apprehen~ 
sions, and legalised the policy of preferences for British 
200ds even in the case of protected industries. In the 
first place, a system of preferential duties on British 
goods -on a large number of articles was introduced at 
very short notice. The position oJ several small industries 
which have come into existence ~ recent times chiefly 
due to the Swadeshi movement, was not even considered~·'" 
because the Government had no facts worth the name 
regarding these industries, and the parties concerned got 
no real opportunity to put up thp.ir case. I t is true that the 
reports which the Government of India have to issue on 
the working of the Agreement may bring some facts to 
light. but it is not likely that the effects of the }\greement 
on the new industries will be known unless special efforts 
are made to investigate each case in detail. It is truP. that 

8 
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. any industry in India may establish its case for protection, 
in which event it will be withdrawn from the Preferentiai,,\ 
Scheme after due notice. But the already rigid conditionS !,; 
of the policy of Discriminating Protection w1ll be difficult ~ 
of fulfilment by those small industries which may haJe,1 
received a shock by the Ottawa Pact. ' .. :' 

One wonders whether these objections to the future 
growth of industries in this country were considered by 
the Indian Delegation to the Ottawa Conference. TheYI1 
obse.rve tha. t the protection afforded to Indian industrieS)!.1 
has not been in any way impaired, and India retains " 
complete freedom to shape her tariff policy in the manner 
she thinks best.1 We have seen now the smaller indus
tries are likely to be affected by the Agreement. But the 
report of the Delegation and the Trade Agreement go 
much further in as much as they corrunit India to a funda
mental change in her industrial policy. The accidents 
connected with the present policy of Discriminating Pro
tection have been taken as the basis of a novel interpre
tation of India's industrial policy. If this is accepted, the 
industrial career of India shall be diverted into channels 
other than those expected by the Indian Fiscal Commis
sion and the Indian Legislature. It will mean that in the 
case of those industries in which British manufacturers are 
interested, protection to Indian industries will be subject 
to a preference for British goods. This. will be done on 
the ground that the British manufacture~s' are turning out 
specialised products, the manufacture of which India need 
not hope to undertake.' In order to complete the picture. 
arrangements will be made for a scheme' of industrial co
operation by which Indian manufacturers )ViII manufae
rure some semi-finished goods which will be sent to the\ \ 
. United Kingdom for being further manufactured into, 

\ 

1 Report. Para un. 
I Para 113. 
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finished articles to be reconsigned in that form to India. 1 

This means that the industrial growth of India will be 
stunted. In order to appreciate how this unforeseen 
situation is being brought about, we must follow the chain 
of events during recent years, and those parts of the 
Report of the Indian Delegation and the,: agreement 
which are relevant to ,the issue. 

When the Steel Protection Act of 1924 came for revi
sion in 1927, the Tariff Board recommended lower duties 
on British steel goods as against those 'coming from other 
countries.' The Legislative Assembly objected to this 
scheme as one introducing the principle of Imperial 
Preference to which India was not committed.' The 
Protection Act was however, in the form of a taxation bill, 
which could be initiated only by the Executive. If the 
Assembly carried this objection to its logical conclusion, 
the Government would withdraw the whole bill, and even 
the limm:ed amount of protection offered to the steel 
industry would not be available. On the supposition that 
half a loaf was better than none, the Assembly had to 
acquiesce in accepting the proposed arrangement. 

When in 1930, after protracted negotiations, the 
Government of India agreed to give some measure of 
protection to the cotton textile industry, they introduced 
a bill with preference in favour of British goods. On this 
occasion there was.no investigation by the Tariff Board. 
I t is well known that the question resulted for a time in 
an important constitutional deadlock. But just as on the 
preceding occasion the woes of the Tata Company led 
the Assembly into acquiescence; similarly on this occa
sion the woes of the Bombay Mill industry led to a 
compromise.' If the Assembly did not accept the 
proposed preference for British goods as suggested by 

1 d. Steel Agreement. 
• Sir P. Ginwala was Chainnan of the Tariff Board at the time. 
• Mr. (nQw Sir) Shanmukham Chetty was one of those who opposed it. 
'This was due to the efforts of Mr. (now Sir) Shanmukham Chetty. 

"0 r 
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the Government, it was known that the whole bill would 
be withdrawn.] Once again on the assumption that half 
a loaf was better than none, th~ Assembly was forced to 
agree to a measure of protection which involved prefer

. ence for British goods . 
. ' The Indian Legislature, businessmen, economists and 
" the Indian public in general, were however not aware that ' 

~hese two cases which took place under such circum
stances, would be used to give a novel interpretation to 
the Fiscal Policy of this country. This was first made 
public by Sir Atul Chatterjee in his opening speech at the 
Ottawa Conference pn 21st July 1932. He said: "theo
retically it might seem that preference in the case of 
protective duties would be excluded altogether, but 
practically the result has been different. One of the most 
interestmg things about the Indian system of protection 
is that it has led directly to what has been in effect, if not 
iiI intention, a preference for Empire goods. In two very 
important cases, iron and steel, and cotton piece goods, 
it has been found that the imposition of a lower rate of 
duty on goods made in the United Kingdom is entirely 
consistent with India's interests. My colleagues and I 
hope that an examination on similar lines of other pro
tected industries ·may lead to a solution which will be in 
the interests of both India and other parts of the Com-
monwealth.··· ,. . 

There is an admission that preference in a protective 
, scheme is out of question. In spite of this, it is certainly 

a most interesting thing about the .Ingian system of 
protection that it contains preference for ,Empire goods 
in certain cases~ It was not however, true to say that the 
existence of such duties in the case of steel'knd cotton is 
entirely consistent with India's interests, because the re
cords of the Legislative Assembly tell a.different story. 

1 Sir George Rainy was in charge of the bill. 
I Page 56 Qf the Report 'Of the Indian ~elegation. 
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From the same point of view. there was nQ justification 
for Sir Atul Chatterjee and his colleagues to express the 
hope that similar arrangem~ts in other protected indus
tries would be made.-

With a view to make the public accept this novel inter
pretation of the Indian Fiscal Policy. the report of the -. 
Delegation reiterates the same idea in paragraphs 14, IS. 
29, 39 and 99_.~ This means that in the opinion of the
Indian Delegation to the Ottawa Conference. the Fiscal 
policy of India is Protection witJ,t Discrimination in favoUr 
of British goods, in those cases in which British manuJ 
facturers are interested. The principles of Discriminating 
Protection laid down by the Indian Fiscal Comnussion. 
and accepted by the Indian Legislature are calculated to' 
discriminate in favour of the Indian consumer so that he 
may not be unduly taxed. But whereas the levy of some 
burden on the Indian taxpayer in the interest of the larger 
and varied industrial progress of this country was ac
cepted. it was not the intention of anyone in this country 
to ask the Indian taxpayer to pay in order that the British 

. manufacturer may flourish. One would hesitate to make 
such an apparently absurd observation, but for the fact 
that this is unfortunately the logical conclusion at which· 
the Delegation have arrived, out of the novel interpre~ 
tation that they have put on the Fiscal Policy of this· 
country. T~s absurd position can be seen in the Sup
plementary Steel Agreement which is made upder the 
cloak of the theory of Industrial C(H)peration. 1 "The idea 
underlying this theory is that the less industrialise4 
Empire countries shall have the market in certain classes 
of goods. and that the more industrialised Empire coun:
try or countries shall have the market in more specialised 
goods. For this purpose, the Empire market is con
sidered as one unit. The Steel Agreement contemplates 
an arrangement by which the Tata Company will send 

I Para 113 of the ~eport. 
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Indian sheet bar manufactured by itself at Jamshedpur 
to England. will get it manufactured there into sr-Uvanised 
sheet and bring it back again tQ India in that form to be 
disposed of locally.' I n the first place this is an admis· 
sion on behalf of the Tata Company of the fact that in 
spite of the protection that they have enjoyed for so many 
years. they are not able to manufacture galvanised sheet 
Ul this country in sufficient quantities. At the same time 
it is possible that if the Tata Company find this particular 
transaction convenient to themselves. they may like to 
continue the process instead of developing the steel 
industry further, which is expected of them under the 
protection granted to them by the Indian Legislnture. 
That this is likely can be seen from the remark in the 
Report of the Delegation where they obser~ that "if 
we had been unable to reach agreement the almost in· 
evitable result must have been the erection of new iron 
steel furnaces in the U. K. and the accelerated establish· 
ment of additional galvanised sheet plant in I ndia, thereby 
a~vating the conditions from which the world is suffer· 
ing '. I The altruistic motive of helping the world out of 
its suffering is indeed flattering, but a country in the 
~tion of India needs more the help of other countries 
In its own sufferin~. instead of being able to offer help 
to others. Protection has been granted to the steeJ 
industry not only because it fulfils the conditions laid 
down by the Fiscal Commission. but also because it is a I 
key industry. The Tariff Board has remarked that there 
is room in India for three iron works of the kind of Jam· 
shedpur. If these facts have any meaning~ the arrange-
ment by which the growth of the steel industry in this 
country may be stunted. stands self.condemned, and the 
condemnation should be still greater if this arran~ment is 
going to be the beginning Qf a policy by which Indian 

lp .... tI$. 
Ih ... 86. 
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manufacturers .shall manufacture QDly semi-finished 
goods, which will be sent for being turned into finished 
articles tQ England and reconsigned to India for disposal. 
The Indian taxpayer will be perfectly justified in refusing 
to be a party to the development of industries of this 
character, because he will find himself in· the absurd 
position pointed out-above that he is being taxed in order 
that the British manufacturer may carry on certain 
specialised processes of manufacture for the Indian 
market. 



CHAPTER III 

INDUSTRIAL POLICY OF INDIA-THE FUTURE 

THE GOAL OF INDUSTRIAL POLICY 

We have defined the goal of an Industrial Policy. for 
India to be maximum production with a national outlook, 
that is, the exploitation of the natural resources of the 
country to the best advantage of the people of the coun
try. There is nothing new in this policy; most countries 
have adopted a similar policy; and there are not a few 
whose policy goes much. beyond the scope laid down 
above in as much as it is aggressive and aims at the 
exploitation of other countries, for the benefit of their 
own people. The only unfortunate fact to be noted is 
that such a desirable policy has not been carried out in 
practice with that determination and thoroughness which 
are essential in view of the hopeless economic condition 
of the large. masses of people in this country, who are 
forced to eke out a marginal existence. 

THE POLICY 

Having laid down the goal, we are in a position to 
define 'the policy which will enable us to reach the goal. 
The policy should be such that it may make it possible 
for us to achieve the goal as soon as possible; in other 
words, it should not involve a slow process. Though 
undue haste may be avoided, the polict~should lead to 
a. rapid industrialisation of the country. 

In order to have maximum producriort, the policy 
should be comprehensive and embrace all possible indus
tries, large and small, existing and potential, for which 
a reasonable field is available. This means that it should 
not be restricted by the kind of limitations now in vogue 
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such as the condition that the industry should be such that 
it would eventually face world competition without pro
tection. 

For the same reason, the point of view regarding the 
market should be radically changed. Industries should be 
developed even if they may not command a large home 
market: it is enough if there is a foreign market avail
able for the products of an industry. The limiting condi
tion should be that we should aim at the manufacture of 
those of our own raw products. which we now export. 
This would ensure the existence of a foreign l11arket. 
because in the absence of such a market foreigners W'ould 
not care to take our raw materials. This means that we 
should not aim at the development of those industrie~ for 
which we may have to import the raw material and at the 
same time depend upon a foreign market for the disposal 
of the finished goods. This however need not come in 
the way of the importation of raw materials. partly or 
wholly. for the development of an industry. for which we 
have an assured home market. 1 

The development of industries on these lines will not 
bring full advantages to the people of the. ('ountry. unless 
proper steps are taken to ~ee that they have a national 
outlook. In order to ensure this, there should be effective 
restrictions on the use of foreign capital and the employ
ment of foreign experts. or skilled workers. either in 
private or state concerns. These things' should be allowed 
on definite conditions calculated to yield· maximum pro
duction and to ensure that the largest possible gains of 
such production go to the nationals of the country. 

This means that we should have a policy of protection 
unha:mp~red by. any con~itions. c.omprehensivein its 
apphcanon, desIgned to CIevelop lDdustries large and 
small, existing and potential, both for the home and the 

I.. I. We are importm, raw cottOll frO.. Egypt and Uganda f ...... 
ClNnta. an. R-wa wClOd 'or Matches. ., 
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toreign markets, with a procedure which shall aim at a 
rapid industrialisation of the country, accompanied by 
sUltable and effective arrangements to see that the gains 
of such development are mainly enjoyed by the nationals 
of the country. 

In order to accelerate the process, the policy of rrotec
tion should be accompanied by other forms 0 state 
assistance, e. g. suitable railway rates, a nation,al banking 
pdlicy, facilities for technical and technological education, 
appointment of Indian Trade Commissioners in selected 
markets and so on. It may be added that, a thorough 
overhauling of the Managing Agency system is also 
urgently required to ensure that the future protected 
industries of the country are conducted efficiently and 
economically. 

IMPERIAL PREFERENCE 
In an outline of the future Industrial Policy of India, 

a consideration of the question of Imperial Preference is 
obviously necessary. We have referred in a preceding 
chapter to the development of the policy of I mperiaJ 
Preference first in the colonies and then in the United 
Kingdom. So far as India is -concerned, the question of 
Imperial Preference was first considered by Lord Cur-
7.on's Government in 1903. It was rejected on the ground 
that for India tQ join a system of Imperial Prefeorence 
would 'involve a departure from its then existing fiscal 
policy, and would raise opposition from vested interests 
in Lancashire, and Dundee.' This opinion was repeated 

I,' 
1 The Government of India In their de.patth of .,-1001903 wrote a. 

10110 .... :- I 
"It II lufficl.nt to III" that thll alternative I. not, 80 far II' _ tRn Jud .... 

within the .phere of prllctlcal polltici. AU Palt nperlence Indlcalel that 10 
the decl.lon of an" fiscel qu .. don concernln, thl. country. po_rlul nctlon. 
of the communlt)' at hom. will continue to dem.nd that their Inr-tlI. 
and not thoet of India .Ione. .hall be allu~'" con.ldor.tlon...... If IndlAD 
Indultrl" .re In need of, or ehould now dralre • menaure of protllCllo", 
protective m" .. ural would IIP_rll)' Mrlou.l, aallCt lmpotll from tile 

Xi 19~·l· N'; 

<44 
~~~9 
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in the India Office Memorandum submitted to the Colo
nial Conference of 190 7. I 

Indian opinion has alsQ been against the adoption of 
2 policy of Imperial Preference in India, but' on entirely 
different and natural grounds. The PQsition in brief is this. 
That India exports more tQ non-Empire coUntries. than 
to E~pire countries. That the imports of India are 
mainly manufactured products, and her exports are 
mainly raw materials and food stuffs. That India imports 
more from Empire countries than from others, and the 
chief source is the United Kingdom. In view of this the 
d~velopment of industries in India is likely tQ require 
protection against Empire goods. If however, Empire 
goods are given a preference in India, it is possible 
that our trade relations with other countries may suffer. 
For example, a preference to British cotton goods will 
result in a reduction of the import of Japanese cotton ( 
goods. This. will reduce the Japanese demand for our raw 
cotton and' Japan is the principal buyer of this our most 
important article of export. Lancashire on the other hand 
is not likely to help· us to restore the balance by taking 
more of our raw cotton, because she requires particular 
varieties which are not grown in India in sufficient quan
tities. Hopes were given at the Ottawa Conference that 
arrangements tQ increase the demand of Lancashire for 
Indian cotton will be made, but it was not remembered 
that such hopes and efforts have· been made "for the last 
sixty or seventy years without any tangible result. 
United Kingdom, and would only in a secondary degree affect those from 
foreign countries. We cannot imagine that the merchants of Lancashire or 
Dundee, to mention two interests alone, would be likely to acquiesce in such 
a course even though it were accompanieci by still higher duties against the 
foreigner, or that it would be accepted by the Home Government. We there
fore dismiss this alternative as beyond the range of the present discussion.·' 

l~. ~e concluding para of the Memorandum:-
I! IS dou~tful ho,! the measure ~ould commend itself to public opiniol! 

in Ir.d .... and Its adoptton would be likely to give rise to demands for ether 
chan~e;- '!' the fiscal system of the country which would be difficult to refuse 
and IDJunous to prominent industries in the United Kingdom tQ grant." ' 

•• 
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Whereas Indian opinion has generally stuck to the 
view briefly explained above, the official view has gradu
ally undergone a change since the adoption of the policy 
of Discriminating Protection. We have already seen that 
in two eases, the Government of India has introduced 
preference in favour of British goods, while imposing 
protective duties; It may be said that the measures in 
question, namely, those relating to Steel and Cotton, 
have been .approved by the Indian Legislature. The reply 
to this is that the Indian Legislature was placed in a 
dilemma on both the occasions, namely, either to accept 
the protection proposed to be afforded to the Indian 
industry diluted with the proposed preference to British 
goods, or not to accept it at all. It reluctantly accepted 
the former alternative,. and had the consolation of being 
~de to .believe that t~e measures did not c~mm~t India. 
~to' a polley of Impenal Preference. The disguise was 
hpwever given up first in connection with the reference 
to the Tariff Board re: the inquiry into the question 
of protection to the Cotton Industry, and secondly at the 
Ottawa Conference, where the illustrations mentioned 
above were taken as good features in the fiscal policy of. 
India devised in . the interests of India, and approved by 
the Indian Legislature" 

Those who are against Imperial Preference are fre
quently told that they are influenced by political con
siderations, in spite of their economic argument which we 
have already explained. The pr:evailin~tmosphere in the 
country, and the use of econOrrhC boycott against British 
goods as a means for. political ends, lerld colour to this 
view. If political considerations should not be imported 
in polding views against tne system of Imperial Preference 
for India, they should also not be imported in holding 
views in favour of the same system. In other words, to 
give preference to Empire goods, simply because they 

I Fill" detaUa see Chapter II. 
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are such, is an eminently political consideration without a 
tinge of economic colour. And the advocates of Empire 
Unity are obviously actuated by.the desire to strengthen 
the political unit known as the British Empire by artificial 
bonds of an economic nature. We say this because we 
have still to learn of an inherently sound economic reason 
why the scattered parts of the Empire should join in a 
Echeme of Imperial Preference. and sho1,lld include India 
in the same. 

COMMERCIAL TREATIES 

If however we descend from the high sounding political 
level of Imperial Preference to the economic levei of 
Commercial Treaties. we shall find that we are within 
the sphere of mutual self-interest. easy to understand and 
to carry out in practice. 

We should be wiJIing to enter into a commercial treaty 
with any country in or outside the Empire on a basis of 
equal and reciprocal advantage. If it could be shown that . 
there is a measurable economic advantage to us in a 
foreign market, which we can obtain by granting an 
approximately equal and reciprocal advantagE' to thE; I 
other country in our own market, without detriment to J 
our industries, there is every reason for us to enter into 
an agreement by which such mutual conq!Ssions or pre
ferences may be granted. In measuring the economic' 
advantage to us in any such Scheme, the main con!';idera
tion should be that of our new industrial policy I maximum 
production with a national outlook. This means that it 
is no use obtaining concessions for a foreign industry 
established in India in return for equal concessions in our 
market to the goods of another country. For example. 
it would not be consistent with our policy to. obtain a 
preference for Indian Tea in the British market, if in 
re~n for the same, we have to give a preference to . 
BntlSh cotton goods or steel goods or both; because this 
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would mean that we are encouraging a foreign industry 
in the country at the cost of the possible development ·of 
'other Indian industries. If hQwever the foreign interests 
in the Indiari Tea 'Industry realise that· it . is tQ their 
advantage ,tQ adopt a national outlook in their work con
sistent with the Industrial policy of this country, the 
problem would· present a different situation altogether. 

Besides this . criterion in entering into a Commercial 
Treaty with any country, we must see that the bargain 
is reasonable on both sides. In order to ascertain this, 
an estimate Qf the probable increase in the trade of both 
the countries should be made~ before entering into the 
treaty. As such estimates are bound to be approximate 
and subject tQ other influences, the treaty should provide 
for the revision of this estilnate in the light of actual facts 
from time tQ time, so that the advantage on either side 
maybe adjusted by suitable changes if necessary. 

It would be the duty Q£ the Tariff Board with the help 
'<>f Indian Trade Commissioners to study the operation 
of such treaties, and to have up to date information of the 
advantages secured by the contracting parties by such 
.treaties, and to suggest timely changes in them consistent 
with the object of the same. 

Weare aware that the problem of Commercial Treaties 
is . a difficult one, and often raises delicate international 
issues. It does nQt however mean that it is on that account 
impossible ~f approach.1 It is because India has not been 
independent in her industrial policy that she has not had 
.adequateexperience of such treaties. We may· say that 
she has not had even the consciousnesS) of the amount of 
weight she can exercise by having the power, the will and 
the determination to enter .into' such treaties on equal and 
reciprocal terms with any country. It is true' that a study 
,of the technique of Commercial Treaties and of the ex
,perience of, other, countries in this regard will have to be 

I The recent Indo-Japanese Trade Parleys may be taken as a case in point. 
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made. The Tariff Board 'should be fully competent to 
make this study and to give proper advice in the matter. 

We come to the conclusion therefore that it is- better 
. and economically more advantageous f~r India to work ~ 
on the strictly economic lines of Commercial Treaties. in 
the manner explained above. instead of thinking in 
political terms of Imperial Preference. which obviously 
confuses political issues and aims with economic con
siderations. The supposed economic advantages of 
Imperial preference will not be lost by out suggestion. 
because any scheme of equal and mutual economic 

. advantage with any country· will be welcome under the 
~stem of Co~ercial Tr~aties that we have in view. 
Judged from thlS standpolOt, the Ottawa Agreement 
between India and the United Kingdom is open to several 
objections. In the first place. the facts relating to the 
large variety of articles aff~cted by the Agreement were 
not properly investigated. and the Legislature was put 
on the horns of a dilemma. If they accepted the Agree
ment they would get certain advantages for India. If they 
rejected it. they would put Indian export trade in the 
U. K. under a penalty of a duty of 10 per cent. on 
certain articles. The proceedings of the Assembly re
vealed the confused state of mind in which the members 
were i the Committee of the Assembly which investigated 
the problem in a few days did not produce more evidence 
in favour of the Agreement. In fact most of the evidence 
of witnesses recorded by the Committee was against the 
Agreement. But the majority of the Committee somehow 
took the view that because they could not come to a 
definite concl~sio~ eithe.r for or against. the Agreement. 
they should give It a tnal for three years. This was en-
dorsed by the Assembly. . . , 

The way in which the Ottawa Agreement interferes 
with the Industrial Policy of this coun~ry has been already 
referred to by us in another connection in a former 
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chapter. One only hopes that'the whole question will be 
properly' investigated befor~ the Agreement come$ in for 
revision. Since the passing of the Agreement however, 
many things have occurred in the world in the economic 
sphere, with the consequence that a study of its effects on 
I ndian trade and indusry will be both complicated and 
difficult. 

THE MACHINERY AND THE PROCEDURE 

. In . order to carry out a comprehensive industrial policy 
with the least possible delay, there should be adequate 
machinery and prompt· proc~dure. The Indian 1 ~riff 
Board is a small body of three members, whose appomt
ment is renewed from time to time. It has no initiative, 
and as we have already seen its procedure is slow, and its 
outlook narrow and ·limited. In this l"onnection valuable 
experience is afforded by the work of similar bodies in 
other countries, particularly those of the U. S. A. and 
Australia. We shall review in brief the important features 
of such bodies in these two countries, before making sug
gestions for the constitution, functions, and powers of a 
Tariff Board for India. 

THB TARIFF COMMISSION IN THE U. S. A. 

The history of the American Tariff Commission goes 
back to 1882. The modern body was however constituted 
in 1916 It was made independent of Government depart
ments i it had no administrative ·or judicial authority. Its 
duty was to "investigate the relations between the 
administration and fiscal. and industri~.li effects of the 
Customs La~s-the rel~tions betweenth~ rates of duty 
on raw matertals and fimshed or partly fimshed produCts, 
the effects of ad 'Valorem anq specific duties and of com
PQund specific and ad 'Valorem duties. all questions relative 
to the arrangement of schedules and classifications of 
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articles and in general tQ investigate the operation of 
customs laws. "I 

The Tariff Commission was required to supply. the 
President and the Legislature with information they 
asked fort and to make investigations when directed and 
submit annual reports of its work during the year. The 
Commission was also empowered to investigate the tariff 
relations between the U. S. A. and foreign .-:ountries. 
The Commission was thus a, fact-finding body t' and its 
work was of a, general character. The F ordney 
McCumber Tariff of 1922 considerably extended the 
powers of the Commission and the scope of its work. The 
Commission was invested with still greater powe.rs by the 
FlexibJe Tariff of 1922.' 

As a result of these more extensive powers the Com
mission has remodeJIed its organisation. Its function may 
be classified into four broad heads :-

(I) The office of the chief investigator; 
(2) The office of the chief economist; 
(3) The legal division; 
(4) The Secretary's work. . 

The chief economist supervises the general investiga
tions conducted by the Commission, and the chief 
investigator directs investigations that relate to the new 
powers of the President under the Act of 1922. The 
organisation of the Commission under these two function
aries consists of a number of divisions each with a sepa
rate chief and other experts. These divisions reJate to 
chemicals; pottery t and glass ; metals; wood and paper; 

• d. Sectioa 702. Title VII of the Act rtl 1,16. Making the TariJf ill the 
Uni~ States b, T. W. Page. 

I d. F. W. Taussig, Quarterly Journal of Economics, February, 19300 
• "Investigations to _ist the President ill ascertaining dift'erences in CO!Ol 

of productioa under chis .ectiOft lhall be made b, the United State:;. Tariff 
Commission aad DO proclamation shall he isued under the tlleCtiOft. until 
ncb in_igation lhall hawe been made". (Section ]15 c) "That to assi..t 
~ President ill making an, decision under chis sectioa the,lJ. S. Ta,riff 
l:ommi__ is hen!br authorised 10 iII~gale any sllrged .,iOIatioa tba'aof 
011 complaiat under a.dI ... upaa a iaitiatiwe". (Secti&. p6 b) 

10 
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sugar ; agricultural products ; textiles ; leather ; sundries ; 
preferential tariffs and commercial treaties; and account
ing. The Commission in accordance with the power 
conferred upon it by Section 318 (d) has an office at N evr 
York to conduct investigations in foreign countries. The 
work of the other two diVisions-legal and secretarial
is indicated by the terms themselves. There is an 
Advisory Board co-ordinating the· Commission's work. 
which reports only to the Commissioll and is under its 
immediate direction. 1 

, 

But the functions and powers of the Commis.sion have 
been criticised for their inadequacy by one of its former 
Chairmen, Mr. T. W. Page.· He believes that while 
the tariff cannot be taken out of politics, there is a means 
of controlling politics in tariff-making. He thinks that the 
flexible provisions of the 1922 Tariff have diverted the 
activities of the Commission from the most fruitful fields.' 
He suggests that a permanent Commission should 
assemble trustworthy and intelligible information and 
issue timely reports so that they may be "studied, learned 
and inwardly digested". The Commission should assume 

I
that the rates of duty, which it has to suggest are to be 

., such as maintain equality of opportunity for foreign and 
domestic industries.' Lastly the Commission should point 
out the effect on the importation and prices of a com
modity expected from fixing a duty above or below the 
rate it provides and .also the effects of the same on national 
welfare. 

The Tariff Act of 1930 has left the powers of the Com
mission virtually unchanged. It still consi~ts of members, 
not more than three of whom belong to t1ie same political 

1 For a summary of the Commission's functions' see W .. S. CulbertOll 
quoted in Fisk and Pierce: International Commercial PoliCies, pp. I 19-UO • 

• "Making ·the Tariff in the United States", by T. W.Page, Chapters z. 
7 and8,. ' . 

• Ibid'., p. 204. 
, p. 216. He substitutes the phrase "!!quality .of oppOrtunity" for "equality 

r;4 COSIS" 'of the flexible clause of the 1922 Act. 
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party; it has no powers of transferring an article from 
the free-list .to the dutiable 01' vice-versa. I ts work of 
investigating into the differences of cost of production in 
the United States and in foreign countries and reporting 
to the President regarding an increase or decrease of du~ 
(not beyond 50 per cent.) is retained. But a new provi
sionis made by which the Commission has to make 
investigations not only when demanded by parties con.,. 
cerned, but also OR the request of the President or a reso-:
lution by eJther House of the Congress. The terms of .the 
office of ~the existing members were abrupdy cut off and 
the President was empowered. to create a new body 
(with powers to reappoint). The salary of the members 
was raised from 7,500 to 11,000 dollars, to make it 
easier to secure men of the desired quality. 1 After 
criticising some of the work of the Commission, Professor 
Taussig, its first Chairman, makes the following sug
gestions. The intention and policy of the Congress must 
first be stated in terms that are prima facie workable, 
making clear also, the responsibility of the Congress. 
The Commission then must be left with the ta!;k of filling 
in the details. For this two essentials are called for, power 
and responsibility. He cites the examples of the Tariff 
Boards of Australia, Canada and Great Britain for a 
combination of the two essentials. In these countries a 
Minister takes up the responsibility for the findings and 
recommendations of the Commission. The 1922 Act 
gives power to the President to carry out the flexible 
provisions and he is to act on the advice of the Commis
sion. It was thought that the costs of production in the 
United States and in foreign countries could easily be 
.ascertained,~ and So the powers of the President like that" 
of many other high officials would be a political fiction. 

1 See quarterly Journal of Economics Nov. 1930. The President reeppointed 
three members and appointed three others. . '.' 

• For a critique of "equalization of . costs· of production'" formul;l vide 
T. W. Page; MakiDg the Tariff in U. S. A. pp. 83"99.'· :" 

tOt 
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In fact' the Presidents have assumed more positive res
ponsibility. But the President is not answerable to the 
Legislature for his several doings. The Commission ~ 
not be questioned by the members of· the Congress 
because its work lies only in reporting to the President 
who by reason of his high calling remains unanswerable. 
Taussig therefore suggests that the divided responsibility 
may be remedied by entrusting the work of tariff-making 
to a Minister of the Cabinet, who should have a seat, if 
not a vote in the Legislature. 

THE AUSTRALIAN TARIFF BOARD 

Before 1913 the task of framing the tariff in Australia 
was done solely by the Minister of Trade and Customs 
and by the Commonwealth Parliament. Between 1913 
and 1921 an Interstate Commission issued reports on the 
effects of the tariff at intervals.· The idea of a tariff board 
was entertained as early as 1910,' but it was in 1921 
that it took definite shape in the appointment of such a 
body. It was to be a representative body, consisting of 
an administrative officer as Chairman and of representa
tives of manufacturers and importers, and since 1923 
those of primary producers also. The Minister of Trade 
and Customs has to refer to the Board for inquiry and 
report matters relating to 

(I) classification and valuation of goods etc. ; 
(2) proposals for new increased, reduced or deferred 

duties; , 
(3) granting and effects -of bounties; 
(4) the Intermediate and Preferential schedules; 
(5) any complaint against manufacturers· abusing the 

state aid afforded tQ them by the tariff : 

J ~ene Smith, Eamomic CeatroJ, p,.. 15'-.57. 
t Brigden and otheA, A ..... Iia. Tliritf. A,peadia C. 
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(6) the general effect of the working of the Customs 
and Excise Tariff on the industries of the 
country; . 

(7) the fiscal and industrial effects of the Customs 
Laws; 

(8) the relative effects of the duties on raw. materials 
and on finished goods (and partly ~nished 
goods); and 

(9) ~y ot~er matter affecting the encouragement of 
mdustnes. 

The Board is empowered to recommend after a careful 
inquiry into the condition of an industry, about which a 
complaint is made, that the amount of duty payable to 
its commodities be abolished or reduced er that such 
actien might be taken as the Beard deems fit. The Board 
is empowered to enquire and report en its own initiative 
on any matters relating to subjects in (6) and (9) above. 

At an early stage of its career the Board made it a 
point to inspect all the most important manufacturing 
establishments in order· to gain a personal knowledge of 
the conditions, requirements and potentialities of the 
different industries. I It also receives applications for 
exemption from duties and considers them. 

The Board hears requests for revision of the Tariff 
and recommends alterations or amendments to be made. 
It dis«;usses the operation of the by-Laws, deferred rates, 
bountles and Imperial Preference. . 

The Board. has repeatedly issued -warnings "as to the 
danger of protection being used to bolster up the ever 
increasing costs of production".1 In its Report for the 
year 1927 it pointed out that many of the applications for 
an increase in duties were received from industries that 
had already been protected, some even as late as in 1925. 

I d. RepGI"t June, 19a4. Also Skene Smith, Economic Control, p_ 144- . 
1 See AlI8trali.. Tarill by Brigden and others, Appendill ·C. This para ;s 
~ 11ft elltracta quoted in this AppendiL . 
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I t lays th~ blame for this condition chiefly upon wages. 
Besides, for this prevailing tendency tQ •• abuse protec
tion" primary and secondary producers are also held res
ponsible.Regarding the increase in costs due to the tarifl 
itself the Board was aware Qf the general tendency of 
the effects Qf higher duties in one industry on many 
others. But it reported that in some cases the applicants 
gave a definite undertaking nQt tQ increase prices if duties 
were raised and that these promises had not only been 
fulfilled, but in a number of cases prices were actually 
lowered. 

THE INDIAN TARIFF BOAlW 

Compared with the scope and functions of similar 
bodies in other countries, those of the Indian Tariff Board 
are very limited. Compared with the magnitude and 
complexity of the task before it, the Indian Tariff Board 
as now constituted is not well equipped. Even if we 
compare the kind Qf Tariff Board that the . Fiscal Com
mission recommended with the one now in existence, we 
shall find that several important functions are omitted 
from the purview of the Board. 

The Indian Tariff Board should be a permanent body 
J with statutoryl powers, defined by the Indian Legis

lature. Its composition should be considerably enlarged 
in view of the large, varied and complicated nature of the 
work required to suggest measures to· carry out the 
industrial policy outlined above. We may suggest a per
sonnel of seven. The members should be drawn from 
people with high qualifications, such as industrial and 
administrative experience as alsQ the knowledge of econo
mic problems. They should be above party politics, and 
should have a thoroughly national outlook. Some of the 
members should be associated with the work of Inter-

I'This word is sometimes taken to refer to a Parliamentary Statute ud 
hence the limiting clause. ' . 
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national and Imperial Conferences dealing with economic 
questions, and should have opportunities to study on the 
spot the tariff systems of other countries. 

The Tariff Board sh()uld have powers to investjgat~ 
both on its ()wn initiative; and ()n the application of an 
interested party or on account of a reference byth 
Government, problems relating to .. the development 0 

industries by protection or other ·forms of state assistance 
and to make recommendations in that connection. It 
should make a continuous study of the trade move'ments, 
tariff changes, and prices in the world, particularly those 
in which India is interested directly or indirectly. It 
should report on the working ()f the Indian tariff and its 
results, and make suggestions for suitable changes, if any 
are required. The Board should watch the working of 
existing commercial treaties with other countries, and 
suggest new ones, if likely to help in the industrial pro
gres~ of the country. The form, the classification and 
oth_er technical aspects ()f the tariff should be reviewed 
by the Board from time to time, with a view to improve 
them in the light of the requirements of the trade on the 
one hand, and of the latest improvements in other coun
tries on the other. 

Special questions relating to tariff and industry, such 
as alleged cases of dumping; schemes of Imperial Prefer
ence or Empire Trade Agreements, complaints against 
manufacturers abusing the protective system, should be 
first investigated by the Board before any action is taken: 

I n order to safeguard the interests ()f the consumer, 
and to see that the cost of protection is not heavy on the 
one hand, and that its incidence is evenly distributed on 
the other, the Board should make a study of these ques-\ 
~ons and make recommendations for necessary changes 
In the protective scheme, or suggest other relieving 
measures. 

In order that the work of the Board may not be unduly 
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hampered, it should have general powers to investigate . 
and recommend any step that it may consider necessary 
to execute the industrial policy outlined above. Arrange
ments should also be made for co-operation with other 
departments and officers of the State. If an Economic 
Councilor Councils of the kind we have in other cOlmtries 
are constituted, it will be found that frequent consultations 
with the Councils and the Board will be healthy. In its 
work of collecting data, it should be promptly assisted, by 
all·other Government Departments,' Central or Provin~ 
cia" . 

For the same purpose, it should establish relations 
. with commercial and industrial bodies as well as with 
Universities and research institutions. In certain cases 
the Board should· have power tQ compel businessmen 
and industrialists to give information, which, if neces
sary may be tr:eated as confidential. 

In order that the work of the Board may be above 
suspicion, its reports should be promptly published, and 
there should be no undue secrecy about its findings. The 
Board should however have power to make confidential 
reports to the Government Qn a matter on which the 
members are unanimous. . 

Prompt action should be taken on the recommendation 
of the Board .. Wherever legislation is required, a special 
session of the Legislature should be convened, if neces
sary. In the alternative, the Exeeutiveshould have power 
to take immediate action for a short period. pending the 
approval of the Legislature. In the case of those changes 
suggested ~y the Tariff Boa.rd. for which the intentions 
of the Legtslature are definitely known, the Executive 
should haye power to take prompt action. The Legisla
ture should have opportunity in due course to object if it 
does not approve .0£ the actlon. . 
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THE COST AND INCIDENCE OF PROTECTION 

Having laid dow~~he br,?ad outlines of a ~ew Indus
trial Policy for India involVIng a comprehensIve scheme 
of protection. t() industries, we should be conscious of the 
fact that any scheme of protection means some burden 
to some classes of people, particularly the consumers; 
and that a scheme of protection is accepted in the belief 
that the' advantages. 'on the whole outweigh the bur~~ 
on the consumer . or the cost of protection. There·' are 
certain automatic advantages to society of' protection, in 
the form of larger and div~rsified employment or a 
balanced economic organisation. If however any parti
cular scheme of protection involves such heavy burdens 
to a, particular class pf consumers, that the general 
advantage pointed out above may not be considered a 
sufficient compensation, arrangements may be necessary 
to give an adequate consideration to the class in question 
in some form or other. 

The majority of the Indian Fiscal Commission were so 
much obsessed with this idea of the burden on the con.;. , 
sinner that in their zeal to safeguard his interests, they 
evolved a policy of discrimination v.:hich in its effects has 
not made for that desirable industrial progress· which is 
so urgently required. In order to see that the burden on 
the consumer or the nation as a whole is not unduly high, 
the proper' method would be· to see how an adequate 
scheme of protection would affect different, classes of 
people, or in other words to ascertain the cost and the 
inci~ence of t~e scheme. Having done so, it wotJ.ld be 
poSSIble to weIgh the advantages and disadvantages, and 
accept or reject the scheme. Or if the scheme was worthy 
~f acce,ptal?-ce in spite of some disadvantages, compensat
ang ~ct1on 10 favour of the affected parties could be taken. 
Agam the determination of ~e method of protection, 

, 11 
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namely, bounties or duties would also be easier in this 
way. Besides, the scheme may be revised from time to 
time iI) the light of actual facts. 

Instead of doing this, the Fiscal Commission adopted 
a wrong point of view. Their object being to protect the 

V consumer, they ought to have proceeded to see how the 
consumer was likely to suffer and then thought of the re
medy. Instead of this they put obstacles in the wav of 
granting protection. They thought of protecting the con
sumer at the stage where they ought to have protected the 
industry. This explains the halting conditions with which, 
their policy has been hedged. The conditions limiting the 
grant of protection were not based on the facts of each 
industry, but on certain a priori considerations. This was 
bound to lead to difficulties with the consequence that the 
main object of developing industries has remained m the 
background. 

We do not suggest that protection should be given 
without any inquiry or considerati09 for the classes 
affected. In fact the very object of granting protection is 
to increase the national dividend and the standard of life 
of the people of the country. In doing so howeveqlifficul
ties may arise as between different classes of people. In 
order that these difficulties may be reduced to a minimum, 
the whole outlook of those responsible for framing a 
protective policy needs to be quite different from what it 
has been in the past. The Government and the Legisla
ture must regard protection more as a desirable scheme 
of expenditure than that of income for the treasury. This 
can be done by separating the two functions of the tariff, 
(I) that meant for revenue, and (2) that meant to help 
industries. The alternative method referred to above aims 
at measuring the burden of protection, weighing the 
advantages, and giving relief where necessary. This 
method involves the' difficulty of a statistically accurate 
measurement 'of the burden of protection. For this. the 
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following two methods devised in Australia may be 
suggested. - .. 

(I) The Tariff schedule is generally classified into 
several divisions or groups. \Ve must first ascertain the 
representative commodities in each group_ We can then 
find the prices paid for these selected commodities in the 
protected home market. If at the same time. we find the 
price paid by similar articles in another country. where 
they are not protected. and compare the same with those 
in the protected. and making due allowance for the ctlSt 

. or transport. insurance etc.. from the centre of produc
tion. we sha1l be able to gauge the- efficiency of the pro
tected industry. If it is found that the price in the 

. "protected market" is much above that in the "free 
, market", we must conclude that the tariff imposes a 
substantial burden on the consumer to that extent. If 
however. at the end of a reasonable period. it is found 
that the production of the protected industry has been 
substantially enlarged. that the number of men employed 
has increased, and that the prices of its products approach 
those of similar goods in countries where they are not 
protected. the progress and efficiency of the industry 
cannot be doubted. In other words, the protective scheme 
must be declared to have succeeded without undue burden 
on the consumer. 

Calculations based on this method are bound to be 
useful. but they have their limitations. In the first place 
we should be able to find commodities similar to those 
which we are protecting. being sold in other countries 
without protective duties. Even if we do. the inherent 
complexities of price formation are so great that the 
com~n may not be valid in all cases. 

(2) The Indian Tariff Board estimates the future cOst 
of production of the home producer. the prices at which 
foreign goods would be imported without duty. and 
determines the future fair selling price for the home 

11· 
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industry before constructing a, scheme of protection. It 
also tries· to anticipate the future course of foreign prices. 
If !hese data are verified and kept up to date in the case 
of each protected industry, we shall have good material 
for measuring the burden of protection. On the basis of 
this information, it is easy to estimate the amount which 
the consumers have to spend in excess of what they 
would otherwise pay for the same product if imported 
free. But this amount need not always be the measure of 
the . burden of protection. The following considerations 
ShOllld help uS to determine the figure of the burden. . 

(a) Whep it is clear from import statistics, that imports 
contribute a substantial proportion of the available quan
tity of the particular commOdity, it may be assumed that 
the price is raised by the full amount of the duty. In this 
case the burden of protection is the maximum figure ar
rived at in the manner explained above. 

(b) When the imports are relatively small, and the 
consumption is almost entirely of home-made goods, we 
shall find that the price is not raised by the full amount 
of the duty, and we may take the burden of protection to 
be roughly half of the maximum figure. . 

This method will enable us to estimate the burden of 
protection on those industries. which have been assisted 
by a tariff. In the case of other forms of state assistance, 
the burden is not difficult to estimate .. The ammmt of 
direct assistance in the form of bounties is a known figure. 
If the bounties result in making the price of home goods 
lower than that of imports, the burden will be less to 
that extent. Besides this, the amount of indirect assistance 
by way of preferential purchases of home-made goods 
by the State and public bodies should also be taken into . 
account. . 

In order to study the -effects of the Industrial Policy 
of the country as a whole. particularly on its economic 
organisation and its national dividend, it will be useful to 

L 
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have estimates of the total volume of protected production 
from time to time. From the data that may be collected 
in the manner explained above, it would not be difficult 
to make such estimates. In making such an estimate, 
adjustments will have to be made for the nature of the raw 
material used. In those cases in which the raw material 
is a mobile article which can be easily imported or ex-:
ported at world prices, the amount of protected produc
tion will be only the "added value", that is the value of 
the output less the value of the raw material. In the case 
of industries in which the raw material cannot be disposed 

. of at competitive prices abroad, the whole output· must 
be reckoned at protected production. There will be inter
mediate cases in which the raw material will come partly 
in either category; in such cases a careful judgment in 
making the estimate will be essential. . 

Calculations of the burden of protection will be of no 
value unless they are followed by a study cf the distri
bution of the burden on different classes of consumers. 
Consumers may be those who take the commodity for 
direct use or those who take it for purposes of further 
production. Besides, consumers may be divided into'the 
rich, the middle class and the poor. According to the 
amount of protected production consumed by the different 
classes in the country, the burden will be distributed. The 
Indian Tariff Board made a rough estimate of this kind, 
when it came to the conclusion that the burden of the 
frotection to the steel industry would be equally divided 
between (a) the general consumer; (b) the indu:;tries and 
(c) the departments of the State. Attempts should be 
made to improve such estimates, which will enable us to 
determine the amount of the incidence of protection fall
ing on this or that class of consumers. It should then not 
be difficult to give relief to this or that class, if it is found 
essential on the whole; or it may lead to readjustments 
In the scheme of protection. 



ISDCSTRUL I~UCY OF ISDU 

l~'DtlSTllU.L toUCY UNDER. THE NEW COSSTlTt.'TIO~ 

The ex3l't position ~iing the control of the indu~ 
trial policy of India un\.ie-r the new constitution now in 
the making has not ~n dearly d~n~t \\. e have tht"ff'
fore to arrive at our own ronduSlonS on a stud)" of the 
relevant points. \Ve find that among the subjects C'b .. "SN 
as "emusi\"ely federal" the following are mentioned':-

:6. uDe\-elopment of Indus-tnt'S in (':t..:;es where such 
devdopment is declared by Of under a federal 
bw to be e~('nt in the public intt'~t .. 

334, "The reguf.ltion of the import and upon of 
commodities t\C'l'O...-.s the rustoms frontiers of the 
Fede-ration including the imposition and adminis· 
tration of duties thert'OO," 

It appears th.'lt these ftmC'tions will be undt"r the clh~ 
of a Responsihle Ministt'r in the Fede-rn1 Exe<·\Iti\~. and 
the Gove-mOf General ,,-ill be ~ted to tlke the advice 
of the Minister in connection wlth the s.'une, But the~ 
will be one important res~ in "'hiC'h the powt"r of the 
Legisbtufe as ,,~ll as of the Executi\"e will he limited. 
because of the spt"cial responsibility to pre\-eJ\t rornme~ 
dal discrimination against British subjects domiciled in the 
Unired Kingd\~ with which the Go\~mor Genernl and 
the Go\-emors will be cha,rgN. 

I n order to realise the full implications of the p<'sition 
mentioned above. we must briefly reff.r t\') ~nt disrus· 
$lOllS on the subiect. 

The Indian Fiscal Commission was emph.'ltic about 
the national outlook of industries ",hidl ~i~ state 
as.~stanC'e. The Commission ~.f\~i th.'lt • '\Yh~ the 
Indian Go\"emmt"nt is granting conttSSions or ~'here tht" 
Indian ~ .. )~l'S' mont"y is being deVOtt'd to the stimu· 
btion of an entt'rprise. it is rea ... ooilble tb.\t special stress 

, WM .. ra.-. """" "~to p.. 10$, 
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should be laid on the I ndia.n character of the companies 
thus favoured." 

•• In all such cases we think it would be reasonable to 
insist that companies enjoying such concessions should be 
incorporated and registered in India with rupee capital, 
that there should be a reasonah1e proportion of Indian 
directors on the board aDd reasonable facilities should be 
offered for the training of Indian apprentices at Govern
ment expense." 

The External Capital Committee narrowed the scope 
of the recommendation of the Fiscal Commisston, and 
laid down the following guiding principle. "Where 
definite pecuniary assistance such as a bolmty is granted 
to any pa.rticu1ar undertaking we consider that discrimi
nation is feasJ.ole, and we agree with the Fiscal Cotnmi5-
sion and the Legislature that no such assistance should 
be granted to any company, firm or person not already 
engaged in that industry in India, unless. 

(I) reasonable facilities are granted for the training of 
Indians. and 

(2) in the case of a public company. unless. 
(a) it bas been formed and registered under the 

Indian companies Act. 1913. 
(b) it has a share capital the amount of which is 

expressed in the memorandum of Association in 
Rupees. 

(e) such proportion of the Directors as Government 
may prescrtl>e consists of Indians" . 

It can be easily seen that these recommendations are 
quite insufficient to achieve the avowed goal. We have 
fully reaIised that in practice formulz like "reasonable 
facilities" have little significance. The conditions that a 
company s.bou1d be registered under the Indian Companies 
Act and ~ its c.apltal ~d be expressed in rupees 
are also of little consequence m safeguarding the national 
outlook of the concern. 
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As regards the proportion of Directors it is obvious 
that Government cannot demand a majority of Indian 
directors when most of the shares are held by foreigners. 
Under such conditions Government will demand one or 
two Indian Directors only. Such directors of course will 
have no effective voice in the management. Besides under 
the managing agency system· the directors do not possess 
any important power .. Even· to-day we find several 
Indians on the Boards of foreign concerns, but they.have 
no power to give a national outlook to the concerns. 

One important limitation in respect of the recommenda
tions of the External Capital Committee is that the above 
conditions are to be sought only in cases where direct 
pecuniary assistance either in the form of a bounty or a 
subsidy is to be granted, and not where protection is 
granted in the form of tariff walls. 

In their reportl on the Paper Industry the Tariff 
Board made the following observations :-" Apart from 
practical considerations of administration there can in 
reality be no distinction in this regard between industries 
receiving assistance in the shape of bounties or subsidies 
and those which are protected by means of import duties. 
It is, therefore, important from the national point of 
view, that in the case of every industry .whichclaims 
protection this aspect of the case should be fully 
examined.'" . 

Taking their stand on this recommendation the Legis
lative Assembly in the winter session of 19.)2, while deal
ing with a proposal for tariff protection to the paper 
industry, succeeded in getting accepted the view that 
the same conditions should apply to grants of tariff protec-
tion as to bounties and subsidies. . 

The proposed constitutional arrangement limits 'the 
rights thus enjoyed by the Indian Legislature at present 

, In 1931 • 
• Para. 104 of die Report. 
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in the matter of the development of industries on national 
lines. The proposals are summarised in paragraphs 122 
to 124 of the White Paper. We shall, however, refer to 
the proceedings of the second and third sessions of the 
Round Table Conference to uriderstand more fully the 
significance of these proposals. We shall in the first place 
reproduce the relevant passages before commenting on 
them. 

"The Committee are of opinion that no subject of the 
Crown who may be ordinarily resident or carrying on 
trade or business in British India, should be subjected to 
any disability or discrimination, legislative or adminis
trative in respect of taxation, the holding of property, the 
carrying on of any profession, trade or business or in 
respect of residence or travel. The expression subject 
must here be understood as indicating firms, companies, 
and corporations carrying on business within the area of 
the Federationl

". 

"I t should however be made clear that bounties or 
subsidies, if offered, would be available to all who are 
willing to comply with such conditions as may be pres
cribed. The principle should be a fair field and no 
lavour.... .. Where the larger business makes use of 
unfair methods of competition, the general law should 
be sufficient to deal with it. but many members of the 
Comr:nittee we~e impressed with the danger of admitting 
a claim to legtslate, not for the purpose of regulating 
unfair competition generally, but of destroying in a parti
cular case the competitive power of a large industry in 
order to promote the interests of a smaller one.ltI 

"I t is also plain that where the Governor General or 
th~ Provincial Governor is· satisfied that proposed legis
latton, though possibly not on the face of it discrimina-

• Fourth Report. Federal Structure Committee (Second R. T. c. pf'Oo 
~ings, para 18). 

• lIIUL.. para a I. 
It 
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tory, nevertheless will be discriminatory. in fact, he will 
be called upon in virtue of his special obligations in rela
tion to minorities, to consider whether it is not his duty 
to refuse his assent to the Bill or to reserve it for the 
signification of. His Majesty's pleasure1ll

• 

I t was decided by the Commercial Safeguards Com
mittee of the third R. T. C. that as safeguards in general 
are to be "special responsibilities", the Governor General 
or Governor as the case may be, would be entitled in the 
last resort to differ from proposals of his Ministry if he 
felt that these involved unfair discrimination"'. 

It was further agreed "that no subject of His Majesty 
domiciled in the United Kingdom and no company 
registered in the U oited Kingdom should be subjected 
to any disability or discriminations to which subjects of 
His Majesty domicil~d in India or companies registered 
in India are not subjected in the United Kingdoms". 

"The Committee agreed that bounties or subsidies 
5h6uld be available, without distinction, to all firms or 
individuals engaged in a particular trade or industry at 
the rune the enactment authorising them is passed, but 
that in regard to companies entering the field after that 
date the Government should be at liberty to impose the 
conditions of eligibility recommended by the External 
Capital Committee. It would, of course, be a question of 
fact whether the purpose of the subsidy or the imposition 
of particular conditions, though not discriminatory in 
form was, in fact, intended to penalise particular inter
ests; and the Governor General or Governor, or the 
Courts, as the case may be, would have to form a judg
ment in this question in deciding whether a proposed 
measure was or was not discriminatory''' 

1 Ibid., para 23. 
I Para 2 of the Report. 
• Para 3 of the Report. 
, Para 4 of the Report. 
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TheefIect of these provisions is that the British people 
must be treated as nationals of India in connection with 
all steps, legislative or administrative, intended to deve
lop industry in this country. If we think of anything in 
the nature of a bill for the reservation of coastal trade to 
Indian shipping, it would be treated as discrimination 
against the British. If we want to give a bounty to help 
any industry, we must give it equally to Indians and 
Britishers, otherwise it would be discrimination. If we 
want to help industries by means of special railway rates 
or other forms of assistance, we cannot reserve such con
cessions only to Indians, because it will then be discrimi
nation against the British. In brief, either with reference 
to existing industries or future ones,discrimination in 
favour of the nationals of the country will he interpreted 
to mean discrimination against the British, if British 
interests are at stake. On the other hand, discrimination 
against third parities and in favour of British trade and 
industry will be welcome. The differential rates of 'duty 
imposed in the protective scheme with reference to cotton 
and steel, an, illustrations of discrimination in favour o~ 
the British. "fhe Ottawa Agreement has legalised no 
only this arrangement, but has carried forward tpf' 
principle of discrimination in favour ot British goods as 
against non-Empire goods. So long as this continues, 
it will be possible for British trade and industry to increase 
their vested interests in this· country. The existence of 
British economic interests in this country has been res
ponsible for the political device of commercial and financial 
safeguards, which in substance take away with one hand 
the political power which is supposed to be given to the 
Federal Government by the other. It is thus a vicious 
circle intended to perpetuate the present position. The 
situation will in fact be worse than now, because even· 
those opportunities which now exist for giving an impetus 
to an Indian industry as against a British one, will dis"" 

19* 
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appear henceforth under this statutory provision. The 
advantages which British interests have been enjoying 
in this country hitherto, partly because of their superior 
organisation, and partly. because of their political con
nection, will hereafter be a matter of right, and therefore 
capable of unlimited expansion guaranteed by statutory 
safeguards. With the partnership that is thus going to be 
forced on this country for its economic development, the 
future national production must perforce be divided bet
ween the partners. And as in all partnerships, the domi
nant partner will get more than his due share. India may 
think in future of economic progress in those other spheres 
which have not hitherto been taken up because of obvious 
difficulties'! But the people of India cannot easily think of 
those rroductive activities which are already under the 
contro of the British~ In view of the comparative back
wardness of this countly in technical knowledge, in indus
trial and commercial organisation, and even in capital 
resources, we should not be surprised if we find that the 
tentacles of the British partners will spread far and wide. 
In view of this, the only conclusions that we can arrive 
at is that the impetus for further production by the people 
of the country will be limited in its scope; that even if a 
larger production comes about in due course, it WIll not 
be wholly available to the people of the country, because 
a substantial share will have to be paid to the British 
Fartners. From the point of view of raising the standard 
of life of the people of this country, this arrangement is 
therefore not hopeful. 

The principle of reciprocity embodied in the Commer
cial Safeguard sounds very grand, but whereas it gives 
all that the British demand in India, it gives noth:ng in 
return, but words. What the people of I ndia desire is not 
opportunity for industry in the United Kingdom. which if 
theoretically possible, is in practice of no value. What 
they want, however. is adequate and natural opportunities 
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in their own country against the powerful vested interests 
of the ruling race. This new theory conveniently ignores 
the demand of the people for their natural rights in their 
own coUntry, and Offers a fictitious right six thousand 
miles away, on the absurd assumption that Indians who 
find it difficult to compete at home with Britishers. will 
be able to go and settle in the United Kingdom to com
pete with Britishers in their own home. We may admire 
the ingenuity of the authors of this formula. but its hol
lowness will not remain concealed for long. Not only is 
the new principle hollow from the point of view of the 
people of India. but it also takes away the power to use 
methods which have been already put into operation. 
under the existing constitution. as mentioned above. in 
the economic interests of the nationals of this country. 

CONCLUSION 

We aim at the maximum industrial production in the 
country ~ a national outlook. We consider it essential 
to bring about a balanced economic organisation in the 
country in order tQ solve its poverty problem. We main
tain that such a goal should be achieved as rapidly as 
possible. if India is to be saved from economic despera-I 
tion. We therefore. advocate a policy of protection. which 
,.ha,ll not be restricted in its operation as now. It shall' 
be a policy comprehensive in its" outlook. rapid and 
thoroughgoing in its operation. meant to develop indus
tries large and small, existing and potential. We propose 
an effective and efficient machinery for the same. We in
sist on a national outlook of all industries in the country. 
or the exploitation of its resources for the benefit of the 
people themselves. and suggest ways and means to bring 
aboUt and maintain such an outlook. We shall not confine 
ourselves to the home market only, but shall also produce 
for export markets wherever we have reasonable facili
ties. We shall push forward our industries by entering into 
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commercial treaties . with other countries· in or outside 
the Empire, on a basis of equal and recipr~ advantage. 
V:' e shall at the" same time see that the burden of protec
tion does not fall unduly on anyone class in the country. 
We shall estimate the incidence of protection, and ar
range for its equitable distribution or in the alternative 
for relief where necessary. 

Weare however conscious that the new constitution 
may not give adequate scope for the full realisation of 
the proposed policy. To the extent to which the new' 
constitutional arrangement comes in the way of an early 
solution of the economic problem of the country, it must 
be characterised as defective. \Vhile it is not within the 
scope of this work to think of ways and means to remove 
this defect in the constitution, we have pointed out the 
way, which in our opinion, is likely to bear the desir~ 
results. 



~HAPTER IV 

INDJAN TARIFF SCHEDULE: ITS COMPOSITION 

AND ANALYSIS 

. In the preceding chapters we have seen how ~he 
Customs Tariff haS proved to be the principal instru
ment of industrial policy in other countries, and how it 
can serve the same purpose in this country. In view of 
the growing importance of the tariff both for industrial 
and revenue purposes in our country, a study of the tech
nique of tariffs and. of tariff methods from the point of 
view of their application to the Indian' Tariff Schedule 
is essential. We propose in this and the following chapters 
to consider the more important aspects of this problem, 
from which it will be obvious that a thorough examination 
of all the. details by a representative committee is urgently 
called for. 

We shall take the existing Indian Tariff Schedule as 
the basis of discussion and study its composition, classi
fication and other relevant points in this and the follow
ing chapter. We shall make use of the methods employed 
in other countries to criticise and suggest improvements 
in our system. Chapter VI will be devoted to a few special 
points of comparison in modern tariff systems from which 
we may find useful suggestions. The last chapter attempts 
a tentative tariff schedule for India in the light of the 
discussions in the preceding chapters relating both to 
policy and method. . 

EXPORT SCHEDULE 

In the discussion of the composition of the Indian tariff 
the first point that strikes one is that it is made up of 
both an import and an export sc4edule, unlike the tariffs 
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of some otMr important countries such as the United 
Kingdom, the U. S. A. and Japan. The reasons why the 
I ndian tariff contains an export schedule are clear. It is 
now an acknowledged maxim of fiscal policy that export 
duties are to be resorted to only under specially favour
able circumstances. The incidence oJ export duties on 
raw materials, for which there are generally a world' 
market and international competition falls on the home -
producers.1 Export duties on manufactures would clearly 
weaken the country levying them in the competition for 
markets abroad and hence are seldom resorted to. 'J'he 
United States of America is prohibited from levying these 
duties by an article of the Constitution.' r"\. .' 

~xport duties can, ,however, be levied in two cases. 
either.out of revenue considerations or still less frequentfy: 
for protection. 8 Where a country possesses an absolute I 
or practical monopoly of.an article that is when it is in ai 
position to control the entire supply, an export duty canl~ 
be conveniently levied. Secondly, where an article (gene
r.a1ly a raw material) is to be preserved for home produc
tion, resort may be had to an export duty, e. g. nitrates 
in~Chile, tin and rubber in the Federated Malaya States, 
logs and pulp wood in Canada and so on. The most com
mon e'fPort duties are those on coffee, tea, India-rubber, 
timber, silk, tin, tobacco, rice, various fruits, hides, 
wines, ores, cotton, wool, etc. Looking at the export f 
schedule of the Indian tariff we find that it bears out the; 

1 The policy of export duties for proteCtion, however, had a very limited' 
field in which to be applied, since producers of raw materials are not willing 

, to take upon themselves an additional burden tor the benefit of manufacturers 
who purchase their raw material. d. Export Duties:-Geneva, 1927, C. E. 
I., 22. , 

• "No tax or duty shall be levied on articles exported from any atatett_ 

a clause inserted mainly to appease the south which feared lest its exporta
tion of agricultural products would be interfered with. 

8 d. Fisk and Pierce "International Commercial PClIiciestt, p. 60. Also 
d. Export Duties League'. publication, C. E. I .. 22, p. 3. 
For a complete liat of export duties- levied in the world at the end 9f 

1!)a6, see l/Ji4. appendix. 

,'.-
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~ve considerations. It consists 01. four items. Raw 
jute, Jute Manufactures, Hides and Skins and Rice. One 
of these, Raw Hides and Skins has an ad valoTem rate 
of 5 per cent. while the other three have different specific 
duties. It will be seen that in the case of the most im
portant of these commodities, raw jute. India enjoys 
a pr.ictical monopoly while in rice, too, as compared with 
her competitors in foreign markets, her position is very 
strong.' In the case of rice another consideration may alSQ 
be admitted viz. the preservation of the supplyo£ rice in. 
times of famine. India is not only the greatest exporter 
of rice but its chief competitors Siam and Indo-China also 
levy an export duty on ri~e. This explains its continuance . 
for a long period for revenue purposes.' The duty' on 
Hides and Skins when it was introduced as a war measure 
in 19 I 8 had a protective object namely the development 
of a' key industry within the Empire, but later it was , 
converted to a simple revenue duty.' It will thUs be seen 
that all the existing export duties in India are low and 
have a revenue purpose only. 

IMPORT SCHEDULE 

The import schedule contains 172 main items in serial 
number. But if we include. the items and the sub-items 
the actual number ~omes to 283 •• 

The import schedule is schedule' II of the statute and 
the export schedule, schedule I II of the s;;une. Schedule 

• rf. para 188 of the Fiscal Commission Report. 
I la the Budget of 1930-31 this duty was reduced from 3 As. per maund 

10 2 as. J ps. owing to the fan in price. so as 10 place Burma esporteIs at 
DO disadvantage as compared with their Siamese competitors. See the speech 
of the F~ce Member presenting the Budget for 19]0-31.' The e~ duties 
hue remained uaaltered even during the last two years. 

• d. Para 19o-193. Report of the Indian FISCal Commission. 
• This number of items has more or less a formal significance only. No 

Inference caD be dnnnt about a tari1f being good or bad from the Dumber 
o! items it COIItains; it is also difficult 10 say from this as 10 how many 
killds of articles of import are tazed in a countly because of the uisteace 
o! "bl~nket dause&" uader. which a Dumber of articles are groupeci pnder • 
SUlgle Item. rf. Gregory ~ari1fs :-A study in Method, pp. 9011• 

IS 
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I o.f the Tariff Act of 1894 contains a list of the previous 
tariff acts that have been repealed. Such repealed acts 
are Acts XI of 1882. II of 1887. II of 1888. VII of 
1889. XII of 1890. I of 1892 and IX of 1893. Only 
schedules II andIII. are. for obvious reasons. commonly 
published from time to time. 

The import schedule. until very recently. was divided 
into six columns. The first gave the serial numbers, and 
the second the numbers in the statutory schedule as it 
was framed by the Tariff Act of 1894; the third men
tioned the articles covered by the respective items and 
the fourth showed the unit on which a duty was assessed 
in the case of specific duties. The fifth column indicated 
whether the duty was ad valorem and also 'contained the 
official tariff valuations.· The sixth column gave the rate
specific. ad 1Jalorem, alternative, or composite. After the 
passing of the Indian Tariff (Ottawa Trade Agreement) 
Amendment Act last year. this arrangement has been 
slightly altered. The first five columns remain as they 
were while the sixth instead of mentioning the single duty 
which operated in the case of every item- now gives the 
standard rate of duty and two new columns have been 
added which give the respective preferential rates of duty 
if the article is the produce or manufacture of the United 
Kingdom or a British colony in the case of articles covered 
by the Ottawa Agreement. Thus we have column seven 
for the British preferential rate and column eight for the 
preferential rate on colonial products. We shall deal with 
the importance of this change from the point of view of 
the tariff as a whole and its nature in a' subsequent 
chapter. e. It may be noted here that the changes under the 
Ottawa Agreement covered 85 numbers in the statutory 
schedule. (161-245) and in a great number of these items 

1 See further for explanations· of such duties. 
" The few preferential duties on steel and iron and cotton piecegoods 

are still given as separate parts of their respective items. 
I Chapter VI. . 
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(31) the 10 per cent. preference was secured by lowering 
the general rate· of 25 per cent. to 20 per cent. in the 
case of British or Colonial products as the case may be 
and by raising the same by 5 per cent. in the case of these 
products imported from other countries. I In pursuance of 
sub-section (2) of section I of the said Amendment Act, 
rules have been framed laying down conditions for admis
sion at preferential rates.' 

The import schedule is divided into four broad heads, 
I Articles of Food, Drink:ind Tobacco, II Raw Mate
rials and Produce and Articles mainly Unmanufactured, 
IIC Articles wholly or mainly Manufactured and IV 
Miscellaneous and Unclassified.' The first part (serial 
Nos. I to 30) contains 44 items (according to our calcula
tion) with duties on articles of import such as fish, fruits, 
grain, pulse and flour, liquors and spirits provisions and 
groceries, spices, sugar tea and coffee, tobacco, cigars 
and cigarettes. Out of these 44 items, 3 are free. 

The second part is made up of 41 items (serial Nos. 31 
to 58). Twelve of these are free of duty. This is obvious 
when we remember that this part of the schedule contains 
raw materials and articles needed for further production 
such as raw hides and skins, metallic ores, wool and 
manures. The important articles in this part are, coal 
and coke ...... , old iron and steel, kerosene oil and motor 
spirits, other oils, oilseeds, unmanufactured w~ol and 
textile raw materials (raw silk and coir fibre). The third 
and the biggest part of the schedule classed as articles 
wholly or mainly manufactured contains as many as 189 

• See further for this general rate. 
• d. Indian Trade Journal 8-12-1932 and 2-2-1933. 
• Indian Trade Journal 29-12-1932. 
tit may be noted that this grouping of items very much resembles the 

classification of our imports and exports made for statistical purposes-viz. 
I Food, Drink and Tobacco, II Raw Materials and Produce and Articles 
mainly Unmanufactured, III Articles wholly or mainly Manufactured. 
IV Living Animals and V Postal Articles not otherwise specified. The last 
two divisions are obviously unimportant. 
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items and sub-items out of a total of 283 in the whole 
import schedule. Twenty-three out of these 189 are free. 
This big list (of 166 dutiable items) contains a variety 
of articles and all kinds of duties. The chief articles 
e~empt from dutyl are military stores, agricultural imple
ments and dairy appliances, works of art and books. 
Almost all the protective duties are naturally to be ex
pected in this part of the Schelule.· Iron and steel is the 
most important single article here-items lOla to IOIg, 
I02a to 102i, 103a to I03t, and 104. Besides metals and 
machinery, we have in this part arms and ammunition and 
military stores, chemicals, conveyances, cutlery, hard
ware and instruments, glassware and earthware, paper, 
railway plant and rolling stock, yarns and textile fabrics 
and miscellaneous articles such as aeroplanes, bangles, 
works of arts, matches, cinematograph films, perfumery, 
soap and toys. 

The last and the smallest class contains miscellaneous 
articles that are not classified such as living animals, 
umbrellas, and coral. Out of these, four are free, these 
latter being living animals, living plants, insignia and 
badges of officials and diagrams and maps for educative 
purposes. 

ANALYSIS OF THE SCHEDULE ACCORDING TO THE 
NATUllE OF DUTIES 

We shall now try to analyse the items in the schedule 
according to the nature of the duties. I This will enable 

lOwing to demands for 1arger revenues from customs "Machinery", most 
of which was free till 1931, now bears different duties, e. g. 10 pet' cent. 
and 61 pet' cent. 

• The protective duties on sugar and salt go in the first part of the 
schedule. 

• As already poioted out there are three columns -that give the duties on 
each item Standard rate of duty, and the two preferential rates. We shan dis
cuss this method of levying IDQr'e than ODe duty oa the same arti~ under 
bargaining tariffs in a subsequent. c:hapter. Here we take IICCOUIIt of the 
fotaDdanl rates of duty only. The ptefaeoce rates in most cases are 10 pt!I' 
cent. lower than the standard rates UDder the Ottawa Trade Agreement. 
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us to. find out what kind of duty is most predominant in 
our schedule and to see if a change in the system is neces-

ft· must be noted that the term "item" as used here 
generally refers tQ the serial numbers in the schedule 
already referred to.. The term usually refers to an article 
named in tariff schedule to. which a particular rate is ap
plied (or is marked 'free') and when two or more varie
ties of the same article are "differentiated" {distinguished 
from one another) and a separate duty is levied on each 
of these, they are often called sub-items. When an article 
in a schedule is differentiated and there is not merely a 
simple enumeration of its well known varieties but also 
a further division or specification of the same according 
to some definite method e. g. according to the grades of 
manufacture or weight or length that article is' called 
specialized and the. process specialization. 1 But in the 
Indian Tariff it is difficult to follow these names-items
and sub-items--so closely. This will be at once apparent 
if we compare our schedule with the tariff schedules of 
some other countries on the basis of the rates of duty. 
Not only are the varieties of a single article enumerated 
in an item but diHerent articles too are grouped under 
the same number, e. g. serial No. 61 B which mentions 
different kinds of arms, or 1Q3n which gives varieties of 
railway track material. In order, therefore, to avoid con
fusion and to simplify our analysis' we have confined the 
term item to a distinct serial number having a rate of duty 
mentioned against it, and sub-items to the parts of these 
numbers which have separate rates of duty. Thie; will 
leave a few items in whiCh more than one kind of rate is 
to be found. These we shall call "mixed items," which 
are I ~ in number. It. must furth& be noted that the pre
ferential rate for obVIOUS reasons cannot be considered a 
separate rate. It involves a question nt)t so much of rate-

I See chapter VI. 
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making as of a principle, viz. bargaining tariffs-which 
will be dealt with in a subsequent chapter. The import 
schedule can now be analysed according to the kinds of 
duties as follows :-, 

Due!': 
Free 
Ad Valorem 
Specific 
Alternative 
Compound 

No. oj ie_ under eM dul,l· ., 
18t 
lit 
10 , 

• Excluding II items which are "mixed" items. 1 

THE FREE LIST 

The following table shows that there are 42 items and 
sub-items (excluding the part of serial No.6) which form 
our free list. These are enumerated along with the other 
items in the schedule unlike the case of the tariff schedules 

1 III these cases, as we have pointed Qut, it is difficult to number, an item 
as being assessed on one or other kind of duty. The most conspicuous 
example of these mi1ed items is serial No. 103. In this big item the mO!tl: 
complicated sub-item is 103n. This sub-item is first subdivided in A, B, C, 
D, E, F. A is further subdivided into (a) and (b); (a) into (i) and (ii) one of 
which is a specific duty and the other an alternative one. (b) has a specific 
preferential rate. B has again two subdivisions (i) and (ii) the former having 
an alternative duty the latter alternative-preferential. C has an alternative 
rate and the rest specific. The :whole item may be thus represented: 

I 
(a) 

I 

i 
I 

,- I 
(i) (ii) 

103n 
I 

~ b 6 E F 

I ---rl---------.I,-, I ~ 
(b) (i) (ii) Alternative. 

I 
Alternative. ,Alternative 

preferential •. 

Specific preferential.' 

Specific ,Alternative 
These mixed items should nQt be confused with what the tarilf maker 

calls ,"mixed" duties i. e. when an arti~ is charged with either specific 
or a4 "alIWem duty and also with some other duty in addition, e. g. serial 
No. zo l Coffee...... 25 per cen~. plus I anna per lb. ' 
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of some other countries such as the U. S. A. where a free 
list is appended separately_ 

, I No. of free items 

I. Articles of Food, Drink and 
Tobacco- s-

II. Raw Materials and Articles 
mainly mannfactured. Ii 

IlL Articles wbolly or mainly 
m8nnfactur'd~ t3 

IV. MiBceUaneous and unclassi-
fied. , 

• ElU:Iuding part of serial No. 6-grain and pulse, which are also free. 

It is quite natural to expect that these free items under 
Class I must be small in number in the import schedule 
of a country that does not depend upon imports for her 
prime necessaries of life. 1 Hence the articles in this group 
that are exempt from duty are of very minor importance. 
namely, hops, sago flour, and salt imported under certain 
Government rules. 

It may be noted in passing that only two years ago 
there were 50 items on the free list. The curtailment of 
the list, as we have already seen, has been made owing to 
the needs of revenue. I t is mainly in class I I I that this 
reduction has been chiefly effected by a 10 per cent. duty 
on certain kinds of machinery. The class •• Articles 
wholly of mainly Manufactured" contains the majority 
of the total number in the free list because this is the 
biggest portion of the schedule and also because our 
imports under this head form more than 3! 5 of the total 
imports: An examination of this part of the free list shows 
that apart from such items as Arms, Ammunition and 
Military Stores, Uniforms, Coins of the Goveinment of 
India, postage stamps, paper money, and ·personal effects 
of a passenger, the m~art of this portion of the free 

I Our imports under this class f~ ouly 16 per cent. Clf t~e tot'al importS. 
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list chiefly consists of articles that are required for pro
ductive purposes l such as agricultural implements, dairy 
appliances, and other machinery (with· their parts) and 
implements: (e., g. water lifts, sugar mills, and oil 
presses), magnesium chloride, sulphur, bleaching powder 
and paste, dyes and colours, cotton ropes, starch and 
farina and stone prepared for road-metalling. This list 
has an obvious purpose because a duty on these would 
mean a tax on production. The other articles in this 
part are books, works of art for public purposes, trade 
catalogues, light ships, which are free because a tax on 
them would be either uneconomical or injurious from 
other considerations. 

The twelve items that come under "raw materials and 
articles mainly unmanufactured" are chiefly made up of 
raw hides and skins, metallic ores, seeds, wool, manures 

. and raw materials for Paper excluding wool pulp. These 
are free because no country would levy duties on articles 
that are used for further production within its boundaries. 
The remaining four come under Miscellaneous and Un
classified, and these are living animals, living plants 
insignia and badges of officials, models and diagrams 
illustrative of natural science and antique coins. 

AD VALOREM DUTY 

Our table giving the different kinds of duties sho~s 
that excluding the mixed items (in which the ad 'Valorem 
rate appears only thrice), the. duties based on the value 
of the articles number no less than 184. out of a total of 
283 items ,and sub-items)" in other words more than 
three-fourths of the total number of duty-bearing items. 
The predominance of the ad 'Valorem rate is obviously 
a main feature of our tariff. We shall. therefore pause to 

• 1 d. Report of the Indiu Fiscal ConuoissiQD, Paras 109-11 ... 
The duties on other machinery have been avowedly levied to meet finan

cial stringenq ancl are likely to be removed when the emergency has passed. 
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study this kind of duty in some greater detail. These 184 
ad "alorewa ~ items are grouped under the various ad 
"calorem rates 8$ follows :--' 

30,. eeat 
tapereeat 
IO,.~ 

10,. nat 
Ilper_t 
10,. eeat 
15'1 • .,.~ 
a'1l pel' eeat 
35 per ceat 
66 per ceat 
181 perceat 
It peI'_t 
lltl.,.ceat 
at ,.ceat 
st" .... ceat 
aUpereeat 
,.,. per_t 

6S 
61 

" II 
f 

• 
6 

• • • 
t 
t 
1 
I 
1 
1 
I 

186 

It should be noted that only two years agQ the ad 
'Palorem rates numbered only nine. The reasons for the 
great increase to seventeen are not difficult to find. Two 
years ago the genera11evel of the duties was only moder
ate. We have already seen that Indta in common with 
the rest of the world has CQnsiderably enhanced her 
duties. It can easily be seen that such a mQve in the 
upward direction means making the tariff m,pre complex 
by multiplying the rates <>f duties which must vary if 
attention has to be paid to their incidence on the different 
interests thus affected. Secondly t the Indian schedule is 
steadily having more items of pl"()tective duties. Again, 

• It may agaiD lie poiated out that for reasoUa meatiooed above '"' ha~ 
.." takea 8a:OIIIIt .. die «aDcbri ratea ~ dut7 ill CIUI' preseat aaalysis. 

I. 
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the Ottawa . Trade Agreement has··al~q been responsible 
for a reshuffling of the rates. In a subsequent chapter we 
shall refer to a method qf classifying the whole schedule 
on the basis qf rates and note how increasingly difficult 
such an attempt becomes when the rates of duty are 
multiplied, let alone the problem of levying different rates 
on the same article coming from different countries, such 
as under the preferential rates in column '1 and 8 adverted 
to above. The highest rateS I I 2! per cent. and 62t per 
.cent. are levied qn twq articles; the former on cigars a 
luxury article used only by the well-to-do j the latter on 
silver thread and wire, and silver leaf etc. This duty 
has, however, been temporarily reduced to 50 per cent. 
by a notification of· the Finance Department. 

The three other special rates 341, 311, and 91 
are levied on silk or artificial silk mixtures-more 
or less a luxury article--on molasses, a duty under the 
protective scheme on sugar, and on den<itured. spirit 
respectively. 61 per cent. and I8! per cent. are duties on 
either machinery 0.1' yarn used in textile industry, while 45 
per cent. is a special revenue rate on spices and betel 
nuts. 35 per cent. is as we have already seen, the 25 
per cent. general rate raised under the Ottawa tariff in 
the case of articles like soap and woollen carpets. 371 
per cent. is also levied under the Ottawa Agreement on 
cinema films and motor cars. The 10 per cent. and I Sf 
per cent. are based upon the consideration of taxing 
artictes which are required fqr the processes of manu~ 
facture and yet not taxing them toq highly. Thus the 
former rate applies tq certain kinds of machinery, dyes 
and p~intersl ink and the ~atter tq qld iron or steel, tele
graphtc apparatus and ships. The lowest rate-2! per 
cent.-is obviously intended to be a duty, as low as pos
sible, on articles that are either required for manufacture 
or are of a nature as should not bear heavy duties at all 
due to other considerations. These articles under this 
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head are printing 'materials, racks for withering leaf, 
green copperas, fodder, firewood, vinegar and aero .. 
planes. 

The 20 per cent. rate is a, special one confined only to 
the items relating to iron and steel. It is mainly frame<! 
to give effect to the Supplementary Steel Agreement. 
50 per cent. is our luxury ~ rate intended to derive 
revenue from articles which would easily bear it or about 
the incidence of which one need not be too watchful. The 
chief articles under this rate are confectionery, ammuni
tion, clocks and watches, musical instruments, gold and 
silver plate, leaf and manufacturers, and silk and artificial 
silk piece goods. 

25 peT cent. and 30 peT cent. Tates :-Strictly speaking 
these are the same rates for as we have .seen the 30 per 
cent. rate has only grown out of the 25 per cent. with a 
view to grant 10 per cent. preference under the Ottawa 
Trade Agreement. If we take these together more than 
half the ad valoTem- items have one or the other of these 
rates of duty, and if we take the total number of dutiable 
items-24I-those which are assessed at either of these 
rates form more than 43 per cent. of the total. These are 
then the most important rates of duty throughout the 
schedule from our present point of view, for we thus come 
to the general rate of duty of the Indian tariff, viz. 25 per 
cent. It is true that by the Ottawa Tariff the number of 
items having the 30 per cent. duty exceeds that of the 
items having 25 per cent. But our conception of the gene.., 
ral rate is further made clear by the so called "hlanket 
clauses" which have the 25 per cent. rate .. Under the 
items having this clause are grouped together articles that 
have not been -otherwis~ specially provided for (often 
termed n-o-p, or n~-i. not else'YlIere included). Thus in 
our ~chedule. at the end· of eac~ o~ the four parts there is 
one Item which assembles the articles of the part which. 
have not been otherwise specified. Thus item 26 runs :' 

1 .. • 
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A U other ""tides of food and drink not otherwise 
specified ...... 25 pe" cent. 

Only in 4 items (serial Nos. 74, 76B, 129Band 134) 
is the preference of 10 per cent., under the Ottawa Agree
ment granted by a r.eduction of this rate only. The 30 

per cent. rate, as we have already seen, is of the same 
nature as the general rate with this difference that in the 
case of British or Colonial products as the case may be, 
these are assessed at 20 percent. only.l 

AD VALOREM VS. SPECIFIC DUTIES 

A brief history Qf Qur tariff shows that its rapid deve- I 

lopment after 19 I 6 is tQ be attributed mainly to!' 
revenue considerations' and that after the adoption,] 
of the policy of Discriminating Protection in 1924'~ 
items have been added tQ the schedule to meet 
the new situation, without Qverhauling the tariff a. .. a 
whole. The growth of Qur schedule shows that the Indian f 
Tariff is still mainly a revenue tariff with a progressively! 
increasing number Qf protective duties tugged on to it.\ 
.The questions that naturally arise are, whether the form 
of the tariff is any indication of its purpose, whether the 
different forms of the duties, ad 'Valorem, specific and 
others, have been achieving the ends their assessors have 
in view, and finally whether, with the outlook introduced 
by the new policy, it will be possible and desirable to 
continue the existing methods. The Indian Fiscal Com
mission referred tQ the historic forms of 'specific and ad 
'Valo"em duties and made some recommendations as to , 
the form of the tariff.' In their questionnaire, they had a 
definite 'query regarding the choice between specific and 

I This conception of the general rate 'ls not to be co~fused with the 
average rate though the general rate is sometimes loosely spokea of 
"average" ad 'Valorem rate. The average rate in Qur schedule would mean 
either an average derived from different ad 'Valorem' rates 1126 per eent ••••••• 
2t per cent. or from the rate calculated from the value of the total imports 
and revenue from customs bQth of which have, obviously, small significance. ' 

• See paras 266-278. We shan deal with this a, little further on. 
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ad 'Valo1'em duties.' The answers that they gQt were 
mosdy in favour of the continuation of ad 'Valo1'em duties. 
Out of 23 witnesses and associations that gave their 
answers to this question not less than 18 definitely 
favoured the existing system as being equitable, ininci
dence and easy of administration.' In order to find solu
tions of the questions that we have raised above we shall 
examine the merits and demerits of the two forms in 
some detail. 

THE AD VALOREM R.ATE 
The ad 'Valo1'em duty is a rate based on the value of 

the commodity expressed in SQ many per cent. of its 
value while the specific duty has some definite physical 
attribute e. g. weight or volume, as its_ basis. For in
stance, let us take serial NO.4 F,ruits ana Vegetables of 
all sorts, assessed at Ad Valo1'em 30 per cent. and No. 
JA Currants--Re. 1-4-0 a cwt., that is charged at 
Re. 1-4-0 for the'specific weight viz. 1 cwt. In their 
simplest form given a certain value of the commodity in 
question it is possible to turn an ad 'Valc1rem duty into its 
corresponding specific duty and vice versa. Let us take 
No. I6I--soft soap-with an ad 'Valorem duty of 25 per 
cent. Its value as given is Rs. 13-0-0 per cwt. We might 
say that the duty would be Rs. 3-4-0 per cwt. 

Ad 'Valo1'em rates may be of two kinds (i) what are 
~ed pure ad 'Valorem duties i. e. w~en the schedule only 
gIves the rate of the duty as so much per cent. of the 

. value of the article and (2) when the rates are expressed 
as in (I) but these are accompanied by the values of the 
units in the schedule itself according to which the 

'Part E of the Questionnaire Import Trade Q. No. 78. It will be seeD 
at the end of this chapter tha., this question·:was inadequate to elucidate the 
whole point re: the form of the tarilI. 

• Most of the witoesses only recorded their opinion. 11le Collectors fl& 
C~oms who discuased this question in detaU are referred to in our en. 
CUSSIOII further OG. 
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Gd 'Valorem duties are charged. The first sort is called 
ad 'ValOt'tm duties based on "current values, to the second 
tid 'ValOt'em with official or authoritative valuations. I 

Looking at our Jist Qf ad 'ValOt'em duties we find that 
the total number of items and sub-items under this head
ing is 184. Out of this, 134 items have ad 'Valorem duties 
without valuations; and SO have ad 'Valof'em duties with 
official valuations. It must be pointed out that in all these 
50 items official tariff valuations are not given for all the 
articles included under each. There are 20 such items 
in which the tariff values refer only to some of the com
modities subsumed under them. Thus, for example, in 
No. 84A, Hardware. Ironmongery and tools-the tariff 
value is given only for "Crown Corks"--or No. 10-
Denatured Spirit-tariff value is given only for spirit from 
Java denatured before clearance. 

AD VALOREM RATES WITH CURRENT VALUATIONS 
The next question that arises is that of the ad valorem 

duties proper-what value is to be taken into account, 
value at the place of export or the same at the place of 
import? It is easy to see that it makes a substantial differ
ence to choose between the two methods.' when we note 
the cost of transport. 

The procedure of the ad valOf'em duties in India is 
~verned by the Sea Customs Act of 1878 and by the 
Indian Tariff Act of 1894. Section 31 of the Sea Cus-

I "The principle of a tarur valuation' is that the Govemm~nt from tin'" 
to time determines the value of the article for purposes of a!iSle_nt and 
thereby relieves the CustonlS Officials from this part of their task. Th~ 
sanctioned ad ,,010'"" rate is then applied to the conventional value fiXf'd 
for the article," para 273. Indian Fiscal Commission Report • 

• On this question a great controversy _s raised in the Unite1 States 
durin, the passage of the Tariff Act of 1922. The Bill as rassed by the 
Senate, favoured the "American Valuation" plan 1.' eo 'velUM of commodi
ties tQ be taken for a_t were the prices that obtained in the Ammcaa 
Markets. Finally this system wa. ~ only for a few cases. For • 
aumma., of this tont~ see Utmao: Entntials of International Trado!. 
pp. 101-1°3· 
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toms Act lays down that the goods chargeable with duty 
upon the value thereof, but for which a specific value is 
not fixed by law for the purpose of levying dunes, after 
e.:ramioation by an Officer of Customs, will be assessed 
on "real value" of such goods. The previous Section 
(section 30) defines "real value" as the wholesale price 
less trade discount for which goods of the like kind and 
quality are sold or capable of being sold at the time and 
place of importation without any deduction except that of 
the amount of duties.1 

Thus the I~dian appraisement method differs from that 
of some other countries' notably that of the United States 
of Amerid! where the value taken is the one at the time 
of exportation and the cost of transport, insurance and 
freight is added to it' for assessing the duty. 

Section 3 sub-section 2 of the Indian Tariff Act of 
1894 provides that the Governor-General-in-Council is. 
empowered to fix, for the purpose of levying the duties, 
tariff values of any article and to alter any value for the 

I See the Sea Customs Act: .878 modified up tQ 1918, Gon. of India, 
published iD 1928. Cb. v. Sections ~31. 

Aha Bombay CustQms and Tariff Guide 1922, pp. 6-8 for rules relating t'l 
real value. 

t Sec Litman: Essentials of International Trade, pp. 101)-101. Countries
referred tQ are: Cuba, Dominican R.epublic, Panama. New: Foundland. 
Canada and U nian of South Africa. 

See also Fisk and Pien:e: International Commercial Policies, p. 87 • 
• In Coatinental (European) countries the methods followed are:-

(I) Purchase price 011 COUIlby of origiD (bome market price-ElIJlOR 
. price, f. Q, b. or f. Q, r. frontier of counby of origiD). 
(2) SeIling price at the poiDt where goods are paSged througb the Cus-

toms (price of 8imiIar goods on market of receiving OOUDby i. e.. 
price of f. Q, r. frootier of receiving oounby). 

(J) Wbolesale (or even retail) price of simiIar goods iD a tbinI OOUDby 
especially the COUIlby where prices are bighest). 

(4) Average pric:e (for certain d_ of goods) as shown by Official 
tables. 

(5) A~ price arrived at between industrial and 1X)IIUIlercia\ iDterest'> 
coocemed and Customs Authorities at the PQint wbere goods are paSged 
througb the Customs and - . 

(6) Official prices bed by the authorities. d. R.eport 00 Commen:iaf 
Policies and Trade Barriers Section VI. International Chamber o{ 
Commerce. See suppIement to World Trade, June, 1930. 
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time being in force. By this Act as amended in 1925 
the Governor-General-in-Council is also authorised to 
alter (uieffect to raise) .protective duties if they prove 
ineffective and levy additional import duty on bounty-fed 

. articles. Thus the. effective rate pn the 134 items with 
ad 'Valorem duties on current values can at any time be 
changed . i~ the Government declare authoritative values 
for any or all of them. 

AD VALOREM WITH OFFICIAL VALUATIONS 

The essence of the difference between the specific 
Tates and ad 'Valorem ones is -that the latter change in 
response 'to fluctuations in prices, while the former based 
·on specific attributes remain unaltered against changes 
·in prices. The ad 'Valorem rate with official valuations 
.approximates to the specific duty only in so far as the 
-official valuations do not change according to changes in 
market values of the respective commodities. But this 
~an hardly be the. easel for the official valuations are 
frequently and regularly revised in order that the authori
tative values may not be out of date in relation to the 
current rates. A second point of d,ifference between the 
two rates is that specific duties are themselves determined 
by the legislature while in the ad 'Valorem duties, the 
legislature only fixes the proportion of the value of the 
commodity that should be paid as duty. . 

The Tariff valuations in India are revised every year, 
though it is open to the Government to revise them when
ever they like. The Director General of Commercial 
Intelligence goes to Bombay and Calcutta and meets the 
Chambers of Commerce and Customs officers and as a 
result towards the end of the calendar year or in the 
beginning of a year, a revised schedule IS published which 

.. 1 We hav~ an example of ad vGlorem nt~ with official values, remaining 
the same for 40 years with all the consequent elfects on revenue in China. 
This was more or less due to the peculiar treaty obligations of that country. 
See Chin Chu: The T~riff Problem in China, pp. 42-43. 
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comes into force &om the first of February of the follow-
ing year.' ' 

GENEllAL CONSIDEllATIONS llEGAllDlNG THE MElUTS 
AND DEMERlTS OP EACH UTE 

I t will be seen that both kinds of duties are instru
ments in the bands of Customs administration which are 
to be used to carrf out the partiwlar ends dictated by the 
tariff policy of the country viz. collection of revenue, or 
safegUarding and fostering of home industries ot both. 
Each of these kinds of duties have advantages and dis
advantages and these have again to be viewed from the 
particular end or ends in view. 

We must note at the outset that for certain kinds of 
articles ad ",alorem duties are the only rates that can be 
ievied, such articles for which value is the only import
ant characteristic. (e. g. old pictures and curios) and arti
cles that have too wide a range of values to have a uniform 
rate of duty on all units (e. g. machinery and apparel). 

Ad",afdDges 0/ Ad Volorem Dvties :-Speaking gene
rally for purely revenue purposes a flat ad ",aLwem rate 
would be much better than a specific duty. It is easily 
understood by the consumer and it provides automatic 
increase in revenue in times of rising prices. Its very 
simplicity makes it a convenient instrument of taxation. 
:ne history of our tariff since the War (1916) is a case 
m point. Further these duties, besides being responsive 
to price changes are progressive in- their incidence, as 
they fall more heavily on highly priced varieties of the 
same article. Lastly the process of le~tion is simple. 
The legislature fixes the proportion of the. duty in rela-
lion to price and leaves it in the hands of the administra ... 
tion to carry out its intention in the best way they "can.-

I See Oral E9ideMe etl Mr. Uo,d. CoUedor etl Customs. ~ '}IIIS4. 

~ 9035. Vaa- II (El'ideGce), page 374 and ~ J464s .... J46t7. 
Volume III. pp. '-6al; Jadiaa FISCal CoamUssioa. 

.u.o Madru c--. "- T.mF lbaaal I9Z4o .. 6.. 
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A conclusion' regarding the merits or demerits of the 
duty cannot be reached without a reference to (i) rising 
and falling prices (ii) elastic or inelastic demand for the 
article in question and (iii) above all to the end in view, 
revenue or protection. When the aim is only that of col
lecting revenue and when prices are falling ,the demand 
for the article being elastic, ad 'Valorem' duties are more 
suitable than specific, for even at a lesser percentage a 
greater absolute amount of revenue is collected, it being 
assumed that the article is one, the consumption of which 
is not to be restricted out of consideration for some 
social good. If it is an article suitable for heavy 
taxation specific duties would be better in a period of 
falling prices e. g. liquor. Similarly where the object of 
the duty is the same (revenue) specific duties are more 
desirable when prices are rising, in the case of articles of 
elastic demand because though they fetch less revenue 
proportionally, the ability of the consumers is not so 
violently shaken as it would be if ad 'Valorem duties were 
levied. For articles of inelastic demand such as luxury 
articles ad 'Valorem rates under rising prices are to be 
preferred and specific ones under falling. Thus there 
seems to be a kind of the application of the principle 
variously known as the principle of Diminishing Returns 
or of Non-proportional Returns or of Maximum U tili
zation. l 

When the aim of the duty is protective we have to 
note and emphasise a further distinction viz. whether the 
ad 'Valorem duty is assessed on internal or on foreign 
prices. Here, when the trend of fluctuations (rise or fall) 
is the same in both countries, the distinction is not of so 
much importance as when' the same is in opposite direc
tions. When the prices· are rising at home ana falling 

1 "There is an absolute limit to every dUtr, beyond which an increale 
. of it necessarily occasions a loss of revenue. ' Sir A. Parnell quoted by 
Gregory, p. 135. 
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abroad and the ~uty is assessed on internal 'prices,. the 
ad 'Valorem rate 15 the better of the two, while under the 
same conditions (protective duties) when prices are falling 
at home and also falling abroad the specific rate is' better. 
On the other hand when the duty is assessed on foreign 
prices, specific duties are better in either case. Again the 
specific duties· are better adapted for specializing. 
rates than are ad 'Valorem duties. It is possible to grade 
a specific duty by changing the attribute on which it based 
e. g. wire according to its cross sectional area. 1 Ad 
valorem rates cannot be specialized to any such. extent. 

I t has been noted that some of the chief difficulties of 
A d Valorem rates are those connected with the adminis
tration of duties. So long as the rates are low and items 
few, the importers do not mind the differences that arise 
between them and the Customs authorities regarding the 
valuation of their goods, and the authorities too having 
a comparatively small number of items do not find it 
difficult to go through their task efficiently. But when the 
rates rise to 30 or 25 per cent., not only are the importers 
inclined to challenge the values fixed by appraisers but 
the system of duty lends an inducement to undervaluation 
and fraud. 

ADMINISTRATION OF AD VALOREM RATES IN INDIA 
Apart from the general considerations noted above, 

the administration of the Sea Customs Act aggravates 
the difficulties of ad 'Valorem duties in two ways. We 
have seen that "real value" under Section 30 is based 
firstly on the current wholesale value at the port of im
portation, and secondly if this value cannot be ascertain- .' 
ed, the value taken for the purposes of assessing' duties 
is the landed cost' (excluding duty). With regard to the 
11~m 83 of our ta~; Bare or insulated copper wire and cables any core 

of whIch...... has a sectIonal area of less than 1/80 square inch. 
'The cost to the importer (c. i. f. price) including landing charges 

(j per cent. generally for clearing in India). 
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first method '~f assessment the importer cannot well cal
cwate ahead what the price would be when the goods 
actually arrive. On the other hand the appraisers are 
faced with a very responsible task. 1 They have inevitably 
to depend upon brokers and other dealers for information 
who may be influenced in the interests ~f ~ particular 
trade with the result that a correct valuation may not be 
forthcoming.- The right of pre-emptionll which is gene
rally conferred upon the Customs Officials, if exercised, 
may not solve the difficulty. The importers may honesdy 
disagree with the administration but are obliged to submit 
to the appraiser's estimate rather than lose possession of 
the goods for which they have already entered into a 
transaction. The Customs Officials may fail to realize the 
real value of merchants at that port combine not to buy 
these goods at the price desired by the Customs authori-
ties.' . 

The other difficulty of ad 7Jalof'em rates in India is the 
curious anomaly in the Sea Customs Act. Section 30(b) 
provides that "where the wholesale cash price, less trade 
discount, for which goods of the ~ike kind and quality 
'are sold"& is not ascertainable, the price to be taken as 
the basis for assessment is "the cost at which the goods 
of the like kind and quality could be delivered"· (exclud
ing ~f course the duties on them). In practice this comes 

, .. In India there is the additional factor of a special difficulty in securino( 
~en with an expert knowledge of the many classes of goods that have t.l 
be valued".-Report of Taxation Enquiry Committee, para 148. 

That such difficulties as are discussed here do arise can be seen from 
the Written Evidence of the Collector of Customs, Calcutta, before the Indian 
Fiscal Commission. See Volume II, page 370. Also Mr. A. M. Green, Collector 
of . Customs, Madras (Written Evidence before Fiscal Commission). Record
ing his opinion on the Ad Valorem rates according to Sea Customs Act 
30(a) he says "As regards (I) market value assessments are most difficult 
but nomlally yield best revenue". Volume III, 'p. 622. 

• i.e. buying over the commodities at the declared price and selling !hem 
at the mat"ket price available, by the Customs. 'cf. Mr. Lloyd's Evidence referred to above. Fiscal Commission, Volume 
II, p. 370. 

• Sea Customs Act, Section 30(a). 
• Sea Customs Act, Section 3o(b). 
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to the invoice price value with th~ cost. Qf freight and 
landing charges added tQ it. The former sub-section 
(lo)a, as we have seen, takes the wholesale price of the 
commodity in question, at the port Qf importation as the 
basis for levying the duty. This includes the wholesale 
dealers' profit while the value taken under the basis of 
Section (3o)b, does not. The result is that where the 
price can be ascertained the duty payable becomes higher 
to the extent that the wholesale dealers' profit is included. 
The importer thus gains if he makes the wholeSale. p~ice 
of his article unascertainable and renders the task of the 
administration more difficult.1 

In order to escape from these difficulties an alternative 
lies in ascertaining the selling price in the country of 
production of the commodity ·and the ad 'Valorem duty 
can be assessed on this price with the freight and landed 
charges added to it. We have seen that this method is 
followed in some other countries. For the adoption of this 
method in India, a consular system and its, concomitants 
are presupposed and these do not exist.' In the absence 
of consular certificates we shall have to fall back upon 
invoices. But this woUld mean that identical goods arriv
ing at the same time will pay different amounts of duty 
because they had been ordered at varying rates. This 
will also mean greater opportunities for fraud. We must 
thus have not only a certificate of 'origin but also £ulf 
details of the various stages of production. We must also 
ascertain whether all the stages of production have been 

1 The Taxation Enquiry Committee noted this anomaly and. suggested 
that the order of the sub-sections (a) and (b) be reversed. See. Report para. 
14'). d. also the speech elf Mr. A. E. Miller moving a resolution recommend
t1g the adoption of specific duties at the annual meeting of the Associated 
C.hambers of Commerce (1932). He believed that the present' system would 
,.vert trade tQ other ports (Times Trade and Engineering Supplement, 
U-'-32 ). 

• Mr. Lloyd in answer to • question whether the Trade Commissioner 
,f India could with the help of British consuls do the work replied that 
~ . would mean 8JI enonnous increase of establishment. See Q~estjons 8gg8-
jCIOO- . 
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gone through in the same country or·in several, if the 
aim of the duty is not simply of collecting revenue but 
that of finding the cost of production in foreign countries 
arid protecting home industries. I For all these purposes 
our system has little to commend itself. Besides, ,assess
ment according to Section 30 (b) , also involves a watch 
on the exchangerates' for the invoice values are to be 
converted into rupees. This means that a gain to the 
Customs Department in a falling market and gain to the 
importers in a rising one. 

AD VALOREM RATES WITH OF~ICIAL.VALUATIONS 

A question might now be raised : Are these difficulties 
not avoided by the method of tariff valuations? If we 
find that the valuation plan avoids these troubles and has 
no grave limitations of its own, then an extension of the 
official valuations would offer a solution of the problem of 
tariff-rates. 

As the valuations are fixed beforehand, (i) the day
to-day administration proceeds smoothly and (ii) if 
they are revised frequently and regularly they maintain 
the elasticity of ad 'Valorem duties. (iii) This system is 
also better than specific duties for the legislator, whose 
work is then' confined only' to fixing a certain percentage 
of the price of an article as the duty to be levied. (iv) The 
traders also know the precise figure of the duty payable 
just as they do in the case of a specific rate. (v) It can 
also be claimed that this method makes the incidence of 
duties fixed, irrespective of price level and solves the 
difficulties that arise from price-fluctuations such as re-

I It would be interesting to watch what the effect Qf .this anomaly will 
be on the preferential part of our schedule so greatly enlarged as it has bees I 

since the beginning of this year~ Ib is too early to say how the new adminis- I 
trative rules framed in order to give effect to the Ottawa Agreement would i 
work. It may also be nQted that these rules are not so minutely framed aa I 
they are either in the Dominions or even in Great Britain (for these rules as I 
operating in Great Britain see Board of Trade Journal, 3-3-32, PP. 322-323). 

I d. W. T. Page's Memorandum on European Bargaining Tariffs. 
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suIted in the currency muddles in the period immediately 
hlter the close of the War or is witnessed during the 
present depression. (vi) Not only would the task of the 
legislator be simplified, but his intentions would also be 
respected. Finally, (vii) along with the stability of rates
the system would simplify a comparison of different tariffs 
regarding the degree of protection accorded to industries 
in different countries and facilitate the adoption of a com:
mon nomenclature.· 

The Indian Fiscal Commission recommended an exten
sion of the tariff valuation plan but not in the form as it 
obtains at present. The present system, while based on 
the records of the:! Customs Department and on the re
commendations of the Chambers of Commerce, does 
involve a certain amount of speculation as to the probable 
trend of prices during the year' and is not entirely based 
on average prices of a particular period. The Commis
sion -preferred an "automatic valuation"s more or less 
on the lines of the tariff valuation of sugar which obtained 
at that time. Till 1925 the official values of sugar (for the 
purposes of import duty) were based on the average 
values of the preceding twelve months. The Director 
General of Commercial Intelligence quoted in the Gazette 
of India the Customs House monthly values for sugar 
and the total importations in the months with a view to 
f~cilitate calculation ahead of the following year's valua
tlon.' The Commission recommended that the valuation 
be based on the price of the preceding three years instead 

• For a discussion of this last point see pages 11-9. Stability-·of CustOmll 
Tariffs by J. Brunet (President of Internationlil Bureau for the Publicatioa 
of Customs Tariffs, Brussels) Leagu~ of Nations Publications-C •. E. C. 
(71)1. 

• See Answer to Question 14647; Oral Evideoce of the CoUec:tor of Cus
toms, Madras, before the Fiscal Commission. 

• Vide paras 274-276 of the Report. 
'See answer to Question 3956. Vol .. 11. Indian Fiscal Commission. Oral 

Evid~ce of A. M. Green. Collector of Customs. Calcutta.' In his written 
evidence he strongly recommends an extensiOIlof JIbe sugar valuatioa plaa 
even for a prQtectionist policy. 
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of only one. They claimed that the system was advan
tageous both to the merchants and to the administration. 
The former could calculate ahead what the values would 
roughly be. while the task of the administration was 
simplified when the system became automatic. The Com
mission also tried to ascertain whether the system worked 
satisfactorily and all the three Collectors of Customs 1 who 
gave evidence before them testified that it did work well 
.nd one of them su~ted its adoption as a matter of 
policy.' The Taxation Enquiry Committee had a spedfic 
question resrarding the working of the valuation plan. 
and the evidence tendered before it showed on the whole 
that it did work well.' 

LIMITATIONS OF THE VALUATION SYSTEM 

But this system which thus seems to obviate the diffi
culties of ad 'Valor,,,, rates without involving the dis
advantages of specific rates has limitations of its own. 
(i) While the frequent disputes between merchants and 
the administration (in the case of ad 'ValoreM rates) are 
avoided by authoritative valuations. they are not elimi
nated alto~ther. The conflicts centre round the valuation 
Jist itself mstead of being spread throughout the year. 
because the interests of the merchants are opposed. to 
those of the iOvernment. The former try to escape with 
as little taxatton as they can. by quoting low pn~s (or 
their imports, and the government would have it the 
other ~y. If the ~vernment iWlores the mert'~tile 
commumty while ft'Xlng thevaluattons, these valuattons 
are likely to diverge from the current market prices. The 
government then runs the risk of injurin~ trade interests. 
On the other hand if these valuations, (arrived at quite 

1 MMSI'L A. M. Greell, G. S. Han17 alld It. H. UoJd. 
• Mr. G,"". ~ Footnote 3 abo ... 
• F« the ClOIIdlilloa of lbla Commltt.e _ furthw. 
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independently Qf the .help of the tradi?g comm~ity) coin
cide with current prIces then the utility of fixing valua
tions may be doubted; for. the Customs Department then 
is itself able to get prices of articles and there are no 
difficulties of valuation involved in the ad valorem rates 
proper. and the pure ad valorem rates might as well be re
tained. 1 

(ii) All ad valorem rates are. per 56, inferior to specific 
rates especially in a protectionist tariff. The government 
fixes say 20 per cent. as the duty but it is so much of an 
unknown future quantity. This characteristic disadvant
age though lessened in the tariff valuation plan is not 
;;ltogether obviated. The duty may fail of its purpose at 
the very time the prices are falling. We have seen that 
there is some guess-work involved in the tariff valuation. 
and so to that extent. the protective rate under that 
system is only less fluctuating than it is under ad valorem 
rates proper. 

(iii) If the valuation plan is not detailed, cheaper varie
ties of the same article will be valued at the same price 
as those of higher quality . 

(iv) Tariff valuation works satisfactorily in a period of 
stable prices and it is therefore less suitable in times when 
they are faIling. But this is the period when protection is 
most sought for.' I t also works successfully when applied 
to articles, the prices of which are generally steady ancJ 
easily ascertainable. But these' very conditions make it 
less suited for protectionist ends. 

(v) The modification of the present: valuation system on 
the lines of the old sugar valuations proposed bv the 
':iscal Commission-for making it automatic--does not 
dispose of the above-mentioned difficulties. in fact it adds 
to administrative difficulties by requiring the 'keeping of 

I ct. At.o Gregory, pp. 3~307. 
• ct. Writtra F."ideace of A. ... '"'- llefore "111 FiKaJ Cc:mmillllloa 

Volume III. Po 62a. • 
1. 
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records for three years and publishing them every 
month. 

t vi) Above all there is a practical difficulty of extending 
the plan much further when the schedule is elaborated, 
which means an increased number of articles the values 
·of which are to be fixed by the authorities. The strain on 
the administration consequent upon this, is increased by 
the method recommended by the Fiscal Commission. 

Lastly it should be noted that duties under the valuation 
plan are often loosely spoken of as specific duties, because 
they are very similar to the latter in practice and effect. 
Strictly speaking they represent a stage in the evolution 
from the pure ad valorem tate to the specific, as under : I 

1. Ad Valorem rates based 00 market valu.,.. 
t. " 
3. " 

" 
" 

" " •• authoritative values. 
•• with ,pecific rates adjusted to giYeo ad 

valorem. 
•• Pure specific rate 00 qosntity. 

I t is mainly due tq the difficulties connected with the 
administration oJ ad valorem duties, that specific duties 
have gained ground over them in modern tariff-making.-

SPECIFIC DUTIES 
We have already noted in passing in our analysis of the 

ad valorem rate, some of the merits and demerits of the 
specific rate and noted that their superiority over the 
former lies in the fact that they make the task of the 
administration simpler and alsq in their capacity for 
specialization. On the other hand we have also pointc!d 
out that where the duties are small in number t rates low 

1 d. Gregory's Tariffs, p. J32. 
t d. "When we investigate the tariffs of the world we find that in so far 

as the principal trading nations are concerned, the specific duty has almost 
entirely displaced the a.d valorem duty-'. Gregory Ibid •• p. 1t7. 

See also his opinion expressed to the TaJ:ation Enquiry Committee, Vol. 
II, Appendix V. At: the annual meeting of the Associated. Chambers of 
Commerce (Calcutta), 1932, a resolution moved by Mr. Miller. recommending 
that whenever possible the Government of India sh!luld adopt "specifie 
duties in place of tariff valuations" was passed. . 
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and the aim, tQ obtain revenue, ad valorem rates are 
preferable.. The II?-ain defe~ts ~f the specific duties ~e 
(i) that their effect 1S regress1ve 1. e. they fall more heaVlly 
on cheaper qualities of the article; (ii). that they are less 
comprehensible by the legislator or the average trades
man and (iii) that they are less suited, being inelastic, for 
purely revenue purposes. . 

Then the question would arise, h~w is it that they have 
been so extensively adopted in nlQdern tariff-making? 
Two reasons may be given for this: (I) that some of the 
above-named disadvantages can be obviated and (2) in 
some cases the protective object of the duty makes the 
advantages Qf the specific rate outweigh its disad
vantages. 

(i) With reference to the first defect viz. that the 
bpecific duty is regressive, it can be argued that these 
duties could be made more complex by a detailed specia
lization of rates and its regressive effect avoided. 

(ii) As for the difficulty of a legislator or tradesman 
being unable to comprehend the speciflc rate fully, it may 
be said that protection inevitably makes a tariff very 
complex and the legislators may best leave the work of 
detailed rate-making to experts. 

(iii) As to their want of responsiveness to price 
changes, which makes them less suited for revenue pur
poses, it may be possible to remove this defect by subject-
109 the tariff to periodical1 revisions. 

(2) Even if these difficulties of the specific duties 
remain, in some cases especially in a protective tariff, 
the advantages outweight the disadv~tages . 
. Conclusi?ns "ega.rding Ad Val?rem and SPecific Rates 
.n the Indwn Tariff :-A question then may be raised 
what should be the nature of rates in our tariff? . 

Before we formulate our conclusions we may make 

I F~r this ~oint see Gregory's opinion expressed to the Taxation Enquiry 
Committee EVidence, Volume II, Appendix. 

16· 
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one point clear-a point we have already. emphasised 
. before viz. that in view of the fact that the rates in our 
tariff have been raised a revision of the whole schedule 
is needed for (i). equalizing the rigours of the duties on 
different kinds of commodities (ii) avoiding inducements 
to smuggling (iii) making the work of the administration 
smooth. 

This revision is already taking place in the protective 
part of our tariff as can be seen from the items relating to 
iron and steel and tQ a lesser extent in the items on 
matches anq paper. 

We have already noted that the Fiscal Commission 
recommended a cautious extension of the specifIc duties 
and tariff valuations. The Taxation Enquiry Committee 
favoured specific duties and suggested an expert enquiry. 1 

The question of specific and ad 'ValoTem duties was 
considered by the Government, and in July 1929 they 
appointed a Customs Official to report on the question of 
levying protective import duties on cotton piecegoods 
and "to examine the possibility of substituting a system 
of specific duties for the existing system of ad 'ValoTem 
as.sessment of piecegoods". . 

In his report' Mr. Hardy makes some interesting 
observations on these two classes of rates. He begins by 
quoting Professor Gregory and attempts to refute his 
conClusions regarding the superiority of specific duties 
over ad 'ValoTem ones. We must however observe that 
the quotations in this report from Professor Gregory refer 
to generalisations made from an inductive study of most 
of the tariffs of the world. This means that ~ general 
conclsuion may not be true of every particular case. For 
example Mr. Hardy quotes from the preface to the 
author·.s· hook where the latter says that the choice 

1 Para' 147: They quote Prof. Gregory with approval who says that the 
overwhelming disadvantages of 0.11 ad "alO?flII rates it the fact that the, 
involve valuation. 

'The last two chapters. 
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between the two duties in modem tariff-making has beell 
definitely made in favour of the specific rates. This may 
not apply to every kind of commodity and as we. shall 
presently see from Mr. Hardy's own observation, that 
the case of cotton piecegoods in. India has peculiarities 
o! its own. Secondly, while quoting the same author, to 
the effect that whatever the process of valuation chosen, 
the difficulties attending it are greater than those con
nected with the determination of physical attributes, Mr. 
Hardy only rests content with a denial and further 
regards the tariff-valuation method as the same as specific 
duties proper. He is however on safer grounds when he 
says that he is Qnly referring to cotton piecegoods in 
which he shows that the varieties of piecegoods are 
so great that mere specification of the dimensions and 
ttade names will not sUffice to determine its value. 1 In his 
last chapter he himself admits that while ad 'Valorem 
duties are more suitable than specific from the revenue 
point of view, "if the interests of the indigenous industry 
are considered the problem is materially altered".· His 
analysis from this point ()f view also leads him to point 
out the superiOrity of specific duties. . . 

But as regards one point his observation is very sound. 
He points out that because India's foreign trade is con
tentratedin a few ports only, the q,d 'Valorem rates are 
administratively much more convenient in India than in 
many other countries. This is true and here Indian condi
tions closely resemble those of the U. S. A. In the 
United States, New York is by far the largest importing 
(entre. This enables the task of Customs administration 
to be gone through ina much simpler way than where the 
goods have tQ pass through many 'ports an4 frontier 
towns. It is partially due to this fact that th~' l)ilited, 

1Page 75. 
I/bill •• p .... 

> '. ..' 
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States tariff has a large number of ad valc1rem rates .• 
Mr. Hardy goes further to 'point out that the sections of 
the Sea Customs Act which we have' discussed before, 
are also best suited to the import trade in cotton piece
goods and. that this gives an added strength to his argu
mentin favour of ad valorem rates on cotton piece goods. 

We have already seen that Mr. Hardy's case for ad 
valorem duties refers only tq one class of articles and as 
he himself points out the conditions of trade (classes of 
goods etc.) in piecegoods are very peculiar in this country 
and so even while admitting tJ-te validity of his conclusion 
in this single case our' observations made above will 
remain unaffected, in fact we have already shown that 
Mr. Hardy's attempt to refute Professor Gregory's 
general conclusions has not been successful. . 

We have also noted that (i) while tariff valuations miti
gate the disadvantages of ad valorem rates, they do not 
dispose of them altogether, (ii) they are incapable of great 
extension (iii) and less amenable to specialization than the 
specific rates. . 

I t would be absurd tq make a general statement regard
ing the extension qf any particular rate. A tariff-maker 
always looks at a rate per se, with reference to the com
modity qn hand. But from the general tendencies the 
following conclusions may be formed, which may guide 
us in rate making. 

(i) There are some cases in which only ad valorem 
rates are possible e. g. antique' coins, pictures or some 
kinds of machinery. 

(ii) There are some purely revenue duties where ad 
valorem rates appear eminently suitable e. g. "luxury 
gqods". 

'(iii) In some protective schemes specific duties are 
obviously more desirable. 

(iv) There are some articles on which specific duties 
1 cr. Also Litman: Essentials of international Trade, p. 99. 
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can be safely Jevied with()Ut their disadvantages out
weighing the benefits e. g. wine, spirits, sugar. 

(v) There are other articles where it is difficult to' 
decide one way or the other. 

We may note here the recent tendencies in rate-making 
viz. an increasing use of alternative and compound duties. 
Thus in Australia as the report of the Australian Tariff 
Board for the year 1930 shows, the number of alternative 
duties has been of late widely extended. 1 This method 
can be adopted for serving either a protectionist or a 
revenue aim by assessing the duty according to .the rate 
which is more suitable. Compound duties, on the other 
hand are found in a great number in the U. S. A. tariff. 
This duty also makes the yield in revenue steadier than 
that of the specific, Of ad valorem rate, because in a period 
of falling prices the specific half will keep up the figure and 
in a period of rising prices the ad valorem half will bring 
a corresponding increase in the duty. On the one hand 
it lessens the regressive effect of specific duties and en
sures some definite amount of protection. 

What is needed is a diversification of rates and the 
answer to the question that we have raised would be: 
wherever after expert enquiry ad valorem rates are found 
to present difficulties, two solutions are possible. (i) In 
cases where the difficulties are primarily due to valuation, 
specific duties may be substituted; <ii) where the difficul
ties ate not those. of valuation, either the alternative or 
compound duties may be levied. 

SPECIFIC DUTIES IN THE INDIAN SCHEDULE 

There ate 34 items which have pure specific'rates. We. 
may divide these intQ three groups (i) the protective duties 

1 From 34 items and sulritMmlS in the tarilJ till 1928 to 134 itetrls in '930, 
Their object, the Board fitly .. "ig to ensure adequate protection to ~ustra. 
)ian manufaaures against the eompetition from very low..priced intPQrted 
good&, on which the actuaJ amount of the duty if levied on ad "alMem 
NSis only. would be inappreciable": Board of Trade Journal. 23-10-193' 
po ~l' 
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as recommended by the Tariff Board (ii) the revenue 
duties and (iii) duties which faU on articles which were 
investigated by the Tariff Board but f~r which protection 
was refused. 

(i) The, first group consists of I' 4 items, out of which 
7 come under Iron and Steel. These refer to cer
tain specified products and such as Serial No. IOld. 

Iron, Common bar, not galvanized tuned or lead 
coated etc. 
(~) of British manufact-ure ... Rs. 32-B-o per totJ. 
(u) Nat oj Britis'h manufacture ... Rs. 46-4-0 pef' 

ton. 
All eighth item refers to paper industry viz. print
ing paper which contains mechanical pulp that does 
not amount to less than 70 per cent. of the fibre 
content. The remaining six items of this group 
refer to match industry (matches, veneers and 
splints), and to salt, sugar, and chemicals. 

(ii) The second group consists of 15 items. Most of 
the specific duties in this group-II out of 15-
belong to articles of Food, Drink and Tobacco. 
There are 3 specific duties on Tobacco (including 
cigarettes) and 5 Under liquors, wines and spirits, 
the remaining, three are on currants and tea and 
raw cotton. The other four duties of this group fall 
'on silver ,coin and bullion, printing type, raw cotton 
and tin block. 

(iii) The third group consisting. of 5 items, belongs to 
the industries which have unsuccessfully ~pplied for 
protection viz. coal, cement~ oils and motor. spirit. , 

ALT~RNAT~VE .DUTIES 

There are 10 items with alternative duties--i. e. a rate 
both on quantity (specific) and ad 'Valorem being given 
the higher one is to be applied. , 
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Four of these are for products of iron and steel (No. 
75. I02h. I03g and 103t) one for cotton twist and yarn, 
one for opium and its derivatives. two for boots and shoes 
and the remaining two for saccharine tablets and certain 
fire arms .. 

.. MIXED" ITEMS 

This group consists of 1 I items. M,?st of these (7) 
belong to the protective part: of the schedule. The other 
four are flour, gram and pulse, mineral oils, arms and 
ammunition anq military stores. This last item mentions 
seven varieties of arms and ammunitions and for five. of 
them there are alternative duties and fO.r two ad 'Valorem. 
The non-protective item Mineral Oils has two rates of 
duty (one specific and one ad 'Valorem) and each rate is 
jevied on "flashing points" . 

Five of the "Mixed Items" are from the Iron and 
Steel group, and the duties on these are alternative and 
specific. The two remaining are, Writing Paper and Cot~ 
ton Piecegoods. In the item on Writing Paper one sped-:
fie and one alternative rate are combined while. in the 
Cotton Piecegoods item we hare one ad 'Valorem and 
one alternative' ('ate. 

A common feature of these "mixed" items, most of 
which are protective. is the use of alternative rates in 
almost all -of them. This bears out our general observa..; 
tion that where both the r~venue and protective con
;iderati~ns have to be kept in view an alternative duty is 
~ery swtable. . 

The two items with compound duties are wet salted 
ish and coffee each of which is compos~ of one specific 
md one ad 'Valorem rates. 

• If .. e COWIt the 4i1fereat kinds of lIuty ia these "mied items" .. e have 
S Altemlltiq ~utLea, 14 ~, J a4 .Glcw.", aad .1 free. . 

11 



CHAPTER V 

INDIAN TARIFF SCHEDULE-ITS CLASSIFICATION 

A Customs Tariff may be described as an orderly ar
rangement of rates of taxation to be levied on articles that 
cross the boundary of a Customs Area. The systematic 
arrangement at first sight would seem to be only a con
venient enumeration of articles accompanied by their 
respective duties. In this way a Customs Tariff may be 
compared to the tariff of a hotel or a taxi cab. But in the 
commercial policies of modern countries it becomes a 
much more complex instrument and the arrangement of 
articles itself is based upon certain principles. 

IMPORT AND EXPORT SCHEDULES 
We have already seen that a tariff consists of two 

schedules. (I) Import and (2) Export; and have also 
noted that the latter is of far lesser importance than the 
former, as export duties of a country to-day can only be 
a few in number. Hence the problems of classification 
arise only in connection with the import schedule. 

It is not merely the Customs Officials who are inter
ested in the rates of duties but also producers. importers, 
and agents and a classification serves as a guide for them 
to understand the rno-hty complicated rates in a tariff 
schedule. Again the fegislator also wants a convenient 
way of examining the schedule and understanding the 
rates. In much the same category must be placed the 
student of tariff problems. 

OBJECTS OF CLASSIFICATION 
As a rule the problem of classification assumes import

ance in the case Of protective tariffs only, for in a pUrely 
revenue tariff the duties being nothing more than a kind 
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of commodity taxation, only those articles are selected 
which yield a large revenue at a low cost of collection. 
The revenue duties, again, have not to be differentiated 
to an extent that protective duties have to, be done, 
though even here duties are sometimes graded according 
to the quality of the articles. Thus, for instance, sugar and 
spirits in the British tariff (even prior to the Import 
Duties Act) were very elaborately specified, different 
duties being levied in ,the case of sugar according to the 
standard of polarisation. Similarly spirits were specified 
according to the different degrees of proof. So also was 
the case of sugar in India before protection was given to 
the sugar industry-sugar being specified according to the 
Dutch Standard. In this way the description of items 
becomes more and more detailed in order to give effect 
to the variation in duty. 

We reserve for the next chapter this problem of speci
fying commodities or grading duties and briefly: examine 
the question of classification with a view to see what 
principles govern it. 

DEGREE OF CLASSIFICATION. 
We have already noted' that' classification as a rule is 

more detailed for protective tariff only~ The protective 
duties are generally aimed at offsetting the competitive 
advantages of imported products in. order to encourage 
the production of the same article at home~ The margin, 
between the prices of imported articles of those produced 
within the customs area varies with different articles. 
and the larger the number of articles to be protected the 
greater will be the number of tariff items and· the more 
detailed their specification. Again countries which though 
predominandy agricultural adopt a protectionist policy, 
have a compaJatively smaller number of articles than 
those with industries more varied because the differentia
tion of agricultural commodities does not go in such great 

'17-
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detail as that of manufactured articles. 1 If -we examine the 
number of tariff items of different countries we find that 
in some cases the. above remarks are not borne out. Thus 
in the· table on p~ge. 133, Haiti,· a country litde 
developed industrially, has 13,300 items and Ar·gentine 
3811 as compared with 2300 of Germany, and Czecho
slovakia has 1920 as compared with 1635 of the U. S. 
A. J But this can be explained in two ways. Some coun
tries in spite of only a little variety in their production 
tax all. imported goods in order to get revenue and some 
endeavour not Qnly to prptect existing industries but also 
to protect new ones. 

NUMBER OF T·ARIFF ITEMS 

The system of duties favoured by a particular country 
specific or ad 'Volotrem also determines the number of 
items because the former requires a specific attribute. to 
be described, while .in the case of the latter it is possible 
to subsume a number of commodities falling under the 
same group tQ be assessed on the same per cent. of the 
value. . 

As a result of industrial and scientific. progress, new 
articles . and new processes . of manufacture have come 
into being. There have been new uses and adaptations of 
the oJd articles. A. tariff schedule enumerating duties on 
commodities and taking into account their methods and 
degree of manufacture has of necessity to describe them 
or define them in appropriate detail. For this reason tariff
making has. tende<i in modern· times towards an increasing 

1 d. Dr. Trendelenburg's Memor~~dutn· on. Customs N~menc1ature a;;' 
Customs Classification (C. E. 1. 3::1) League of Nations. 
. '"I:hese figures refer to the yearl93SOC 1926 and are only illustrative for 

l!Iiftce the fall of ~ 929 almost every country has revised its tariff upwards. 
But our conclusion above need not bl:" modified as can be seeD from the Dew 
tariffs "f Egypt lind Turkey.- " . 
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number of definitions and resulted in multiplying. the 
number of specified items. 1 

I t is no wonder then that the number of tariff items has 
been growing and the following table summarised front 
Dr. E. Trendelenburg's Memorandum to the Prepara
tory Committee of th~ Wodd Economic· Conference 
(1927) is enough to illustrate our point. 

No. of Tarill' itew (In No. of actual Tayjjf 
1:onntrJ' parentbesiB. N .... Ad items (in parentbesis. 

Valorem) Nos. Ad Valorem) 

Haiti 18,800 (1819) 18,SOO (1819) 
France 1,219 (9'7) .,871 (20') 
Argeotioe 8,811 (8659) B,81l (8659) 
BruU 8,173 (Ui) 8,178 (14.2) 
Hangary 9a 2,906 p7~ 
Germany 990 2,800 
Austria· 558 2,OilO ·(20) 
Csech08lovakia 657 1,920 
Japan 6'7 1,698 (6.f.S) 

a a b b 
U.S.A. 706 (879) 1,685 (10S1) 
Spain 1,040 1,6HI 
Swiuerland I,S89 1,889 
Turk." 178 (6) 1,285 (9) 
Canada 780 . 1,161. (626) 
Australia 'SO 1,0'6 (521) 
Union of South Africa 875 881 ·(21) 
China 582 (82) 698 (9') 
New Zealand 664. 669 ('OS) 
Caba S'6 (69) 586 (18) 

The table not only shows the number of items but also 
indicates how detailed these items are. The second column 
gives the Tariff .items as they are.in the statutory sch~ 
I d. The Progress of the Degree of ClassificatiQO oJ Goods 4uring the last 

few decades in Dr. Trendelenburg'll Memorandum (section II,) for examples.· 
(a) Induding :110 headings uud~ free list. . 
(b) Excluding :no beadings under· free Jist. pp. 23-26, Dr. E. Trendelen
'ure'. M-.adum 011 CII8tornS Classification .and Customs Nomenclature. 
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dules of difIerentcountries. In the brackets in the same 
colm are given the number of items on which ad 
valorem rates are charged. A glance at these tariffs shows 
that these statutory tariff items are subdivided and a 
different rate of duty levied on each subdivision. This. 
then, obviously increases the number of ratings-which 
number is shown in the third column. Here, too, the 
figures in brackets indicate the ad valorem duties. 

METHODS OF CLASSIFICATION 

A tariff schedule, as we have seen already, is made up 
of articles enumerated and the rates which are applicable 
to the same. Thus we have two methods based on each 
of these constituents. 

(Il) CLASSIFICATION ON THE BASIS OF RATE 

Classification on the basis of rate means the grouping 
of articles having the same rate, the whole tariff being 
thus divided into a number of class rates with the articles 
subsumed under each rate. 

This is a convenient way of classifying a tariff schedule 
provided there are a number of items having the same 
,rate and the items can be easily grouped. But in the 
tariffs of modern times in which many articles are speci
fied, it is not suitable to classify them on the basis of rates. 
Again, as will be clear in the next chapter ,- such a classi
fication becomes still less suitable for the bargaining tariffs 
now in vogue. 

\Ve have, however. an interesting example of this 
in our own tariff-a method that has been followed in the 
Annual Review of the Trade of India., This Government 
publication divides import tariff into articles which are 
free, from duty and those that 'are liable to duty. The 
former constitute the First Part-the Free List. ·The 
dutiable articIesare arranged in six parts as follows :
Those liable to duty at 'non~protective . special rates 
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(Part II), those liable to 21 per cent. ad 'Valorem (Part 
III), those at 10 per cent. ad 'Valorem (Part IV), those 
assessed at 15 per cent. ad 'Valorem (Part V), those at 
30 per cent. (Part VI), and lastly those articles on which 
protective duties at special rates (Part VII) are levied. 

It must not be taken that in the above division of the 
schedule the protective part of the tariff is separated from 
the revenue, for, the last division •• Protective duties at 
special rates", enumerates mostlY' those items on which 
specific or alternative duties are levied. Ad'Valotrem rates 
as recommended by the Tariff Board are enumerated 
along with others that have the same rate in the revenue 
part.' 

Part I as we have seen is our free list; in part II _we 
have the specific, alternative, compound ,non-protective 
rates and other special ad 'Valorem rates such as those on 
machinery, yarn and printer's ink (5 per cent.) or ciga
rettes (75 per cent.). These special ad 'Valorem rates 
chiefly are those on molasses, arms and ammunition, 
motor cars etc. and silk mixtures. Parts III to VI group 
the articles under the rates ~1 per cent., 10 per cent., 
IS per cent. and 30 per cent. respectively. 

It will at once be noticed that these are not. the rates 
which operated even at the close of the year 1931-32. 
The surcharges levied during that year in the Supple
mentary Budget of September 1931, and'in,the Budget 
for 1932-33 have not been taken account of in the above 
classification in the Review of Trade for 19.31-32, but 
are explained in their respective footnotes. We, have seen 
in an earlier chapter that the general surcharge has been 
25 per cent., except in the case of the 21 per cent. duty. 
During the course of the last _ year, however, not only 
were the duties permanently revised, in other words the 

1 The only exceptions are the duties on Silver thread ud wire, ud the 
Cotton piecegoods. 

• e. g. the 10 per cent. a4 ."alorem. rate. 
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surcharges ass~milated, but the Ottawa Trade A~'" 
ment also added a few feature in our tariff. As we shall 
see in the next chapter it made our tariff more or less 
a bargaining tariff. Thus for more than half the number 
of items we have the standard rate of duty as. wdl as the 
preferential duty in the case of a British or Colonial 
product as the case may be. Supposing for a moment we 
set aside the preferential scale resulting from the Indo
British Trade Agreement and try to divide our tariff on 
the basis of the rate at the present level of duties we find 
(a) Part I and I II unaltered; (b) in part II the duties 
(specific, alternative etc.) have to be increased by 25 per 
cent. in almost all cases;1 part IV (10 per cent. rate) has 
been greatly affected some duties remaining the .same, 
some raised to 1St per cent. and others to 20 per cent. 
In the preceding chapter we have seen that instead of the 
former 15 J>e! cent. we have now 25 per cent. as our 
general rate. This forms Part V though here also one or 
two items have been altered. Part VI contained the 
former luxury rate (30 per cent.), which now becomes 
SO per cent. ; though here also in one or two cases it is 
lower (45 per cent. or 371 per cent.). Pan VII remains 
as it was as it contains the (lrotective duties at special 
rates. a very wide class in whtch any number of changes 
could be admitted. 

It may be noted in passing that when tJie new schedules 
under the Ottawa Trade Agreement Act wue first 
ISSUed' they were published as Parts VIII and IX. the 
former comprising of articles liable to duty at ,30 per 
cent. ad "olo,.,.". as the standard rate of duty. and 20 
per cent. ad "alorem at the preferential scale::-m other 
words, those items in which a 10 ~ cent. preference 
contemplated by the Act was granted by a lowering of 
5 per cent. duty in the case of the British or colonial 

lIn Ofte case It b unchanged and In two others the bac:nue II SO per cent. 
• See India .. Trade Jounal. 8-... ,a. 
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products and a raising of 5 per cent. in the case of others. 1 

Part IX consisted of articles liable to duty at special.rates. 
or to preferential duty at lower ·ra~es. .' 

I t will be seen that such a classificatton has been pos
sible because of the fact that our tariff has a large number 
of items with ad valof'em rates, which are not many. I It 
must be noted that all the specific duties are assembled 
under Olle class whatever the rate of duty. This method, 
becomes more and more unsuited when the rates are 
detailed to a greater extent· and specific duties are 
increased. It is necessary, therefore, that in the future 
numbers of the Review of the Trade of India, we should 
have a new classification. 

(6j CLASSIFICATION ON THE BASIS OP ARTICLES 
When we deal with commodities the 'simplest way 

would be to arrange the tariff items in an alphabetical 
order. One obvious advantage of this scheme would be 
the ease with which anyone interested in a particular 
article, can find the rate on it in the tariff schedule. Sitnple 
of understanding, it is n()t incapable of minute differentia
tion. We have an example of a tariff arranged in an 
alphabetical order in the British tariff before the changes 
of 1931. Two of its items, sugar and spirits were even 
then elaborately specialized. Another. example of a tariff 
arranged according to the alphabetical order was that of 
the Belgian tariff prior to 1924. But on the other. hand 
this method makes a study of the tariff difficult by dispers
ing like commodities all over the schedule. It separates 
articles that can be combined together on the basis of 
affinity and hence it is far from logical. As a basis of sub
division, however, this method is frequently adopted. 

We have thus to choose a system of classification which 
is based on some kind of affinity between the articles. The 

I ADd this is done iD a majority of cases. 
• These. bowwer, 1ft last iacftasiaC. 
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most suitable affinity would be the economic affinity, i. e. 
resemblance in the stage of manufacture of a particular 
commodity. Thus articles in a tariff would fall into four 
broad groups: Food-stuffs, Raw materials, Semi':manu
factured articles and Wholly manufactured commodities. 
An example of a method very similar to this is found in 
.our own tariff and we shall therefore examine .it in some 
detail. 

We have already noted in the previous chapter that 
our import schedule is divided into four main heads viz . 

. (I) Food, Drink and Tobacco, (II) Raw materials and 
Articles mainly unmanufactured, (III) Articles wholly or 
mainly manufactured, and (IV) Miscellaneous and un
classified. The principle on which the schedule is classi
fied may be said to be that of the Degree of Finish. It 
d.pproximates to the formal classification-based on 
alphabetical order-in as much as degree of finish as the 
basis for classification is only less uncertain an attribute 
than their first letters. This, too, disperses the commodi
ties one would expect to be together, such as articles 
made of the same material. 

So long as wide classes of articles only are considered 
and undifferentiated articles enumerated,. this classifica
tion has the merit of simplicity. But as soon as speciali
zation is attempted its defects become clear. The question 
at once arises whether a particular commodity belongs to 
the class of raw materials or to that of manufactured 
articles. In the. highly developed· industries of to-day it 
is a moot point for the· tariff-maker to decide to which 
class a commodity belongs .. Our tariff makes further 
differentiation by taking semi-manufactured articles along 
with raw materials. But· this does not simplify matters, 
for ultimately the decision rests on the use to which an 
article is put. A completely.manufactured produ.ct of one 
industry becomes a raw material for another which takes 
it for further transformatiop. If the difference in duties 
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that results from a, decision one way or the ~ther is great 
the importers are tempted to show that the articles in 
which they are interested are not completely manufac
tured. This gives rise to a conflict not only between the 
customs authorities and importers but also among the 
importers themselves, especially under modern conditions 
of manufacture. We shall find all these difficulties well 
illustrated in our own tariff. 

A CRITIQUE OF THE CLASSIFICATION OF INDIAN TARIFF 

The first part combines under the head Food, Drink 
and Tobacco articles of animal and vegetable kingdoms 
with a view to include all articles of food, beverages and 
tobacco. Here no attempt is made to distinguish artic1es 
on the ground of the degree of finish though under a parti
cular head differentiation is made. We have two kinds. of 
articles somewhat highly specialized-Liquors and spirits, 
the former according to weight or measurement and the 
latter according to proof spirit. Under Tobacco also we 
have manufactured and unmanufactured tobacco as well 
as cigars and cigarettes. Apparently this division of the 
schedule is a distinct one. as it includes all food stuffs and 
articles of direct consumption, which are generally treated 
separately from industrialtroducts. The aim of classify
ing articles in Parts I I an I I I, se~s to be to tax those 
used for further manufacture more lightly than "the finished 
products. This approach to a tariff and the consequent 
grouping of articles indicate that the object of the tariff 
is more that· of equitable taxation than that of fostering 
particular industries or groups of industries. Even within 
this restricted sphere commodities of a like or equal finish 
are separately classed. e. g. chemical dyes and colours 
!n that of wholly or mainly manufactured articles. A glar
mg example of the anomaly of the present system is to be 
found when we·take up metals. Old iron or steel (serial 
No. 35) and Metallic Ores,. all sorts except ochres and 

189 
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pigment ores (No. 36) are classed in Part II. Old steel 
can be taken both as a manufactured article as well as a 
raw material. It is also not clear why pigments are ex
cluded. Among wholly or mainly manufactured articles 
are found iron alloys, pig iron and zinc unwrought. This 
is obviously inconsistent with the plan of separating arti
cles according to their degree of finish. The difficulty 
seems to be acknowledged.in Item II lA, which runs, 
., All sorts of metals other than iron and steel, and 
manufactures thereof etc.," and which for the purpose of 
tariff valuations, enumerates different metals such as 
Aluminium, Brass etc. Old copper is included here while 
old iron as we have seen is taken in Part I I • 

Turning to another kind of articles, Canes and Rattans 
(Serial No. 50) we find that their manufactures, chairs, 
baskets etc., are grouped under Part I I., (raw materials). 
Again, if coke and coal and patent fuel is classed as "raw 
materials and articles mainly unmanufactured J' iron alloys 
should not be taken in the other group. Similarly glass is 
taken with the materials that are made from it and not 
!ieparated from its finished products. 1 . 

. These anomalies are inherent in the application of this 
method of classification, for it is often difficult to decide 
whether an article should be taken in the group of finished 
products or in that of unmanufactured. But so long as 
the object of the ariff is that of the collettion of revenue 
and only broad classes of commodities are considered the 
difficulties may be overlooked. But when a policy of pro., 
tedion is adopted it should be a matter· of increasing 
concern to remove such anomalies, lest the object of the 
policy be defeated. When certain branches of industry are 
sought to be protected the differentiation is bound to be 
minute. The principle of the degree of finish fails to offer 

• As examples of difficulties which . fi.equently arise. such as in the case 
of ·apparel or parts of macbinery-(the former if it contains silk even to the 
smallest extent is assessed at 30 per cent.). See the evidence of G. S. Hardt 
fiscal CommissiOll, Vol. II, g's. 12998-12999. . . 
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a solution but gives rise to disputes and conflicts of 
interests between different producers; for, a. decision one 
way or the other makes a considerable difference in the 
rate of the duty. 

Two other principles, then, would seem to follow from 
the above discussion. We saw that ultimately a decisioll 
as regards an article belonging to the raw material group 
or the manufacture gf(~Up rests, on the use to which it 
is put. We have thus a distinct basis for classifiCation 
namely V se. Secondly we saw that on the basis of the 
degree of finish articles made of the same material are 
dispersed instead of being assembled together. This leads 
us to think of two other alternative principles Material 
Origin and Content. 

I t will be seen that none of these principles is free fro~ 
difficulties. The first of these--V se--while it collects 
articles that serve the same purpose together, disperses 
commodities that are made of the same material. Thus 
for instance, it is convenient to find the different articleS 
that may be grouped as machinery in a single part (or 
division) of the tariff but it scatters the different articles 
made of iron or steel e. g. scythes or motor chasis or rails 
or bars. An important industry like the iron and steel 
will have its different articles dispersed all over the tariff 
schedule, let alone the difficulty of arriving at a decision' 
about the particular uses of different articles. On the other 
hand a difficulty of the opposite kind arises when the 
basis of classification is Material Origin. Articles serving 
a common purpose e. g. wooden furniture and metal 
furniture will not be found together. The third' principle
~ontent-which is very similar to that of Material Origin 
m some respects-groups together articles,' the consd:
tuent parts of which are of the same kind, but raises 
difficulties about articles of mixed content. 

Apart from the logical consistency of a single principle 
many tariffs assign a separate section for agricultural 
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products in view C?f their importance (as being articles of 
gen.eral consumptIOn), and countries that protect their 
agriculture ~ave to look. not simply to material origin 
(vegetable kingdom) but also to the use to which they 
are put and the manner of their proauction. Accordingly 
while on the one hand the tariff-maker thinks that such 
articles are generally used for direct consumption and 
must be taxed least, he has also to remember that produc
tion in agriculture is dependent upon natural conditions 
and therefore must select those products more according 
to use and the branch of production than according to 
material origin. Here then the three different principles 
have to be employed simultaneously. 

The same considerations of economic rolicy make the 
tariff-maker depart from the principle 0 material origin 
or content (which may have been ~enerally followed for 
classification in a particular schedule) in the case of indus
tries which are of peculiar importance to the industrial 
needs of his country either from the point of view of 
protection or otherwise--and he may make separate 
classes for such articles. Thus the Australian tariff has a 
separate class for vehicles, while Japan has a special divi-· 
sion for Machinery, Vehicles, Clocks and Watches, 
Scientific Instruments and Fire-arms. 

This shows that the tariff-maker whose aim is to follow 
a suitable practice rather than logical consistency is inter
ested in seeing that the. advantages of all the three 
principles, Use, Material Origin and Content, accrue to 
his scheme of· tariff classification. We might even go 
further and say that in order. to achieve this end the last 
may be omitted if the other two are simultaneously adopt
ed. The difficulties as regards articles of mixed content 
may be avoided by other methods, and at the same time 
the convenience of keeping articles of the same content 
together can be obtained in many cases by taking Mate
rial Origin as the basis. Th~ difficulties arising from 
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articl.e:" of mixed content may he met by making special 
provlSlons fQr the treatment of these articles as we shaUl 
presently illustrate. 

If. then, the classification of a tariff is based on more 
than one principle some articles in which the principles 
seem to conflict with each other. cannot be classed under 
any of the divisions so formed. It is for reasons such 
as these that we find articles grouped under a division 
called "Miscellaneous". Under this head are assembled 
commodities that cannot ~ subsumed under any single 
class. It has been estimated that there are a million j 
commodities and all of them by virtue of their content or 
use cannot be distinctly classified especially when more 
than one principle of classification is followed. We shall 
find in the next Chapter that such a class "Miscellaneous" 
is found in the tariffs of Australia. Canada. Japan and 
the United States. 

TREATMENT OF UNENUMERATED ARTICLES 
SO far we have dealt with articles that are already 

enumerated in the schedule. What is to be done with 
those that are not enumerated or are new? There are two' 
methods of providing for these. Firstly, the tariff may 
provide that only the goods that are enumerated are liable 
to duty and the rest free, and secoridly, that all goods' 
whether expressly provided for in the tariff or not are 
dutiable (unless otherwise specified). As an example of 
the first method may be taken the tariff of Great Britain 
which obtained prior to 1931 and as an instance of the 
second that of the United States. Paragraph 1558 of the 
U. S. A. tariff provides that a duty of 10 per cent. ad 
l1alo,.em is levied on all raw or unmanufactured articles 
not enumerated or' provided for, and a duty of 20 per 
cent. on all such articles wholly or partly manufactured. 

I • The figure is Prof. Page'" See his Memorandum GO Disc:riuUna~ 
Tarur CJa.ificatioaa (C. Eo C. g6). 
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'This method while showing a leaning. towards protection 
may also be found in a revenue tariff, for as we saw in 
the beginning of the chapter some countries tax all their 
imports for revenue purpoS(!S and provide for duties on 
unenumerated goods. We have a similar case in our own 
tariff. Though our tariff cannot be said. to be a purely 
revenue one, it is mainly a revenue tariff. At the end 
of e1;lch of the four parts into which it is divided there 
is a "blanket clause" which . treats unenumerated goods 
uniformly and places them under the class to which they 
belong e. g. 

Serial No. 58.1 "AU othf!r 'Yaw materials and produce 
and articles mainly un-manufactwred not otherwise speci
fied" (25 per cent. ad 'Valorem). 

Another way of treating the unenumerated goods 
which are taxed is that by which a provision is made 
either in the preliminary sections of the tariff or in the 
Customs law. But this method needs to be elucidated 
somewhere in the body of tne schedule. U nenumerated 
commodities are of such a nature as can be (i) easily 
associated with a tariff grouP. or number or (ii) can be 
brought under a general class heading or (iii) can be 
associated with neither. Accordingly there are two ways 
'Of providing for such articles. (i) All such goods may be 
uniformly treated under a· single item or (ii} they may be 
assimilated with those they. resemble most. The first 
of these methods-that of uniform treatment is found in 
the Canadian Tariff.- e. g. Item.711 runs :~ 

"AII goods not enumerated in this ~ct as subject to 
any other 'Yateof duty. not decla'Yed free by this Act and 
-not being goods the importation whereof is by this Ad 
.or any other ~ct f1rohibited ;15 per cent. (British pre
ferential) 171 per cent. (I mermeditite) 17i per cent. 
(General). 

I Also Serial Nos. 26, 166 and 172. 
• Which was in operation till 1929. 
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The second method may be illustrated from the United 
States tariff. Para 1559 of this tariff provides that "every 
article not enumerated shall pay, a duty payable for that 
article which it resembles in quality t texture or use and 
in the event. of its resembling 'more articles than one~ 
it is to pay a duty equal to the highe~t duty-paying 
article." Our taJiff, it will be seen, makes a combination 
of both these methods-uniform treatment of al\ unenu
merated goods and of associating them with like goods. 
On the one hand these articles are taken under a blanket 
clause and on the other they are placed in the class to 
which they are taken to belong (Food, drink, tobacco, 
or Raw Materials etc.). The rate of duty of the unenu'" 
merated goods is the ge!1eral one, viz., 25 per cent. 
ad 'ValO'rem and such articles as cannot be subsumed 
under any of the three classes-Foodstuffs, Raw Mate:' 
rials r and Manufactured goods-:...are treated uniformly 
by the last item which runs thus :-' 

172. All other articles no.t otherwise specified. includ
ing articles imported by post. 

TREATMENT OF MIXED GOODS 

A questio~ naturaIly arises as to what should be the 
treatment of articles, made of more than one material. 
Two solutions of the questions are possible (i) to base the 
rate on each component separately arid (ii) to fix the rate 
on the principal component only. Both these methods 
involve difficulties of their own. In the former the Cus
toms authorities have to decide as to how many compon
ents is a particular article made up of in order to ascertain 
the precise value and fix the proportion of each part before 
assessing its duty. In the second it has to be decided 
whether the duty is to be computed on the chief com:' 
ponent only (from the point of view of value or quantity 
or whatever basis of assessment is chosen) or on the 
whole commodity. As an example of the first method of 

It 
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treatment-that of levying a separate duty' on each com
pon~nt part, we may take para 301 of the United States 
Tariff. It deals with iron, pigs and kentledge ; (i) it levies 
a separate duty on carbon content if this exceeds I per 
cent. of the content of the article, (ii) it differentiates 
irons and pigs according to the different proportions (to 
be measured in percentage) of Vanaditirp, tungsten and 
chronium coritent, and levies different duties' according to 
the various proportions in ~hich those other articles are 
mixed with iron and pigs. 1 

. 

An instance of the second method may be taken from 
the Australian Tariff. Here the method is to base a 
separate (higher) duty on the whole article if it contains 
in. whatever proportion the more valuable article. It 
differentiates textile goods, according to the wool or silk 
content and levies different duties I not on the various 
constituents but on the whole article SQ formed. For 
example No. 115.' 

Stocks and Stockings for human Attire. 
(a)Cottoo • • • • • • • • pw dOZlm pair.. 6,. 18 •• /10 •• 

or 80 p. II. 40 fl. c. 4b fI.e. 
(b) Wool or llootaining ",ool • 8 •• /10 •• /11 •• 

or 4b p. c. 66 fl. c. 60 p. c. 
(c) Silk or eontainillg .ilk bu. not ",ool. 7 •• /7 •• /11 •• 

or 85 fl. c • .#6 fl. c. 60 p. 1/. 

PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION OF THE INDIAN TARIFF 

We must now turn to the classification of our tariff. 
It has been. seen that t~o principles-Material Origin 

1 Its actual wordings are as below:- . 
Iron and pigs and Kentledge Ii per ton'spiegeleisen containing more than 

I per cent. of carbon 7S cents per ton ......... provided further that an addi-
tional duty of $1 per lb. on the Vanadium content in excess of 1/10 of one 
per cent. ; ta cents pet . lb. on the tungsten content. in excess of 3/10 of I per 
cent.; 65 cents per lb. on the molybdenum content in excess of a/lo of 1 per 
cent; and 1 cents per lb. on the chronium content in excess of 2/10 per cent, 
.hall be levied collected and paid. See .lso para!! 302, 305. . . 
. . " In.' the whole division on Textiles the same metl:lod is followed. The 

Tariff'referred to is the one which was in force till 1929. 
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and U se-seem to be well suited for classifying a schedule 
and when we apply them to. the existing Indian Tariff.: 
we get the following 14 Divisions in which it may be. 
classified. 

I. Living Animals and Products of the Animal King-
dom (not otherwise specially provided for). 

2. Agricultural Products and Provisions. 
3. Liquors, Spirits, Beverages and Tobacco~ 
4. Hides and Skins and Rubber and Manufactures 

thereof. 
5. Oils and Paints: 
6. Gums, Resin, Lac, Tallow. Stearine, Wax and 

Manufactures thereof. 
7. Wood, Cork. Canes. Rattans and. Manufactures 

thereof. . 
8. Minerals (a) Mirierals other than Metals. 
9. Minerals (b) Metals and Manufactures thereof. 

10. Chemicals, Drugs, Medicines and Colours. 
II. Earth and Earthenware, Glass and Glas!iware, 

Stone and Stoneware. . 
12. Pulp Qf Wood. Rugs-Paper and Paper Manu

factures. 
13. Textile Material and Manufactures thereof. 
14. Miscellaneous. 
Any new tariff scheme has also to take notice of the 

suggestion of the Economic Committee of the League 
of. Nations; The International Economic Conference 
which met at Geneva in 1927 and concerned itself very 
greatly with the question of tariffs where:t trend "in the 
opposite direction" was recommended considered "that 
a fixed nomenclature for goods subject to Customs duties. 
is an essential condition of equity in their application and 
ease in their collection" and expressed an opinion that 
such a classification and nomenclature should· be com
monlyadopted. It also recommended the drawing up·of 
an appropriate plan of systematic Customs nomenclature 

19-
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and this draft to be submitted to different countries for 
approval.' The work accordingly was to be entrusted to 
a Sub-Committee of experts. The Draft prepared by 
them consisted of 2 I Sections. 

It must be emphasised-and the Sub-Committee itself 
said-that it had merely laid the foundation of a Customs 
Nomenclature. We shall have to refer. to this in some 
detail in the last chapter where we deal with details of 
a new tariff schedule for India. . 

The work of the Committee, however, made it neces
sary for them to adopt -a certain classification according 
to which the various items were grouped. The principle 
on which this classification has been based has been 
exp,lained as under :-

'The form taken by the classification is the collection 
in each chapter of commodities that can be brought 
together on the ground of their affinities, their specific 
characteristics or the raw materials of which they are 
made ... • • 

I t will be obvious that though we do not follow their 
system of classification entirely in the one suggested by 
us for the Indian Tariff, we have adopted the same prin
ciples in substance. 

We come to the conclusion that the classification of the 
Indian Tariff schedule needs to be thoroughly revised, in 
view of our new industrial policy_ and in view of the 
technique developed in other countries, on the lines which 
we have briefly indicated in this chapter. 

. I For details see Draft Framework of Customs Nomenclatura and Drah 
Allocation of Goods. 
. Ilbid., p. K. 



CHAPTER VI 

SOME COMPARISONS IN TARIFF METHODS 

PART L THE EXTERNAL FORM OF THE TABIFF 

INTRODUCTION 

\Ve have so far referred to the two main aims of tariffs, 
revenue and protection. During the last century a third 
consideration has come into greater and greater protni
nence, viz., the desire to create means for negotiating 
(.ommercial conventions. It is obvious that this aspect 
assumes importance only in the case of protectionist 
tariffs, and that it arises from the fact that industrialized 
countries are not content with safeguarding their indus
tries at home but also seek markets abroad for the pro
ducts of their factories. Under the complex: industrial 
life of to-day, therefore, the single tariff seems to have 
outgrown its utility as it proves an insufficient instrument. 
of commercial policy for the development of foreign trade 
in the face of international competition. Even the most 
favoured-nation clause has appeared to be unequal to the 
needs of modem tariff systems for the removal of discri
mination or unequal condition of competition in foreign 
markets. It has also been tacitly assumed that discrimina
tion and inequality are inevitable in commercial policy 
and these are to be removed by mutual agreements. I 
With this object, then, conventions are made (a) to secure 
equal advantages with competitors in outside markets, 
(b) to ensure that the products of the other contracting 
party shall enjoy a reasonable measure of tariff protection 
and not a measure so large as to prevent all Competition 

I d. Menxwancbmt oa Eurapeaa BargaUaiug TariI's ., W. T. Page 
(League vi Nm... c. E. c.. P. 97. 1927). . 
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from foreign products and (c) to maintain a balance of 
advantages between two countries conceded by one to 
the other. for securing commercial opportunities. The first 
of these obJects is attained by the application of the 
most-favoured-nation clause;1 the second by a minimum 
tariff or conventional rates of duties; and the third by 
reciprocity treaties. 

BARGAINING TARIFFS 

In a bargaining tariff the schedules are constructed 
with a view to exchange concessions with other countries 
and to use import duties as a means of stimulating ex~ 
ports. To-day almost all the important countries have 
adopted one or the other of these methods of bargaining. 
One of the chief reasons of the complicated structure of 
modern tariffs is that when one important country adopts 
this kind of tariff, others follow suit j for they are com
pelled . to revise their tariffs more frequently regardless 
of their own domestic needs. We have noted in the 
earlier chapters how frequent these revisions of tariff 
have become since the war. The Itnport Duties Act of 
I93! in Great Britain is but one more illustration of this 
tendency and India, too, has not remained outside the 
sphere of this trend. 

Bargaining tariffs can be divided into two classes: 
(i) according to the number of columns a tariff contains 
and (ii) according to the final agency that determines the 
. rates. 
, The .first distinction ,implies that a commodity is subject 
. to two or more rates of duty, and that the rate in one' or 
the other. column is applied ,to the commodity according 
to the tariff treaties in force' between the importing and 
the exporting country. Of course, the question does not 
'arise when there is only a single tariff, .that is, when all 
~he countries are treated UJ?iformly by the different rates 

1 For an explanation of this clause see the following two pages. 
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of the schedule. The second distinction deals with the 
way in which the rates of duty are finally fixed either by 
the Government or by the Legislature in., every case on \ 
its merits. In other words, this second standard empha-
6ises the distinction between an autonomous tariff (in 
which the rates are unalterably fixed) and a tariff in which 
the rates are determined as a result Qf comm,ercial con
ventions. 

Under the first method tariffs are divided into (i) U ni
linear or single columned (ii) Bilinear, i. e. having two 
columns and (iii) Multilinear-having more columns than 
two. It will be seen that only the latter two result from 
commercial negotiations. According to this, method of 
division, both the autonomous and conventional tariffs 
will be grouped ,under the head Bilinear Tariffs. 1 

The two most important type!j of Bilinear Tariffs are 
(i) The General and Conventional and (ii) The Maximum 
and Minimum Tariffs. In its, simplest form of the first 
type, the government fixes the rates of duties on different 
articles and this is its general tariff. The government 
then enters into negotiations with other countries and 
grants concessions in its general rates, bargaining for 
c.oncessions in their respective tariffs. These conventional 
rates are fixed as long as the treaties are in force. The 
rates, again, have to be extended to the countries which 
enjoy the most-favoured nation treatment' automatically 

1 w. prefel' the method of dassifying according to the number of columns 
\c the ather on~hich is generally followed-viz. dividing tariffs into 
autonomous (Mazimum and Minimum) and conventional (General uti 
Conventional). This latter method often makes the discussion rumbeniome 
especially whell we Clllftsidel' the Multilinear Tariffs. d. for example M. 
SerruYII' Brochure OR Commercial Treaties, TariJf Systems ud Contractual 
Methods (League of Nationa: C. E. I. 31, 1927). 

• Thia hiatoriG clause ill international c:ommerciat treaties has been the 
subject of maD7 diseUSllicmL We mlly rest content with a recent definition 
"Thill form .. ~ 8tifula!- that any favour or privilege ~hieh may 11~ 
be granted elthar ID VIrtue 01 autonomous measures or m virtue of commer. 
eiaJ conventions to the commodities of any third stale whatsoever shall be 
utended to the like or similar commodities 01 the other contracting party". 
M. D. Serru)ow' Memorlllldum. 

Thill d .... has two interpretatioaa (i) unconditional and (iI) c:ondition~ 
The unconditional application signifies that a country with which thill kind 
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if the country follows the unconditional interpretation of 
the clause. If on the other hand the clause is interpreted 
in its conditional sense, the countries which have entered 
into most~favoured nation treaties are given the opportu
nity to offer the same or similar concessions which the 
new country has given to the original country in question. 
In this way a second column _of rates is formed, and the 
imports from a country are assessed on these rates, in the 
case of articles for which treaties have been contracted. 
In the other type, the Maximum-Minimum tariff, the 
government itself fixes the two rates of duty the higher 
and the lower.. These lower rates forming the minimum 
column are to be applied to imports from countries with 
which commercial treaties to that end have been con
cluded, imports from others being subject to the higher 
or the Maximum rates. This tariff is' called autonomous 
because the authorities are at liberty to change the rate 
whenever they like as the treaties only stipulate a treat
ment which ensures the minimum rates. 

Three columned tariffs in their simplest form have any 
of the two above-mentioned types accomparued by a 
preferential scale of duties. Thus besides havina either of 
the two contractual forms discussed above, a co~ntry may 
grant preference to the products of another country with 
which it has peculiar political or. geographical or ethnic 
relationship; for example, we have the British Empire 
countries aU of which now have preferential tariffs for 
Empire goods. . 

The two main types of tariffs, Maximum-Minimum 
of relation has been contracted automatically comes to enjoy any new 
advantage or privilege granted by the . other party to any third state. Thi .. 
interpretation generally found favour in pre-war European treaties, but in 
po~t~war Europe it· is. held that this interpretation gratuitously extends 8 
pnvilege to other parties and that it also runs counter to protectionist ends. 
:rhe I:<?nditi?,!al most..favoured nation-clause implies that the country enjoy. 
109 thiS privilege must be prepared to make the same specific concession. 
which its contractant makes with a third party. The U; S. A. was the chief 
exponent of this interpretation in the pre-war years, but during the last 

.decade she has made treaties adopting the unconditional form. 
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and General Conventional, may be ~ombined with each 
other. A country having the former may grant, through 
negotiations, some rates below its mini,mum rat~ or the 
Autonomous tariff may be partially converted into a con
ventional tariff by consolidating several duties, that is, 
undertaking not to increase them so long as the conven
tion remains in force. Similarly in the ,case of the other 
type, General-Conventional, the conventional rates may 
be fixed by the legislature at certain minima for a number 
of commodities beyond which the negotiators cannot go. I 
The Maximum-Minimum tariff may have two forms, the 
obvious one in which both the scales have been previously 
fixed by the Government or the Legislature-a system 
of which France has been the chief exponent since 1892 ;' 
and the other, the so-called 'fleXible' tariff by which 
Governments retain the power to alter their tariffs in 
special circumstances. This as we shall presently see is a 
feature of the United States Tariff. . 

Before we come to offer our remarks regarding these 
bargaining tariffs, it would be useful to examine the 
general structure of the tariffs of some important coun
tries namely Great Britain, Canada, Australia, Japan and 
the United States of America. 

CHANGES IN THE BRITISH TARIFF 
In the earlier chapters we have' seen how the British 

tariff gradually developed into a protectionist tariff, how 
Great Britain in order to save the pound sterling and 
to correct the balance of payments, adopted "the Emer
gency Tariff of 1931, and how, finally, by the Import 
Duties Act of 1932 the British· Tariff became frankly 

1 For eumple see Gregory: TarifFs: A Study in Method, pp. 72-74 ani 
M. D. Serruys' Memorandum, ~ ea. . 

, ~ince the w~r, however, France has modified her system a little. Of 
late m her lreataes, generally. she has conceded only reductions from the 
mallimumrates and not the fuD minimum rates; d. W. T. Fage: Memo
randum on European Bargaining Tariffs. 

10 
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protectionist. To-day it can no longer be \aid that the 
British tariff is only a. single columned tariff with prefer
ential duties for Empire goods. The Abnormal Importa
tions Act expired on May 19. 1932 i but in the mean
while the general tariff of 10 per cent. framed under the 
Import Duties Act of March 1932. had been consider
.ably altered by the successive Orders of the Treasury 
passed on the recommendations of the Advisory Com
mittee appointed under section 3 of the Act. It is true 
that the Ottawa Agreements ratified at the close of the 
last year were in a lar~ measure anticipated by the Act 
which came into force In March. Clause 7 of the Import 
Duties Act empowers the Treasury on the recommenda
tion of the Board of Trade to negotiate preferential trea
ties of commerce with foreign countries. This means that 
the British tariff has become General and Conventional 
accompanied by preferential schedules for Empire 
goods. 1 It is. however. too early to say what form the 
British tariff will finally take in View of the fact that such 
negotiations would either involve for her the evasion of 
the most-favoured-nation clause or the denunciation of 
undertakings given thereunder.' More important than 
this question for the moment is the effect of the Ottawa 
Agreements on that part of the British tariff which deals 
'With preferential dutIes. \Vhether we take the Imperial 
Economic Conference of 1932 as marking the culminating 
point in the movement of Inter-imperial rreferences 
started by Canada in 1897. or a method 0 reciprocal 
trade agreements outside the scope of the most-favoured
nation clause. the Ottawa Agreements have affected the 
tariff schedules of all the Empire countries in a way which 
must needs be interpreted from the point of view of tariff 

1 Responsible Dritlsh Stateanea (Includln. Nr. Baldwin) have allD d .. 
cla~ that one of the main .... _ for Britain" high tarl! Ie to arm her 
with the po_n b, whicll aha could -cotla.. with· otlIw countrl. for 
ao-illl their tari! .. 

• d. ~Ist I"'-ll, p. 4500 
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technique in a new . light. 1 If we take the Ottawa Agree
ments as real· trade agreements SQ common in interna
tional economic relations, it means that . Great Britain 
and the Empire countries have General and Conventional 
tariffs in the strict sense Qf the term. The preferential 
rates we~e in many cases actually bargained for, besides 
those which were provided for in the Import Duties Act. 
This is apart from cJause 7 of the Act to which we have 
already made a reference above, and which may in due 
course introduce further changes in the British tariff. In 
any case the tariffs· of the Empire countries have become 
too complex as a result of the Ottawa Agreements to be 
dismissed as merely having additional columns with 
specially low rates fQr Empire goods framed on grounds 
of political or ethnic relationship. It may also be noted 
that the avowed purpose of the Ottawa Conference was 
to arrive at trade agreements pe" se in which only the 
economic interests of the parties were to play the decid
ing part. 

. THE INDIAN TARIFF 

The Ottawa Trade Agreement has, therefore, in the 
same way not inconsiderably affected the Indian tariff, 
which up to the close of the last year· was only unilinear 
(single-columned) and non-bargaining. 'Indeed, it had 
preferential rates in the case Qf two kinds of articles, iron 
and steel and cotton-textiles. As a matter· of fact India 
has strenuously and consistently opposed Imperial· Pre
ferenceas a principle in her tariff policy. The Ottawa 
Agreement has considerably extended the preferential 
treatmen~ in favour of Great ,Britain and the Crown 
Co~onies,. wit~ the result that instead of the preferential 
dulles bang sunply tugged on to ~he ()rdinary rates the 

1 And this cannot be done until the tariffs of the Dominions have been 
..-huffled as stipulated in their respective Ottawa Agreements. 

• The Ottawa Trade Agreement Act came into force fl"Qlll 1st January 1933. 
20-
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new tariff includes two more columns, one for the prefer
ential rates on British products 'and the other for the 
products of the Colonies· on which the lower duties are 
levied under the terms of the Agreement. In the preced
ing paragraphs we have raised the question whether the 
tariffs resulting from the Ottawa Trade Agreements 
should be called bargaining tariffs or should continue to 
be regarded as simply the extension of the old preference 
schedules. If on the one hand it is regarded that the 
Ottawa tariff is only the result of India's contribution to 
Imperial Economic Co-operation or Economic Unity, 
i, means a wholesale adoption of the policy of Imperial 
Preference and not a bargaining tariff per se. But if on the 
other hand it means, as it is sometimes claimed that the 
Ottawa schedules are the result of bona fide trade agree
ment resulting from negotiations between two high con
tracting parties, then the Indian tariff must be more or less 
a bargaining tariff and the question which we raised with 
regard to the British tariff has to be mooted out in this 
case too. This question assumes greater importance in 
view of the fact that India is also empowered to enter 
into negotiations with other Dominions if she liked. There 
is also the fact that the Indo-British Trade Agreement 
at Ottawa has been ratified only for a period of three 
years which smacks rather of a commercial agrcement
or treaty-rather than the extension of the preferential 
part of a unilinear tariff. But in other respects the Indian 
t~iff remains unilinear. 

On the other hand the tariffs of Australia and Canada 
are trilinear and are based upon the same principles. In 
both these Imperial Preference has created a third 
column, the other two resulting from the General Con
. ventional system. Thus the three columns are General~ 
Intermediate and British Preferential. ~ 
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THE CANADIAN TARIFF 

The present tariff in Canada is based more or less on 
the Tariff Act of 1907 which grew out of the "Recipro ... 
city" Tariff 1897 and which established the three scales 
of duty. The Intermediate rates were framed to serve 
as a l>i1sts of negotiations in the interests of Canada's 
foreign trade. This tariff applied, in 1932, to'the products 
of 23 countries including France and her" colonies, Eco
nomic Union of Belgium and Luxemburg and the Belgian 
possessions, Italy, the Netherlands, the Argentine Re
public, Czechoslovakia, Japan, Norway, Portugal, 
Sweden, Switzerland and VenezueUa. 1 The British 
preferential tariff is applicable to the goods (produced or 
manufactured) of the British countries when such goods 
are shipped direct from a. port belonging to the British 
Empire to a Canadian port. Among the chief inter.,. 
Empire trade agreements into which Canada had entered, 
prior to the Imperial Economic Conference of 1932" 
were the special trade agreements with British West
Indies (April 1927), Australia (August I93I)'and New 
Zealand in April 1932.' Canada implemented the Ottawa 
Trade Agreement with the United Kingdom on October 
12, 19.32, and under article 13 of 'that Agreement, the 
Canadian tariff may undergo a complete revision in the 
near future. 

THE AUSTRALIAN TARIFF 
The Australian tariff also has three columns', Ceneral. 

Intermediate and British Preferential. The Tariff Act of 
1921, which is the basis of the present tariff, empowers 

• d. Canada Year Book 1933, p. 386. The 'Sp~~ial CQnvention of Com~ 
metal with France of 192:1 was given notice of by Canada under the six 
months' denunciation clause and it therefore came to an end in June 193:1. 
Fresh negotiations were however opened for a new convention. ' ' 

• Canada Year Book 1932. 
'vide Board of Trade Journal, May 19, 1932, for full test. 
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the Minister of Trade and Customs to enter into nego
tiations for reciprocal trade relations with both Interme
diate and British preferential scales as his instruments for 
bargaining in the case of the Empire countries and in. the 
case of countries .outside the Empire with intermediate 
tariff. All these agreements come into force after the 
assent of the Parliament of the Commonwealth. I . The 
conditions for British preferential rates are . laid down 
much more specifically than in the Canadian tariff. These 
are, briefly, according to the Act of 192.5 : (a) that the 
goods must be wholly produced or manufactured in the 
United Kingdom, (b) goods not wholly produced or 
manufactured in the United Kingdom should contain 75 
per cent. of British labour and/or material in their factory 
or works costs, (c) goods should be of a class not com
mercially manufactured in Australia and must contain 
at least 25 per cent. of the United Kingdom labour and 
(d) that the final process or processes of manufactur~ 
should take place in the United Kingdom and that the 
goods should be consigned therefrom direct to Australia. 
The provisions for the· British preferential tariff may be 
applied wholly or in part to any portion of the Empire.' 

The Australian tariff unlike the Japanese has been 
subject to frequent changes during recent years, chiefly 
owing to her financial and industrial difficulties In April 
1930 a special surcharge of 50 per cent. was introduced,' 
and the import of 78 articles' including spirits, manufac
tured tobacco, cigarettes and wireless receiving sets, 
was prohibited. Most ~fthese prohibitions hav(" now 
been removed since February J:932,' when a number of 

• d. The statement of· the Minister ~ Trade and Customs---Uffidal Year 
of the Commonwealth, 1927, pp. 250-2 53 . 

• ' d. New Zealand-Au9tralia Trade. Agreement of 19U or the Agreement 
WIth Canada 1925 and with New Guinea and Papua 1926 in which last CBSI' 
preference is given only in the case of 8 kinds of articles inc:luding c:offee 
dried fruits, c:ocoanuts and &eeds. ' 

• Offic:ial Year Book, 1930, p. 105. 
• See Board of Trade Journal, ani March 193:1. 
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alterations. some. increases and a great many decreases. 
in rates were effected., Australia ratified her trade agree
ment with the. United Kingdom at Ottawa on October 
14. 1932 and under articles 10 and II of that agreementr 

her tariff will be more or less .overhauled. 

JAPAN : 

The Japanese tariff is also based on the General Con
ventional principle, and is, therefore, bilinear. The items 
which bear conventional rates are not many in number r 
and at present only two countries enjoy these special 
conventional arrangements viz. Italy and France, though 
other treaty countries are also entitled to the benefits of 
these special rates under the most-favoured nation 
clause. I During the last few years there have been modi
fications in the rates but the structure of the schedule has. 
remained unaltered.' 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
The United States first expressly adopted the maxi

mum-minimum tariff in 1909 by Section, 2 of the Payne-
Aldrich Act by which the President was authorised to-, 
impose an additional rate of 2S per cent. ad valorem on 
all or some articles the products of those countries which 
he found discriminating against the United States on 
"any agricultural or manufactured or other product there
of".· The Act of 1913 abrogated the maximum-minimum 
schedule though the power of the President to negotiate 
reciprocal trade arrangements was continued. II The-

1 These items are sometimes separately shown as the Conventional tariff 
of Japan. See the Import Tariff of Japan 1927 or 1933. (Japan Times) 

• 26 other countries including Argentina, Belgium, U. S. S. R., Turkey. 
U. K. and U. S. A. 

• Laws No. 32 and 33 of 1929, NO·4 of 1930, No. 38 of 1931, NO.3 of 
1932 and (the Specific Duty) Law No. 4 of 1932. See Import Tariff of' 
Japan, 1932. ' 

• For the tem of the Sectipn, see A New American Commercial PoliCJl' 
by McClure, pp. 67.Q. 

5 Section ... of the Ad of 1913 IbUl •• pp. 96-97. 
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Fordney-McCumber Tariff of 1922 marked a further 
.de~elopment iI?- this policy' by the framing of a flexible 
tariff: By. section .315 ?f the Act (sub-division A) the 
President 1S author1sed, 1f he finds that the duties fixed by 
this act do not equalise the said differences in the costs of 
production in the United States and the principal compet
ing countries, to "ascertain and determine and proclaim 
the changes in classifications or increase or decrease in 
any rate of duty". The investigation is to be made 
publicly by the United States Tariff Commission. The 
-changes in the duties contemplated in this section are not 
applicable to the Free list. Section 317 puts a 50 per cent. 
limit to the changes, whether higher or lower. The ad 
"Valorem rates of the articles coming under these clauses 
are based on the II American Selling price", 1 and not 
upon its ordinary invoice value. This is an interesting 
survival of the American valuation provision of the 
Fordney Bill as passed by the House of Representatives. 
A thirty days clear notice is requiredl before the higher 
rates are to be levied. Section 316 seeks to protect 
American industry against unfair methods and unfair acts 
in the importation of goods. But overriding these, and 
the new feature introduced in the commercial policy of 
the United States, is section 317, by which the President, 
whenever he finds that a country discriminates against 
the products of the United States in any manner by way 
of charges or by any administrative procedure, and when 
jhe finds that public interest will be served thereby, is 
'!authorised to proclaim new or additional duties in order 

I The value according to this system Is the "price at the time of exporta
tion of the merchandise at which similar donlestic merchandise packed ready 
for delivery in the principal markets of the United States are sold or freely 
GIJered for sale to all purchasers in such markets". In the absence of such 
.cJomestic merchandise the price taken is that of ~imilar goods imported and 
:sold in the United States. For a summary of the discussion on the vsluation 
~ontroversy' see: Litman: Essentials of International Trade, pp. IGO-IOI. 
McLure: A New American Commercial Policy. For section 40a (A-F) quoted 
Gn pp. sa-53. 

• The section 31Sa quoted in full by McLure: "'ill., p. 51. 
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10 off-set the unequal imposition on American commerce. 
These duties must· not exceec\ 50 per cent.. ad 'Valorem 
on the articles imported from the offending country. If 
this method is found ineffective he may_ proclaim absolute 
prohibition of the article or the articles in question.1 The 
purpose of this section is to use it as an instrument for 
finding or expanding markets for the surplus man~actures 
of the United States. By this section a sort of maximum 
tariff is created.' The United States tariff is thus a maxi
mum-minimum and a flexible one.' 

REMARKS ON BARGAINING TARIFfS 
I t is now possible to evaluate the methods with a view 

to note th~ir relative merits and demerits. In doing so; 
it is necessary to fix the standard by which we propose· 
to judge them because it is the choice of these standards 
that will determine the worth of a particular tariff. A 
tariff suitable from one point of view may not be so from 
another. We .shall therefore test the tariffs (a) from the 
point of view of a single country and (b) from the inter-J 
national point of view. 

(A) FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF A SINGLE COUNTRY 

From this point of view we have (i) to see whether the 
tariff gives adequate protection to i~ own industries~ 

1 For details see chapter III, A New American Commercial Policy, 
McLure_ 

• United States had not paid much attention to the bargaining aspect of 
the lariff. But after the War, the need for such a policy was clearly felt 
and the report of . the Tariff Commission on "Reciprocity and Commercial 
Treaties" in 1919 definitely recommended a plan which was eventually 
adopted. in the Act of 1922. d. T. W. Page, Making of the. Tariff in the 
United States, pp. 135-136. .. -

• It is held that this change made by the 192Z. Act is a departure from 
the. traditional policy of the United States more in. appearance than· in 
realaty; that the power conferred upon President is restricted in such a ma:n~ 
nero that he will hardly exercise it. Vide T. W. Page, Making the Tariff in the 
United States, p. 207. But the present Chairman of the Tariff Commission. 
Mr. ~rossard holds a contrary view. See the· Article in Annals of the 
Amenean Academy of Political and Social Science, July 1930, p. 156 •• 

11 
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(ii)' to examine the way in which it affects the relations of 
the co~try wi~ other stat«7' ~d whethex (iii) it makes 
the.administrabon of the tariff sunple or otherwise 

The great merit of the maximum-minimum tariff is that 
it ensUres a. ~xed degree of protection to the home indus
tries, protection which is expressed in the minimum rates. 
Because it is autonomous it can be made promptly res
ponsive tQ unforeseen circum!;tances (such as depression 
or depreciation of -currencies) and rates can be altered at 
~ny time by the legislature. It thus avoids the possibility 
ot the general fiscal policy of the country being upset or 
unduly altered 1>y the conclusion of successive commercial 
treaties. It also avoids the danger of rates being too much 
iowered as a 'result Qf bargaining. For a country that is 
interested not so much in finding markets for her surplus 
goods as in the development of her industries, this system 
seems to be better than the general conventional one. 
. On the other hand when the aim of the tariff is that of 
establishing favourable commercial relations and bargain
ing for special treatment of. goods in the markets of other 
countries, the maximum-minimum tariff has distinct' dis
advantages. The latter is subject neither to II consolida
tion U nor to modification at the request of a contracting 
party nor are the rates guaranteed for a fixed period. This 
last demerit is forcefully brought to notice by a case like 
that of the United States where tariff policy is one of the 
main planks of party politics. 'When one party comes 
into power it almost invariably undoes--or tries to und~ 
the work of its predecessor. The chief disadvantage of 

f the maximum-minimum method has thus heen felt in the 
negotiation of treaties. It lays all the cards ort the table 
and the reservation Qf the right to change duties at any 
time lessens the value of bargaining. It thus excludes the 
·advantages Qf the most-favoured nation treatment, being 
~utomatically extended to other states and if the maxi
mum rates are almost prohibitive there is little possibility 
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of ~ncluding a commercial tr~ty. Countries haVing this 
ta.r~ have therefore to overcome these defects by a m~ 
ficatJ.o~ of .t~e sys~m. Instead of the bilinear tariff they 
make It trilinear In th~ case of some items. Thus for 
example, France, to obviate the first defect, fixes the con
,\oentional rates between the maximum-minumiin in so~e 
cases and gives up the most-favoured nation treatment~, 
Spain grants rates below the minimum but these. reduc
tions are limited to 20 per cent. by law 0 1 

. 

From this point of view then the general conventional 
tariff is better adopted for concluding commercial trea
ties.' It possesses a strategic advantage as it ,h?Jds. ba.ck 
how far the negotiator is likely to go and gives an oppor
tunity for a skilful diplomat to ~xercise his talent. in _m~
jng the most favourable bargaIn. Its great ment lies In 

the I 'bounded" rates for fixed periods, usually ten or 
twelve years, thus giving security of the rates to the im~ 
porters and exporters. But this system too has its de
merits. It means prolonged higgling. It involves a period 
of uncertainty unless the rates are revised before the old 
ones expire. The failure of negotiations entails the reten
tion of unduly high rates of the general tariff. 

All bilinear or multilinear tariffs enhance the difficulties 
of the administration. The customs authorities have to 
watch that goods liable to higher duties are not passed 
off for those assessed at lower ones; in other· words, 
invoices and certificates of origin are required to supply 
many more details and be subjected to greater scrutiny 1 
than would otherwise be the case. It is true that the most .. 
favoured nation ~eatment, especially in its unconditional . 
form, lessens these difficulties to some extent. But any 

'For example see Memorandum on Commercial Treaties by M. Serruys, 
Retion III. 

I The use of the maximum-minimum system Willi attended in the past 'y many difficulties. It led lID tarift' wars and to the abandonment at one 
time C!I' another of .the main principle underlying this system.-Litman: 
EssentIAls of InternatIonal Trade, p. Jl8. 

111-
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bilinear or 'multilinear system involves an elaborate 
machinery of consulates, invoices, certificates of origin 
etc. 

(B) FROM THE INTERNATIONAL ,POINT OF VIEW 
When we come to examine these contractual methods 

from the international point of view, it is found that which
ever type of bargaining tariff is selected the flow of inter
national commerce is more restricted than facilitated, for 
though both the tariffs seem to offer concessions, their 
spirit is combative and their aim is not so much to pro
mote imports as tQ protect home industries and find out-:
lets for surplus products of other industries. They also 
involve delay in completing negotiations which is detri
mental to commerce. The adoption of such methods by 
major states has forced others to follow suit. The latest 
and most conspicuous example, as we have seen, is Bri
tain herself. Unless a party tQ a treaty permits more 
imports, it is not possible for the other contracting party 
to increase its exports to the former through mere trade 
agreements. The bargaining tariffs have on the contrary 
led to the "padding" of ratesl and must be taken as one 
of the chief causes of the high tariffs prevailing to-day in 
almost every country in the world.' 

I t would be of interest to note here that the Economic 
Committee of the League Q£' t:Jations iq. 1929, in its re
commendations relating to .commercial policy, gave no 
definite opinion in. regard tQ bargaining tariffs, but 
concluded that each system should· be judged by results. 
They of course prefer low tariffs to either high 
intangible tariffs (non-bargaining) Qr' bargaining tariffs~ 

1 "This t!endency is less obvious in the general conventional tariffs and 
yet both the nature of the bargaining and the widening divergence of the 
conventional rates from the general schedule indicate that the tendency 
e:dsts". W. T. Page: Memorandum on European Bargaining Tariffs. , 

, cf .. Tariffs: . The Case Eumined: Sir W. Beveridge and others, Ch. IX. 
especially p. 113. 
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.They, however, pointed out that the margin be
tween the higher and lower scales of duties was very 
great and therefore recommended that this margin of 
negotiations should be narrowed. They also suggested 
that the tariffs be .put into force only after the negotiations 
have been concluded. On the other hand. while they did 
not favour the abandonment of "intangible". tariffs they 
suggested that representations from countries that felt 
themselves bard hit by the scale of duties should be heard 
before applying the tariff. 1 

PART lIe INTERNAL FORM OF THE TARIFFS 

CLASSIFICATION 

. Having noted the principles on which the tariffs in other 
countries have been framed we shall examine their 
internal forms with a view to study the different ways in 
which they have been classified and their methods of 
specialisation of rates ,on commodities. We shall in this 
section confine our study to the tariffs of those countries 
which we described in some detail m the preceding 
section. I . 

METHODS OF CLASSIFICATION 

. We have already noted the main problems that arise in 
connection with the classification of a tariff. schedule. in 
the preceding chapter. The following table shows the 
number of main divisions of the tariff schedules of Aus:' 
tralia, Canada, Japan, India and the U. S. A .. 

I SimUar halting suggestions regarding the interpretation of most-favoured' 
ution clauae were also made by this Committee. 

I We have not included references to the British tariff in view of the fact 
thaf the new Britiab tamr lICbedule was nQt available to u. at the time of 
writing. ' . , . 
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CLASSIFICATION OF TARIFFS 

Coun'", 
Australia 
CaDad. 
JapaD 
Indi. 
U.S.A. 

N","61r 0/ dl"ino ... Of' Jft.,.,. 
IS 
11 
IT , 
111 

Before instituting any comparison between the classifi
cations of these tariffs we have to bear in mind the fact 
that apart from different starting points at which they 
have been built up, their main divisions must be largely 
the result of historical development and the different times 
at which they were first drawn up. Secondly we must 
remember that the tariff is a complex instrument for 
carrying out certain objective purposes wherein regard 
has beenJaid more to practical utility of the time th..'U1 to 
theoretic consistency. . . 
, We have seen in a preceding chapter that a tariff 

schedule is composed of (i) rates and (ii) articles and 
classification can be based on either of this. A glance at 
these tariffs (even including that of the old U. K.). will 
convince us that a comparison on the basis of rates will 
be too cumbersome to have any value because of the 
large number of rates of which each schedule is com
posed. Indeed in the case of the U. S. Tariff classi
fication on the basis of rates will be well nigh impossible 
when we look at the number of rates even in a single 
··Division" of its tariff. On the other hand an attempt can 
be made with some success. in, the case of the Indian tariff 
as 'we saw in the last chapter. . 

On the basis of articles the formal classification (alpha
betical order) was to be found in the old British tariff 
only. The others are based on some kind of affinity be
tween' the articles themselves. The United States tariff 
is bas'ed on the principle of associating the manufactured 
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rommodity with the raw material from which it is made; 
i. e. classified on the basis Qf material origin. Thus out 
of the IS "schedules" II are named thus :-Earth, 
Earthenware and Glassware (schedule. 2), Meta]s and 
manufactures thereof (schedule 3), Wood and manufac
tures thereof (schedule 4} and SQ on. The remaining four 
are Chemicals, . Oils and Paints, Agricultural Products 
and Provisions, Spirits, Wines. etc., and Sundries. 

The Canadian tariff is very much like'its neighbour's, 
grouping the manufactured articles with the material from 
which they are made. Eight out of the eleven groups 
thus consist of raw materials and their manufactures. The 
remaining thfee are Animals, Agricultural products, Fish 
and Provisions; Chemicals, Drugs, Oils and Paints; and 
Miscellaneous. • 

The Japanese tariff on the other hand is framed on 
more bases than one, viz. Use and Material' Origin. 
There are eight groups under the first principle and five 
under the second. Under the first are included (I) Pll'1nts 
and Animals" (II) Grains, Flours, Starch and Seeds, 
(III) Beverages. Comestibles and Tobacco etc. Under the 
second are included the fonowing : (VIII) Yams, threads, 
rordages and materials thereof, (IX) Tissues and manu
tactures thereof, (XI) Pulp for paper making, Paper. 
paper manufactures, books and pictures and (XIII) Pot
teries, Glass and Glassware. The remaining three (ex
rluding miscellaneous) enumerate industries (XIV) Ores 
2Jld Metals,. (~V) .Metal manufactures, (~VI) Clocks; 
watches, SCIentific inStruments, fire-arms, vehicles, ves
sels and machinery. 

The Australian tariff is based mainly on Use and partly 
on Materia! Origin'. The latter is applied to four divi
sions (II) Tobacco· and manufactures thereof, (V) Tex~ 
tites, felts and. furs and manufactures thereof, (VI) 
M etaIs and machinery, and (XI I I) Paper and Stationery. 
Two others (excluding the miscellaneous group) enume-
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rate special industries, (XIV) Vehicles and (XV) Musical 
instniments. . 

An examination of the details of these divisions shows 
how commodities under each of them are enumerated, 
and the rates of articles fixed in accordance with the 
pririciple of bargaining tariff adopted by the. country. It 
would be difficult to compare the different ways in which 
a single article ora group of .articles is assessed in ellch 
of these tariffs. 1 We· shall be content with the general 
tendencies with a view to note their methods. A study 
o! their schedules~ brings out 
. . (i) what special industries receive protection, 

(ii) what particular part of an industry. is protected, 
(iii) what articles are selected for special taxation and 
(iv) what economic problems (industrial or agricul-

tural) are peculiar to the country. . 
. We shall explain these points in brief as under:- . 
(i)· In all these· tariffs the divisions on metals are the 

largest,' and this is so owing to the fact that the iron and 
steel industry is regarded as the key industry in most 
oountries. . . 

(ii) As examples.of this point are the tariffs of :Aus
tralia and Japan. The former seeks to protect parts of 
industries, viz. t vehicles, especially coach or chassis
building and musical instflll!lents, especially pianos.' In 
Australia the division on textiles and apparel shows that 
it is only the woollen industry that is protected, for cotton 
goods are imported at, comparatively lower rates.· Japan 
also makes similar provisions for parts of industries. But 

1 For an instance of comparison on these lines of the tariffs of France, 
1taly, Germany, Switzerland and Belgium: See Dr. E. Trendelenburg's 
Memorandum on Customs Nomenclature and Customs Classification, 
Appendix. . 

J Australian Tariff Nos. 136-22:1. Canadian Tariff Nos. 329-491. Japanese 
"Two groups, XIV and XV, U. S. A. paras 301-378". . 

• d. also' Suney of Overseas Market (Balfour Committee Report), pp_ 
353-354· 
. • SI'tl iteJll 105. 
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it CQllects the parts under one division-Group XVI 
"Clocks, Watches,' Scientific Instruments, Fire-arms. 
Vehicles, Vessels and Machinery~t. 

(iii) The most conspicuous example is the Japanese 
tariff. By a Jaw promulgated in 1924, I a 100 per cent~ 
"d 'Valorem duty was imposed on' certain items and these 
formed the Juxury tariff of Japan.· 

(iv) The Canadian tariff (items 451-490) shows that 
Canada has somewhat similar problems,' for her industries 
to those of India. We have seen before. that most of the 
machinery, chemical manures and agricultural implements 
in India are imported free of duty with a view to aid indus.;, 
tries of the country. Canada also imports these articles 
without duty. . , 

COMPARISON ON THE BASIS OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF 
DUTIES 

The proportion in which different countries use differ
ent kinds of duties affords an interesting basis of com
parison .. The following table which gives the number 'of 
ratings under different kinds of duties in the selected 
('ountries is specially compiled to- bring .out, this feature.' 
a_tr, 81'.mjie .dd. Val. COf1II'Otmd .dl'wlatdi", FrH Total 
ladia M 18. , ! 10 .9 2838 
Japaa • 981 616 la 1671 
Australia SS6 68. f 67 109 1066 
Caaada 178 621 It 1 B" 106. 
U. S. A. fBI 67. 139 2T -A 161lC 
AI Ualted Slats of America has a leparate Free Lilt. 
B I lacludlag 11 mhr:ed iteml. 
C: Subject to ezplaaatioD further. 

I No. 24 of 1924 and amended by 41' of 1925. 
• This measure was Decessitated by the .ituation that arose out of the 

earthquake disaster in 1923. This part has aow beeD considerably modified 
by IUbsequent enactmt'nts. . 

• The tariffs for Canadll and Australill are those thllt were in operlltion 
at the close of the year 1929 (See Shipping World Yellr Book); that for the 
U. S. A. is the one passed in 1930. The Japanese tariff here taken, is that 
which obtained in 1927 (Japan Times, 1927) and the, Indian, tariff is the 
most recent oae. . , 

211 
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The figures in' this table are more . illustrative than 
those in actual operation to-day.ln .two of these criffs 
there have been numerous modifications. especially after 
the present depression set in. In most cases these changes 
have been more or less those in the rates of duties. the 
pitch of their tariff levels. rather than of their structure. 
This is true especially of Japan and the U. S. A. We 
bve retained these figures for Australia and Canada also 
because the numbers there would compare well with the 
tariffs of other countries of similar dates arid both of them 
may in the near future be overhauled as pointed out in 
the preceding section; . 
. The fitst impression that we get from the table IS that 
our tariff when compared with those Qf the other countries 
is both small and simple. Even the old British tariff had 
·a larger number Qf ratings than ours. We also notice 
that other countries make a much greater use of specific 
duties for reasons which we have already discussed in an 
earlier chapter .. Japan makes the greatest USP. of specific 
rates among the countries we have selected. 

Besides. Australia, Canada and the U. S. A. have 
more diversified rates of duties than others. We have 
.also seen the reasons why recent tariffs have resort to 
compound and alternative duties, viz., to overcome the 
shortcomings Qf the two historic forms. It will be seen 
that while Australia makes a greater use of the alternative 
rates than the compound. ones, the U. S. A. resorts 
more tQ the latter kind than.. the former. We also find 
that Canada, Japan and Australia include (as does India) 
the free rates within their schedules while the United 
States tariff has a separate free list. 

THE PROBLEM OF SPECIALIZATION AND METHODS 
FOLLOWED IN THESE COUNTRIES 

. We shall now pause tQ· consider the elaborate nature 
of the schedules Qf these countries from thf> point of view 
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of tariff method. When we say that the tariffs of these 
countries are more elaborate, what is it that we mean? 
They enumerate not only a larger number of commoditi~ 
under each of the divisions of the schedule but also have 
a large number of the varieties of each commodity, dis
tinguished for the purposes of the duty. To take a simple" 
instance, Schedule I of the United States tariff enume
rates hundreds of Chemicals and Paints, this" division 
being the largest in all these tariffs for these kinds of 
articles. A question thus arises : why is it that they enu
merate so many commodities and assign a separate rate 
to each; and secondly how do they subdivide or differen
tiate a particular article into its several varieties? In other 
words, what is the need for specialisation and what are 
the ways of differentiation? The first question is easier 
to answer than the second. The chief reasons why tariffs 
of modern countries are specialised may be briefly 
mentioned as under :--

(i) We have already seen that" the protective nature 
of a tariff makes it elaborate, because the tariff policy 
requires specific qualities of goods to be emphasised and 
the articles accordingly differentiated. The group of items 
under Iron and Steel in -our tariff is a case in point. 
Protection has sometimes to be giyen orJy to a part of 
an industry for which even a separate section of classifi
cation is made. We have seen the examples of this method 
in the Australian and Japanese tariffs, for vehiC'les in the 
former tariff and a separate group fQr watches, clocks, 
machinery, etc. in the latter. -

(ii) These tariffs make a greater use of specific duties 
than that of ad valof"em rates and this also leads to a 
larger number of ratings. We have seen in a pre
ceding chapter that this kind of duty as it is levied on ' 
a specific characteristic of the article. makes for a 
larger number of items than the ad valC1rem duties'
Again in order to avoid -the regressive effect of the" 

"-
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specific duty the number, of articles specified has to be 
augmented. , 

(iii) In cases where ad 'Valorem duties are retained 
they have also to be differentiated to carry out the 
}Jrotectionist aim and we shall presently see how this is 
done. ' 

(iv) A different kind of reason is also responsible for 
the elaborate tariffs of modern times, viz., their bargain
ing character. We have seen that the tariffs of Canada 
and Australia are "three-deckered" while that of Japan, 
'General and Conventional' and that of the U. S. A. of 
the nature of maximum and minimum. The proportion in 
which this reason affects the degree of specialization 
differs in each according as the kind and number of items 
that are devised for bargaining. Thus it will affect the 
Australian and Canadian Tariff most as they contain a 
very substantial preference for British goods, and the 
Japanese least because it has bargaining parts separated 
from the general import tariff. 1 

METHODS OF SPECIALIZATION 
i\ tariff schedule contains a large number of items 

specifying the articles on which duties are to be levied., 
A tariff-maker has first to get a clear idea of the nature 
of each article before he can frame a duty on it. In a 
majority of . cases, the items . are given the trade or con
ventional names. Thus for instance one can easily lmder
stand divisions on agricultural' products and the different 
items thereof. In divisions containing other kinds of 
articles also, the enumeration of commOdities is not diffi
cult, because the items refer to broad arid general aspects 
of commodities. But in some cases the tariff-maker has 
to go further as in the case of metals and metal manufac-
. 1 We have to rest, content with this general statement when the eUd 

knowledge of the different itema of each tariff that form part of the bar. 
,alning, cannot be obtained without the detail. regarding several induatri~ 
aad the commercial treati~ of th_ countries. ' 
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tures, to take the most obvious examples. In such ('ases. 
because of the large variety. of articles falling under such 
categories, it becomes necessary to distinguish. them 
clearly. Such distinctions have led to complex and elabo
rate processes ill practice and have come to be known 
as the methods of "differentiation" or "specialisiition"., 
which we shaUnow consider in some detail. 

A perusal of the tariff schedules of these countries will 
at once show the varieties of me~hods employed. for the 
purpose. Among the principal methods of specialisation 
the following may be mentioned :-

(I) Differentiation according to Length, Breaqth. •. 
Diameter and Area. . 

(2) Differentiation according to other measurement.s· 
and Volume.· . 

1
31 Differentiation' by Number. 
4 Differentiatiori according to Weight. . 
.5 Differentiation according to Value. . 
6 Differentiation according to the Content of some 

given. commodity .. 
(7) Differentiation by Description. 
(8) Differentiation by special peculiarities. 'e. g .... 

(a) Sugar :-Dutch Standard or Polarisation. 
(b) Spirits :-Strength of Proof. 

For the sake of illustration, we give in the appendix 
to this chapter a few examples of each method as applied, 
in different countries, along with the corresponding items 
from the Indian schedule. This will'enable us to realise 
how even these simple but useful methods are rarely used 
in the Indian schedule. . . 

SOME PECULIAR FEATURES OF'TARIFFS 

As the tariffs of different countries are framed nn the 
requirements of their own industries, each· schedule is 
bound to. differ from the. others in one respect or another 
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and ,~p~ssess peculiarities of its own. We propose to 
note tn bnef a few of such peculiar features. 

THE AUSTRALIAN TARIFF 
This tariff has a number of "deferred rates" (about 

16).1 The Schedule provides -ordinary duties (British Pre
ferential, Intermediate, and General) and also fixes 
another rate that has to be applied on and' after the date 
prescribed for the latteJ;, e. g. item 147. 
Iron ana Stelll ";z. British Preferential. Intermediate. General 
Plates and Sheets tinned Free 6·'. . 10·'. 6 
A. V. and on I after 1st APril} 
1929, shillings per ton '7.66 9.66 11.6 

The aim of these deferred rates is to let the industry 
coming under _ that item start within the country, and 
attain a stage at which the state is prepared to aid it by 
means of an import duty. The reasonable scale of produc
tion to be achieved by the industry is that. when it can 
supply 20 to 60 per cent. of the Commonwealth needs. I 

Another important feature of the Australian tariff is a 
number of items (about 90) the rates of which are fixed 
by Departmental By-laws. The Minister in charge ~f 
Trade and Customs is empowered to admit free or at 
-lower rates of duty certain articles which would otherwise 
be charged under the ordinary rates of the schedule. 
These special rates are generally for manufacture~ of a 
kind not produced in Australia, or of a kind used for the 
development of some of the home' industries or .articles 
used by public bodies for educational purposes or by 
hospitals. Let us take'some typical items. 

105(1) Piecegoods which would otherwise be dutiable 
at a higherl'ate than payable under this sub-item if im-

I Item Nos. U8(1), u8(b2). 136(f). '4" 1520 163. 181, 186. 194(d). 191(b). 
334(f). 3s8(a). 392.• 397(a). 397. 424, in the tariff which _ have taken for 
eur study. . . 

·cf. Skene-Smith's brochure QII Structure and Working of the Australiaa 
Tariff with speCial Reference to Empire Marketing. pp. 4-5 foot-note. 
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ported for the tnanufacture of 'water-proofedpiecegoods. 
as prescribed by departmental by-laws.: .... 10 per cent., 
20 per cent. and 2S per cent. . 

4 I s(a) Manufactw:es imported for use in the develop
ment of an Australian industry or of the natural resources 
of Australia for use in public hospitals orpubli~ educa
tional institutions established .under Commonwealth or 
state law and not being conducted for private gain. . 

These two features of the Australian tariff have an 
importance 9f their own to the tariff-maker .. The deferred 
rates provide a method of protection by which new indus
tries are established, . being attracted by the promise of 
protection, or the old ones get better established and 
organised by the promised protection. The other-feature 
lessens the rigours of the high tariff rate on articles that 
are not produced in the country or are required for the 
production of other articles at home. It also t,hus avoids. 
a tax which hampers industry, education or public health, 

THE UNITED STA'tES TARIFF 

We have already noted in an earlier section the bar
gaining characteristics of the United States tariff by 
which in the case of certain articles, American valuation 
is adopted and in certain others "penalty clauses"; em, 
powering the President to levy 50 ·per cent. maximum 
duties on articles coming from countries that discriminate 
against the U. S. A., are introduced. It may be noted 
that it is laid down that the articles must clearly indicate 
their maker or purchaser and the country of origin 1 

Another peculiarity of this tariff is with regard to the 
provision of rate. In some cases after mentioning separate 
rates, a clause is added that none of the articles thus 

! e. g. 3~5 T~ble, buteher's carving an. other knives, provided that all 
.. tides specdied m the paragraph shall have the name of the country of origin 
and n~me of maker and purchaser with die sunk legibly and indelibly upon the 
"ade m a place that shall not be c:mered. Even boots and shoes an: minutely-
dilferentiated 011 the basis of content (rubber· orllilk). . .. 
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e?um~rated, having a certain attribute or other quantita-:
bve standard-such as of measurement--shaU have a 
,dutY less than a gi~enpercentage, e. g. para.222 "plate 
glass" differentiated according to area provides that none 
of the foregoing measuring i inch or more in thickness 
shall be. subject to a less late of duty than '50 per cent. 
ad 'Valorem. 1 This is thus an illustration C!f a method of 
specialisation which ' contain~· differ~ritia:t.i0n b~ ~escrip
lIoil or measurement combmed Wlt~ differentlatlon by 
rate. , 

. We have noted the deferred rates in the Australian 
tariff A method of the opposite kind. is found in, the 
American tariff. Instead of promising a higher rate in 
future, this method levies a higher duty on articles of the 
protected industry, but further provides that if after a 
given. period the President finds that the production in 
that commodity has failed to capture a, quarter of the 
domestic market the high rates would again he lowered. I 

I See also para 223. 
I Para sl ...... Synthetic camphor 5 cents per pound and further provides 

that if at the end of three years after the enactment of the Act the President 
finds that during the preceding six months domestic production of synthetic 
.camphor did not exceed 25 pet cent. of the domestic consumption, he is 
empowered after investigation through the Tariff Commission to fix the duty 
at I cent per lb. instead of at 5 cents • . 
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IlInstratioD8 of Specialisation in' Different Tariff Schedules. 

L DIFFERENTIATION ACCORDING TO LENGTH! }niEADTH" 
DIAMETlUL OR AREA 

CANADA 
-2198. Wrought or seaml~ss iron or steet' tubing coupled 'or not. 

, inches diameter but ~ot exceeding 10 inches. -
89S (a) iron ot steel aff above, over 10 inches iod_iameter~ 
In the sametarifl' width is, taken as the basis in the case of 

woven fabrics (560, '5tJOa, b. 4, e, 561. 56~) e. g. 560a. woven 
fabrics wholly of silkellceeding 

26 inche_ ~n width. . 
660b, wovenfabiiclf wholly of silk 

- ~6 inches Inw,idth pr less. 

U. S.A. para !08. 
MICA. 

(b) cut to 4imensions, shape or t~tm, 
(c)6lms and splittings not so cut, not above 0'00012 inch 

in thicknells 
(f) untrimmed phlogopite mica fro~ whlchno rectangular 

piece exceeding! inches in length or 4t inches in width 
may be eut ••••.•••• 

Similarly para !I6. 
Carbons and electrodes if less than 1 inch in diameter or of 

equivalent cross "ectional area •••• ,U exceeding; 1,nch.1 

JAPAN 
820. Elastic webbing and elastic cords.' 

1. Exceeding 8 cms. ,in. width. 
!. other. 

1 See DO the most miDutely dilferentiated articles, clocb aDd 
.. tches, paru 881 aDd 868 iu ",hieh a variety 01 methods are 'ouDd • 

IS 
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61t F2. Cedar. 
1. not exceeding 65 mm. in thickness. 
2. not exceeding 15 mm. in thickness. 

62t. 'Plaits for hat making. 
1. not exceeding 6.5 mm. in width. 
t. .. .. 10.0mm ... .. 

AUSTRALI.\ 

152 (a) Iron and Steel tubes or pipes ••• of not more than 
I inches internal diameter. 

su. Paper. 
(c) i. Newsprinting not glased •.. in rolls not less tban 

10 inches in width or in sheets not less than 20 by 25 inches or 
its eqUivalent. 

ii.' Printing ••. not ruled or printed in rolls not less tban 
10 inches; in width or in sheets not less than 20X25 inches. 

INDIA 
Serial No. 102 c ~teel bar and rods. 

(a> shapes specially designed for the reinforcement of 
«l(merete. 

'th) other qualities of sises and shapes. as Collows:-
1. rounds not over 7/16 inch dialrietir. 
t. square not over 7/16 .. side. s." flats iC under 1 inch wide. 
t. flats not under 8 inches wide and not over 1 inch 

thick •••• 

(1) 108g. Iron or steel pipes and tubes and fittings thereCor 
if riveted or otherwise built up of plates or sheets. 

(b) not plvanised. 
i. not under 1/8 inch thick •••• 
ii. under 1/8 ineb thick • • • • . 

(2) 108 i. Iron or steel plates or sbeets not under J/8 inch 
in thickness and not of east iron. 

(I) 102g. Steel ingo.ts billets and slabs of a thickness Ii in-
chet o. more. ' 
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II. DIFFERENTIATION ACCORDING· TO OTHER MEASURE
MENTS AND VOLUMB 

CANADA 
115. Carbon. over 6 inches in circumfereDee or .outside 

measurement • • • • • 
115 a. Carbon electrodes Jexeeeding .15 inches in circum

ference. 

AUSTRALIA 
JlO A-Apparel. 

(i) Overcoats and suits:-
(a) Men's with chest measurement of " incliesanel over ••• 

(I) (a) •••• (d) Trousera •••• etc •••• according, to difJ'er
eat measurements. 

258. Bottles, flasks, jars, vials and of glass, or earthenware •• 
clifJ'erentiated according to capacity. 

JAPAN 
6'. Wines eontaining not more than ''0/. by 'Volume of pure 

alcohol which has a specific gravity of ·79'7 at 15°C •••• 
66. Alcoholic liquora. 
Containing not more than 7°/. by 'Volume of pare alcohol which 

has a specific ~tti of .79'7 at 15'C •••• 
11 I. Mineral oils. 
specific gravity at 15°C ••••• 

A. Dot exceeding 0.8762. 
B. .. 'to 0.9212. 

U. S. A. 
Para 117 '" Bottles, "isIs, jars •••• eapaeity not less 1 

pint. or not less than 1 pint • • • • if holding less than 1 pint. 
1558. Thermostatic bottles etc., on the basis of Capacity. 

(No instance of the methocl is fouDd in the Indian 
TartS'.) 

III. DIFFBRENT1A.TION BY NUMBER 

AUSTIlALIA 
Matches aDel 'RItas of .U kind •• 
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(a) (1) Wax, in boxes of 50 vestas or less •••• 
(b) Wood in boltes of 70 matcbes or less ..•• per gross 

of boxes • • • • etc. 
292. Timber. 

JAPAN 

(b) Laths per 1000 ••• 
(c) Palings 'to 1000 •.••. 
(d) Pickets .. 100 ••.•• 

298. Tissues of Cotton. ,(A very minutely dUrerentiated item 
on the number of threads in a square of 5 mim.) 

U.S.A. 
Para 318. Woven-wire clotb with mesbes not finer than 30 

wires to the lineal inch in warp or foiling. With meshes finer 
tban 30 and not finer than 90 wires to tbe lineal inch. 

INDIA 
Serial No. U. Matches. 

(1) In boxes cOD~ining on the average not more than 100 
matches. 

(2) In bOlt~ containing on the average more than 100 
matches. 

IV. DIFFERENTIATION BY WEIGHT 

CANADA 
208. Boracic acid and borax in packages of not less than 

25 lbs. in weight .•.• 
208a. Chloride of lime • . •• 
(1) in packages of not less ,than 25 lbs. in weight • 

AUSTRALIA 
1541. Railway and Tramways materiai. 

(1) Rails weighing 50 lbs. per yard and over •••• 
(2) Rails weighing less than 50 lbs. per yard and 

over •.... 
227. Tallow and Greases. 

(1) Greases: in packages exceeding 41 lbri. in weight. 
(2) .... l' .. not exceeding 41 lbs. " 
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JAPAN 
~92. Cocks and Valves •••• 

(2) A of iron. 
ea) each weighing not more than ]00 Kil. Gms. 

U9. 

5400. 

(b) .. 
Gas meters) 

Water meters) 

" .. .. .. 1000 .. 
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and many items on machinery diff'erentiated according. 
to weight. 

U.S.A. 
Para 65. Paints colours and pigments. 
(1) in tubes, jars •••• not exceeding Ii lba, net weight. 

each •••••• 
(2) exceeding Ii lbs. net weight, each. 

Para 20]. Cattle weighing less than 700 lbs., each, •••••• 
2i cents per lb. 

Weighing 700 lbs. or more each 8 cents per lb. 

INDIA 
Serial No. 103. Iron or steel Railway Track material. 
A. Raila. 

(a) (i) 30 Ibs. per yard and over •••• 
(ii) fish plates therefor. . 

(b) under 30 lba. per yard. 
B. Switches aDd Crossing etc., the leads of which are not 

grooved. 
(i) ,for rails 80 lbs •. per yard aDd over. 

(it) II .. under 80 lbs •. per yard. 

, 
V. DIFFERENTIATION. ACCORDING TO VALU~ 

The Unit~dState. tariff' makes the greatest use 01 this of aU 
thele tariff's. 

Para ~I. Edible fruits. 
Valued. at lesl than 40 c~nts per lb. 
Valued at 40 cents or more pef lb. 

..' .... 
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205 (c) Keene's cement •.•• 
Valued at * 140 a ton or less • • • • • 
Valued above $1. per toil not above 20 ••••• 

valued above * 20 '.' •• 
225. Spectacles, Eye-glasses •••.• according to different 

values. 

INDIA 
Serial No. 2S. Cigarettes of value ••••• 

<a) not exceeding Ra. 10/S per 1000 •• 
(b) exceeding Rs. loIS per 1000 ••••• 

VL DIFFERENTIATION ACCORDING TO THE CONTENT OF 
SOME GIVEN COMMODITY 

AUSTRALIA 
105. Piecegoods. 

(dl) Artificial silk. or containing artificial silk or 
having artificial silk. worked thereon •••• 

(d2) Silk or containing silk or having silk worked 
thereon. 

110. Apparel •••• a number of sub-items sub-divided on the 
basis of silk or wool content. 

The whole division (NG. 5) on Textiles Felts and Furs and 
Manufactures thereof has many items framed on the basis of wool 
content. 

JAPAN 
6. Wines. 
B. In cask or barrel containing· Dot more than 1 gm. of sugar 

•• ; •• in 100 Ccms. at 15°C. 
Vermouth. 
B. In cask or barrel: those containing 2 gms. of sugar ••••• 
Group IX, Tissues and Manufactures thereof, contains many 

items differentiated on the basis of wool or silk content. 

U.S;A. 
Para 6. Aluminium sulphate •••••• containing not more 

than 150/0 of aluminia. 
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Para U. Chemical elements. and chemical and mediciDai 
compounds ••••• 

containing 20% oC alcohol or less ••••• 
.. more than tO% but not more than 600/0 • • • • 

CANADA 
587. Rovings, yarns and warp wholly or in part oC vegetable 

fibre not more advanced than single, n. o. p. not containing silk 
or artificial silk • • • • • 

587 a Rovings etc., as above ••••• containing silk or 
artificial silk. 

660 to 5621. 
Woven Cabrics oC dilJ'erent kinds on the basis oC wool content. 

INDIA 
118. Printing· paper, all sorts which contain DO mechanical 

wood pulp or in which the mechanical wood pulp amounts to less 
thaD 65'/, oCthe fibre content. 

In lome cuee a combination of two or more of the above 
methode is wed. e. g. 

CANADA 
a56b. Ni~kel chromium. iD bars and rods, not more than 

t inch iD diameter and containing more than ~Ot/. nickel or more 
than lOti. oC chromium •••• 

JAPAN 

~n t;; above No.7 EDglish and not exceeding U gms. 
W . h d { 276. LineD made by twisting together siDgle yam 

gt per 10 meters. 

!98. A Dumber of sub-divisions Co~ed OD 'llJeight tmd '''mwer 
DC thread. in ,. square mm. 

U. S. A. 

W . h { Para 180 Filaments ~C raYOD or. more sYDthetic 
el~ t textile ••• weighing 160 deniers or more per length x.:: h of 4.60 meters •••• weighing .less thaD 150 deniers 

gt per length oC '50 Ms. 
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Descriptloa Do ewe of'whlcla otIlH'tJaaa ODe sprriall7 d~ 

{ 

99b. Rabbet. l:".lalM. Copper wita aDd ca~ 

aa4 as a pilot cote has a ~tiow area of' less tbaa 
Afta )/80 sq. hlCb. whdher .. de willa all7 additioMl 

~\l1atiIlC co9ftinc 01' DOt. 

IS. Iledrical ud ti.nsmbsiOil Cku. 
,. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. fUr lise ia d~its. 
•••••••••• at a pftSSue DOt ex~ill. 1$0 .olts.. 
aDd cop,," wi~ di!'~.ti.~ as abon: ia 99b. 

DesaipUoll {59. Minenl oil. "'ida 'as a lashiac point at 
and or abon: tOO"F ud whid. is ~ .. baklaiac 

Flashiq point jate or othe~ 'bre. 
Sa. )(i~nJ oil (1) .. hkb has its 8ashillC at lOO"F aDd is DOt 

ordiaarilr.ed MUYOU,eJ' JIW~ tUa lor habri~tio ... 
(I) .. hkla has its ftashiac poillt at 150-F aDd is aot ue.l 

except M filet or lor some saaib.J7 01' IOIIae hT~e1lic 
JMlI'poSe. 

~: { lOS- Loll or sted pipes, t-hots. Sttiqs. rift~ 
ni~ 01' otlaeJ'Wise kilt of plat~ 01' ueets. 

(a> Gahaniaed ,b) DOt plftU~ DOt .. der 1;'1 i1lch 
tbic:k •• Jadu 1/8 ilKb tlaic:k. 

IOSk. bOIl or stm sheets llHU 1.'8 ia. tlaick. "'eUet fabri
cated 01' DOt. if eoattd ",itla moetals -..U tlaaa ti. 
aud aille. 

Ito. Cotto .. pieee-a'OOds:-
<a) plaiD Ifty that is DOt bkatlaed or clJN t. the pieft: 01' 

imported i. pieees .. bkh eithH' are with"t 'tI'Ofta 

laeadi~ or COIltaiD &Il7 ~qth of DM'e ~ •• 

JUds .. bida is DOt dinded "" traas~ 'tI'OYftl 

laeadiq-s. 

VU. DIFF~"'L\TION BY DESClUPTION 
nis a:aett.od is llsed IBach IDOI'e fftq.~Dt4- th.. &Il7 of UI. 

preeediq .... nas ~ tD Cuada ud Aaunlia a .... btr of 
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ltema OD machinery are dilf"erentiated by description. It ia the 
aimpleat .. ay olapecialiaing commoditiea. 

CANADA 
6Of. Plaw, boarda, and other lumber wood. s&1t'D split, or eat 

and dreased OD ODe aide only. but DOt lurther manulactured. 

6S5. Grass. leer ... eed. IDOSIe1I and vegetable fibrea other thaD 
eottoa, not coloured, not further manufactured thaD dried cleaned 
and eut to aiae ground and lifted. 

AUSTRALIA 

1ft. Glasai 
(C) Bent, levelled. aemi-blasted •••• 

or brilliant eat; comer, cut. levelled or engraved. 

U. S. A. 
Pa... to. Chalk or .. hiting or Paria .. bite. dl'1 or ground or 

bored •••• 
preci pitated. • • • 
pound iD oil. ••• 

put iD Iorma 01 tubes, lticks, etc. 
Para 1.10. 

UDbound books 01 aU kinds. 

lJound books 01 an kinds except those bound .. holly in leather; 
pamphlets. music in books or Iheets •••• 

JAPAN 
188. Yams: yooUen or worsted. 

1. Undyed or printed 
A. Yams made by tYilting ..orsted aDd .. oollen yams 

together. , 
B. Yams made by twisting those 01 dilf"erent Bamber 

together •••• 

878. Papers. 
1. Covered .. ith or Yithout application 01 metal Ioil or 

powder. 
t. Coloured OD the surl'aee ••••• 

Em1JcJaaecl •••••••• 
16 
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75. Coal tubs, tipping wagons and the like conveyance if 
adapted to be worked by manual or animal labour and· made mainly 
of iron or steel. 

96 to 100. Machinery ..• different kinds described. 

100. (1) Iron common bar not galvanised,. tuned or lead-coated 
if not of any shape or dimension specified in cal use <a> or <c) of 

Serial No. 102 c. 
In a similar way are differentiated 101b. 102c and 103t all 

under Iron and Steel. 

107 A. Silver bullion or coin not otherwise specified and silver 
sheets and plates which have undergone no process of manufacture 
subsequent to rolling. 

VIII. DIFFERENTIATION BY SPECIAL PECULIARITIES 

JAPAN 

Sugar-Item No. 400. 

1. Under No. 11 Dutch Standard. 

INDIA 

2. Under No. 22 
S. Other. 

.. .. 
Serial No. 20 of the tarifF of 1930 i. c. before protection was 

'given to sugar industry. 
Sugar excluding confectionery. 

1. Sugar, crystallised or soft 28 Dutch Standard and 
above. .. .. .. .. inferior to 28 Dutch • .. ., .. ,~ below 8 Dutch 

Standard. 

GREAT BRITAIN (Tariff in operation before 1981) 
Sugar. (About 25 specific duties on different degrees of 

polarization) 
Not exceeding 76 degrees of polarization. 
Exceeding 76 degrees but not 77 •••• 
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U. S. A. Para 501. 
Sugar, tank bottoms, syrups of cane JUice, testing by the 

polariscope not above 75 degrees, and all mixtures .•• testing by 
polariscope about 50 sugar degrees and not above 75 and for each 
additional sugar degree shown by the polariscopic tes.t. 

CANADA 
·Allsugar number 16 Dutch standard in colour, and all refined 

sugars •••• testing over 56 degrees of polarization and not more 
than 88 degrees. 

And per scale; of every additional degree, up to 99 degrees ••• 
and when over 99 degrees. 

(ii) Spirits; strength of proof. 

AUSTRALIA-Item No. 81• 

(ii) Spirits and spirituous liquors. 

CANADA 

(a) Brandy;, . 
(i) When not exceeding· the strength of. proof ••• 

(ii) When exc:eeding the strength of proof 0 •• ' 

16... Wines of all kinds, except sparkling wines, containing 
Dot more than 400 per cent. proof spirit. 

INDIA 
11. Liqueurs, cordials, mixtures. 

(a) entered in a manner as ,to indicate that strength 
is Dot to be t('sted. 

(b) if tested (not so entered). 
U. Wines. 

(a) Champagnes and all other sparkling wines not 
containing more than 40' per cent. of proof spirit. 

(b) All other sorts of wines not containing more than 
402 per cent. of proo~ spirit. 

I ODly a part of thiB detailed item iB given for illnstration. See also 
Itema. et 10, 13, lli~ 



CHAPTER VII 

A NEW TARIFF SCHEDULE FOR INDIA 

Having discussed the general considerations that 
should guide the industrial policy of the country on the 
one hand, and the technique of tariffs on the other, we 
shall now try to show their application in detail. A 
thorough overhauling of the tariff on the lines we have 
indicated would require a representative committee, with 
expert knowledge of different trades and of Customs 
administration, and with adequate resources to obtain 
information on all relevant points. We may in this con
nection emphasise the need for an· industrial survey of 
India. While there have been several attempts to review 
the problem of industrialisation iIi' India from different 

:angles, the problem has not been viewed as a whole. The 
need for such a comprehensive survey has of late been 
realised both in commercial and official quarters. It will, 
therefore, not be too much to expect that before the 
formulation of a well planned industrial policy, an indus
trial survey of the country will be. undertaken either 
under official or under non-official auspices. Such a survey 
should be kept up-to-date by means' of a periodical census 
of production. Though a thorough overhauling of the 
tariff will not be possible. unless . these condition~ are 
fulfilled, we shall by way of illustration give a tentative 
scheme embodying the suggestions made by us in the 
preceding chapters. The detailed suggestions for a new 
tariff given in this chapter do not, therefore, claim scienti
fic accuracy or finality because of the obvious limitations 
under which we have to work. They are frankly tentative; 
but this ,does not mean that they have been made on any 
arbitrary plan. Their object is to illustrate, in concrete,' 
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as far as possible, the application of the principles and 
methods 'discussed by us in the preceding chapters. 

For this purpose we shall adopt the new classification 
of the schedule into fourteen divisions which we have 
suggested in Chapter V. In each of the divisIons, we 
shall group the different items which already find a place 
in our Tariff and add {lew ones wherever necessary; in 
doing so, we shall take note of the methods of specialisa
tion and diff~rentiation adopted by other countries. 

The chief object that should determine the formation 
of our tariff is that it shall be the principal instrument of 
a national industrial policy with due regard for the inter
ests of the consumer. In applying this principle to our 
proposals. we shall follow the example of Australia in 
some cases by suggesting "Deferred Rates and Tariff 
By-Laws'':' We have already noted our conclusions 
regarding bargaining tariffs, in general, and noticed that 
the Ottawa Trade Agreement Act has substantially 
altered the structure of our Tariff. We have also noted 
that when the aim of the tariff is that of protecting home ': 
industries rather than that of securing markets abroad, the 
maximum-minimwn form is the 'more convenient of the 
two historic forms ,of tariffs. There has been as we have 
already seen in the early chapters, 'considerable artificial 
padding of rates not only to meet the steep decline in prices 
or exchange troubles, but also to increase the bargaining 
power in negotiating commercial treaties. In view of the 
Tariff Truce, and in view of the gradual change of world 

1 These two methods-deferred rates and tariff by-Iaws---ileeBr to be 
emin~ntly ~ited ~ .a pr~tec~ionist policy. The Tari~ Board while surveying 
the sndustnaJ position IS likely to come across mdustries that seem to 
prom_ rapid growth, but are as yet conducted on too smal1 a seale 
to be .hel~ by. m,eans of impoyt duti~. A deferred rate, then, promises 
protect'?R, if, w,thm the prescnbed perIOd such an industry has started 
production all the scale lilted by the Board. On the other hand Tarilf 
By..ta_ will mitigate the rigours of protectjlre duties by perroitti"" 'imports 
needed primarily for further production at lower rates or free of duty: These 
by-laws can also be applied where the articles in question are used for edu-
catilre CIJ' public purposes. . 
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opinion regarding bargaining tariffs we have not con
sidered this issue in detail in spite of our commitments at 
Ottawa. This does not mean that th€! bargaining tariff may 
not assume importance for us in future. For the reasons 
noted above, however, we have kept only one column for 
the duties suggested by us. The existing rates are 
shown in two columns as explained in a former chapter. 
We have not reserved separate columns for the Preferen
tial rates on British and Colonial products, but only shown 
the preferential rates of duties. The serial numbers of 
items to which the preferential rates apply at present 
are marked P. 

Besides these considerations, we have tried to take 
due note of the existing state of trade and industry, with 
regard to each article before proposing a change in the 
duty. It has not been possible to enter into an elaborate 
discussion of these important aspects, though explana
tions have been offered in the more important cases. In 
the case of certain industries we have found the need for 
a more detailed inquiry before new duties (;an be sug
gested, particularly on protective grounds e. g. chemicals 
arid textiles. In such cases, we have been content with 
making out a prima facie case for such an enquiry by the 
.Tariff Board instead of suggesting duties definitely. 

Regarding the changes in the duties proposed by us, 
we may explain certain general standards adopted by us, 
leaving specific changes to be explained in connection 
with each division separately. 

In the first place we have adopted a luxury duty of 50 
per cent. ad valorem. 1 This rate coincides with the o~ 
which is now in operation and has been brought about by 

1 The Taxation Enquiry Committee divided the then existing Tariff intc. 
flhree classes (i) articles of direct CIOIIswnption, (ii) means of productioa 
and (iii) raw materials of industries with a view to examine the incid~ 
of the increase of duties since the War. They subdivided (i) articles of general 
conswnption into (a) those CIOIISUmed by the general population, and (b) those 
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the surcharges introduced during the last. three years. 
We do not think that his rate is, too heavy, especially 
when we remember tlla:t some. other countries like. J apaJ\ 
have a luxury rate much higher (100 per cent. in Japan) 
than 50 per cent. In the case of semi-luxury articles we 
have adopted the rate of 30 per cent. This is quite differ
ent from the 30 per cent. rate as found in our tariff to-day. 
As we have already seen, in our present tariff the .30 per 
cent. rate is generally applied to the articles which are sub
.lect to preferential duties. We propose, however, to go 
back to the general rate which operated in the years that 
preceded the surcharges begun in 19.31-32. On the one 
hand the 25 per cent. general rate of to-day is admittedly 
meant for meeting the financial stringency, and is there
fore not the normal rate which the Government is likely to 
fix for a long period. On the other hand we believe that a 
15 fer cent. general rate is reasonable and moderate and 
weI suited to India's ·.6nandal needs. Besides, this rate 
will not be considered);oo heavy when a general scaling 
down of tariff walls is undertaken the world over. It will 
also be seen that in a number of cases in which the general 
rate is applicable to-day we suggest the higher 30 per 
cent. rate for special reasons. The st;nallest revenue duty 
to-day is 2i per cent. ; we propose to raise it to 5 per cent. 

We consider that these revenue duties will on the whole 
bring sufficient revenue to make good the loss of revenu~ 
which is likely to result from protective duties which 
should be increased in number according to· the policy 
already suggested. ' . . 

I t may also be noted that while we have kept in view 
the draft frame work of customs nomenclature of the 
League of Nations, already referred to, it has not been 
possible to adhere to it fully; the Report of the Sub-

ronsumed by the rich. Some such &lentative classification may be useful in 
the consideration of the question Qf change. in· duties for revenul'! onl)'. 
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Committee of th~ Experts itself pointed out that a cus
toms nomenclature must inevitably reflect the economic 
c.onditions of a country. 1 . • 

1 The aim of the Economic Committee was to follow up the resolution. 
of the Economic Conference (1927) with concrete suggestions to be ollp-red 
to the nations for the lowering of tariff barriers. But this was too much to 
expect in view of the fact that the needs of dillerent countries vary greatly 
so that a uniformitly in tariff nomenclature was at least very difficult of 
achievement. This difficulty was once again demonstrated when the Tariff 
Truce Conference (1930) faned to bring forth any definite result. 



INDIAN CUSTOMS TARIFF .. 
(PROPOSED SCHEDULE) 

PRELIMINARIES 

Article l-Unenumerated goods: Everv article not 
enumerated shall pay' a duty, payable for that ·article 
which it resembles most in quality, texture or use, and 
in the event of its resembling more articles than one, it'is 
to pay a duty equal to the highest duty paying article; 

Article II-Mixed goods: Unless otherwise directed 
any article composed of two or more materials must be 
deemed for the purposes of classification, to be composed 
wholly' of the materials of chief value in the article, and 
when the materials are of equal value the article shall 
be classified as if it were composed wholly of the material 
paying the highest rat~ of duty. 

DIVISION I. LIVING ANIMALS AND PRODUCTS OF THE 
ANIMAL KINGDOM 

ci Existing ;Dut': z 

) Articles 

I 
Proposed Duty 

Standard Preferential 

1 Living A.,imala Free - Free 
tp Fishes 

(a) Fish-dry, .. lted Ra. S!8 per Ra. 1/8 per Ra. 5/10 per ewt.· 
ewt. cwt. 

(b) Filh-wet, .. lted AI. 9/S per Ra. 9/~S per Md. 
Md. plus 6t -
p.c.A.V. 

(c) Fiah-unsalted, dry SOp.c. A.V. to p.c~ SOp. c. A. V. 
(d) Fish canned so p.c.A.V. do' do 
(e) Fish, other 95 p.c. A.V. - do 
(I) Fiah ma .. do - do 

Sp Milk 
(a) CoDdensed,or pre- SO p.c. A.V. 10 p.c. top.c.A.V. 

served . 
(b) Milk food. 15 p. c. - 15 p.c. A. V.· 

15 
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~ EzimDgDntJ' 

I .. Artiele8 

I 
I'r..-.I DntJ' 

~ StaDdani PrefereDtial 

tp ADimal Oila 
<a) Fish Oil inclnding 

Whale oil 30 p, c. eo p, e, 20 p, c. A.V. 
(It) Other oila 25 p. c, - do 

I; Fertilisers of Animal ori-
gin - - Free 

6 Cowries and abella IS p.c. A.V. - 15 poe. A. V. 
7 Ivory 

(a) Unmanufactured SOp.c. A.V. iO p. Co SOp.Co A.V. 
(b) Manufactured SOp.c. A.V. - 50 p.c. A.V. 

8 Pearla ooset Free - 50p. c. A. V. 
9 Cheese (including can-

ned) i5 p.c. A.V. - SO p. c. A. V. 

The duty on Fish is excessively low. Till recently it 
worked out at only 21 per cent. on dry fish and 5 per 
cent. '(In wet. 1 Imported fish is not an article of general 
consumption for the majority of population, and where 
fish is commonly used as an article of food, it is generally 
obtained by the poor from th~ local fishermen. We may, 
therefore, . regard imported fish, if not as a luxury article, 
at least as a semi-luxury one, on which a rate of 30 per 
(:ent. ad 'Valorem must be imposed. The imports of Fish 
of all kinds are on an average 35 lakhs of rupees in value, 
and as it is a semi-luxury article a higher duty will fall on 
those who are able to bear it.· So also the rate on Dry 
Fish may be levied at Rs. silO As. a maund and on Wet 
at Rs. ? f I 3 As. a maund. Consistently with this the duty 
on the other two kinds of Fish must be increased to 30 
per cent. ad 'Valor~m. On the same considerations the 
duty on. Cheese should be double the general rate . that 
we have adopted. The imports of Condensed Milk show a 

I d. Evidence of A. E. Boyd, Collector of Sea Customs, Burma, before 
Tnation Enquiry Committee, Vol. VI, p. 177. 
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steady rise during the last five yeats; they are not likely 
to be affected even if the duty were retained at 20 per 
cent. in normal years. F Qr the same reason we suggest 
a duty of 20 per cent. instead of IS on Animal Oils. 

Manufactured IVQry and Un&et Pearls wQuld come 
under luxury articles with a 50 per cent. duty. 

DIVISION II. AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS, GROCERIES 
AND PROVISIONS 

il I EllimngDoty 
Artie\es 

IpreterentiBJ 
Proposed Duty 

Standard 

1 Living Plants Free Free 
9p Vegetables, fresh or 

dried So"l.A. V. 90"/. 15". A. V. 
s Hope Free Free 
fp Edible Fruits 

(a' Fresh or dri~~" S<f1.A. V. !0"/. 15'1. A. V. 
(b) Preserved or 

canned do. do. SO"/. A. V. 

" 
(a) F100ra (not ~ther-

wise .pecified) iFll.A. V. 15·I.A. V. 
(b) Wheat flour Ra. 9/8 per 

cwt. do. 
eI Sacolo\ll'" Free Free 
'Ip Tea 

(a) Black As. " per lb. As. S. per lb. 80"/. A. V. 
(b) Green Do. do. do. 

8p Calfee 
(a) Other than roasted '''·I.aod AD. 

il5 p. c. ilo"/. A. V. or (fI'ound I per lb. 
(b) Coft'ee canned or 

o SO'/.A. V. 90'1. do. 
o bottled 

(cl Roasted" or ground U'/.aDdAo. 
and packed in tid I per lb. tI& P. c. SO"/. A;·V. 

• Chico..,. aDd other 
coft'ee lubtititutes do. 

lOp Cocoa SO'/. 'l0'/. do • 
11 Salt . Ra.I-8 per Same .. Bug-

Md.plus gested by the 
'1 As. Tarift' Board 

9li* 
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oS I ~DIatF 1--2: 

l Anit_ 

I .. .......... r..'awtW 

I' SaedaarilHl R. ..... per 
lb. or llWl, 

A. V. whit' .... -eYer Is 
'i8ber Be. " per lb. 

13p Spices 
QudamOlllS. euais. 
eiDnamoa, cloP •• DOt-
m.,.. aod pepper wbeD 
UDdergroaad ~'t,A. V. sr"I, to'f. 

Wbeo DOt DDd_pond 31)'/, A.V. - do. 
Chilli •• giDger aad 

mae. SO p. e. "J'I. do. 
Other - - d •• 

l'p 0iHeede 3dI, A. V. WI.A. V. I~/.A. V. 
Ii Oikak. t5'/. A. v. - IVI,A. V. 
I. S ...... aad SOP' eaDdy Slnee 1"1 ti,. ucludiac eoal.ni_ R. .... I per .......... bee • • ry ewt. - protected aad 

tb. ioch.trY 
abo_ pb~ _ 
__ denJop-

mftlt u • r .. 
lull .t lb_ 
.tata aid. 

17p CotdeeU~ 6CfI, A. V. 60"1, &0'(, A. V. 

As compared with the Divisions of i\gncultural pro
ducts of the tariHs of the other countries which we have 
studied this Division in India is bound to be small. as 
India is an agricultural country herseH. But here also 
some changes in the duties on the articles are called for. 
:rhe present tariH (Serial NO.4) levies a general duty of 
30 per cent. on "Fruits, Vegetables. all sorts, fresh, 
dried, salted or preserved, not otherwise specified". This 
seems to be a very wide clause and the incidence of the 
general rate fa.lJs unequally not only upon vegetables and 
fruits of different kinds but also upon fruits imported tn· 
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their natural stale. and thQse which have been subjected 
to other processes such as canned or presel wed &uits. 
Therefore. the latter should be more heavily taxed while 
the fresh and dried &uits may be assessed at IS per tent. 
~Ve ~ a duty of 30 per cent •• in view of the fact 
that canned or preserved &uits are consumed only by the 
weII-to-do and are by DQ means necessaries of life. Other 
huits like almonds or cashew on the one band and dates 
on the other must be differentiated and a separate duty 
levied on each. 

Another article on which it is safe tQ increase the duty 
is tea. Tea is largely exported £rom India and the imports 
£rom abroad are of special qualities only ; and this tea is not 
used by the general consumers and the duty therefore is 
likely to be borne only by the special class of conswners. 
\Ve. therefore. propose the duty of 30 per cent. 
ad valorem. but a specific duty on this basis should be 
preferred. 1 On more or less similar grounds we may fix 
the duty to 20 per cent. on Coffee other than roasted or 
ground. and to 30 per cent. QIl roasted or ground and 
packed in tins; and we may have the same rate for 
Chicory and Coffee substitutes. On the same considera
tions Cocoa which is not separately mentioned in the 
existing schedule could be charged ~ 30 per cent. 

Recently the duties on spices have been specified in 
more details as weII as raised. \Vhile we agree that we 
should have more revenue from articles which vield it 
easily. we believe the present high rates are em~ 
rates and therefore suggest a uniform rate of 20 per 
cent. n. V. 

• cf. E ....... _ ..... A. E. &,d. Wore the TaDIiaD Yquiry c-.-
mime.. Be ...... dutJ _ 1 _ • Ib. 
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DIVISION 111. LIQUOR. SPIRiTS, BEVERAGES AND TOBACCO 

Artielea 

Ip Ale and beer 
specified according to 
the contents of the 
bottle in which they 
are imported 

see Serial No. 8 of 
the present tariff 

2 Port, Cider and other 
fermented liquors spe
cified as in 1 

Liquors, Cordial, Bitters, 
Milltures, and other 
preparations contain
ing apirit not otherwise 
specified 
(i) ent-ered in such a 

manner as to indi
cate that the 
strength il not to be 
tasted. 

(ii) if not so entered 

40 Other 8pirita:-
Brandy; gin, whisky 
and other sorts not 
otherwise specified 

'p Spirits:-
1. Drugs and medicines 

containing spirits 
(i) entered in such a 

manner as to indi
cate that the 
strength of the 
spirit Is not to be 
tested 

(it) not so entered 

ExistiDg Duty 

Standard I PrefereD:;:;-

general 
duty 

Re. I/S per 
imperial 

gallon 

general 
duty 

Re. 1/' per 
gallon 

Re. sol- per 
gallon 

Re. 8TIS per 
gallon 

RI; 5TISper 
gallon 

Re.40/-per 
imperial 
gallon 

Re.29/·per 
gallon 

RI. 1/21s per 
imperial 

gallon 

RI. 561-· 
"'.__ " Ii.' 
.- ... ~-
-, ............ . !"~~ 

.Re. 261-~ 

Pr~DlltJ' 

As. lSI' per 
imperial 

gallon 

do. 

Rs. ,oj- per 
gallon 

RI. 2915 increas
ed or reduced 

88 the strength 
ofspirit exceeds 
or is less than 
London proof 

Re. 2915 per 
gallon 

RI. 2915 per 
gallon 

do 
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I. Perfumed Ipirit 

s. Bum 

• Deutured spirit 

7 Wlnea-
(a) Champagaa aad 

othen, sparkling, 
not coatainiDg mora 
thaa 'I) p. c. 01 
proof spirit 

(b) AU othen 

8 Vinegar 
II Othor beveragea not 

otherwiae lpacified 
lOp Tobacco . 

(a) Unmaaafactared 
(b) Maaufactared 

n Cigarott. 
(a) Not a K c a a diD g 

Ba. 10/8 per 1000 
(b) &ceeding Ba. 10/8 

I per 1000 
It Clgan 

S.taadU'd I Pretereutial 

Ba.60{- per 
galloa 

Ba.S7/8per 
galloa 
9'/s'/, 

Rs.13/1 per 
imperial 

gallon 

Rs. 7/8 per 
imperial 

galloa 
iWI.A. V. 

Ba; 1 per lb. 
Ba. S/11) 
per lb. 

Rs. to/l0 
par 1000 

Rs. 16 per 
1000 

UIIi',.A. V. 

Ba.61/8 

Ba. SS/11 

Ba.1/8 

As. 6/- per 
gaUoD 

R9. 12/. per 
imperial gaUon 

Ba. 6/- per 
imperial gallOD 

6°/. A. V. 

SO·'o A. V. 

Ba.",/. pllr lb. 

Ba. S/8 per lb. 

Ba. 10/8 per 
1000 

Ba.16/11 
per 1000 

150°/. A. v. 

As early as in 1926 increase of duties on liquors were 
recommended by the Taxation Enquiry Committee, es
pecially in view of the fact that BQmbay and Bengal could 
levy "vend license fees"· in additiQn tQ the import duties, 
whidi these articles could easily bear. In the Budget for 
1931-32 the duties were appreciably raised and we have 
more or less retained these enhancements in our proposed 
duties, as the later surcharges have been levied in times 

• A duty based 00 quantity, charged OD liquors removed from the .Custom 
House, see para 146 of the Repm:t. . . . 
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of falling prices when the exact incidence of specific duties 
could not be safely ascertained. 

On' tobacco and cigarettes our proposed duties are 
almost ,the same as the existing ones. Our proposals are
in consonance with the suggested luxury rates, and we 
may therefore fix the duty on unmanufactured tobacco 
at Rs. 2/- and on manufactured at Rs. 3/4 per lb. 
accompanied by an excise duty of As. 8 on the former 
and of Re. 1/- on the latter. We also propose that the 
duty on cigarettes should be 100 per cent. in the case of 
those the price of which does not exceed Rs. 10/8 per 
1000 and 1 SO per cent. in the case of others. The recent 
surcharges as also the Swadeshi movement have given a 
great impetus to cigarette-making and the retention of 
the duties at our proposed rates may enable the home
manufacturer to improve the quality and compete suc
cessfullywith the other foreign and better known brands. 
Cigars too would, we believe, easily bear the high rate of 
1 SO per cent. 

c! 
Z 

i 
Ii 

OIl 

1 

, 
Sp 
'p 

6 

6 

DIVISION IV. HIDES AND SKINS. RUBBER AND
MANUFACTURES THEREOF 

Ezisting Dutl' 

Artiele8 

I 
ProPOOed Dut7 

Standanl PreCerential 

Hides and Skins, raw ~r I 
salted or pickled Free - Free 

Hides and skins dyed or 1&'1. A. V. and 
varnished 'ls·l. A. V. - on and after 

Dec. 19M 10"/. 
Skins, tanned or dressed 30"/. A. V. '0'1. do. 
Imitation leather or 

Artificial leather 80'/. A. v. '0'/. 15'1. A. V. 
Skins for morocco lea-

ther tanned bnt not Not 
fnrther manufactnred specified - 'l0'/. A. V. 

Japanned, Patent, Ena- I melled leather do. - 30"/. A. V. 
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.. EziItiDc DDt)' /----Z 

:i Artide. .. Standard Preferential Jl 

T Gut aud 'imilar articles, 
to be DIed .. tanned Notspecified Free 
hides or ,kins 

8p Footwear-
(a) Boote and .hoes of 30'/. A.V. or !l0"/. or As. 

leather As. 6 per 6 per pair 80"/. A. V. 
pair which-

ever it 
higher 

(b) Boote and shoes not Ils·I.A. V. or 
otherwise 'pecified As. 6 per 

pair which-
3O'/.A. V. 

ever is 
higher 

(c) Other footwear con-
taining leather Notlpecified 60"/.A. V. 

9 Leather gloves Not specified 60"/. A. V. 
10 Other manufactures of 

leather not otherwise 
.pecified 
(a) Belts, belting and Free Free 

hoses for maehi-
nery 

(b) Sweat luther for 
Hate and Hat cues 

Not specified 80"/. A. V. 

(c) Haruesl and Sadd-
lery 26'/. A. V. 80"/. A,;, V ~ 

11 Bap, Truuka, Suit cues !l6·I.A. V. 
(a) Eutirely of leather Not specifie.d 80"/. A. 
(b) Partly of leather do. do. 
(c) Covered with lea· 

ther do. do. 
It Sponges Not speCified lli·/. A. 
18 FUrl do. 60"/. A. V. 
u R a b be r, guttapercha 

aud limilar lubatances, 
raw and uuworked Free Free 

16 Rubber, ,tumpa and leeds Free Free 
16p Rubber tyr8l-

(a) Pneumatic 80"/. A,;, V. 20"/. 20"/. A. V. 
(b) Solid do. do. do. 
(c) Motor cover. do. do. do. 

26 
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duties tanners may make the necessary adjustments for 
developing their industry up tQ the required level. During 
very recent years leather manufacturing industry espe
cially in the South has been making some headway, and 
we believe a system of deferred rates will eminendy suit 
a policy of encouraging the growth of the different 
branches of the industry. 

R"bbn: There is no rubber industry in India 
worthy of support. The rubber manufactures that are 
imported consist Qf two kinds, (i) Those used in produc
tion such as rubber pipes and tubes. In this class also 
may be included tyres for lorries and buses. (ii) The other 
kind of articles are those used in direct consumption such 
as motor tyres, rubber bags etc .•.. The former may be 
left as they are but for the latter a more detailed specifi
cation has tQ be made, and duties have to be adjusted, 
accordingly. 

DIVISION V. OILS AND PAINTS 

EmtiDc DutF I '--slaaclard----:"-rre-r.ea--tial-I I'raDaoIed Dab' 

1 It_a 

, Mot. Spirit 

Sp MiBeraI Oil 

As. S/9 per 
imperial 

gaIlOD 
As. 10 per 
imperial 
gaIloa 

(a) Which .... a fluhlag Be. U/lo 
poiDt at • abcmt per loa 100". aad is ordiaa· m, IIIed for batch. 
IDe 01 ,jute. 

(b) Which hal III flub- Itl"l. A. V. 
lag poiat at or abcmt 
160°1' aad ia oniU-
m, wed f. fael or 
IaDitu, or h,gieDie 
parpae .. 

I As. 3 per 
plIOIl 

As. 8 per 
plIOD 
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;J. Existing Duty 

~ Artic\ee 

I 
Propooed Duty 

j Standard Preferential 

(c) Mineral oil with a AI. ~/6 per 
flashing point at or imperial 6 pies -
above joo°F and is gallon 
ordinarily used for 
lllbrication 

4p Natural Bssential Oils 
1. Cintronella, Cinna-

mon and Cassia SlfI.A. V. 20"/. u·l. A.V. 
2. Almond, Begamot, 

Cajupatti, Camphor jli·l. A. V. - u·l. A.V. Cloves, Eucalyptul, 
Lavender, Lemon 

I> 
and Peppermint. 

Synthetic essential oils 8O'/.A. V. 20". U·I. A.V. 
6 Vegetable Non-essential 

Oila. 
(a) Coconut 

} 8Ii p. c. } iii p. c. lli"l. A.V. (b) Ground nut A.V. 
(c) Linseed 

7 Vaseline Not Speci· SO·I. A.V. tied 
8 Cosmetics do 1i0"/. A.V. 

9p Paints and Painter's Ma-
teriala 
<a) Barytes 
(b) Blue Paint or 

Paris Bille 
(c) Enamels, prepar-

ed 
(d) Graphite 
(8) Red and White tli p. c. Lead u·l. A.V 
(f) White Zinc A.V. 
(g) Other sorts of 

paints 
(h) Genuine Terpen-

tine 
(i) Terpentine Bub-

stitutes 
(j) Varnish 

}I~·A.V. (k) Other painter's 
to'!. WI. A. V. materials not 

otherwise pro-
vided for 
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The Oil industry is very similar in importance to the 
Chemical industry ,I in as much as it is also a basic indus
try. The position of India in respect of the oil industry is 
peculiar. There was in the pre-depression periOd a world 
shortage of the supply of seeds due to the fact that the 
world demand for vegetable oils had increased consider
ably and the European countries too which used fats and 
non-oleogineous substances for soap etc., demanded 
vegetable oils.' In India on the other hand large 
quantities of oil seeds are produced and exported. It is 
thus an industry ctosely allied to agriculture. Farmers 
produce oil seeds and the whole agricultural population 
requires oils for food and needs oil-cakes for cattle. There 
is thus a large home market for oils and oil seeds. 

India produced, in 1929. oil seeds worth Rs. 70 
crores. I The production in quantitv in the same year is 
given below :- • 

Seecla. 
Cottoo 
Grouod-out 
Rape aod Mustard 
Lioaeecl 
S_me 
Castor 

Tooa (io thousaods). 
1500 
1'50 
1112 
5'1 
50' 
11' 

Even after deducting the quantity required for agri
culture itself (seed purposes) a large amount is left which 
could be utilised for crushing and oil-making. It may' 
also be noted that the practice of feeding cows and 
buffaloes with cotton seeds ,jnstead of oil-cakes. not only 
deprives the country of a substantial portion of oils, but 
does harm to the cattle themselves. 

I See Division X below. 
'''Capital'' 13-12-1929. Article by J. A. Hare QO "Vegetable Oil Industry 

in India and its Poteotialities". d. Also Vera Anstey. Economic Development 
of India. p. as8. . 

'This and the following figures are taken from the article by Mr. Hare. 
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We may, therefore, think of the possibility of levying 
an export duty, but before an export duty can be defi
nitely worked out a detailed inquiry by the Tariff Board 
is essential. India also exports a large quantity of oil
cakes (in value about Rs. 3 crores V It is therefore safe 
to assert that the future of the oil industry depends upon 
its own powers of organization. The soap industry, in 
particular, will be benefited. most by its development. I 
At present India imports soap to the extent of Rs. Ii 
crores. The other industries most likely to be benefited 
are ~he paipt and varnish industries. 

In the case of Kerosene we have suggested the same 
duty as it operated in 1931. Before this date the duty 
was' fixed at As. 2/3 pies. Kerosene is an article of 
general consumption and therefore while we have put 
the rate at As. 3 per gallon it may be worth trying 
whether a, still lower rate will benefit the treasury by 
increased consumption. On the other hand while the 
present duty on motor spirit viz. As. 10 may be regarded 
as excessive-and intended only for a period of emerg
ency-it would be quite safe to fix it at As. g.. It will thus 
not only be justified as a luxury duty but also meet the 
suggestions of the Road Development Committee of 
192 9. 

In the case of other oils we refer in'detail to the items 
with a view to· watch the futUre production of these oils 
at home and the imports. of the same. No increase in 
duties can be suggested, because in most cases the im
ports are not gre~t in value, and in some cases e. g. 
Almond oil, they have considerably declined. On Cocoa
nut oil, the duty may be raised to 30 per cent. pending 
the inquiry for protection that we have suggested, as the 
imports of that oil are substantial, (301akhs). 

I See the Article above referred to. 
'd. Vera Anstey, pp. 257-59. 
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DIVISION VI. GUMS. RESINS. LAC. TALLOW, STEARINE. 
WAX AND MANYFACTURES THEREOF 

i I biatlDg Duty 

Arlic:ks 

I 
Pr __ Daty 

Standard PrefenmliaJ 

1, GIUIIII of different kiDd. 
aud ResiDe 
(a> Arabic aDd BeDja-

mia 
(b) Damer and resine 80"/. A. V. ~0"/. llll, A. V. 
(c) Other sorb ~S·1. A. v. - do., 

e Lac 
(a) 'Seed or .tick 

. 
Free ...:... Fre!! 

(b) Otber kiDds esclud 
ingiac dye !s·/,A. V. - IS'I, A. V. 

3 MaDufactures of Lac, Dot 
otberwise provided for Not specified IS·I. A. V. , Tallow Free - Free 

S Stearine and Grease es 
eluding mineral grease is'I.A. V. - IS'I, A. V. 

6 Wu escluding parafin 
was and candles ~S·I. A. v. - IS". A. V ... ·--

1 Parafin was Not specified IS'I. A. V. 
8 Candles ~S·" A. V. - IS'I. A. v. 
~P Bees was SU:I. A. v. to"/. u'l, A. v. 

The articles in this division do nQt form an important 
group of the tariffs of the countries we have' examined. 
The general revettlie duty on them.. may be retained. 
The most important articles in this division is lac. An 
export duty of 5 per cent. was reconunended by the 
Taxation Enquiry Committee, in view of the fact that 
the substitutes of Shellac have not proved successful, and 
India continues to enjoy practically a monopolistic posi
tion. We concur with this suggestion. The exports of lac 
amounted to Rs. 864 lakhs in 1928-29 and the yield of 

1 Para 160 of the Report. 
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the Export Duty at S per ttnt. woulJ. ~ore. be 
Rs. 4J lakhs. • 

On the import side. too. one has to w..--e notic-e of 
~t developments of the Lac and s~nac industry. 
TMt-e is also a natural am-antage to the industry in as 
much as 90 ~ cent. of the ~on of bc ~ from 
a compact area, comprisin~ Chhota· N agrur and othet' 
districts in Orissa and the Central Pro,;'~.· The Re
search Institute e'Stabli~ in 1911 at Rancru is sh."\,nng 
inte.reosting results,' and \\-e may suggest that the artide$ 
coming under bc may be d~.mltiatN acrording to the 
diffHent rommoditi~ rroduc:e:J such as gram<'('hone 
:m:ords and here also the ~ 1I'3y of L~sting the indus
try \\"QUId be by means of de~ duties such as those 
su~ by us in the C'a~ of manufactures of hides and 
skins. 

DIYlSION \'11. WOOD, WICXE-R. CANES,. llATTA!'I.'S. COIt..~ 
AND r-U.NUFACTURES THEIt..EOF l~CLUDI.''G MATCHES 
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0 Existing Duty 
Z 

:i Articles 

I 
Propoaed Duty .. Standard Preferential 

Jl 

(d) Manufactures of 
wood other than 
furniture or cabinet 
ware. n. o. p. SO%A. v. 20% 15%A •. V. 

4r Joinery work for Build-
ings, such as doors, 
window frames etc. Not specified soolo A. V. 

5 Furniture and Cabinet 
ware 

(.) B •• ,tM" } 
(b) Furniture of wood 

15% A. V. 50"/0 A. V. other than bed- -
steads 

6 Caskets, cash boxes, je-
wel boxes and wooden 
fancy goods Not specified do. 

7 Blocks and Sleepers for 
railways 15% A. v. - 10"/0 A. v. 

8 Billiard tables Not specified 60"/0 A. v. 
9p Cork 

(a) Raw do. U%A.V. 
(b) Manufactures of 

cork 30% A. V. 20% do. 
10 Canes and Rattans and 

Manufacture. thereof 25% A. v. do. 
11 Matches 

'(a) In boxes contain-
ing, on the average, Rs.1/a. 

Rs. 1/8 per Rot more than 100 per gross of 
matches boxes gross of boxes 

(b) In boxes contain- For every 
ing, on tbe avera- 25 matches For every 25 

or fraction matches or 
ge, more than 100 thereof in fraction thereo 
matches each box in each box 

As. 7/6 As. 6. 

f 

U Undipped splints, such 
as are used for match As. Ii! 
making per lb. As. '/6 per lb. 

18 Veneers, used for mak- As. 7/6 per 
ing boxes lb. As. 6 per lb. 

l4r Mata and matting 25% A. V. 15% A. V. 
15p Coir matting 80"/0 A. v. '0"/0 do. 

27 
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The present tariff divides wood and articles made 
therefrom into Wood and Timber, (Serial Nos. 48-49) 
Furniture, Cabinetware and Manufactures of Wood, 
(Serial No. 92) and Wooden Blocks for Printing (Serial 
No. 98) included as an item under Machinery. The Im
ports excluding the wooden blocks amounted to Rs. 1.2 

crores in 1928-29.1 Vve may as well make a more de
tailed enumeration of the articles imported, for example, 
furniture and cabinet maker's wood and joinery work 
(Window frames or picture frames, bedsteads, etc.), 
with additional duties on articles generally regarded as 
luxury articles, because the existing rate on "furniture 
and cabinetware and all manufactures of wood" is too 
general. We therefore add some more items for these. 

For manufactures of Cork we have added a separate 
item with the general duty on them. On canes and rattans 
the existing rates may be continued, and so also for 
matches on which the duties are already levied in accord
ance with the needs of the industry. 

In the case of matches and allied articles we have 
adhered to the recommendations of the Tariff Board and 
excluded the present surcharges in our proposals. 

DIVISION VIII. MINERALS (A) COAL. COKE. CEMENT. 
STONE AND MINERALS NOT OTHERWISE PROVIDED FOR 

ci Exilting DutJ Z 
'ii Artiel ... 

1 

Propoaed Duty 
"ij Standard Preferential 

'" " .. . 
1 Slates and Whet-stones Not speeified - 10'/. A. V. 
i Slate Pencils ioo/. A. V. - lO"/.A. V. 
s Marbleware 90'/, A. V. - off/.A. V. 
40 Artificial marble and 

marbleware Not specified - lSo,/, A. V. 
Ii" Miea 

(a)' Unmanufactured Free - Free 

180 lakhs in, 1931-33. 
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(b) In cut sheebl or 
plates aDd other 
mana factures 

6 Albeatoe 
(a) ra. 
(b) maoafactarel of 

7p Cement 
(a) PorUaod 

(b) Other 
• Manafaduel ofCemeDt. 

inciadiDg eompl1l8Bed 
conerete works 

9 Manafactares of Plaster, 
laeh .. eheebl and 
pieeel for baildiDg 

)0 Coal 

II Coke 

I' Preeioae etoDes 
(a) UDBetaDd imported 

aocut 
(b) Unsetaod imported 

aut 
(e) Set and imported 

eat 
13 Semi·preeioae stones, 

eaeh .. agatee ame
tlayatea ete. 

I' I Chalk aod Lime 
U Graphite eruciblel 

Stand ... d I Prer_li .. 

Not specified 

do. 
do. 

lIB. 18/' 
per too 

80"/. A. V. 

Not specified 

do. 
As. ]0 

per too 

AI. 10 
per ton 

Free 

eS·I. A. V. 

Not specified 

do. 

r 
15'/, A. V. I 

Not BPecified 

lIB. Ill/Ie 
'lo"/. 

IU) 

Propooed Daty 

15'/. A. V. 

15'/. 
15'/. 

15'1. A,. V. 

80"1. A. V. 

30"/. 
AI. 8 per too 
plus lIB. 1/8 
per ton for 

coal imported 
from Sooth 

Africa 

AI. 8 per too 

S!i'/. 

so"/. A. V. 

50"/. A. V. 

30"/. A. V. 

I 15'/, A. V. 
IS·/. A,V., 

Coal and Cement form the most important articles of 
this group, and both these industries applied to the Tariff 
Board for protection without success. We may note here 
that the CQal Industry is making steady progress. The 

2'1. 
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output 1928 was 22,543,000 tons, only 85,000 tons less 
than the record output of 1919. It was 2.2 per cent. more 
than the previous. year, 1 and t~ere was an increase in all 
the Provinces except Assam and the Punjab. The Karan:
.pura field, which gives coal of first class quality, is ex
pected to assume an increasing importance with the 
completion of the through line to Daltongunj and Vizag
patam. There has also been a steady fall in the export 
value and the value at the pit's mouth, as well as an 
increase in the per capita output. I It is also reported that 
art increasing use of machinery is being made for winning 
coal. In these circumstances we believe that the Report of 
the Minority of the Tariff Boards recommending a coun
tervailing duty of Rs. 1/8 per ton should be acted upon. 
An industry. that is showing progress need not be handi
capped in the home market itself. It may be noted that 
in consonance with a sound protective policy, the general 
interest of the industry and of the country as a whole 
must always be considered more important than those of 
a section of the producers or consumers. 

The other industry named above, Cement, which was 
also examined by the Tariff Board is often termed the 
most important non-metallic material for constructional 
purposes used by the engineer. It may also be noted that 
it is one of the few industries that have shown pheno
menal development within a very short period. Though 
commenced in 1904-and attempted much earlier,t-it 
is a War product and has grown remarkably. & The 
figures given below speak for themselves. At the time of 
the Tariff Board Enquiry the industry suffered from a 
peculiar disability. Overproduction and unremunerative 

• 1 Figures from Statistical Review of the Director General of Commercial 
Intelligence. "Capital" 2-1-193°. . 

I Ibid. 
sMr. GinwalIa's Minute of Dissent. 
tReport of the Tariff Board on Cement. p. 4. . 
I The figures in tons are:- (Figures exclusive of Burma.) 
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prices due tQ internal competition, and the preference 
of the consumers of foreign cement,-in spite of the fact 
that repeated tests such. as at the Government Test 
House at Alipore showed that Indian Cement was not 
inferior to any imported: cement,-were the chief difficul
ties of the industry. The subsequent progress made by it 
can be seen from the above-mentioned figures. The indi
genous industry supplies 90 per cent. Qf the home de
mand, and the future holds out bright prospects for the 
industry. • The Concre!e Association of India is doing 
good work for populansing the use of Cement and· the 
new "all-concrete" roads-so successful in Am('rica and 
Great Britain, I are likely to result in a still greater use 
of Cement. 

.; 
Z 

:i 
oX 

1 
5!p 
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DIVISION IX. MINERALS (B) METALS AND METAL 
MANUFACTURES 

Existing Duty 

Articles 

I 
Proposed· Dnty 

Standard Preferential 

IRON AND STEEL 

Iroo ore Free Free 

Iron and ateel manu-
'actura as at preseut 
specified in the existing 
schedule on the recom-
mendations of the Tariff 
Board. (Serial Nos. 
10la-l03t) - -

I 
- '. 

Sa'a, and Itrong bOllea Not specified SO"I. A. V. 

Year Production Imports Total consumption 
1920 91253 138693 229951 
1924 263746 124186 387932 
1928 557953 74700 632653 
1930 559,856 68,000 627,856' 
1931 587,806 62,500 650,306 
193'" 582,182 59,000 641,182 

I d. Times of ladia-Special Number, 16-g-1933, pp. 45-46. 
t See the number of "Capital" above cited, 13-12-1928. 
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~ BDltiIlC Doty 

•• Articles 

I 
Proposed Duty 

Jl Staudard Preferential 

4- Beds. Tables. Chairs. 
and other furniture of 
irons Not specified 80'/. A. V. 

s Knitting pins and needles 
and safety pins do. 15'/. A. V. 

6p Conveyances 
<a) Coal tubs. tipping Of British Of British 

wagons and the like manufacture manufacture 
conveyances for uSe R •• t6/4 per Rs. t6/4 per too 
and light rail track. ton or ~l i Ofo or Ulo/o which-
if adopted to be whichever is ever is higher; 
made or worked by higher; ad- ladditiOnal Ra. 
aolmal labour and ditional Ra. IS/Ii in case of 
if made of iron or 18/lt in ('ase non- British 
steel of non- manufacture 

British 
manufacture 

(b) Tram cars 
(I) Imported with 

bodies 
~5·1. A. V. - ~0·1. A. V. 

(Ii) Imported with· 15'/. A. V. - 15'/. A. V. 
out bodies 

<c) Carriages and cars, 
Dot mechanically 
propelled 30"/. A. V. ~00f0 10"1. A. V. 

(d) Perambulators and Not 
gocarts specified - do. 

(e) Cycles 
(i) Bicycles im· 

ported entire 
or in sections SO·I. A. V. ~00f0 30"1. A. V. 

(ii) Parts of acces-
sories of Bicy-
cles other tban 
tyres do. do. ~ol.A. V. 

(iii) Tricycles Not specified SO·/. A. V. 
(I) Motor Cars 

(i) Motor cars im-
ported with 
cbassis S71·/. A. V. 

(ii) Motor carll im-
SOOlo 60"1. A. V. 

ported without 
chassis do. do. 80"1. A. V. 
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0 Existing Duty Z 
] Articles 

I 
ProPQled, Duty 

Ji Standard Preferential 

(iii) Motor buses, 
with bodies 2S 01. A. V. Inol. 30"1. 

(iv) Motor buses 
imported with· 

do. do. 20"/. A. V. out bodies 
(v) Motor lorries do. do. do. 

7 Airships imported entire 
and parts of aeroplanes 2lolo A. V. - S·I. A. V. 

8 Vessels (.) "'.,., .... v_"} (b) Steam launches 
(c) Ships of wood not ls~ol. A. V. 10"/. A. V. 

pro p e II e d by 
steam. 

9 Railway plant and RoIl-
ing stock, as at present 
specified in the existing 
schedule (Serial Nos. 
117 and 118) - - -

lOp Cutlery 
(a) Pruning knives, 

other than knives, 
and forks WI. A. V. 20"/. 30% A. V. 

(b) Razors, clippers. 
and other cutlery 
n. o. p. WI. A. V. 20"/. 30"10 A. V. 

(c) Cutlery made of or 
combined or coated 
with precious 

So"lo A. V. metals 40"10 so"lo A. v. 
Up Domestic Refrigeratory 

and refrigeratory 
30"/. A. V. machinery 20"10 WI. A. V. 

12p Hardware, Iron mongery 
and tools including locks 

Wlo A. v. 20% IS"Io A. V. and keys and bolts 
IS Machinery most of which 

was free until recently 
and now charged 10"/. 
as at present specified 
in the existing schedule 
includintc Agricultural 
Implements and Dairy 
and Poultry Farming 
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.; Existing Dut}' Z 

~ Articles Proposed Dut-

" Standard Preferential 
'" 

Appliances (Serial Nos. 
96 to 99 and 78 and 811) 
The present duties 
should be removed 

Up Electrical Control Gear 
and Transmission Gear 80"/. A. V. 'l0"/. Iliol. A. v. 

ISp Musical Instruments 

,.) Pig~ gd .... 1 
players, Organs 
and Harmoniums 

SO"/.A. V. WI. (b) Talking machines 60"/. A. v. 
(c) Other instruments 

imported complete 
(d) Accessories of 

musical instruments do. SO"/.A. V. 
16 Watches, Clocks and 

Timepieces n. o. p. 6o"/.A. V. do. 
11 Watt'hes with -gold or 

silver cases Not specified 60"/.A. V. 
18 Wrist watches 

(a) Not exceeding '0 
DIm. in diameter do. do. 600/0 A. V. 

(b) Wrist watches hav-
ing precious metals 
a8 their parts do. do. 

19 Electric Clocks do. SOu/oA. V. 
!O Parts of Watches and 

Clocks SOo/o A. V. do. 
!l Arma and Military Stores 

of Metals as at present 
specified in items 61. 
6S; " of the existing 
Ichedule. 

'l! Ornamental arms of an 
obsolete pattern P08-
leaSing an antiquarian 

16% A._V. 600/0 A. V. value 
OTHER METALS 

tSp Aluminium 
,.) ._~ght. ...} 

gots. and bars 
SO% A. V. 160f0 A. V. (b) sheets and leaves !o'/. 

(c) other manufac-
tures 
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D ExiBtiDS Duty :r: 
'; Al'ticle8 

I 
Proposed Dutl' 

~ Standard Preferential 

. 
tIp Brass and Bronse 

(a) nnWFonght, in-
gote, aDd rod. 

(II) wronght 
(c) Cocks and valves 
(d) Fittings etc. for 

dool'l and win-
SO% A. V. to·/. 15'/. A. V. 

dows 
(e) other mannfac-

tares , 
tsp Copper 

Free (a) Ore Free 
(b) Old for re-manu-

factare fSOJo A. V. - do. 
(c) Tiles, ingote, bricks, 

15% A. V. and Ilabs 150J0A. V. 
(d) Braziers and sheete' do. - do. 
(e) Wire and Cables 

o. o. p. soOJo A. v. Ilf/. do. 
(f) Rabber - insulated 

wires and cables 610J0 A. v. sOJo A. V. 
(g) Other manufactures 

Inch as nails and 
Icrews ISOJo A. v. 15% A. ·V. 

t6p German Silver iaclading 
30% Ilf/. nickel silver 15% A •. V. 

17 Gold and Silver coiOl Free - Free. 
18 CoiOl of other metals do. - do. 
t9 Gold bnUion and coin and 

gold aheete which have 
undergone no process 
of mannfactnre lume-
qnent to rolling Free. - Free 

30 Gold, wire, thread, and 
leaves 60"/.A. V. - 50'/. A. V 

31 Jewellery, mainly or 
partly of gold 60"/ •. A. V. - 60"/. A. V. 

31 Other manafactnrel of .. 
gold do. do. 

SS Silver, bullion and Iilver 
Iheete and plates As. 71 per 01. As. 6 per 01. 

M Silver plate, and silver 

I . manufactnres not other-
wise provided for 60'/. A. v. - 60'/. A. V. 

109 
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.. EllimDg Duty :z: 
;;; Articles 

I 
PrOllOled Duty 

.;:: 
Standard Preferential 

J! 

3D Silver thread aDd wire I 
aDd 8ilver leaf iDclud-
ing imitation .of lIilver 
or gold thread (i'l!·I. - 50'1. A. V 

B6p Lead 
(a) Pig 25'1. A. V. U·I. A. V. 

Ib) Pi .... nd ..... } 
(c) Sheet. 
(d) Bars, rods, wire scfl. A. V. 20"/. 15'1. A. V. 

aDd other manu-
factures 

31 Mercury 15'/. A. V. - do. 
38 Nickle, ingots, barB, 

rods, plates, sheets Notspecified 15"1. A. V. 
:39 PlatiDum do. do. 
to TiD 

(a) tin plates, sheets, Re. 60/- per 
taggers tOD - -

(b) block Re.312/8 

Radium 
per ton -

61 Free Free 
62p Zinc 

(a) IDgo..ts, tiles, slabs 
aDd plates do. - do. 

(b) wrought siDe scf/. A. V. 20"/. l5"1. A. V. 

The most important metals-iron and steel-and the 
industries connected with them have been investigated by 
the Tariff Board several times1and we have therefore 
made no alterations in the duties relating to these. Simi
larly in ri:J.a.chinery, mQst of which till recently was free, 
the items of the present schedule are retained in toto. In 
the case of other metals also we propose no changes in 

1 A fresh inquiry is in progress.· 
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view of the fact that their imports ex~ept in the cases of 
Copper and Aluminium 1 are not very great. 

In view of this we have not copied the detailed sub
items coming under the categories of iron and steel as 
they remain unaffected by our proposals .. Some changes 
are, however, needed in the tates of some of the articles, 
tor example, motor cars. Here we have also to bear in 
mind the question of the development of motor transport, 
and see thalt while considering motor cars. as lmc:ury 
articles, the other products used in transport. should. not 
pay too heavy a duty. For this, however, it is easy to levy 
separate duties on cars, buses, and lorries. The motor 
cars are undoubtedly luxury articles just as silk piece 
goods are. We also can help the newly springing up chas
sis building industry by levying a lower duty on chassis. 
We have suggested changes in the duties accordingly. 

On forks and knives, a semi-luxury duty can be im
posed as the knives used by the majority of the people 
in India can be obtained from local producers. On 
watches, a differentiation must be made between the 
finished articles and their accessories. A luxury duty 
':50 per cent.) may be levied on watches with gold cases, 
and .on watches having precious metals as their parts, 
while the semi-luxury rate may be retained on their ac
cessories. Electric watches and clocks are used chiefly by 
public bodies like the Railways and- the duty on these may 
be retained. In musical instruments too the same plan has 
been followed. W ~ have incorporated the rate for gold 
and silver thread recommended by the Tariff Board viz. 
50 per cent.' 

lin the case of Aluminium Industry. Sir Alfred ChattertQn recomme~ds . 
a much more drastic measure than import duties in view of the fact that 
only a very large single finn with state-aid and control can supply the 
articles required, in sufficient quantity and at cheap prices. See "Capital" 
'3- '2-

'
929. 

'Report on Gold Thread Industry, p. 18. 
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DIVISION X. CHEMICALS, DRUGS AND MEDICINES 
INCLUDING DYES AND COLOURS 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Articles 

Anti-plague Serum 

Chemical elements, bro
mide, iodine, phos
pherous 

Acids 

Arsenic and its oxides 
Bleaching material 

(a) powder 
(b) other sorts 

Calcium Carbide 

Cinchona Bark and 
alkaloids derived there
from and Quinine and 
its derivatives 

ti Copperas 

9 Disinfectants 
(a) Naphthalene 
(b) others 

10 Glycerine 

11 Lead compounds 

12 Magnesium compounds 
(a) Chloride } 

I (b) Sulphate 
(c) others 

3 Opium and its alkaloids 
and their derivatives 

~p Potasium compounds 
(a) Bichromate 
(b) Chlorade 
(c) other sorts } 

Existing Duty 

Standard I Preferential 

Free 

as specified in serial No. 72 
(I-II) 

25°10 A. V. 

Free 
do. 

25°10 A. V. 

Free 

2~% A. V. 

25% 
Not specified 

25°10 A. V. 

do. 

25°10 A. V. 

Rs. 30 or I 
IS!Olo A. V. 
whichever 
il higher 

30% A. V, 
Not specified 

Proposed Duty 

Free 
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il I!zioti-c ~ 1--AItitIIs 
l SIuoIanl r helllftatial 

Up Sodan. ..... I 
~,-- ~I ..... 
fb)Bc... 
Cd c.-tie Soda 3(ff.A. v. SO"!. 
CeI) Soda SlIIpDIe 
(e) Sodi_ ear ...... 

at. 
15 SaIpl_ r ... 
11' 

. L. ____ 
ts1.A.. V • 

18 Dnp 
Ca) .u.. } (b) Aafoetida 1.5"1. A.. V. 
Cd CaaplacJr 

l' Pats aediri_ Nat speciAed 
to Qej ....... ts rne 
.1 Stanz "'-,.A. V. 
It a-.ic:aI pnd.ta d-r.-

eel '- daiUatM. fIl 
ftIIIibr 
Ca) Dyes } lefT. Fne Cb) ou-s 

t3 S,.liIetic .. dip Nat specified 
I. ~ do. 

• S~ pndllda far 
PbatGcnplly tie.. " I c.&a.riac utncbI 

do. 
11 T~ eldncts do. 
18 I Ieb, aM iDk .......... 

(a) Priaten iDk leff. A.. V. 5';' 
Clt)OtJaer iIIk .... ....... Nat specified 1...,. A. V. 

ft pem.-y • ...:II _ toilet 
...... 1Iair .,.... .. 
d,.. .. ...... 
apeciIiecI t..--r. A.. V. ~A..V. 

30p Seap 
(a) Toilet s..."A. V. t..-,. sdf. A.. V. 
Clt) W-.u-C e.p 
(c) 0tJaer_ ... ialad-

L-,.-A. V. wr.A.. V. 

iac IMIIIiri.eI NatlpeCiW Is-:. A. V. 
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.. Existing Dut)' Z 
iil Article. 

I 
Prapooed Dnt7 

"t Standard p..,rerelltial 

'" 
Sip Giue 

,(a) classified liquid 10"/. A. V. Free 
(b) all otbers So"/.A. V. 20"/. 15'1. A. V. 

32 Explosives 
(a) Fire works 50"/. A. V. 50"/. A. V. 
(b) Gun powder '15'1. A. V. - do. 
(e) Dynamite do. SO'/. A. V. 
(d) others do. So"/.A. V. 

The importance of the chemical industry in any country 
that is industrially advanced, can hardly be exaggerated. 
The industrial growth of different countries shows that 
the establishment of chemical industry precedes that of 
other large scale enterprises, for the obvious reason that 
chemical industries are really the basic or key industries. 
For this very reason they are carefully protected even by 
import duties. 1 

India imports nearly 22 crores worth of chemicals and 
chemical products such as glass, and glassware, match, 
cement,paints, colours, and soap.' This means that they 
stand only next to cotton piecegoods in our imports. 

I t has been well-known since the reports of the M uni
tions 'Board were issued that India is endowed with 
enough resources for the development of Chemical 
Industries as regards both raw materials and market. The 
three main chemical industries are :those relating to acids, 
alkali, and metallurgical products. Of the acids the sul
phuric acid is the most important, in fact the key to all 
other"chemical industries. But India is not favourably 

lWe have already noted the very detailed schedule on Chemicals of the 
u. S. Tariff and since the War even Great Britain has protected her Chemi
cal Industry as a key industry. 

'See "Capital" 13-12-1928; "Article -on' Chemical Industries and their 
protection" by H. K. Sen. 
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situated for sulphur. A ton of sulphuric acid costs Rs. 55 
in India and 33 s. in the European countries. 1 Gypsum, 
the supply of which in India is aInlost unlimited' has 
been tried with some success and it is also asserted that 
the supreme importance of sulphur is now on the dechne. I 
The Munitions Board, however, reported that sulphuric 
acid could be easily prepared out of the Burmese Zinc 
a~ Singbhum,6 but for unknown reasons the scheme was 
g1Ven up. 

Another problem of the Chemical Industries is that of 
power. India is not so fortunate in her coal resources as 
some other countries are. 5 But a solution of the problem 
lies in the development of developing electric power and 
in an economic use of coal i. e. utilising its by-products 
properly. 

The preSent position is that although about I I types 
of acids are produced in India,' in none of them tht" pro
duction is on a large scale. A development in the motive 
power industry especially hydro-electric would also lead 
to the estabIishment of the soda industry which yields a 
number of important by-products. Sodium Carbonate and 
Caustic Soda are essential for a number of industries 
including soap, glass and dye-works. -In vie~ of this fact 
soda, too, has a great future, and the soap industry which 
is only awaiting these developments can easily capture the 
whole Indian market, if not grow into ~ export industry. 

I Article above actvertecI to ia "Capital" 1~12-1928. 
'Article oa Manufacture of Ilea.., chemialIs by v. S. Cbiooaswami. 

"Capital" 13-1.192& ' .".,. 
'd. Dr. P •. CO Ray's address at the Classified 'trades Emibition. Bombay. 

011 August 25, 19JG. . . 
6Quoted by Vena Anstey, p. 257. '. ,.,._ 
I The Coal Committee (1920) CiODcluded that the Raaiganj Coal field 

coatains _ millIoa toIlS out of wbich oaJy 518 milIioos are of first dass 
quality and the best )baria coal is estimated to have 1000 IIIilliolI tOIlS. Great 
Britaia bas a '- of 140 tbousaDd millioa taos and Germany ISO 
thousaDcI millioa tOIlS. See the ahow&meDtioned Article by H. K. Sen, 
~1.1928. 

'Vena Anstey, p. 256- Also Rep.! of the Tariff Board 011 Heavy Chemi
cals. 
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The claim for protection by the chemical industries is 
thus strengthened by these facts. Not only are they basic 
industries on which depends the progress of metallurgical 

"industries, soap-manufacture, oil-refining, dye-works, 
disinfectants and fertilizers, to name the most obvious, but 
they also seem to present good illustrations of infant 
industrieS., in need of help. 

All these points were noted by the Tariff Board which 
investigated and submitted its report on the Heavy-Che
micals Industry in 1929, a report which was signed in May 
'1929 but published only in August 1931. While it held 
that from the point of view of raw materials, India was not 
favourably situated it considered also that she was at no 
disadvantage as compared with some other countries like 
Japan or the United States. It also noted that as a result 
of the increased rates of revenue duties a number of 
factories producing chemicals had grown up, but that 
the most important problem o£ the !industry-that of 
producing sulphuric acid at an economic cost-had re
mained unsolved. Thus in India we have the spectacle of 
one of those principal industries in which the economies 
of large-scale production are most marked, being run on 
small-scale and therefore on uneconomic lines. Some of 

,the existing factories do not work even up to their full 
capacity. Among the chief causes for such a predicament, 
they point out, is the uncertainty as to the future such as 
Government's policy and the possibilities of dumping by 
powerft,11 foreign combines., The inlarid freight, too, was 
held by them to be, partly responsible for the backward 
state of the industry. ' . , , 

With a view to overcome these difficulties the Tariff 
Board recommended-in 1929-protection to the heavy 
chemical industry for a period of 7 years. The Govern
ment, however, took action late in 1931 and the period 
was restricted to the close of the financial year 1932-33. 
It will be apparent from the findings of the Tariff Board 
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that this measure .was totally inadequate. apart from the 
new problems raised by the present depression. 1£ the 
statement made by the Tariff Board viz. "1£ India is ever 
to become industrialised on any considerable scale the 
establishment of the chemical industry on a firm basis is 
clearly a matter of great importance.' • I-is to be given 
any weight the wisdom of giving security to the heavy che
mical industry to begin with cannot be over-emphasised. 

The arrangement of this division requires a detailed 
knowledge of the various chemicals and their uses. A 
glance at schedule I of the American Tariff Will easily 
show how detailed this division could be. While we do 
not advocate detailed specifications for their own sake, 
we must emphasise t~e ~eed for such a differentiation 
when the chemical industry is. sought to be protected. 
This question assumes greater importance when we re
member that most of the other industries make use of 
chemicals in one fo~ or other-. 

1$ 
z .. 
~ 
1 , 
I 
6 

Ii 

• 

DIVISION XI. EARTH. EARTHENWARE; GLASS AND 
GLASSWARE 

, , 
El<isting Duty 

Articlea 

Standard . 'I Pro_ed Duty 
Prefetential 

Firo-proof Bricb Not specified I IS·I.A. V. 
Potter, of common 

baked earth do. do. 
Porcelain_re SO'/, A. V. - 30"1, A. V. 
SaDitar, appliaDce. Buch 

as liDb. pipes aDd 
bath. ,(fl. A. V. - 3O"/~A. V. 

G ..... _. } 
<a> bars aDd rod. of 'ltll,A. V. - IS'I, A. V. end. ,1_ 
<b> platee or aheell 'l(f/. A. V. 

LookiDgglBllee aDd mir-
ron -

I Para 23 of the ReporL 
19 
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Artie_ 

(a) "ameel 
(b) Dnl,ameel 

7 GI_et ... embled In 
plain or .talned wi .... 
dow. and ,\all mONica 

lip Globet end Bulbi lor 
EJectric lampl 

9 

10 

ump ,tauel and chI-
mneyl Includln, , .. 
nector. and lamp 
.hedet 

Bottlel 
(a) ur,e bottlel. dem!

JohDl 0' carboJ' 
(b) Spedal bottl .. for 

aerated waten 
(e) Tbe,mOlei and bot· 

tiel! of the 11ke kind 
11 !Special ,laNware .ucb 

.. II .. ed In laborator-

If 

IS 

1. 

leI.lor eelentillc In.trw· 
. mentl 
Table,\aII Do o. p. and 

aU artid .. for table or 
toilet .. el artldel for 
office Ule domeltle 
fornllhln, .ocb .. 
.,._. flowe,.· .tandl. 
,obletl etc. 

Glau beed. .ad falle 
pearla 

Croele optical ,la ..... 
and watcb and clock 
,lUI .. 

Specteclel and AJ. 
,...... wltb fnmed 
or banellee of preciou 
metall. or metela coat-
ed witlt predo. met· 
ell 

Ban,l .. 
G1aII manolectorel not 

1ItaDd." I PrefereatlaJ 

Nohpeelftecl 
do. 

do. 

wI. A. V. 

Not lpeci6ec1 

loS'l. A. V. 

'oS'l. A. V. 

do. 

!(fl • 

'oS'l. 

oSo'l. A. V. 

Not .peclBecI 

do. 
wI. A. V. 

11 
otberwl.e premdeel for 'oS". A. V. 

wI. A. V. 
adl.A. V. 

wI. A. V. 

adl.A. V. 

adl. A. V. 

U'I.A. V. 

!d/, A. V. 

adl.A. V. 

14'1. A. V. 

wi. A. v. 
adl. A. v. 

U'I,A. V. 

adl. A. v. 
wI. A. v. 
14'/. A. v. 
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to fuller inquiry.1 We have suggested an increase in· the 
duty in the case of looking glasses, that are imported 
with frames considering them as luxury articles. 

We also propose differentiation on the parts of lamps 
into lamp glasses and chimneys and lamp shades etc. 
The last named would bear a semi-luxury duty of .30 per 
cent. because the glass lamp shades are generally used 
by the well-to-do. On soda water botdes, a 30 per cent. 
rate is . suggested pending the enquiry referred to above, 
and for similar considerations. 

The imports of earthenware are inconsiderable. The 
only important item being porcelain. We have, therefore, 
retained the existing rates on these articles. 

DIVISION XII. PULP OF WOOD, RAGS, ETC., PAPER AND 
MANUFACTURES OF PAPER 

ci Existing Duty Z 

i Articles 

I 
ProPOOed Duty 

.Ii Standard Preferential 

1 Pulp of wood rags and 
other paper making 
materials Free - Free 

9p Waste paper 80"/. A. V. 90"/. 15°/. A. V. 
8 Old news-paper. in bales 

and bags 95'/. A. V. 15'/. A. V. 
4p Paste board, mill· boar 11 

aad cardboard of all 
kind. 80'/. A. V. io"/. 15'/. A. V. 

5 Strawboarda io·/. A. v. 15'/. A. V. 
6 Cigarette papara printed 

or cork or metal tipped Nohpecified 80"/. A. V. 
T Greasy paper for pencil 

copying. carbon paper 
do. 10'/. A. V. or tracing paper 

8 Papera used for photo. 
graphic purposes do. 15'/. A. V. 

1 Such an inquiry has been ordered by the Government last year. But 
the Report by the Tariff Board has not yet been made. See Legislative 
Assembly Debates 1932, Vol. VI, p. a134. 
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Printing paper (ellclnd
ing ~brome, marble 
flint, poster and atereo), 
all aorb wbi~b ~ontain 
no mKbanical wood 
pulp or in wbi~b tbe 
mKbanical wood pulp 
amounte to leaa tban 
6S per ~nt, oftbe fibre 
~outent 

Writing peper 

(a) Ruled or printed 
form. (including letter 
paper witb printed 
beadinge), and account 
anel manDBcript books 
and tb. binding tbereof 

(b) all otbers n. o. p. 

Paper for furnisbing or 
wall paperiog 

Note-paper, carda and 
envelopea 

Paper lace and paper 
embroidery 

A1buma 
(a) Leatber covers 
(b) Clotb cover. 

Trade catalogues. and 
advertising circulars 

Picture postcards aod 
new year Xmas carda 

Books, news-papera and 
periodicals 

Artificial alstes and aU 
other warea of paper or 
board, n. 0, p. 

Poetage .tampa DBed or 
IInUBed 

EIiltiDg Duty 

StaDdlll'd I Preferential 

1 ann. per lb. 

lanoa per lb. 
or 16"/, 

wbicbever is 
bigb.r 

1 aona per lb. 

Nohpecified 

do. 

do. 

do. 
do. 

Free 

Sell.A. V" 

Free 

Not specUled 

Free 

9e11. 

I 

229 

1 aona per lb. 

1 anna per lb. 
or Iii'" which
ever is bigber 

1 aoua per lb. 

Soil. A. V. 

8O'I.~. v. 

80'/. A. V. 

do. 
do. 

Free 

liell.A. V. 

Free 

lIi'l. A. V. 

Free 

The paper industry has already been investigated by 
the Tariff Board~ and while the demand for protection 
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to the industry as a whole is negatived, a part of it ~50me 
printing paper and some writing paper) is assisted by 
means of protective duties. We have only to note that 
the future of India regarding this industry is very hright. 
The staple raw materials used in paper, namely, rags, 
straw and es!>arto grass have been unabie to keep pace 
with the progress of the industry the world over, and 
wood also seems to be failing. I In the bamboo pulp are 
now centred the hopes for the maintenance of the pace 
of paper manufacture.' India possesses this raw material 
in abundance and hence there are prospects of the rise 
of India as an important paper manufacturing country. 
But in the immediate future, as the Tariff Board reported, 
the possibility of the indigenous industry being ahle to 
supplant imports is only to the extent of 20 thousand tons 
out of a total consumption of 100 thousand tons.· 

In these circumstances, we may suggest a careful selec
·tion of duties particularly of some "deferred" rates. We 
have suggested a differentiation of items but the duties 
proposed have not been given with the above considera
tion for want of knowledge of the exact needs of the 
industry. On most of these the "general rate" has been 
retained and the changes relate to luxury articles like 
albums, and Christmas and New Year cards. 

I"No increase is forthcoming from Scandinavia.-After long enquiry 
and reflection, I see no influence at work capable of averting a pulp shortage. 
which the rapid emaustion of pulp-wood timber is bringing nearer with 
mathematical eertainry". LQrd Rothermere quoted in "Capital" 13-13-1938. 
Article on The Prospects of Bamboo Pulp Industry. 

t Ibid. ' 
• In 193:1 the Tariff Board again investigated into the claim of the Paper 

Industry for protection and recommended an extension of tile same. 
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EDsting Out)' 

Artiel_ 

I 
Proposed Out)' 

Standard Preferential 

I 

COTl'ON 
Raw cotton 6 pies per 

ponnd - Free 
Cotton and yun and As. Ii per 

\lewing or darning lb. or 61'/. 
threads A. V. which-

eyer is 
higher 

Cotton thread other 
than lewing or darning 
and all other manufac-
tured eolton goode Dol 
otherwise apecified. 15'/, A. V. -

Cotton piecegaada 
(ather than fenta not 
more than 9 yarda in 
length). The need for 

(a) plain grey i. e. nol a r.msion of th 
bleached or dyed in 

system of the piece, if import- th 
ed in pieces which 
either are without elBBBification 0 

e 

e 

f 
WDYen headings or 
contain any length imports and fo 
01 more than 9 yards 
which is nol diYided a new nome 
by lraDlyerse WDYen 

r 

heading, 01 ••• ciature empha 
(i) British manufacture 15'/, A. V. silled in the tex or'lannaa t 

per Ib.whicb-
eYer is higher 

(ii) DOn-British manu- Slt'/, A. V. facture 
or'lannas 

per lb. which-

(b) Others 
eYer II higher 

(i) 01 British manu-
lacture 15'/, A. V •. 

(ii) not 01 British manu-
lactare Ml'/, A.. V_ 

) 
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I 
UI I 

11 biotlng DIIty ; 

i Artiel"" Propoeed DIIt, 
Standard Preferential 

0 Cotton ropes Fr •• 

(B) SILK 
6 Silk raw or waste 25'/. A. V. 15'/, A. V. 
7 Silk yarIl, noiJa, and 

warps, and lilk thread do. do. 
8 Artificial silk yarn or 

thread 181'/. A. V. 181'/, A. V. 
9 Piecegoods of artificial 

silk and cotton SO"/. SO"/, A. V. 
10 Silk goods required for 

Medical purposes, such 
as silk ligatures, band-
agel etc. 25'I,A. V. 10'1. A. V. 

11 Silk mixtures, that is 
to say 
(a) Fabrics compos-

ed in part ofsome 
other T ext i I e 
than silk, and 
in which any 
portion either of 
the warp or the 
weft, but not if 

S.-./8'/,A.V. SO'/, A. V. both is silk or 
artificial silk 

(b) Fabrics not be-
ing Iilk on which 
the silk is luper 
imposed 

(c) Articles made 
from such fabrics 
and not otherwise " specified 

111 Silk piecegoods 00'/, A. V. 50'/. A. V. 

(C) OTHER TEXTILES 
IS Wool, raw and wool tops Fre. Free 
ap Woollen yarn and knitt- So'I.A. V. 'lo'/. 15'1. A. V. 

ing wool 
lOp Hosiery, "!holly of wool SS'/. 25'r. SOOt. A. V. 
16p Shawls do. do. 50'/, 
Up Woollen piecegoods S5'/.A. V. do. SO"/. A. V. 
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.; 

I KsistiDg Duty :z: ~ 

~ ArtieJee 
, PrClJlQllfd Duty 

• Standard I Preferential 

'" 
18pl Carpet. aDd ftoor rup 3/;'1. A. V. U'I.A. V. SlfI.A. V. 
19 Other testile raw 

materiall, flas, hemp. 
jute, D. 0. p. U'I.A. V. - IS'I. A. V. 

10 Second hand bags aDd I 
I ·S'I. A. V. other goOD)' bags Free -

The arrangement of items dealing with cotton textiles 
presents unusual difficulties. At present there art" only 
three or four items, but an examination of the import and 
export figures at once shows the complexity of the task. 
There are a great number of varieties of cloth produced 
and imported, and this extreme diversity makes it im
possible to determine the value of cloth by ordinary 
methods of differentiation. The trade or conventional 
names of different articles such as chadars, dhotis, only 
mislead the student of comparative statistics because they 
appear in a number of varieties. 1 The classifications of 
import returns and those of production are different and 
are not used with uniform meaning. In the import returns 
no definitions are given for the different trade names used 
and hence for administrative convenience shipment 
samples accompany the bills of entry. 

So long as the rates are more or. less uniform, difficul
ties arising from the want of proper description or 
differentiation may be ignored, but since 1930 protection 
has been granted to a few varieties of plain grey goods 
and the difficulties cannot be shirked in future. 

The Tariff Board which reported on the Cotton Textile 
Industry in 1927 suggeSted that the statistics of the 
production of cloth in Indian Mills should be compiled in 

Id. Mr. Hardy's Report DO the Import Tari1f 00 CottoD Piecegoods, p. 5. 
80 
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a fomi with which the figures for import could be easily 
compared. 1 Mr. Hardy alSo in his report emphasises 
the necessity for a revision of the whole system of classi
ncation in order to simplify future enquiries. I 

A fresh statutory inquiry has recendy been completed,' 
and we have therefore to rest content with pointing out 
that this division needs a suitable arrangement of items 
even from the point of view of nomenclature let alone 
the question of protection. We have only to look at the 
J apanese Tariff for a contrast in the differentiation and 
classification of textile articles. Mr. Hardy discusses a 
number of methods such as length, weight, actual counts, 
or the number of the yarn and concludes that there is no 
general method of classification of piece'goods by physical 
attributes which will secure uniformity of price within 
any particular class.· He himself recommends a method 
based on weight and apparent counts. The enquiry that 
we emphasise in these lines will also have to take note of 
the protective policy with regard to cotton textiles 
adopted since 1930. Accordingly, we have only retained 
the existing items and made no definite suggestion for 
changes. 

In the case of other textiles we have made are-group
ing consistendy with our plan of th~ schedule. An enquiry 
by the Tariff Board into the question of protecting the 
silk industry has recendy been set on foot. We, therefore, 
suggest tentative duties only. " 

The treatment of textile piece goods of a mixed nature 
will also have to be decided in the light of the arrange
ment of the different items under cotton goods. 

lPara 87 of the Report. It may be of interest to Dote t'hat import figures 
are shown under some 100 heads. 

I Page 7 of the Report. ' 
• But its report not published so far. 
'Page 88 of the Report. 
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DIVISION XIV. MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES 

'us 

Emting Duty 1--Articles 

I StandMd Preferential 

Accoutrements and uni-
form. imported for the 
Die of a public 8ervaDt Free If/I. A. v. 

Wireleea apparatu8 for 
the receptioD of broad-
cast wireless 50"/. A. v. 40"/. A. v. 56"1. A. v. 

ComPODeDt parts of 
.so"/. A.. V. wireless a pparatu8 do. SO"/. A. v. 

Art. works of 
(a) Statuary aud 

pictures inteDded 
for public use Free Free 

(b) Memorials of a 
public character do. do., 

(c) Other works 
(i) Marble } 25"1. A. v. - 60"/. A. V. 

(ii) Other 
(d) PriDts. EDgravinge 

60"/. A. V; aDd Pictures D. o. p. 60"(. A, v. 
CURIOS 

(a) for educatiooal pur-
poses Notspecified Free 

(b) for other usee do. 60"/.A. V. 
Articles for billiard. 

cricket, hockey, teDDis, 
Bod other games aDd 
accessories thereof 60"/. A.V. 40"/. A. V. 30"/. A. V. 

Artificial hair Not specified SO"!. A. V. 
Batteries u. o. p. 26"1. A. V. --: SO"/. A. v. 
BRUSHES 

(a) PaiDt and VarDiSh} lfi"J. A. V. 
(b) ToUet 80"1. A. V. 20"/. A. v. 
(c) other 50"/. A. v. 

BUTTONS 16"1. A. V. 
(a) com bl D edwitb 

precious metals. 
preciou8 aDd lemi-
precious etoDes Notspeci6ed 50"/. A. V. 

(b) Metal buttons 30"/. !o"/.A. v. 16"1. A. V. 
(c) othersorte iDcludiDg 

buckles. hooks etc. Notspecified do. 
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• j I 
Esiotinl Duty 

~ , Articlea 

'1 
Propoeed Duty 

~ Standard Preferential 

lip Playing card. 60"/. A. V. '0"/. A. V. I 60"/. A. V. 
l!p Cinemetograph Films .. 

(a) raw i6"!. A. V. 16'/. A. V. 16"1. A. V. 
(b) exposed SU·I. A. V. - 60"1. A. V. 

IS Feathers Not specified 60"/. A. V. 
140 Jewellery etc. for perso-

nal adornment such as 
tie-pins bair-pins etc. Notspeclfied 60"/. A. V. 

16 _.ph;, i~"~ } 
ments 

(a) other thaD films do. do. 

(b) films 
16p Smoker's requisites ex-

cluding tobacco and 
matchea, luch as cigar 
and cigarette holders, 

cutters and cases 60'1. A. V. 'O"/.A. V. 60"1. A. V. 
17 Stationer, not otherwise 

specified, snch as pen· 
holders, fountain pens, 
pencils etc. Not specified 16'1. A. V. 

HI Walkingsticks, umbrella 
sticks, and handles 
thereof n. o. p. com' 
bined with precious or 
Bemi·precioua metals, 

60'1. A. V. ivory or pearls do. 
19p Toilet requisitea n. o. p. SO"/. A. v. Iilo'/. A. v. 60'/. A. V. 

This division onlv enumerates :artiCles that are not 
included in the other divisions. Most of these are luxury 
or semi-luxury articles, and we have suggested. duties on 
.them in accordance with our general scheme. 



APPENDIX I 

CUSTOMS TARIFF AS A SOURCE OF REVENUE 

Though the object of this volume is wconsider the use of Cus
toms Tarilf' aa an instrument of industrial policy, we CAnnot overlook 

- the fact that the Tarilf' is also an important source of revenue in 
modern times. Protective duties do bring in some revenue; and 
ordinary duties are known to have some protective -effect under 
certain conditions. In fact, in some cases,1 the increase in Customs 
duties for revenue purposes, has led to the gr9wth of industries, 
with the consequence that the duties originally intended as revenue 
duties, have in course of time, assumed protective importance and 
have been recognised as such. 

We have said above that protective duties bring in some revenue. 
Strictly speaking, if a protective duty is f~lly effective in the sense 
that it brings about such a growth of the local industry that it can 
meet the local demand fully, we shall find that the duty will not bring 
any revenue, because there will be no imports of the article in questi
on. But luch an ideal set of circumstances are rare; and even if 
they do oome about, it takes time before an industry can grow to 
the desirable extent. In view of this~ imports continue, though on 
a rl:strictcd scale, to fill the gap in the demand, which the local 
industry is not able to meet, and therefore some revenue must ac
crue to the State on account of the enhanced duties on such 
imports. 

We have said enough to show the close inter-relation of the 
uses of the Customs Tariff' as a source of revenue, and as an instru
ment of industrial policy. In order that we may not lose sight of the 
importance of the former, we shan note in this appendix, in brief, the 
financial aspects of the Customs Tariff in other countries in general, 
and in India in particular. 

I d. the duties 00 Matches aod Sagar io Iodia. 
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ADVANTAGES OF CUSTOMS DUTIES AS A SOURCE OF REVENUE 

It is well known that Customs duties owe their origin mostly 
to the fact.that they constitute one orihe easiest methods oflevying 
taxation from the people. Besides -the administrative ease of col
lecting this form of taxation, there are other advantages which have 
led to their adoption as one of the principal sources of revenue by 
many countries. For example, Customs duties are an elastic source 

. of revenue in the sense that the yield can be increased or decreased 
bY'a change in the rate of duty without a corresponding increase in 
tilt! cost of collection. At the same time an increase in the rate of 
Customs duty on an article causes less public odium than other 
methods of raising revenue, because the consumer is ordinarily un-

• aware of the incidence of tax that he pays. 
Because of these and other advantages, the Customs Tariff occu

.pied a very important position in the financial systems of many 
countries; in some it was responsible for about 50 per cent. of the 
total revenue; in others, it contributed even more. The World War, 
however, led to some changes. The extraordinary demands for more 
revenue were so great, that no single source of revenue could meet 
them. All available methods had to be tried. In consequence, 
though Customs duties were increased, other sources of revenue, 
and particularly the Income Tax was resorted to, to fill up the gap. 
Besides, there are natural limits to the raising of Customs duties, 
and therefore those countries which had already high rates of duty, 
had perforce to rely more on alternative sources of revenue. The 
following table gives the relative position of Cu~toms in the finan
cial systems of certain countries. 1 

PERCENTAGE OF CUSTOMS REVENUE TO TOTAL TAX REVENUE 

Country 
Great Britain 
U. S. A. (Federal) 
Australia 

Pre-War 
21' 8 
408' 6 

78' 6 

1 Shirras, Science of Public Finance. p. SSl. 

Post. War 

15' 8 
10' 0 

840'9 
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Country Pre-War Po8t-War 
Canada (Dominion) 81' 2 63' 1 

New Zealand 57' 1 81' 1 

Japan 10' 0 40' 7 
Italy 18' 0 9' 8 

India 140' 8 26' 7 

Without going into the details of the history of each of the 
above mentioned countries, we may summarise our conclusions based 
on a Itudy of the financial history of these countries since the War., 

(1) We find that whereas in all other countries mentioned abo;~, 
the relative position of Customs has gone down, in India -it has 
nearly doubled itself. This contrast is due mainly to the fact thAt 
Customs duties in India were low and the margin for increase w'a~ 
therefore great. Though other sources of revenue were tapped: io' 
India, Customs became the most important as we shall see later hi 
greater detail. In more recent years the percentage of Customs to , 
total revenue in India has further increased. It was 5~NJlakhs otl 
41'1 per cent. in 1982-88. 

(2) Before the War, Customs had an important place in the 
revenue systems of protectionist countries like the U. S: A., Canada 
and Australia, as well as in that of a free trade ClOuntry like the 
U. K. The lame was not true of Japan.' 

(8) During the War, most ofthese countries began to rely in an 
increasing degree on direct taxation to meet the additional demands 
for revenue, with the consequence that· the relative position 01 
Customs in their finallciaI systems declined. 

(4) In spite of this relative decline, however,' the total yield 
from Customs during the post-war period did not fall in .these 
countries; in most cases it increased. 

(5) In the case of a free trade country like the U. K., the increase 
was due either to additions to the existing rates of duty or to the 
imposition of duties on articles hitherto left free. 

(6) In the case of other countries with a protective policy, the 
increase in the yield from Customs was remarkable, in spite of the 
fact that the intensity of protection was increased during the 
period. This is explained by two factors; first, the tariffs of pro-
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tectionist countries contain a small but select number of items 
designed to' yield a large revenue e. g. the U. S.' A. has ten such 
articles on its tarilf', which between them yield 110 per cent. of the 
total revenue from Customs. Second, the development of indus
tries with' the help of protective import duties is not necessarily 
accompanied by a cessation of imports, which must continue till the 
local industry is able to meet the local demand, fully. At the same 
time it must be noted that the development of industries will, in its 
turn, lead to an increased or new demand for other articles, which may 
have to be imported, and if such articles are taxed, the Customs 
revenue will increase to that extent. 

We come to the conclusion therefore, (I) that the Customs Tarilf' 
()ccupies an important place in the revenue systems of many countries, 
and' (2) that in spite of high protective walls most countries have 
succeeded in raisfng'substantial amounts ofrevenue from this Rource. 

CUSTOMS REVENUE IN INDIA 

In the financial reorganisation which followed the Mutiny, an 
increase in Customs duties was one of the measures adopted. But 
from this very time an increase in Indian Customs duties was jealous
ly watched by the Lancashire Cotton Industry, which was interest
ed in sending cotton goods to India. In consequence of this unfor_ 
tunate interference, ,the industrial policy of India was shaped in a 
way which was not conducive to her interests. We have referred to 
this problem in the t~xt. We are for the present concerned with the 
elf'ects of these events on the financial policy of the Indian 
Goverauient. 

We find that on account of the disfavour with which Indian 
Customs Duties were looked upon in England, the Government of 
India were forced to consider Customs Duties as a minor source of 

, revenue. In fact, the disfavo~r was 'so great that, with the exception 
of a few special duties, the General Customs duty was abolished 
'in 1882. As a result we find that the Customs revenue which was 
Us. 280 lakhs in 1861, was reduced to Us. 120 lakhs in1882, and further 
to Us. 100 lakhs in 18840. The financialsituation however, grew worse 
in the following years on account of the exchange difficulties, which 
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"er~ intensiOed bIll seriell of severe lind widespread famines dutinlt 
the last deude of the last century. For want of other sources 01 
revenue, the G~vernm:ent of India, ~ad to reintroduce tJie Generli1' 
Customs Duty, and also the duty oli Cotton goods. I The latter .ai 
however accompanied by a countervailing excise'duty on 'Indian mill 
production. The Customs revenue therefore 'rose to Its. 880 lakhi 
hi 18940, and to Rs. '80 lak-be in 1898. 

The Opium policy of the Government of India resulted hi the 
gradual loss of Opium revenue. In order to fill the ga'p, it became 
necessary to find alterdative sources. Customs duties, which were 
etlll • subordinate source of revenue were resorted, ta, and Iiew 
dUties were imposed on silver and petroleum, and those on liquots 
and tobacco were increased in 1910. The attitude of the auth~ri
ties in this connection was reftected iIi the apology which S~r Grey 
Fleetwood Wilson, the Finance Member gaYe in proposing these' 
measures. II I hope," he said, co I shan not be cLarged with framing' 
Swadeshi budget". He was anxious to emphasise the fact, that the 
enhanced Customs duties did not show any indication of a protective 
customs tariff, but that they were required only f~r raising additional 
revenue. In other words, to frame a Swadeshi budget even by acef
dent was considered a sin: The Customs revenue ~hich was Rs. 450 
lakhs in 1910, rose to Rs. 1080 lakhs in 1918. This amounted to le,ss 
than 9 per cent of tbe total revenue of the Government of India. 

CUSTOMS REVENUE DURING THE WA,R AND AFTER,' 191"19'0 

In the lirst two years of the wllr, additional taxation was nof! 
imposed in tbis country. III 1916, bowever, it was not thought 
wise to go on with uncovered deficits. Besides increases in Income 
tax and Salt Duty, important changes were introduced in tbe Cus
toms tariff to bring additional revenue. These changes maj be 
briefly summarised. The General Rate was increased from t; per 
cent to 71 per cent. The duty 011 sugat was railied td 10 pet cent. 
The Free List was naturally curtailed; it was confined only to cer
tain spe~ified articles. A large number of articles formerly free were 

1 Si p. C!. ad valorem od WOVeD gooda oul,. .. 
• Summarised from Our Fiscal Policy by C. N. Vakil;;\ 

31 
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brought under the pale of taxation. The special duty on Arms, 
Liquors, Tobacco and Silver manufactures was increased. Export 
duties were levied on Tea,l and. Jute.- Th~ import duty on 
Petroleum (It as. a gallon) and the Export duty on Rice (8 as. a 
maund) were left untouched. As we have seen before, cotton twist 
and yarns of all kinds were free from cJuty, while a duty of 81 per 
cent was imposed on woven goods of all kinds, whether imported or 
manufactured in .Indian mills. This position regarding cotton 
duties was also left untouched in spite of protests . 

.In 1917, it was, resolved to give a special War Contribution of 
£ 160 million to the Imperial Treasury. This necessitated further 
taxation. The Super-tax was imposed. A surcharge on Railway 
goods traffic was levied. Two changes were made in the Customs 
Tariff'. The export duty on Jute levied in the previous year was 
doubled; and the import duty on Cotton goods was raised from 8! 
per cent to 7! per cent. leaving the excise duty untouched. 

,Two other measures introduced in 1917 may be noted. 
The increase in the duty on silver manufactures in 1916 cre

ated administrative difficulties. It was therefore decided to levy 
a uniform rate of 10 per cent. on silver' plate and silver thread and 
wire, and s~lver manufactures of all sorts. With the object of res
tricting the consumption of motor spirit during war time, an act 
was passed in February 1917, by which an excise and customs duty 
of 6 as. a gallon was imposed on motor spirit. This was to be in 
operation during the war and six months after. But this tax be
came a useful. source' of revenue, and therefore the duration clause 
was removed in March 1919. 

In September 1919, a duty of 15 per cent ,was imposed upon the 
export of hides and skins. This was coupled with a rebate of two
thirds ofthe duty in the case of exports to' ,any part of the Empire. 
The duty was found unworkable; it was reduced to 5 per cent in 
1928, and abolished a few years'later. 

I RI.I-8-0 per 100 Ibs. 
I Jute-Raw; Ra. 1+0 per bale of .wo Ibs. or 6°/0 ad 't'Blorem. 

Jute-manufactured; B8cking-Ra. l()'o'O per ton; hellian-Ra. Hi/
per ton. 
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The el'ec:ts of tbe great cbange,s described above are visible in 
tbe revenue derived from Customs during tbis period. l We lind tbat 
by 1917, Customs had become an important source of revenue to the 
Government of India, being next only to Land revenue . .In 1920-21, 
the yield from both these sources was almost equal, being about 
82 crores. Future years were to, sbow that the potentialities of 
Customs bad not yet been over, and tbat it could still be rt:lied upon' 
for further additions to the reveuue. 

CUSTOMS REVENUE, 1921 AND 19i! 

From tbe subordinate position wLicb Customs Revenue was 
assigned in earlier years, it was suddenly given a lift duringtbe war, 
and in 1920, as we bave just seen it Occupied a position as important 
al tbat of Land Revenue. We migbt imagine from tJ1is .that a 
furtber increase in Customs was not possibleo. Yet this sour~e of 
revenue wbich was the last to be thought of in earlier years, wastIi'~ 
first' to which the Finance Member turned to meet his deficit of'I9 
erores in March 1921, and another of 82 crores in March 19220 
Tbe more important changes introduced in these two years are 
lummarised in the footnoteo I 

1 Customs reyeDUe in lakhs of rupees. 
191~16 ,OSI 
1915-16 8°81 
1916-11 11°98 
1911-18 16°S6 
1918-19 18°18 
1919-10 Ho48 ' 
19!O-tl 31 °89 

d. Statistical Abstract for British Indiao 
I d. "The first additional BOurce of reyenue ayaiIable is Customso I 

think the House will agree that the esistiDg larift' heads are luch that, in 
the ease of moet anides, both the trade and the ~OD8umer can undoubtedly 
bear lome incr .. se... Budget lpeech, 1911-11. . 

Also d. .. When additioual reYeuues are required; the firat head to 
which oue'l thought uaturally torD8 is Customs". Budget speech, 19tt-13· 

I 1910. 1911. 1922. 
General Import Doty nOlo nOlo 16°1, 
Cottou Plecegooda nOlo nOlo 11°1. 
Yaro s'l. 
MachiDery aod slores of 
CottOD spiuulu, aDd 

81* 
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CUSTOM'S REVENUE SINCE 19i1t 

The policy of Discriminating Protection was addpted ill 192(;. 
and proteetive duties have been since 'imposed ort several articles. 
These duties have brought some revenue. In view of the faet 
howevet that their chief importance is industrial, we shall here con
fine ourselves to those changes in the tariff which were made with 
the object of affecting the revenue. 

In 1925, the ad valorem duties on sugar and cigarettes were 
changed into specific ones. The duty on sugar was now put at 
Ss . .. per cwt; the duty on cigarettes varjed according to value; it 
was Rs. 7 per 1000 cigarettes of Ii value not exceeding Ss. ]0-8-0 and 
Ss. ,]0-8-0 on cigarettes exceeding that value. 

The depression in the Indian Cotton Industry which had be
come acnte by now led to an agitation for some relief. In conse
quence, the' universally condemned Cotton Exeise Duty wali suspeti-

Weaving mills 
Iron. Steel and 
Railway Plants 
Matches 

Sugar 
Luxury Articles: 
Motor Cars. Motor 
Cycles. tyres. 
inoluding lorries. 
silk piecegoods', 
fire works. clocks. 

il·l. 

10"/. 

';'atches. musical iastruDidnts. 
cinema films. silver and gold 
thread. wire. and manufac
tUl'es. jewellery. Je"eill. 
Cigats. aod Cigarettes. 50"/. 
Other sorts of manufactured 
tobacco Rs. 1-8'() lb. 
Kerosene II a •• Kallon. 

fl·t. lIfld 

11 as. per gras. box. as. 1-8'() 
gro. box. 

!s·l. 

Its. rI~ lb. Ri. f4-0 lb. 
Illili. gaUod. ft ali. gaUon. 

Kerosene Excise duty. 
Besides these. several large 
dUferent kinds of liquors. 

increases 
I adlla gaUon. 

"ere mlide id tht!l duty on 
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d,d in September 1925. anc;l was abp}ished in the next fiQancial year. 
niB involvecla wss of about Ii ~rores ofrevenue. 

In 1926, the duty on hand looms and their parts was reduced; 
tbat on Ilaccharine was reduced from Rs. 20 per lb. to Rs. 5 per lb. 
pr l5 per cent .• whichever was higher. The 2t per cent duty on 
printer's ink was 40ubled, and tbe 15 per cent duty on .cement was 
changed into a specific one of Rs. 9 per ton, 

In 1927. tbe duty on artificial silk was reduced from 15 tl) 7! per 
~ent. The export duty on tea was .bolished, and WaS replaced by a 
cbange in tbe method of assessing the lU companies to income-tax. 
The import duty on motor CIPorS was reduced from 80 to 20 per cent., 
and that on tyres to 15 per cent. This was in Ilccordance with the 
recommendation of the Taxation Enquiry Committee, which drew 
attention to the importance of developing motor transport in the 
country. The 15 per cent dllty on rubber seeds was abolished on 
the representation of the government of Burma. To make good the 
los8 in revenue due to these reductiOns, the import duty on manu
factured tobacco was raised from Re. 1-0-0 to Rs. 1-8-0 per lb. 

In the two subsequent yurs several minor changes in the tariff 
were made, the most important of which was the raising of the excise 
and import duty on motor spirit in 1929. 1 The question of Imperial 
Preference once again cropped up at the time of the passing of the 
Cotton Textile Industry (Protection) Bill in 1980. The compromise 
measure, which was ultimately passed. prOVided for a minimum spe
~ific duty of IJt as. per lb. on all plain grey goods while the alterna
tive ad vawrem rate was 15 per cent for British goods and 20 per cent 
for others'. A new duty of' as. per oz. was levied on silver, while 
the revenue duty on sugar (Rs. , per ton) WIlS raised by Rs. 1-8-0. 

On the other hand. the import duty on Kerosene was reduced from 
2 IlS. 6 ps. to 2 as. 8 ps. per gallon, and the export duty on rice was 
lowered from 8 as. per maund to 2 as. 8 ps. 

If we now pause to examine the position of customs revenue 

I From t as. to & as •. in accordance with the recommendations of the 
Road Development Committee. 

I It wu .-ot a purelJ fileal meuur •• ne dutJ was expected to Jield 
RI. l,i6 lakhs. 
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in India. on the eve of the present world depression (i. e. in 19!9-30) 
we find that. it contributed 38.4. per cent ofthe total revenue of the 
country. Out of the total customs revenue of 51.!4. crores. more 
than half (!8 crores) was made up by the import duties on sugar. 
cotton piecegoods. liquor. tobacco, mineral oils and iron and steel 
goods, and export duties on jute and rice. . 

In the years that followed the Finance Member had to face 
difficulties that arose out of the unprecedented trade depressionl and 
political situation in the country. Thus in 1981. he budgeted for 
a total deficit of 17.240 crores.' In order to meet this. some sweeping 
changes were tnade in the customs tariff'-changes. which recalled 
those of the years immediately following the close of the War. 
At a stroke. the Finance Member added 2l per cent to the 10 per 
cent schedule. increased the general rate of IS'to 20 per cent. 
and raised the luxury rate from 30 to 4.0 per cent. Duties on beer 
and the like were enhanced by 66 per cent •• while those on wines 
and spirits by 80 to 4.0 per cent. The new duty on silver was raised 
from .. as. to 6 as. per os .• while betel nuts, spices and exposed 
cinematograph films were transferred from the general to the luxury 
tariff'. The customs and excise dnty on kerosene oil was raised to 3 
as. per gallon, and the import duty on motor spirit was again in
creased by 2 as. per gallon. On sugar the duty was temporarily 
raised by Rs. 1-40-0 pending the report of the Tariff' Board.' 

Due to the increased severity of the world depression, the budget 
expectations were ·soon upset and a supplementary budget had to 
be presented in September 1931. The total deficit for the current 
year, and for 198!-88 was estimated to be Rs. 89.05 crores. 
to meet which, the Finance Member proposed three lines of 
action-reductions in expenditure, emergency cut in salaries 
and fresh ta~tion. As regards customs. in the first place a sur-

I The country felt the seYerity of the faU In priCes all the more becallSe 
ber exports declined in value to • much greater extent than her imports. 

I Customs revenue aloue was respoosible for • de&cit of Rs. 91 crore8. 

The share of cottou piecegoods being Rs. S.'-S crores. 
• Including duties on cotton piecegooch. 
, These enhancements were expected to yield an additional reYenue 

of 9.'111 crores. 
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charge of 25 per cent was levied on all the. existing rates. Se~ 

c:ondly the import duty on artificial silk piecegoodltwas doubled, 
while that on artificial silk yarn raised from 10 to 15 per cent. 
Tbe dnty on brown sugar was raised from Rs. 6-1!~0 to Rs. 7~40~O 

in accordance with .the rec:ommendat.ions of the Tariff Board. 
Finally the free list was curtailed and a duty of 10 per cent. was 
levied on the import of machinery. A small duty of t anna per lb. 
was also imposed on the import of raw cotton. These new cus
toDll duties were expected to yield Rs. 1557 Iakhs at the close of 
1982-88. 1 

These changes as swift as they were drastic carried the level of 
indirect taxation to a very highpitch.1 In the subsequent years, there
fore, Government had to watcb carefully the effects of. these 
cbanges. But the exports as well as the imports continued to show a 
phenomenal decline as in the preceding year, and in 198!-88, the 
CustoDll revenue fell short of the budget estimate by Rs. 415lakhs. 
Those items wbich until recently had been, as we have seen 
before, tbe mainstay of the Customs revenue, ~mely, sugar, cotton, 
piecegoods and liquor. themselves were responsible for tbe decline 
in revenue. Even the three new import duties on machinery. raw 
cotton and dyes •. fell far below the expectations entertained at 
tbe time when they were levied. It was no wonder then that 
luxury articles like Tobacco, and Motor cars showed a deterioration 
of 22 per cent. 

In the last year. however. the financial position slightly improved 
as compared with the preceding years. and the deficits of the earlier 
years were turned into a surplus of Rs. 2.17 Iakhs in tbe budget 
for 1988-84. despite the fact that the decline in our foreign trade in 
common with the world, continued. .From the point of view of 

1 This was upected to turn the deficit into a surplus of Rs. 6.i3 
lakbs at the beginning of 19ss.M. 

• ThUi even for the first ten month. of the first year in which these 
lurc:bargea and increased rates came into operation the Goverument col
lected Rs. i9 crores of import dutiea on Rs. lOS crore& of import, 
wher_duriolJ the lame period io the last normal year (19i9-30) import 
duties fetched 33 crore8 on imports of thll nlull of Rs.'IOI crores. 
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.cuatol!lll revenpe, the sitll~tion was interesting. There were heavy 
faUs i~ the imports of vehicles lind in certain .,ther luxury and 
lIemi-Illxury articles, while the imports of machinery, raw cotton, 
tptton pie~egoods and Kerosep.e were maintained especially in 
quantity \ The CU$toms revenue did come up to the budget eJ:
pectations, . but this was mainly due to the sudden rise in the 
imports of cotton and artificial silk piece goods. For ullmple, tbe 
import duties on cotton piecegoods amounted to Rs. 6.409 crores as 
~ompared witb the budget estimate of Rs. 8.79 crores. This is 
particularly noticeable because in August ]982 the Government had 
lP response to tbe demand of the textile mill industry levied 
./lnti-dumping duties on non-British I cotton and artificial silk 
goocls. There were therefore no changes made in the tarilF and the 
Finance Member hoped that the position would be continued.' 
lie, however, made an allowance for a slight decline in customs 
(from Rs. 52'29 to 51'24 crores). 

Even this brief sltetch will enable us to see that after the 
war, an ever increasing reliance has been placed upon this source 
which had been left untapped before. In fact the duties have 
been raised to such heights that we have begun to hear tbat they 
have been carried to the point of diminisbing returns. It is said 
that the figures for the cUlltoms revenue during recent years are an 
indication of this tendency. While it is obviously too much to 54Y 
this, we cannot at tbe same time escape the conclusion tbat 
Indian finances have come to depend too much upon this single 
source of revenue. Customs may prove to be a useful source f:)f 
revenue in times of financial emergencies, but experience has . ' 

'shown that while it is a source easy to be tapped, it is 
1l1so llnrelial>le.' It has further shown that in times of financial em-

I See Budget speech (1988-8') paras 10-15. 
• The cotton 9uties were raised from SU pew: cent to .50 per cent ,or 

As. 4~/8 per lb. . 
• He has budgeted for a surplus of 40i lakhs 
, The finance member while levying tbe lurcharges in hiB budge( for 

19S1~t hinted that 80me at least of the increases would be permanent • 
• We have ,Jready shown in the last chapter the cases in which the dutillll 

Ihould be permanently raised. 
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haRassment, India can hope to rely more successfully on real,_ 
drastic and well-adjusted retrenchment than upon any other
IOUrce, haring regard to the optimum taxable capacity of her
people. Our survey will also reveal that some of those items which 
made up the bulk of our customs revenue have now been transferred 
Jet the protective part of our schedule. Hence their imporianc.e as
sources or revenue JOust dimiuish.1 The Fina.oce Member is .li"e
to th. necessity of haring a properly balauced system of taxatiOIl 
to counter-balance the loss due to such measures.1 We DUly there-
fore hope that in any scheme of financial reconstruction, it shall 
not be forgotten that even in normal times the overwhelmiug
pressure of indirect taxes (customs and excise) in the fiscal syslegl 
of India, preseuts a marked contrast to the preponderating. io.
f1uence which direct taxes have come to exercise in the ~x syJielJlS
of other countries • 

.. 
J Budget for 19~. .. It is obYiowily too much to Jaope that the

eotton duties woald continue to be ODe of the main props of our customs 
rRenue if the protective policy adopted ainee 1930 is to operate
suceeufllll,. ... 

• BudBet apeech 193t-S3. 
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THE WORLD ECONOMIC CbNFERENCE 

AfBicted by a. prolonged economic crisis and finding, itself in a 
'State of complete economic chaos, the world looked forward with 
great hopes to know the results of the World Econo~ic Conference 
nelcl in London in June and July 1933. In a sense, it was a unique 
meeting because for the first time in the history of the world, repre
sentatives of as many as 67 countries assembled together to find a 
-solution for the economic ills of tbe world. Elaborate preparations 
were made by the League of Nations on the one band, and by 
the British Government on the other, to ensure the success of tbe 
Conference. The Economic and Financial Section of the League Se
cretariat was temporarily working in London, and there were in addi
tion, the representatives of various countries with tbeir usual para
phernalia. Special arrangements were made for the journalists among 
whom one found every variety, to flash the news about the Confe- . 
Tence over the wires throughout the world. In brief, nothing was 
left undone which would concentrate the attention of the thinking 
world on tbe activitie~ in South Kensington. Unfortunately for 
the world, however, we find ourselves no better to-day after the 
Conference is over than before it met. In vie,\,¥: of the failure of 
the leading countries to find an agreement OD the fundamental 
issues. the Conference came to an end without any tangible results. 
From the point" of view of the ideals of the League which works 
for international peace, or from the point of view of the settlement 
of the world problems by means of such Confer~nces, we I!,lust say 
that there has been a great setback to either. From the point of 
view of the student of Economics, there is nothing new to record, 
because nothing new was accomplished. Delegate after delegste 
'l'epresenting dilferent countries reiterated the same platitudes for 
the removal of trade barriers, the establisbment of an internation
al monetary system, the raising of tbe general price level and 80 

on. But each of them seems to have had a mental reservation 
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regarding the practical methods to be applied to bring about a 
better state of ecoDOmic order. The set speeches of the represen
tatives of dUferent governments made in public during the ear
lier days of the Conferellce, did not conceal for long the inherent 
difficulties in solring the problem,. When matters came to a head, 
the public Bittings of the two Commissions into which the Confe
rence was dirided. were suspended. to be convened later only for 
the purpose of what may be described as the funeral oration. The 
essential facts about the economic chaos in which the world· is 
now involved. to which. reference has been made in the body of 
this book. remains unchanged. If the Conference had succeeded 
in achiering some results. we would haye thought it proper to 
analyse the same so far as it aff'ected the subject matter of this 
volume. As matters now stand, we can consider only in brief the 
causes which led to the failure of the Conference. 

It does not· require any proof to say that in spite of the 
eff'orts of the League of Nations. war spirit is rampant in most of 
the leading countries of the world. The. failure of the Disarma-

. ment Conference is only one evidence of this unfortunate spirit. 
One has only to move in the principal cities of Europe to. see the 
way in which the spirit is kept up or to watch the current politi
cal events in these countries to be able to gauge the way in which 
this spirit is shapinJr events. Whereas war in the literal sense 
of the word, that is. an organised attempt to kill one another on 
• large scale, may break out at any moment, from another point 
of riew. a war is already in progress in the cirilised world. The 
economic chaos in which the world now finds itself may be as
cribed to the existence ofa state of economic war, which the 
princ~l countries have been waging against one another for the 
last so many years. In this kind of warfare, the two important I 
weapons have been tariff's and depreciation of currency. It is not, 
difficult to find some justification for this or that tariff'~ change or 
currency depreciation in any particular country. But whatever the 
economic justification of these changes, the fact remains that most 
countriea have by now realised the utility of these economic 
weapons ai powerful strategic points which they can nse with eff'ect 

311* 
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Ilgllinst one ~not~er. An ~nlllysis of ~he exillting high ~rifFs alIP 
tllt: t:xisting depreci~tion "f currencies in the-princivalcountriell, 
~y reveal some local economic factors in e~ch case, but it will also 
r~velll ~he fact that the continuance Qf this s~te of affairs is 
~eslre~ from non-economic motives. In _other words, either 
b~cAuse the countries concerned are not in a position to wage WIll' 

or because the immediate horrors of the war are too great t,p be 
reveated at such a short interval, that the war spirit is finding 
manifestations in the form of this particular kind of economic 
warfare. Each country thus ~kes advantage ove, others by means 
of ll1rifFs, irrespective of its capacity to make any economic use of 
the tariff. The use of the tariff weapon in this way may lead to 
retaliatory tariffs by another, and when this becomes difficult or 
impossible, a reply is given in the form of depreciation of currency, 
which has the effect of removing the utility of the ~rifFs to the 
other country. When such a process goes 011, on a large scale 
Among many countries, we canllot but describe the situation as Il 

Iltate of economic warfare. Unless this is appreciated, and unless 
the leading countries are willing to put an end to the use of 
economic weapons in the manner described above, the world will 
not be in a position to recover. The representatives of the 
various governments who met in London for the World Conference, 
were not able to renounce the use of these ('conomic weapons for 
non-economic purposes, and this in brief, explains the failure o~ 
the Conference. The two main things for which the Conference 
professedly met, were removal of trade barriers, and the restoration 
of a sound international mone~ry system. The work of the Con 
ference was therefore divided into two main commissions, each of 
which was charged with these respective problems. But as said 
above, these_economic instruments had.become important weapons 
for economic warfare which the countries were not willing to 
sacrifice for the common end. There were various conflicting 
interests of one country against those of another which could have 
found adequate solution in due cou,se, provided the fundamental 
bac\iground was sound. As matters stood, the United States had r 
!lban<loned tlte Gold Standard on the eve of the Conference. The 
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depreciation of the dollar may have had its local justification. but it· 
bad also a world consequence. One found therefore the leading 
countries divided into two principal groups, the gold group and the 
DOn-gold group. The general desire to increase tlie price level 
cOuld not be translated into effective steps so long as there was no 
agreement oli the monetary issue; and so long as the .monetarY 
problem could not be solved. people were not willing to touch the 
tariffs. It was a viciouS circle which ought to have been cut simul
taneously at scveral points, but no one was bold enough to dd lid. 

TIle discussion of the question of industrial policy in tbis 
cOlJntry with special reference to tariffs in this volume is esseii
tially an eco~ic issue. There is nothing similar to the wat 
spirit that dictates the use of tariffs in othel' countries in our 
consideration of the problem. There could be none because 
India wants to fight with no one. The chief problem tor India 
ii to work fo~ her own economic salvation within her own bordets. 
If there is a conflict of interests which has to be avoided or oyer
C!ODle, it is essentially ali economic conftict, and the use of the britt 

suggested in this volume is therefore for economic purposes alont!. 
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A NOTE ON THE COST OF PROTECTION 

In the foregoing pages we bave not discussed the traditional 
free-trade vs. protection controversy, which one may almost say still 
remains interminable. In tbis volume whicb is a preliminary 
lIurvey of the industrial policy of India it has been assumed tbat 
protection is inevitable in our economic policy. and it has not been 
possible to enter into the fundamental issues of the theory of inter
national trade which such a policy raises. It must, bowever, be 
said that the theory of international trade and tbe practice' or 
history of commercial policies have run a tilting against each other; 
and in the present depression the advocacy of free trade by the 
economist has become even less tban a cry in the wilderness. We 
have erstwhile, been told that· the almost universal adoption of 
protection even in the pre-depression era was to be explained by 
the fact that the policy was based upon non-economic grounds 
on which the ·'economic-statesmen" took their stand. This may 
be partially true; but it is not tbe whole truth if we maintain 
that protectionism is an economic policy. Economics to be a social 
science-as has now long since been accepted_must take into account 
an the factors uf human life to explain the phenomena covered by 
its sphere. And here one must emphasise that the theory of inter
national trade still remains incomplete inasmuch as few syste
matic or scientific attempts have been made to survey and explain 
IJ posteriori the all-pervading practice of protectionist policies the 
world over. Signs of the comi~g change, however, are not wanting 
and the history of protectionism itself in all the countries-the 
sheer exaggeration that has been placed upon its potentialities and 
its actual results- are, we believe, sure to lead even the "economic 
statesmen" to a searching of their hearts,. and reBect whether 
they have not played too much in the hands of the industrialists. 
While all these questions have not been dealt with in this volume, 
the present writers have advocated protection as a maiD plank in 
industrial policy on the assumption that these questions would 
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Daturally be raised and solved. With a view to stimulate discussion or 
luch a question and to attempt at finding out a rational basis of pro
tectionist policy, a tentative scbeme is proposed in this Appendix. 
We have referred to the question in general terms in the text;. 
we propose to give an outline scheme here, the details of which can 
be filled in when the data required for the purpose are available. 

It i. now increasingly realized even by those who advocate 
protection that the aid to industries through a tariff is no free gift 
made by the community to the industries concerned-rather, a 
aacrifice made by the former in expectation of some general benefit 
accruing from the development of the latter. We must also bear 
in mind before starting upon a definite scheme of protectioa 
what the history of protectionist countries shows viz: that the- . 

tariff gradually comes to exercise a very important influence ij 
national life. It helps the formation of a different ind. ustrial stmc 
ture and to some extent a different distribution of the national 
income from that which would have resulted without it. The 
hiStory of protel."tionist policy in other countries is also a warning· 
against neglecting the baneful effects of protection unskilfuUy 
handled.1 The political influence that protected industries come 
to possess especially in 'democratic' countries have often provi
ded the free trade armoury with a number of darts.1 A new count. 
ry starting upon Buch a policy must profit by their experience. The 
whole outlook of those responsible for framing such a policy needs 
to be quite different from what it has been in the past. The Govern
",nil tmtl the kgillature fllfUt regard protectiOlt _e IU a Bchenle' 
oj uperulit"re tAa. tAat oj income Jor 'he trelUUrg. It has been 
leen in the earlier cbapters that many a government has gradu
ally been brought to adopt. protectionist policy as a result of high. 
import duties it first levied for revenue purposes. The fiscal history 

1 "We think the tariff may be likened to a powerful drug with excel· 
leut tonitfproperties. but with re-actioDB on the body politic which make it 
dangerons i. the hands of the unskilled and uninformed". Brigdeu and 
others: Australian Tariffp. 99. 

I Fqr the lat.e1t "Th. hogs are .crambling in the pond"-about the 
tariff IqiIlation in the U. S. A.-See: "The Tariff 1919-1930" Quarterly 
louroal 01 EcooomiCl.lllne 1930 by F. W •. TaUli8ilr. . 
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-of our own country is an instance in. point. The tati' has beeri .' 
used both as ari instrument for revenlJe and as a means of assisting! 
industrial development in a number of countries. With regard to: 
the first purpose we have to note that even when it is regarded 
as a method of indirect taxa~ion the aim generally kept in view in all 
sound systems of taxation viz: that of transferring a part of the income 

. t' of the tax-payers-with as 'little sacrifice' to individua s and as 
little disturbance to production as possible-has not been as scrupu
lously followed as ill_direct taxation. It is true, however, that iri 
most countries food-products, machinery or chemicals or whatever 
articles that a country cannot produce itself and are essential for 
dire~t consumption (which is not to be restricted for any purpose), . 
or for further production are allowed free or charged very low rates 
of duty. It would be betler iJ in Juture the two JunctiO'lUl oj the tariff 
co"ld be separated. When we remember that in some important coun
tries e. g. Australia; U. S. A., and Great Britain there are compara. 
tively a smaIi number of items of import which make up the bulk 
of the customs re'l'enue we think it is quite possible to keep the two 
functions of the tariff separate. Wben this has been done. an'd 
the Government it~elf regards protection as an item oj e:ependiture 
there will no longer be a confusion between the needs ofindlls- . 
tries and the Treasury- nay this changed outlook in itself will 
act as a check on any unreasonable extension of protection.1 This 
need not mean abolition or even reduction of revenue duties. It 
may on the contrary be possible to extend some revenue duties 
after a careful examination oftheir probable, incidence. It should not 
seem that th.e above considerations are pedantic inasmuch as onlt 
the adoption of her~ic measures would 'make them practicable under 
the conditions tbat obtain to-day. We. submit that once the out
look is changed; and the sOIl.ndness of the above consideratioQ 
recognised they will guard us against dangers frequently lurking 
in the path of protectionism. 

1 The Report of the AustraliaD Taritr by BrigdeD and Others lug
.gests that a Trust fund mllSt be created out of the I'eceipts fl'om protectivd 
duties for the purpose of payiDg bountiel "here Dec_art. 
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THE PROBLEM OF THE COSTS OF A TARIFF 

If tben protection is a kind of expenditu;e incu~red by tbe 
state on bebalf of tbe community is it Possible to 'measure its j 

extent? 
Tbe cost of a brill' can be estimated after a study of its elFects 

upon bome production and prices of articlcs (a) wbich are dutiable 
under tbe tarilF and (b) prices of articles wbich are not dutiable 
under it. I If we can compare tbe prices paid for borne-made 
goods (protected) witb tbose wbich would bave to be paid for 
similar goods if imported free, and if we find as a result tbat the 
consumers have to pay, for a considerable period, more for the pro
ducts protected by the brill' we have the measure of the burden. 
It may be that these enbanced costs are more tban made up for by ad
'fantages derived from political security, increased industrial know
ledge and stability resulting in a diversity of employment. The brill' 
is often said to draw capital and labour away from the non-protect- . 
ed industries. But in India we bave no question of this nature 
to raise. Our problem is to find employment for an over-crowded 
agricultural population. 

In order, therefore, to find out tbis burden tbatpeople are 
presumed to bear two methods may be considered for working out 
an estimate of tbe costs of protection. 

We bave seen howtbetarilFs are classified into divil'ions or groups. 
In this metbod t one division after another is taken and tbe prices 
of representative commodities are ascertained firstly in the bome 
(protected) market and secondly tbe priees of the same commodities 
or tbose that resemble tbem most in a country where tbey pay no 
import duties. We tbus get a table as follows:7 
The Import Duty. Price in tbe ';Price in tbe 

Protected Free Market. 
Market 

I cf. Skene Smith'. Structure and Working of the Australian Tariff p. 11. 
t This is the method of the Australian Tariff Board and is followed by 

Hr. Skene Smith in his Economic Control and iUostratedin lome detail 
ID his later brechare mentioned in F. N. 1 below. 
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A comparison of the prices in the two countries can thus be 
made and if it is f!>und that the price in the free trade country 
(or .tbe country in which these articles are lightly taxed) is much 
below the same in the country with the protective tariff, it means 

. that the tariff imposes substantial burden on the consumers. III 
some cases the position of several important industries is examined 
for a number of years-its production at an earlier period (say 
before the War) an~' its output to-day, the number of men employ
ed then and now may all be considered. If at the close of a 
period it is found that the production of the industry has been 
substantially enlarged and the number of men employed is increased, 
a nd also if the price of its products approaches the price of similar 
products in countries not levying duties on them, both the 
progress and efficiency of the industry cannot be doubted. 

Such a comparison is made in the table that is given below.l 
The first column gives a list of certain commodities and the table 
seeks to compare (i) the duty on each of these articles in the two 
countries New Zealand and Australia, and (ii) the prices of these 
commodities in the two countries on the dates given ill the third 
and sixth columns. These dates are so chosen as to compare 
their prices as far as possible at t,he same period. • The last cOlumn 
gives the export price from a country (England) which exports 
these commodities in large quantities j hence these prices are bound 
to be as low as possible. It then remain~ to be seen whether 
a commodity that has a high duty in AustrAlia but a low (or no) 
duty in New Zealand, is sold at a much higher price in the former 
than in the latter or not. It can also be seen whether the differ
ence in prices in Australia and England 'is much greater than 
the cost of transportation from the latter to the former. Finally, 
if it is found that the price in the country levying heavy import 
duties is not ,higher than the price of similar commodities in the 
country levying low (or no) duties, and that the difference between 
the export price of the article in the country' exporting it and the 

1 Slimmariled from Mr. Skene Smith', Structure and Working of the 
A ultralian Tariff. 
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market price of the country levying protective duties on ~hat article 
is not substantial then the burden of protectioD is either small or 
none. 

New Zealand Australia England 

Duty Price Export 

Article I Price 
Britisb I Gene-

per ton price Duty December Melbour-
1928 Prefe-

I ne Feb. November 
rential ral 1928 1929 

p;. ,,- '} ,,_U, I .£7 208. 40 8. £1-5 s. I £ 3-U s • 
free I Steel from £ 20-108. Free 1I!0 s. £15 From.£ 1-

plates U. K. 108 to 
at 20"'. £ 10-10 s. 
From 

Blaek else- From Free 125 s. £ ~5 From.£ 8-
sbeets where .£ 21-108. 15 s. to .£ 10 

to 
.£ 23-108. 

Galva· 

I 
25 to From 208. 608. From .£ 13-10 s. 

niaed .£ 2ft to 
I 

.£ 2ft-lOs. 
sheets SO p.c. .£ 96 to .£ 26 

It will be. seen that in all these commodities there is no great 
dill"erence between New Zealand and Australian prices-in fact 
in Steel plates it is sulv;bntially lower in the latter and in Galvatli~ed 
sheets it is nearly the same in both. Ther~ is a !\larked dill"erence 
between the English and Australian prices but then the cost of 
transportation to the latter country ,m~y explain this divergence. 

But this method gives only an indication of the costs of the 
brill" in the dill"erent Divisions of the ·tarill", from which we have 
to infer the burden imposed by the brill" .. as a whole. Secondly 
even if for the lIelected commodities based on tariff items similar' 
articles (in qoalltyand value) are found in the country importing 
them without duty. prices of commodities are swayed by 80 many 
factora that a comparison of these in dill"ereilt markets at the same 
period is imperfect even at best. 

.' 
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AN ALTERNATIVE METHOD FOR MEASURING. THE COST 
OF PROTECTION AND FOR DISTRIBUTING THE SAME 

We may, therefore, have recourse to another method which is 
much more elaborate and calls for the collectioB of data much 
greater than are at present gathered by our Tariff Board. We may 
describe it briefly as under: 

Three kinds of industries may be distinguished for our 
purposes:-

(i) industries (and occupations). which by reason of 
physical limitations are beyond the pale of foreign 
competition-the naturally protected industries-such 
as building trades, and inland transport. 

(ii) industries protected by the tariff. 
(iii) industries which face international competition i. e. 

prices in which are determined by world factors. 
It will be evident that we are primarily concerned with the 

second class of industries and to a much smaller extent with the 
first. Under the burden of protection we have therefore to include 

1. The difference between tbe cost of home produced goods 
and the cost of the same goods if they were imported free of 
duty. This could be obtained by multiplying th.e difference in the 
prices of the articles as in method already described by the total 
consumption of these articles. 

2. The amount of direct assistance in the shape of bounties 
etc. If the bounties make the price of home produced goods lower 
than that of imports this decreased amount will have to be deducted 
from the total estimate of the burden. 

S. Strictly speaking the amount of indirect assistance by way 
of preferential purchases of home-made goods by the Government 
and other public bodies must also be taken account of. 

The first of these, the cost of home-produced goods in excess 
the cost of imported products, is the most iqJ.portant and difficult 
of measurement, while the second, bounties etc., the easiest of the 
three. In a country that has followed protectionist policy for a 
considerable period there are serious difficulties in ascertaining all 
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the rommodities that rome dirertly or otherwise. in the pale of 
protertion. But in India it would be comparatively easy as there 
are only a fe. industries protected. The extent to which pro
ducts of the protected industries are more costly than similar goods 
of imported free of duties is indeed very aiflicult to decide with 
exactitude. But our Tarilf' Board follows a method of estimating 
the future fair selling price which might usefully be applied here. 
The Indian Tarilf' Board estimates the future cost of production of 
the home producer, and the prices at which foreign goods would 
be imported without duty. It then determines the future fair 
selling price for "the home industry before recommending the 
amoont of protective duties or bounties.1 It thus tries to antici
pate the future course of foreign prices. 

On these lines, then, we can attempt to find out the ~mount 
which the consumers have to 'spend in excess of what they would 
otherwise pay for the same products if these very goods were im
ported free. But then a question arises whetber it is the full 
amount of the duty that must be computed in the excess cost. In 
all eases the prices of the commodities, raised as a result of protec
tion, are not ntised to the full extent of the duty. We, therefore, 
have to make an estimate on the following lines:-

I. When it is clear from import statistiCS, that imports contri
bute a substantial proportion of the quantity of particular goods 
concerned, it may be assumed that the price .is raised by the 
full amount of the duty. Here the burden of protection to be 
taken is the maximum possible.' 

2. When the imports are relatively small and the consumption is 
almost entirely of home-made goods, it is clear that the price is 
not raised by the full amount of the duty and we may take the 
excess cost roughly at half the maximum. 

s. There are some industries which we have distinguished 

I See ChapteR IV and VI of the 1st Steel Report and of 1~ Steel 
Report, for this method. • 

• Such an _lImption is made by the Tarifr Board in India io the ease 
of Steel. See Report (1"'). 

Anneztllre B to the second report 00 Steel pp. Ul and 161. 
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. before as being naturally protf'ctt'ti. sucb as enginet'ring. or trana
port industries-in wbicb sOlne kind of protection b Inevitable and 
so the'increased cost may be taken tI' 0'" tAird. 

Our blsk tben would be to ascertain the items of the ,lrott'CtiYe 
tarift' and the industries covered by them. When the articles eoll
cerned have thus been tabulRted the next step will be to estimate 
the value ~f the output of thesc industries. Then the burdf'n of 
ex('ess eost can be t.'omputed as under:_ 

To ascertain the amount of duty on ea('h kind of protl't'ted 
articles in percentage i. e. turning dllties other than ad valor«'m 
into their corresponding ad valorenl rates. 

To ('alculRte tbe total output of the industry producing f'lI('h 
article. 

Thl' burden is to be found out for this figure on the output. 
Tbe ad valorem duty is so Dlany per l'ellt. then by tbe rule of three 
tbe required figue is to be obtained tor the output as illustrated in 
thE" table below:-

----------~------------~--------~-----------. 
lmJl(\rt nllty p. ". I \ It,..,... .. not <If th .. Prodllction Item. or ..... ded " ... t. Value or outPIlt. who' .. dllt,. I • ..tdeod • 

Cutlery • IS I Rs. 10.00.000 I Ra. 1.&0.000---

We take tbe landed ('ost i. e. the total cost of the imports of 
tbe commodities, after tbey arrive in tbe country includlna frei,bt 
.and landin, charges. Tbis gives us a Dleasure of tbe maximum 
possible amount of tbe price correspondin, to tbe Indian product. 

We will then have to calculate the excess cost to tbe full 
'amouut of tbe duty on class (1) as marked above. one-balf tbe 
.amount of duty on class (2) and one-third on class (II). In some indus
tries, it will be found tbat tbey use as raw tnaterials tbe products 
of some otbers wbich also may be protected. This duplication 
of burden can be avoided by takin, only tbe industry that 
turns out the final products. . 

The burden tbus calculated may not exactly represent tbe burden 
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of each iodastry bat takeD collectiYely, aD oyer:-eslimate iD ORe 
_ may be caoeeDed by aD uDder-atimate iD aoother.1 

To this mllSt be added the ..-nt expeoded OD bounties, and 
the estimate of the sum of preferential purchases by public 
bodies. 

Yobmte of Protf!t:leJ Prodw:tioa:- The Ded step theD wiD be to 
'00 oat the extent 01' yolume of prodnctioD dependent upon pro
tection. Indeed there will be me industries which cannot liye 
without the protectioD and there will be some which can surriye 
the Withdrawal of protection. But this question wiD be of momeDt 
when we come to consider tbe distributioD of the burden amoDg 
the _ral industries. 

We have already got the output of the difFerent industries iD 
the abon calcalatioD. But the total of all the output of the 
industries protected will DOt giye us the real amount of protected 
production because in some eases the raw materials used hereiD 
may be imported (or are fhose that can be exported at world prices) 

while in others the raw materials canoot be exported.- It is then 
only iD the last case ,that the valUE: of the whole output can be 
regarded as dependent upon tarifFs. Proceeding along these lines 
we find tbat:-

(i) iD the case where raw material is imported or ex
portable at world prices, the amount of protected production to be 

taken wiD be ooly the "added .alue" i. e. value of the output 
Jess the value of raw "material used. 

(ii) there are some industries lhe raw materials of which 
caDool be exported at competitiYe prices abroad. The amount of 
protected production must then be the whole output; such as 
industries are eemeDt, tobacco, glau etc. 

(iii) There are others, such as cottoo, where the raw 
materials come into both the categories and a somewhat careful 

l~. method of c:alCIlIatinJr the total burdea has beea checked in 
Aastra1ia (by the Committee of Eeoaomic Enquiry above referred to) by 
-"ter. iaYDIriq aa eoqairy lato coafideatial recorda, .. d tile reeuIts 
..... ~ c:oafinaed 

t eo Jr. Buildiag iad..tri_ .. Paper iDdaitry. 
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judgment has to be made regarding the proporti.on of raw material 
that must be computed for the amount of protected production. l 

Before making a final estimate of the volume of protected 
production we must again turn to the three kinds of industries we 
have distinguished on the gl'ound that each of them imposes either 
the maximum or half or one-third of the total burden of protection. 

In the first of these classes it is easy to see that all the pro
duction in'that class must be taken as protected. In the second 
where the burden of the duty was taken as half the maximum it 
would be safe to take the full value though some part of tbat pro
duction must b~ taking advantage of the 'tariff only partially. In 
the tbird class of industries tbose "naturally" protected-wherein 
the burden was estimated at one-third of the maximum-one-balf 
tbe total output may be taken as due to . protection. 

We may tben summarise tMs discussion on tbe measure of the 
burden of protection in tbe following table:_ 

Import Excess Cost Value Amount Proportion 
Item of Duty if the whe>le Value of added of the of Raw 
Produc- P. C.of of Duty is output to Raw Raw Material to 

tion landed Mate- Material be caIcula-
Cost calculated rials ted 
II III IV V VI VII 

The Indian Tariff Board has made an attempt to estimate tbe 
cost of protecting Steel in their report of 192~, which may be des
cribed as under2:_ 

It obviously restricts its enquiry to the single industry it has 
been dealing with. It takes (i) the different kinds of steel (ii) their 
consumption at the time of levying the duty (iii) the existing duty 
(iv) the proposed duty per ton. The difference between (iii) and 
(iv) will be the increased burden of the protective duty which they 
recommend (V). This difference is multiplied by (ii) the volume 
of consum ption tbe product of (ii) and (V) giving the additional 

1 In the Report on Australian Tariff these industries are taken out 
separately and th" proportion of raw material to be counted is estimated. 

I Annexture B to the Report p. 161 and Statement IV p. 161. 
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price resulting from protection for eacb item of import considered ... 
Their total gives the probable burden on consumers. It is obvious 
tbat the method. of tbe Tarilf' Board is crude and requires improve
ment on the lines discussed above. 

DISTRIBUTION OF THE BURDEN 

Having estimated the total burden' of protection and the volume 
of production dependent upon the tarilf', we can easily calculate 
th'e average excess price in percentage that the consumers pay for. 
the protected articles. 1 

We must now see how this burden is distributed among the 
dilf'erent industries and among the dilf'erent classes of consumers, 
in the country. Here aaain we tum to the work of the. Indian. 
Tarilf' Board. In its second report on the Steel Industry in 1924'. 

it attempted at examining the burden on the consumer resulting, 
from the adoption of tbeir recommendations and also ,the. elf'ect on 
the Customs revenue. After estimating the total burden of the 
protection to the industry, as 'indicated above, it classified the 
dilf'erent kinds of steel and their cost to the consum~r. Thus it 
divided .the steel included in the extra burden into (i) that part 
which goes for general consumption, (iO, the part used by the; 
principal industries (iii) the remaining used' by Government and 
ot~r public institutions. S 

We .have tried to study the method of estimating the total 
burden resulting from all industries dependent upon protection. All 
attempt bas now to be made at finding'tbe probable proportion of 
tbis burden 00 the dilf'erent kinds of industries and finally on the 
dilf'erent kinds of consumers-that is, what industries are requir.ed to. 
pay bigber prices for articles which they use for their ·own pur-

1 The Committee of Enquiry on the Anstralian Tariff. above referred to 
estimated the burden at £ 36 million and total volume of protected pro
dnction at £ 180 million. Hence the average excess price (in p.c.). was 
placed at '0 p. c. 

t 4nnexture B to 192' Report (ind Report) pp. ai-I6S. A prelimi_ 
nary effort at this same topic was made io Chapter IX of its First Report. 

• ]/,id. para. 25. 
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JlOIIes and how much of the extra costs they are able to "pal' on"
.and the class of consumers that directly bellr the extra burden and 
wbetber they are 'able' to bear it. If the total burden reBulting 
from protection in general be calculated on the linea indicated 
above and at the aame time, arrau,ements be made to have improved 
data for ascertaining the incidence of this burden on"difFerent clal
-ses of producers and consumers In the country, the system of pro
tection will almost reach perfection. The incidence calculated by 
the TarifF Board in the case of steel \a approximate; enn lucb an 
.approximate estimate will not be possible In tbe case' of otber 
industries unless the statistical machinery is improved, and to this 
increasing attention 18 being paid in recent times by all tbe impor
tant couutrieR. In India the work is simplified be('aule of tbe 
.('omparatively small number of industries a. yet protected. This In
quiry will show, on whllt industries in particular falls the ellcess 
eost due to tbe protective policy lind when we are in a position 
to know how difFerent classl'S of consumers are afFected, we shall be 
able to judge fully the benefits or otherwise of the policy adopted. 

It is also easy to see how useful this method of estimating 
"the cost of protection" would be in ,uiding us in future as rellards 
the policy of granting further protection. Tbe tendency of I)~~tec
tlon generally is to increase the number of industries that seek 
shelter behind It. But the above method at once points to tbe 
limitations of the poltcy. It leads us so to say, to mark the point 
of maximum utilisation of tarifFs. It enables us to be truly discrl
minattn, In a protective policy neither being overcaut.ious nor rasb. 
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